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This series is designed particularly, but not exclusively, for students reading degree
programmes based on semester-long modules. Each text will cover the essential core of
an area of mathematics and lay the foundation for further study in that area. Some texts
may include more material than can be comfortably covered in a single module, the
intention there being that the topics to be studied can be selected to meet the needs of the
student. Historical contexts, real life situations, and linkages with other areas of
mathematics and more advanced topics are included. Traditional worked examples and
exercises are augmented by more open-ended exercises and tutorial problems suitable for
group work or self-study. Where appropriate, the use of computer packages is
encouraged. The first level texts assume only the A-level core curriculum.

Professor Chris D. Collinson
Dr Johnston Anderson

Mr Peter Holmes
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This book is, somewhat loosely, based on a (module length) series of lectures which have
been given, over the years, to the first year honours mathematics students in the
University of Leeds. The 'looseness' derives from the fact that I ha~e included here
rather more material than I could have got through in the 24 lectures at my disposal. In
particular I had no time for the applications nor the historical and biographical details I
have included here - nor, in fact, for all parts of the main text. This is chiefly because I
have expanded and rearranged my original notes substantially to take account of the fact
that, as distinct from the lecturer, the writer is not available to answer questions.

The point of including the applications is to inform those genuinely interested (and,
perhaps more importantly, those who, being less readily convinced, ask - or should ask 
'O.K., but what's all this stuff good for?') of why there is merit in studying linear algebra.
In fact the biographies also help in this regard since they sometimes indicate from what
problem(s) an idea or whole theme emerged.

Another item which found no place in my lectures is the collection of computer package
problems. I had some fun making them up, as you might tell from, for example,
Problems 1 and 3 of Chapter 8 and Problem 2 (and not forgetting the hand calculator
problem) of Chapter 5. Most are pretty trivial in content (after all I had to be able to do
them!) and my main hope is that the reader will invent some more interesting (or
outrageous) ones for him or herself. Incidentally I used the Maple package - mainly
because it is on Leeds' computer system - and, I'm told, likely to be available to
widespread audiences for some time.

A word about the chapter contents. The first five chapters are fairly computational in
nature and, becausethey deal with ideas (systems of simultaneous linear equations,
matrices, their inverses and their determinants) which will be familiar to a good many
readers, they should be reasonably straightforward. So, to show that one can have slightly
deeper thoughts even about straightforward material - and, in particular, to encourage
YOU to have such thoughts - the text includes what I hope are thought provoking
Tutorial Problems which those readers in higher education can discuss ... with their
tutors! Such problems persist throughout the book, there being some 28 in total.

Chapter 6 marks a slight change of emphasis. It recognises that there are many examples
occuring in mathematics whose underlying 'arithmetic' is similar to that of matrices and
of 2- and 3-dimensional vectors. Accordingly, to get a common view of them all, we
show how we can present this information abstractly, dealing less with specific sets of
objects (matrices, vectors etc.) and more with sets of 'things' , under the general concept
of vector space. As this change is aided by 13 supporting 'Examples' (and only one
theorem!) the transition shouldn't be too painful! Another reason for introducing a little
bit of abstraction at this point is that the student is bound to have to meet some of it at
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some time in his or her undergraduate career and, with so many 'almost identical'
examples to hand, it seems like too good an opportunity to miss.

Chapters 7, 8 and 9 then develop, with the support of many examples, further ways of
organising and categorising elements of vector spaces in a coherent way. Chapter 10
discusses the fundamental mathematical concept of 'function' as it arises in a vector
space setting. The special functions we consider, namely linear transformations, can be
represented naturally by matrices. Chapter 11 (which is quite computational) then
investigates how one might simplify these matrices for the purpose of aiding calculation.

At a quick glance the book might 'appear to move slowly from being very computational
to being 'more words than numbers'. I personally think it is more a case of moving from
the familiar to the newer. Nevertheless, even the more 'wordy bits' are backed up by
numerous examples. Furthermore, apart from the almost 350 exercises to be found at the
ends of chapters, there are over 60 'Problems' given as the subject is developed, the
purpose of each being to reinforce what has just been described in the text.

Finally it is my great pleasure to thank a number of people who have helped me to
produce this book. These include Dr Jeremy Gray of the Open University for his
assistance, willingly given, relating to the biographies, Professor Dr Konrad Jacobs who
(as with my other books) has generously supplied the photographs and my colleague Dr
Eric Wallace who learnt Maple to test out my computer package problems (and
sometimes found me wanting!)

Last, but not least, I should like to thank Dr Johnston Anderson both for inviting me to
write this book and for reminding methat explanations which can readily be given
verbally in lectures do need to be written (and sometimes at greater length) in a book. In
addition, his suggestions concerning the elimination of a number of mathematical 'jokes'
were, in hindsight, correct. Needless to say he takes no responsibility for the quality of
those remaining.

Finally, in these days when we are required to be assessed on every aspect of our lives, I
really do implore any reader (especially of the undergraduate kind) who has other than
normal feelings of pleasure or annoyance in what he or she finds (or doesn't find) in this
book to let me know of these feelings so that I may write a better book next time round.
And if any reader should know of any really good mathematical joke(s) especially ones
concerning linear algebra ....

RBJTA
Leeds 1994



Solutions of systems of simultaneous linear equations (also called linear systems) arise in
very many real life situations; for just a couple of instances see the Applications at the
end of the chapter. Here we show how to solve such systems (much as a computer would)
by simplifying them in a systematic way. We shall also see how to interpret the results we
obtain geometrically.

In 1849 the French mathematician Joseph Alfred Serret (30 August 1819-2 March 1885)
wrote: 'Algebra is, properly speaking, the analysis of equations.' (This is no longer an
accurate statement - although the motivating factor behind the theory of groups was the
investigation of the solutions of polynomial equations.) Accordingly, linear algebra
should (amongst other things) involve the study of linear equations - that is, equations
involving the 'unknowns' (or 'indeterminates' or 'variables') x, y, z, ... from which
terms such as lx, xy, xy3Z2, ex, sin x, l/x, log x, etc. which are not of degree 1 in the
variables, are excluded. The prefix 'linear' derives from the fact that such equations can,
at least in the case of two and three unknowns, be represented geometrically by straight
lines and planes in 2- and 3-dimensional space. In particular, linear algebra is much
concerned with finding the solutions to a given system of simultaneous linear equations.
We will begin by looking at some simple examples.

Example I
Solve

2x+5y=3
3x-2y=14.

(1.1)
(1.2)

Recall that, to 'solve' the pair of equations (1.1) and (1.2) simultaneously, we must find
all possible (pairs of) values of x and y which make both (1.1) and (1.2) true at the same
time.

To obtain the full solution to Example 1 we may eliminate x, say, from equation (1.2).
We can do this by taking twice equation (1.2) from three times equation (1.1) - in brief
3x(1.1)-2x(1.2) - which gives

6x + 15y - (6x - 4y) =9 - 28,

that is,

Ox+19y=-19.

Thus equations (1.1) and (1.2) are replaced by the pair

(1.3)
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2x+5y=3
Ox+19y=-19.

Equation (1.3) tells us at once that y = -1 and then (1.1) can be used to deduce that

x=4.
As an example (with somewhat more adventurous coefficients!) let us try the

following.

, Example 2
Solve

6.8x + 10.2y =2.72

7.8x+ 11.7y =3.11.

Proceeding as in Example 1, we obtain a new third equation by forming

7.8 x (1.4) - 6.8 x (1.5).

This gives (!)

6.8x + 10.2y =2.72

Ox+Oy =0.068.

Since there are no numbers x and y satisfying (1.6) we infer that the given pair of

equations can have no (simultaneous) solution.

As a final example consider the (almost identical) equations in the following.

Example 3
Solve

6.8x+l0.2y=2.72
7.8x + 11.7y =3.12.

This time 7.8 x (1.4) - 6.8 x (1.7) leads to

6.8x + 10.2y = 2.72

Ox+Oy = O.

(1.1)

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.4)

(1.6)

(1.4)

(1.7)

(1.4 )

(1.8)

Here equation (1.8) imposes no restrictions whatsoever on x and y and so it can be

ignored. Indeed the pair of equations (1.4) and (1.7) is seen to be equivalent to the single

equation (1.4). If we let y take any (real) number value o, say, (1.4) shows that x must

take the value (2.72 -10.2a) / 6.8 =0.4 -1.5a .
Thus, even in the very simple case of a pair of (simultaneous) equations in just two

unknowns, we see that there are (at least) three outcomes: in Example 1 the equations led

to a unique solution; in Example 2 they led to no solution; in Example 3 they led to

infinitely many solutions, one for each real number <X.

We can see why there are exactly three possible outcomes if we study Examples 1, 2
and 3 geometrically. In Figs 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 we draw the pairs of lines represented by the

pairs of equations in Examples 1, 2 and 3 respectively. In Fig. 1.1 the lines meet in a

single point whose coordinates give the unique solution of Example 1. In Fig. 1.2 the

lines are parallel; their having no point in common corresponds to the given equations
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y

3/5
--------l---~--~~----____.

X

-7

Fig 1.1 Lines meet at (4,-1)

y

-------t-----~-----__.
X

Fig 1.2 Lines are parallel

having no (common) solution. In Fig. 1.3 the two lines coincide along their entire lengths.
Thus every point on this line gives rise to a solution of the given pair of equations.

The same kind of analysis can be performed on systems of three equations in three
unknowns.

PROBLEM 1.1
Solve each of the following systems of equations by using the first equation to eliminate x
from the second and third equations and then the 'new' second equation to eliminate y
from the 'new' third equation.
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y

x

Fig 1.3 Lines coincide

(a) x+ y+ z=2
x+ 2y+ 3z= 5

4x + 7y + 56z =28

(b) x+ y+ z=2
x + 2y + 3z= 5

3x+ y+ z=2

(c) x+ y+ z=2
x+ 2y+ 3z= 5

2x+ y =1.

You should find: for (a) x =- 35. y =58. z=.!..!.; for (b) there is no solution; for (c)
46 23 46

that x = -1 +a, y = 3 - 2a, Z = a is a solution no matter what value is given to o. Thus
again we see that we may obtain, for a given system of simultaneous equations, (a) a
unique solution, (b) no solution and (c) infinitely many solutions. Corresponding
geometrical interpretations are illustrated in Figs 1.4-1.68

• •

x

Fig 1.4 Bold lines meet at point shown: the unique solution

aWe leave the drawing of other possible pictures to you.

y
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x

Fig 1.5 Bold lines are parallel: hence no solution
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x

Fig 1.6 Three planes all meet along bold line: the line comprises all solutions

y

y

Of course, the obvious question arises. Are these three outcomes the only possibilities for
systems of three equations in three unknowns? What about four equations in four
unknowns? We shall answer these and similar questions later. But, first, some even more
general examples in which the number of equations may be different from the number of
unknowns.
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Example 4
Solve (i.e. find all solutions - if any - of) the linear system

x-3y+2z =-4
2x-5y+z =-1

5x-14y+8z =-13
5x-10y-2z = 8.

(1.9)

(1.10) (El)
(1.11)
(1.12)

Here we are asking that the three unknowns x, y, z are subject to four constraints - one
imposed by each of the four equations. Consequently our intuition may tell us that
equations (E1) should have no solution. Let us see if such intuition is correct.

As in our earlier examples we start by using the first equation to eliminate the
unknown x from all the remaining equations. We obtain

x-3y+2z =-4
y-3z =7
y-2z =7

5y-12z =28

(1.9)

(1.13) (E2)
(1.14)
(1.15)

where (1.13) = (1.10) - 2 x (1.9), (1.14) = (1.11)- 5 x (1.9) and (1.15) = (1.12) - 5 x (1.9).

Noting that equations (1.13)-(1.15) form a system of three equations in two unknowns,
we now use equation (1.13) to eliminate y from equations (1.14) and (1.15) giving

x-3y+2z =-4
y-3z =7

z=O
3z=-7

(1.9)

(1.13) (E3)
(1.16)
(1.17)

where (1.16) =(1.14) -1 x (1.13) and (1.17) =(1.15) - 5 x (1.13).
Now it is obvious that the system of equations (E3) has no (simultaneous) solution. For

no triple of numbers for x, y, z can be found which can satisfy just the final two equations
in (E3), never mind all four equations simultaneously! Thus our intuition concerning the
lack of solution to the given system of equations (El) is correct. Because it has no
solution we say that the system of equations (E1) is inconsistent.

Whilst intuition is often a valuable commodity, its indiscriminate use (especially in
mathematics) should be avoided. The following example shows our intuition in Example
4 was a bit premature.

Example 5
Solve, if possible, the linear system

x-3y+2z =-4
2x-5y+z=-1

5x-I4y+8z =-13
5x -lIy - 2z = 8

[Note that the system (F1) is identical to the system (E1) except in one coefficient.]
Applying the same elimination technique to (FI) as we did to (El) we obtain

(FI)
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x-3y+2z =-4
y-3z= 7
y-2z =7

4y-I2z=28

x-3y+2z =-4
y-3z= 7

z=o
(Oz= 0).

(F2)

(1.9)

(1.13) (F3)
(1.16)
(1.18)

We can now solve (F3) by first noting that (1.18) imposes no restriction on the value of z.
Next (1.16) tells us that z has to be equal to O. Then, putting this information into
equation (1.13), we find that y must be equal to 7. Finally, substituting y = 7 and z = 0
in equation (1.9), we see that x must be equal to 17. (This method of procedure is called
back substitution.)

We therefore conclude that (FI) has a unique solution. Because there is a solution in
this case, we say that the linear system (FI) is consistent.

Before tackling another example let us quickly investigate the linear system

u-3v+2w=-4
2u-5v+w =-1

5u-I4v+8w =-13
5u-Ilv-2w=8.

From Example 5 it is immediate that this linear system has (unique) solution u =17,
v =7, w =O. This indicates that the names we give to the unknowns are essentially
irrelevant: all that are important are the coefficients 1, -3,2; 2, -5, 1; 5, -14,8; 5,
-11, -2 on the left-hand sides of the equations and the constant terms -4, -1, -13, 8
on the right-hand sides.

Example 6
Consequently, to solve

x-3y+2z=-4
2x-5y+ z =-1

5x-I4y+7z=-I3
5x-Ily-2z =8

we only need write, successively,

1 -3 2 -4 1 -3 2 -4 1 -3 2 -4

2 -5 1 -1 0 1 -3 7 0 1 -3 7
~ ~

5 -14 7 -13 0 1 -3 7 0 0 0 0

5 -11 -2 8 0 4 -12 28 0 0 0 0,

the vertical bar separating the coefficients from the constant terms being just for
convenience. (We leave you to check that each of these tables has been correctly
calculated from its predecessor.)

(GI)
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The final display of numbers shows that to solve (G1) we only have to solve the
(simpler) linear system

x-3y+2z =-4}
y-3z=7.

(G2)

As in Example 3 and Problem 1.1(c) there is insufficient information to determine the
values of x, y and z uniquely. Indeed, if we choose z quite arbitrarily, z=a , say, then the
second equation of (G2) tells us that y =7 + 3a and the first equation of (G2) reveals
that

x =-4+3(7 +3a)-2a =17+7a.

Thus the system (G1) is certainly consistent and we say that x = 17 + 7ex, y = 7 + 3ex and
z=ex is the general solution of the system (G2). If we choose a particular value for ex, for
example ex = 3Td7, we obtain x = 17 + 31T, Y=7 + 91T/7, z=31T/7, which is just one
particular solution (of the infinitely many solutions) of the given linear system.
Since we freely chose z=ex we call z a free variable and ex an arbitrary constant.
There is, of course, no good reason why we should have chosen z as the free variable in
preference to y. Indeed, choosing y(= ~) as the free variable (and arbitrary constant
respectively) we find that (G2) forces z to be (~-7)/3 and x = (7~ + 2)/3. The particular
solution obtained above can now be obtained by choosing ~ = 7 + 91T/7.

PROBLEM 1.2

Find the formulae for y and z if, in equations (G2) you choose x as the free variable and

then put x ='Y . •
One final example, this time of a linear system with more unknowns than equations,

will highlight important points to be made shortly.

Example 7
Solve the system

5x -lly + 6z + 7u + 12v =31
2x + 5y - z- 9u +3v =3

4x-12y+8z-8v=-16
5x - y-6z+2u+ 13v = 26.

(1.19)
(1.20)
(1.°21) (HI)

(1. 22)

Here, to get rid of the terms 2x, 4x, 5x respectively from equations (1.20)-(1.22), it seems

that we have to take, systematically, ~, .± and 1 times equation (1.19) from equations
5 5

(1.20), (1.21) and (1.22). This will introduce quite a lot of fractional coefficients. In
general this will be unavoidable but it can be avoided here by first dividing equation
(1.21) by 4. [Alternatively we might have replaced equation (1.19) by (1.19) - (1.21).]
Then, to make subsequent calculations easier, we can interchange this 'new' equation
with equation (1.19). Proceeding in this way we first obtain:
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x-3y+2z-2v=-4 (1.23)

2x-5y-z-9u+3v=3 (1.20) (H2)
5x-11y+6z+7u+12v=31 (1.24)

5x- y-6z+2u+ 13v =26. (1.22)

We then continue in the usual manner, using (1.23) to eliminate.x from equations (1.20),
(1.24) and (1.22)....

This method of systematically removing x, y, z, ... from a linear system is called
Gaussian elimination (or, sometimes, reduction to echelon form.) It is very
straightforward but there are one or two questions one can raise, the answers to which are
not immediately apparent, as we shall see below.

Before posing the questions referred to above we note that all the linear systems so far
considered are particular examples of the general system of m linear equations in the n
unknowns Xt,X2, •••, xn' namely

a11x1 +a12x2 + +alnxn =b1

a21x1 + a22x2 + + a2nxn = b2
called the ith (or general) equation and

~ . Inoften wntten a...r , =b..
j=l 1)) 1

(L)

Despite Gauss's name being attached to the above method of solving linear systems,
an identical approach to solving similar problems can be found in Babylonian and
Chinese writings which date back to about 200-300 Be.

As an example, consider the following problem to be found in the Chinese text,
Nine Chapters of the Mathematical Art. Bundles of top (T), medium (M) and low (L)
grade rice are such that three bundles of T plus two of M and one of Lmake 39 dou
Writing this 3T + 2M + IL = 3.9 we can write the two other bits of information
given in the problem as 2T + 3M + IL = 34 and IT + 2M -+ 3L == 26. The question
asks: how many dou are there in a bundle of each grade of rice?

Of course one simply hasto solve the three simultaneous equations for T, M and
L. How did the Chinese do it?They placed counting rods (we have replaced them
with arabic numerals) on a board as in (a) below and then gavethe instruction: 'Use
the 3 in the final column to multiply the second column. Then modify the (new)
second column by subtracting twice the corresponding entries from the third
column.' This gives (b). The third column is now used similarly to modify the first
column, yielding (c). Finally, the 'new' second column is used, likewise, to modify the
first column, giving (d).

(T)
(M)
(L)

(dou)

I 2 3
2 3 2
3 I I

26 34 39
(a)

I 0 3
2 5 2
3 I I

26 24 39
(b)

0 0 3
4 5 2
8 I I

39 24 39
(c)

0 0 3
0 5 2

36 I I
99 24 39

(d)
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Carl Friedrich Gauss, 30 April 1777- 23 February I855, was one of the best
mathematicians that the world has ever seen. Precocious as an infant, it is said that,
aged three, he corrected an error in his father's accounts and, aged eight, wrote
down immediately on being asked the sum of the numbers from I to 100,
pre~umably through reorganising

I + 2 + ... + 99 + I00 as (I + I00) + (2 + 99) + ... + (50 + 5 I) = 50 X IaI .

Aged 18 he showed it possible to construct, by straight edge and compass alone, a
regular 17-gon, the first 'new' such n-gon for 2000 years. And so it went on.
Following observations of the asteroid Pallas, Gauss showed how the above
elimination techniques could be used to solve a system of six simultaneous linear
equations in six unknowns and hence determine the asteroid's orbit. Although this
method of solution had been known for 2000 years, Gauss's name was attached to it
- one of his more trivial contributions!

(The Greek letter It indicates 'summation' over all terms of the form aijxj as)
~5 .

ranges over all the whole numbers from 1 up to n. [Likewise ~i!;

indicates [+ [2 + [3 + [4 + [5 .])

As with the examples we have given, the mn numbers aij (where 1 ~ i ~ m and
1 ~ ) ~ n ) and the m numbers hi are called the coefficients and the constant terms,

respectively, of (L). Notice that the double suffix notation immediately identifies aij as
the coefficient of x j in the ith equation of (L). By a solution of (L) we mean an n-tuple
( r1,r2, ... ,rn ) of numbers which satisfy all the equations of (L) simultaneously when
each ri is substituted for the corresponding Xi. To solve (L) is to find all solutions of
(L). We can now pose the questions.
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QUESTION I

The examples above showed that a linear system such as (L) can have: (i) no solution or
(ii) a unique solution or (iii) infinitely many solutions. Is it possible for (L) to have, say,
exactly two solutions? We shall answer this fully without relying on geometrical
interpretations (which, for systems involving more than three variables, might be difficult
to interpret and so regarded with suspicion?) in the Exercises at the end of Chapter 6.

QUESTION 2

(A somewhat more subtle point!) In solving equations (GI) we 'reduced' (GI) to the
system of just two equations (G2) and then solved (G2). But, how do we know that the
solutions of (G2) are in any way related to, never mind being THE SAME AS, the solutions
of the given system (G I)? You may choose to take my word for it that it is so, or you may
feel (intuitively?) that it must be the case. But these are clearly unreliable positions to
adopt.

No! Presented with the assertion that the solutions of (GI) are precisely those of (G2)
the mathematician who had not come across this (very provocative?) statement before
would call for some justification in the form of a proof. (Proofs are described briefly in
the appendix.)

Let us construct our first general proof. Since most of the more important assertions in
mathematics are given the title theorem we are about to offer a proof of our first theorem.

In order to state our theorem succinctly, we need to list the different types of 'moves'
we allowed ourselves when solving the various systems of equations above. Specifically
we allowed (especially in Example 7):

e(l) Multiplication of any equation by a non-zero constant (in (HI) we used ~ as a

multiplying factor).
e(2) The interchange of any two equations.
e(3) [The most used move.] The addition of some multiple of one equation to any other

equation. [We used three such moves successively to change (FI) into (F2) in
Example 5.]

Moves of types eel), e(2), e(3) are called elementary operations. Using them we can
change a given set of equations into another whose solution (or lack of!) is more readily
spotted. We are now ready to state (and prove) our first theorem!

• Theorem 1-------------------
Let (L) be the system of equations given above and let (L') be any system obtained from
(L) by the use of elementary operations. Then the systems (L) and (L') have precisely the
same solutions. •

COMMENT We shall first prove the theorem in the case of a single application of a
move of type e(3) - leaving you to give the proof for the case of a single move of each of
the types eel) and e(2) - and then consider the case of a succession of such moves.
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PROOF
(Case e(3)) Suppose (rl,r2,... ,rn) is a (common) solution of all the equations of (L).
Assume (L') is obtained from (L) by replacing equation (i) of (L) by {equation (i) plus k
times equation (j) of (L)} i.e. by

(ail +kajl)xI + (ai2 + kaj2)x2 +...+ (ain+ kajn)xn =b, + kbj. (1.25)

Then the n-tuple (rl' r2' ... ' rn) satisfies this equation too since

(ail + kajl )rl + (ai2+ kaj2 )r2 +...+ (ain + kajn)rn

=(anrl +ai2r2+... +ainrn)+k(ajlrl +aj2r2+...+ajnrn)
which is indeed equal to bi +kbj
Conversely, any (common) solution of all the equations of (L') satisfies, in particular,

its ith equation (i.e. equation (1.25)) and itsjth equation and hence (equation (i) - k
times equation (j)). But this latter is just the ith equation of (L).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1 in the case of a single elementary operation of
type e(3). After checking (i.e. proving) that the same result holds for a single elementary
operation of each of the types e(l) and e(2) we may deduce immediately that, if repeated
use of e(I), e(2) and e(3) yields a system (L"), then each solution of (L) is a solution of
(L") and vice versa. •

[Notice how, just as (L") is obtained from (L) by a sequence of elementary operations
so can (L), likewise, be obtained from (L") by 'undoing' each of these operations in the
reverse order. Each 'undoing' is an elementary operation: see Exercise 16 at the end of
Chapter 2.]

How do you respond if asked to solve
3x-Oy+4z =-1

5x+Oy-z=6
-x+Oy+6z=-7?

(Does the solution allow you to choose y arbitrarily? If so, are you also allowed to
choose, arbitrarily, other unknowns u, v, w, ... which have not been expressly
written down? Systems with columns of zero coefficients can sometimes arise
naturally - see the note in Exercise 11 of Chapter 11, where the answers to these
questions will, fortunately, be clear.)

Why are we not allowed to multiply by 0 in (elementary) operation et l )? [We are
allowed to take k =0 in operation e(3). Is this fair?]

Theorem 1 is important because it clarifies which operations on a linear system are
allowable - if we are to obtain a simpler system of equations with exactly the same
solutions.
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Applications
There are many real-life problems whose solution involves systems of linear equations.
Here, we offer just two in order to give a flavour of what is possible.

1. In the electric circuit below we find the currents /k. We apply Ohm's law
(voltage V = current 1 X resistance R) and Kirchhoff's laws: (i) at each node, current
in = current out; (ii) the voltage drop round a closed loop is zero.

Ion A B sn

Ii
'\fV\MI\N \MMIW

1/2 ~/5

~
10

1
2n 3n I20

j l' I13~ 14 16-~

D C

Using Kirchhoff's law (i) we obtain the simultaneous equations

(node A)
(node B)
(node C)
(node D)

-/1 -/2 +/S =0

/4-/S+/6=0
/3-/4 -/6=0

/1+/2-/3 =0.

(1.26)

(1.27)

(1.28)

(1.29)

The solution of this system involves three (not two) free variables. [Note that
equations (1.26) + (1.29) and (1.27) + (1.28) both yield /3 - /S =0 .J Thus we need
three further equations to determine the currents / k

uniquely. Fortunately we can get these by applying Kirchhoff's law (ii) and Ohm's
law to the three small rectangles in the diagram. Taking them in tum we get

10/1-2/2 =-10
2/2 +0/3 +3/4+O/S 0

-3/4 +5/6 = 20.

These three equations are enough, together with those above, to determine the
currents uniquely. We leave this to you.

2. Consider the (differential) equation d2y/dx2 = .f(x) which we assume to be
satisfied on the range x = 0 to
x = 1. Here f(x) is a given function of x and we are to determine the function y(x)

which solves this equation, given the boundary conditions y(O) = a, y(l) = b. This
continuous problem can be replaced by a discrete one - indeed by a system of linear
equations, perhaps more readily solved on a computer - as follows.

For small values of h we can approximate dyjdx by

y(x+h)-y(x)

h
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In a similar manner d2y / dx2 can be approximated by

y(x + h) - 2y(x) + y(x - h)

h2 (1.30)

If we now split the range [0, 1] into n equal parts of length h(= lin), ifwe write
Yj for the value of y(x) at x = jh and if we use the above approximation (1.30)

for d2y/dx2
, we can replace our original equation by

yj+l - 2Yj + Yj-l =h2f(jh).

where j can take each value from 1 to n -1 which becomes a system of n-1
equations in n-1 unknowns YI'Y2' ...Yn- 1 (if we incorporate the given YO'Yn into
the right-hand sides.)

Of course, we would expect our approximations to give a more accurate
description of y(x) the smaller we take h. Unfortunately this leads to a larger set of
equations in a greater number of unknowns. Clearly, if n is large, we shall have to
use a computer to solve the system for us.

This can be done in various ways, one of which, the Gauss-Seidel method,
requires that we rewrite each equation in (L) (when m =n) as:

(1.31)

We then guess at a solution for (xl)' X2' ..., Xn and substitute x2' ..., xn in the first
equation of (1.31), namely

1
Xl = -(bl -a12x2 -a13 x3 - ... -alnxn)

all

to find a new value for Xl. Using this new value for Xl and the assumed values of
x3' ..., xn we use the second equation of (1.31) to find a new value for x2. Continuing
in this way we find new values for Xl' X2' ..., xn and then start all over again using
these new values of the Xi in the first equation of (1.31) to find a second new value

for Xl' etc.
Incidentally Strang reports that the Gauss-Seidel method was unknown to Gauss

and was not recommended by Seidel! (Philipp Ludwig von Seidel, 24 October
1821-13 August 1896.)

Very interesting questions arise in connection with this procedure. For example:
(i) When will such a procedure 'converge' to numbers which are near the true

values of the Xi?

(ii) What effect will round-off errors, caused by the computer's inability to work
with total accuracy, introduce?

(iii) What methods are best as regards the 'cost' (i.e. computer time) of solving the
linear system?

These questions are raised here to impress upon you that deep thoughts can be had
concerning such an apparently simple object as a set of simultaneous linear
equations. Answers may be found in books on numerical linear algebra, examples of
which are given in the Bibliography.
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Summary
A given system (L) of m linear equations in n unknowns can always be fully solved by
Gaussian elimination, that is, by replacing (L) by a system (M) which has the same set
of solutions as (L) and in which each equation involves fewer unknowns than its
predecessors. This is achieved by performing a succession of elementary operations.
The consistency or inconsistency of (M) and hence of (L) can be read off immediately.
Further, if the equations are consistent, the full solution, possibly involving arbitrary
constants or free variables, can be determined by back substitution.

The full set of solutions to (L) may be (i) empty or (ii) infinite or (iii) contain just one
element. These are the only possibilities. This can be demonstrated in the cases n =2,3
by geometric means. Numerical (computer) methods may also be used to solve systems
of equations but, then, convergence problems and round-off errors must be considered.

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER I

1. Solve

2x+3y=6
x-4y=21.

2. Solve

5x+8y=8
x+5y=3.

3. Use your (~ 8 place) hand calculator to solve all four linear systems:

(a) 6.073x + 2.693y = 3.921 (b) 6.073x + 2.692y = 3.921
4.772x +2.116y = 3.082; 4.771x + 2.116y = 3.082;

(c) 6.073x + 2.693y = 3.922 (d) 6.07x + 2.69y = 3.92
4.772x + 2.116y = 3.081; 4.77x + 2.12y = 3.08.

Can you explain the rather remarkable solutions you get?

4. Solve, quite formally, without worrying about the specific values of a, b, c and d, the
system

ax+by = u

cx+dy=v.

(That is, find formulae for x and y in terms of a, b, c, d, u and v. See Chapter 5 if you are
not sure what to do.)
(i) Under what conditions on a, b, c, d will the solution be unique?

(ii) Can you now explain the curious results of Exercise 3 where a very small variation
in the coefficients or constants leads to an enormous change in the answers? [Linear
systems with this property are called ill-conditioned.]

5. (i) Retaining the fractions throughout, solve the linear system
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1 1
-x+-y=l
29 42
1 1

-x+-y=1.
67 97

(ii) Solve the same system on your hand calculator after:
(a) replacing the coefficients by decimals, correct to three decimal places;
(b) replacing the coefficients by decimals, correct to five decimal places.

In Exercises 6-10 find the complete set of solutions of the systems of equations given,

6. (a) x-2y + t=7
3x +3z-4t= 1
7x-2y+6z-7t=9;

7. (a) y-2z=-1
x-4y-4z= -1

Sx+ y+4z=40;

8. y-2z=-1
x+3y+4z=14
x-4y-4z=-1

5x+ y+4z=40.

9. 2x- y =13
x+3y+4z=14
x-4y-4z=-1

5x+ y+4z=40.

10. x+3y+4z=13
x-4y-4z=-1

Sx+ y+4z=40.

(b) x-2y +4t= 1

3x-6y+ z+St=21
2x-2y-2z-3t= 8
3x- y+2z- t= 9.

(b) 18x- 2y+Sz=-4
29x+ 14y-Sz=-7
13x + 2y+ z=-3.

[Hint: do you have to eliminate x first?]

11. One can prove (by induction, see the Appendix) that

1+2+ ...+n(= ~1 )= n(n+1)
£..ik=l 2

and that

12 22 2 (=Ink2)= n(n+1)(2n+1)+ +...+n .
k=l 6
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What answer should we try for 13+23+...+n3 (= L:~13 )? Looking at the two given

cases we might try ~n k3 =an4 + bn3 + cn2 + dn + e and then determine a, b, c, d and e
£.Jk=l

from the five simultaneous equation obtained by setting n =1, 2, 3, 4, 5 successively.

Determine potential formulae for ~n k3 and ~n k4 by these means (and then confirm
£.Jk=l £.Jk=l

your 'answers' by mathematical induction.)

12. Find the value(s) of k, if any, for which the following linear system is consistent:

x+2y-z=7
3x- y+2z =9

7x+7y-2z = k.

13. Suppose that

x+2y+3z =a
2x+3y+4z = b
3x+4y+kz =c

where k, a, b, c are constants. Show that these equations are consistent for all values of k
except, perhaps, k =5 and find the relation between a, band c if the equations are
consistent when k = 5. If a = 1, b = 2 and c = 4, find those values of k, if any, for which x,
y, z are all integers.

14. Find the value(s) of k (if any) for which the linear system

x+y+kz=1
x+ky+z=1
kx+ y+z = -2.

has (i) a unique solution; (ii) no solution; (iii) infinitely many solutions. Find the
complete solution in cases (i) and (iii). [If you do any divisions, take care that what you
are dividing by is not zero!]

15. Find the values of a, b, C in order that the parabola y = ax2+bx + c passes through the
points (-4,56), (1,11), (3,7). [Hint: since (-4,56) lies on the curve we have
56 = (-4)2a+(-4)b+c.]

16. Check that the system

y-2z=-1
x-4y-4z=-1

5x+ y+4z=40
x+ y+ z= 8

has no solution. On the other hand, the system with complex number coefficients

(1.32)
(1.33)
(1.34)

(1.35)
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ix +(1-4i)y-(2+4i)z = -l-i (1.32)+i(1.33)
(5+i)x + (l+i)y+ (4+i)z=40+8i (1.34)+i(1.35)

where i = R ,can be solved for x, y, z. How can you explain this apparent anomaly?

17. Explain, geometrically, why a system of three equations in two unknowns x, y can be
inconsistent whilst each pair of equations has a unique solution. Can you extend your
argument to the case of four equations in three unknowns x, y, z?

18. Explain, geometrically, why it is possible to have a system of, say, 20 equations in 3
unknowns x, y, z such that both the entire system as well as each trio of equations has a
unique solution.

19. Let (L) be a linear system in which all the coefficients are rational numbers. Given that
(L) has a solution in real numbers, show that (L) has a solution in which all the values of
the unknowns are rational numbers.

COMPUTER PROBLEMS

1. Program your computer to solve, if possible, by the Gauss-Seidel method:

4.1x+2.5y+ 1.6z =7.3
2.4x - 5.2y + 1.8z =10.2
1.1x+4.3y-8.3z =-3.3.

2. (a) Solve, by hand, using Gaussian elimination, the system of equations

x+2y+2z = 1
2x+ y+2z =2

2x+2y+z=3.

Now use the Gauss-Seidel method on the computer by first 'solving' these equations
for x, y, z (in terms of y and z: z and x; x and y respectively as in Application 2) and
then trying various initial guesses for x, y, z (including values near to the true values
of x, y, z). Can you explain your (peculiar) findings?

(b) Try Gauss-Seidel on the system

2z+x+2y =1
2z+2x+ y =2
z+2x+2y =3.

Compare this system with that in part (a).

COMPUTER PACKAGE PROBLEMS

1. Let (A) be: 2.6x+2.2y+1.9z=11.08
Let (B) be: 2.7x+3.5y+1.7z=14.20
Let (C) be: 1.4x+1.9y+2.4z = 8.50
Let (D) be: 2.3x+2.5y+2.0z = 11.28.
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Solve (if possible) the linear systems comprising: (i) equations (A) and (B): (ii) equations
(A), (B), (C); (iii) equations (A), (B), (D); (iv) equations (A), (B), (C), (D) - after

replacing 11.28 by 11.29 in equation (D).

2. Let (A) be: 1.61x + 1.80y -1.77z - 2.52w + 1.41t =-0.28527
Let (B) be: 3.72x + 1.61y + 1.30z + 1.80w - 8.21t =1.83106
Let (C) be: 1.11x + 3.79y - 6.61z - 9.36w + 12.44t = -2.68686.
Solve (if possible) the linear systems comprising (i) equations (A) and (B); (ii) equations
(A), (B), (C). [If, in solving (ii), you obtain, as I did, an answer involving two free
variables (i.e. arbitrary constants) first compare equation 3 times equation (A) minus
equation (B) with equation (C). Then try entering all the coefficients of these equations in
rational form. That is, replace 1.61 by 161/100, etc.]

3. Consider the system

1 1 1 1
x+-y+-z+-w+-t =a

2 3 4 5
1 1 1 1 1
-x+-y+-z+-w+-t = b
2 3 4 5 6
1 1 1 1 1
-x+-y+-z+-w+-t =c
3 4 5 6 7
1 1 1 1 1
-x+-y+-z+-w+-t =d
4 5 6 7 8
1 1 1 1 1
-x+-y+-z+-w+-t=e.
5 6 7 8 9

(i) Solve this system of equations when a =b =c =d =e =1.
(ii) Solve the system when a =c =e =1.1and b =d =0.9.

(iii) Solve the system when a =c =e =!.!. and b =d =~.
10 10

4. Solve the system

3x+5y+7z =a
2x+4y+6z =b
x+2y+4z=c.

5. Solve the system

kx+2y+3z=1
x+ky+3z = 2
x+2y+kz=3

in terms of k. Now determine, using your computer package, those values of k for which
the equations are inconsistent.



This chapter recognises that to solve a linear system one only needs to study its
(rectangular) array of coefficients and constants. Elementary operations can be applied to
the rows of such arrays (called matrices) just as they were to the equations of linear
systems in Chapter 1. It is quite convenient to translate statements about equations into
matrix form but, until Chapter 3, these arrays themselves are merely notational - useful
but lifeless. Elementary operations on matrices will prove to be very useful, for example
in finding inverses of matrices (Chapter 4) and for evaluating determinants (Chapter 5).
Furthermore computers like to perform them!

As we saw in Example 6 of Chapter 1, we can, in solving systems of equations, ignore
the symbols for the unknowns and deal only with their arrays of coefficients. For this, and
many other reasons, it is useful to introduce a term to refer to such arrays. We do this in
the following definition .

• Definition I
A rectangular array of mn numbers set out in m rows and n columns is called an m by n
(written m x n) matrix. The numbers are called the entries (or elements or components)

of the matrix. •
We usually write brackets (of one shape or another) around the array to aid us in

thinking of it as a single entity. Here are some simple examples.

Examples I

[
e1T

(i) 2 1T

e i] is a 2 x 3 matrix;
-2.3 7.11

(ii) [5] is a 1 x 1 matrix;
(iii) the equations (L) of Chapter 1 generate two important matrices:

all aI2 a l n all a I2 a l n bi

A= a21 a 22 a2n AI=
a 21 a22 a2n b2

amI a m2 «; amI a m2 «; bm

The matrix of coefficients of (L) The augmented matrix of (L)

[The vertical line in the second matrix is merely one of convenience.] These matrices are
visibly of types m x nand m x (n + 1) respectively. In the first matrix the ail' a i2, ... , a in

constitute the ith row; the a Ii' a 2i, ... , ami constitute the jth column. The element
common to the ith row and the jth column is the ijth element (or entry) aij.

For later use we note that (usually only in the case when A is square, that is, when
m =n) the elements aii of the matrix A are called the diagonal elements of A, the set
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{au, a22' ..., ann} then comprising the (main) diagonal of A. Finally, if the only entries
which are non-zero lie on this main diagonal then A is called a diagonal matrix. In
symbols: aij =0 whenever i and} are different.

The term matrix was introduced into mathematics by James Joseph Sylvester in
I850. He saw a matrix as 'a rectangular array of terms out of which different
systems of determinants may be engendered as from the womb of a common
parent ... '. One can, of course, argue that the Chinese were (usefully) using the
matrix concept 200 years Be (see Chapter I). Some two millennia later the concept
of square array of numbers emerged again, being used, in particular, by Gauss as an
abbreviation in the study of linear substitutions (= transformations - see Chapter
10) on ternary quadratic forms. Later, in 1829, Cauchy put the coefficients
themselves of such forms into an array calling such an array a 'tableau'.

Sylvester was born into a Jewish family on 3 September 1814. On finishing his
studies at Cambridge his faith prevented his being awarded the degree since he
could not accept the 39 Articles of the Church of England. He was made an FRS in
1839, but he did not spend all his life in academia. In fact, after leaving the University
of Virginia in 1841, he spent some time in both the financial and legal worlds (whilst
still researching and tutoring in mathematics, one of his tutees being Florence
N ightingale).

Sylvester was very proud of the great number of words he introduced into
mathematics - such as 'allotrocious factors', 'catalecticant'. (Most are no longer
used!) He was also proud of his poetry amongst which was the 'Rosalind' poem
(400 lines all ending in words rhyming with Rosalind) and he took singing lessons
from Gounod. In mathematics he was best known for his work on invariants; in this
book his name is connected with his law of inertia and his law of nullity He died on
15 March 1897.
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CHALLENGE
Those readers who, having seen matrices before, feel they are having too easy a ride may,
for fun, care to contemplate which is larger, e'TC or Tte? (Use of a computer is forbidden!)

NOTE I
(i) So far matrices are completely sterile, being only a notational device. We shall later

(beginning in Chapter 3) breathe life into them!
(ii) We have already referred to the first matrix in Example 1(iii) by the symbol A. For

greater clarity we might have written Amxnor Am,n or [ai)mxn etc. instead. Likewise
the second matrix can be denoted briefly by [A Ib ] where b denotes the m X 1
column matrix with entries b I , ..., bm.

When solving linear systems we found it useful to try to 'fiddle' some zero coefficients
into strategic places at the fronts of equations. In several applications it will be convenient
to do the same kind of thing to matrices. So we introduce an appropriate name.

• Definition 2
Any m x n matrix (respectively system of equations) in which each non-zero row
(respectively equation) begins with more zeros (respectively zero coefficients) than the
previous row (respectively equation) is said to be in (row) echelon form. •

Example 2

I~ ~ ~ ~]
lo 0 0 0 [ O ~ O ]

and 0 0 0 Ll
o 0 0 0

are in echelon form whilst

are not.
Notice the 'staircase' effect, with long but not high steps allowed. Note, too, that a given

matrix, and, hence, any echelon matrix derived from it, may have columns of zeros.

Definition 2 seems to me to admit

[
0 0 0 0 0]
00000

as an echelon matrix. Do your agree?

The following extension of Definition 2 is sometimes useful.
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• Definition 3
If, in addition to the requirements of Definition 2, the 'leading' (non-zero) coefficient in
each (non-zero) row, the so-called pivot of the row, is 1 and if, in each 'leading' column
(i.e. a column containing a pivot), all other entries are 0, we say that the matrix is in

reduced (row) echelon form. •

Example 3

[1 3 0 ~] is not, (ii)

1 -2 0 0 3

is and (iii) [~
0 0

~](i) 0 1 -2
0 0 1 0 -7

-1 0
o 0 0

0 0 0 1 4
0 0

0 0 0 0 0

is not in reduced echelon form.
It is pretty clear, but we have not formally proved it, that each system of equations can

be changed into echelon (or, even, reduced echelon) form by using only the three types of
elernentary operation introduced in Chapter 1. Similarly, matrices can be changed into
(reduced) echelon form by means of corresponding operations called elementary row
operations performed on their rows.

Rather than give the (rather messy) formal general proof we offer the following
example.

Example 4
Let us reduce the matrix

0 2 -7 1 -1
0 1 -3 2 -4

A=
0 5 -16 7 -13
0 5 -11 22 9

to echelon form. Using elementary row operations of the type indicated we get,
successively,

0 1 -3 2 -4 0 1 -3 2 -4 0 1 -3 2 -4
(i) 0 2 -7 1 -1 (ii) 0 0 -1 -3 7 (iii) 0 0 -1 -3 7A-)

0 5 -16 7 -13
-)

0 0 -1 -3 7
-)

0 0 0 0 0
0 5 -11 22 9 0 0 4 12 29 0 0 0 0 57

0 1 -3 2 -4
(iv) 0 0 -1 -3 7
-)

0 0 0 0 57 .

0 0 0 0 0

(i) interchanges rows 1 and 2; (ii) subtracts multiples of the new row 1 from rows 2, 3
and 4; (iii) subtracts multiples of the latest row 2 from rows 3 and 4 and (iv) interchanges
the latest rows 3 and 4. This gives an echelon form for A. Pivots are 1, -1 and 57.

The last matrix above then reduces to the form
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0 1 0 11 0
0 0 1 3 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

as you should be able to see fairly readily.
[Can you identify exactly which elementary row operations we have just used? For the

convenience of the reader it is usual to list the operations used in some succinct manner.
See Example 6 below.]

PROBLEM 2.1

Change to (row) echelon form and then reduced (row) echelon form

1 1 3 1 2 1 2 4 2 5

(i)
2 1 5 1 4

(ii)
3 2 8 2 6

4 2 -3 2 2 7 4 5 4 8
1 -1 1 -1 -1 5 1 -2 1 1 •

PROBLEM 2.2

Try to write out the formal general proof referred to above. [The main nuisance derives
from the number of subcases e.g. (i) au ;f. 0; (ii) au =0.] •

(i) If you and I convert a given matrix to echelon form do we necessarily end up
with the same echelon matrix? (See Exercise 3.)

(ii) What if we are both asked to change the matrix to reduced echelon form?
(See Exercise 4 at the end of the chapter.)

(iii) Is it possible to convert a matrix, not all of whose entries are 0, to an
(echelon) matrix containing only zeros? [This may strike you as silly. If so,
try to spell out precisely (i.e. prove) why you know it cannot be done - and
then compare this with the 'proof' that it can(!) in Exercise 9.]

(iv) Choose for yourself, quite randomly, a rectangular matrix, say of size 4 x 7.
Change it to row echelon form R, say, and also to column echelon form C,
say, (using elementary column operations - the natural analogues of our row
operations). Do you think R will have more (or fewer or the same) number of
non-zero rows as C has non-zero columns? Choose yourself several such
matrices and see what happens .

• Definition 4
If two matrices A and B are obtainable from one another by a sequence of elementary row
operations we say that A and B are row equivalent. (See Exercise 16.) •
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Example 5
Let

[
2 0 12 12] [0 -9

B = 0 9 -2 -4 and C = 7 0
9 0 6 10 2 27

Then A and B are row equivalent as are Band C. This necessarily implies (without further
work) that A and C are row equivalent.

PROBLEM 2.3

Confirm this last assertion by giving a suitable argument (i.e. proof). •
We can now (a) restate Theorem 1 of Chapter 1 and (b) encapsulate some of our

previous findings in terms of row equivalence. We have the following theorem.

• Theorem I
Suppose

all a l 2

a21 a 22

ami a m2

and

cil cl2

c 21 c22

cml cm2

(briefly [A I b])

(briefly [C I d])

are row equivalent matrices. Then:

(a) the systems

allxI + a l 2x2 + + alnxn = bl

a2lxI + a 22x2 + + a 2nxn = b2

and

Cl1 Xl +c12x2 + +clnxn = d l

c 2l xI + c22 x2 + + c 2nxn =d2

have exactly the same set of solutions. (They may each have none!)

(L)

(M)
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(b) Suppose lei dJ is in echelon form. Then the equations (M) are consistent (i.e. have
a solution) iff" lei dJ does not have a pivot in its final column. •

PROBLEM 2.4
Find the one value of k which makes the following system of equations consistent:

3x + 2y- z+ 5u +6v =10
5x- y-z+7u+9v =-1

4x+7y-2z+8u+9v =k. •
Although a system of two or more equations may have no solution (that is, it may be

inconsistent) any system in which all the numbers hi are zero (called a homogeneous
linear system) always has at least one solution - namely the trivial solution in which
each unknown takes the value O.

In fact, the method of changing a system of equations to reduced echelon form allows
us to say much more.

The following example shows us the way.

Example 6
Solve

-x- y-2z+7t = O}
2x+2y+7z= 0

x+ y+3z-2t =0

In matrix terms this becomes (on noting that we may omit the final columns from the
augmented and subsequent matrices since they would all be full of Os).

(Jl)

[

- 1 -1 -2
227
1 1 3

~ ]Pl ~ P3 [ ~ ~ ~
-2 -1 -1 -2

The Greek letters p (rho) [how fortunate!] here indicate that this new matrix has been
obtained from the original by interchanging rows 1 and 3. [The use of rho symbols is
helpful to the reader (and at revision times to the student!) in that it readily indicates
exactly how each 'new' matrix is obtained from an 'old' one. Cf. Example 4.]

Continuing in this way we get

[
~ ~ ~ ~] P2 --t P2 - 2Pl [~ ~ ~ ~2].
-1 -1 -2 7 P3 --t P3 + PI 0 0 1 5

This time the information between the matrices indicates that the new matrix was
obtained from the previous one by replacing the (old) second row by {the old row 2

"Meaning 'if and only if' - see the Appendix.

(J2)
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minus twice the old row I} and by replacing the (old) third row by {the old row 3 plus
the old row I}.

Of course, no one who is more than half awake should need to pass to reduced echelon
form before being able to solve equations (Jl) by using equations (J2). But, for
completeness, we continue with our calculation. We get, successively:

[

1 1 3 -2] [1 1 3 -2]o 0 1 4 P3 -7 P3 - P2 0 0 1 4
0015 0001

[

1 1 0 -14] [1PI -7 PI + 14P3
PI -7 PI - 3P2 0 0 1 4 -7 _ 4 0

o 0 0 1 P2 P2 P3 0

1 0 0]o 1 O.
001

(J3)

The last row of (J3) forces us to take t = 0 and the preceding row forces z to be O.
However, the top row allows us complete freedom of choice in the value of y (or, if you
like, x!). Clearly we can choose y (or x) arbitrarily and then use the consequence of line
1 (namely that x = -y) to determine the other. Hence, a full solution of (Jl) is given by
x = -c, y = c, Z = 0, t = 0 [also written briefly as (x, y, z, t) = (-c, c, 0, 0)] where c is an
arbitrary constant.

We can now state the general theorem and sketch a proof.

• Theorem 2--------------------
The homogeneous system L ~=1 aijxj =0 (i =1,2, ... , m) of m equations in n unknowns

has infinitely many solutions, if m < n.

PROOF
Let A be the (m x n) matrix of coefficients of the given system and let B be the reduced
echelon form of A. Suppose that B has exactly r non-zero rows [in Example 6 we have
r = 3] and hence exactly r pivots in columns cI' c2' ..., c.; say. [In the example ci = 1,
c2 = 3 and c3 = 4.] Then each of the unknowns XCI' X

C2'
••• ' x

Cr
corresponding to these

columns can be expressed in terms of the remaining n - r unknowns (sometimes, as with
t and z in Example 6, requiring none of these unknowns, sometimes, as with x in
Example 6, requiring at least one). Since r::;; m and since m < n we see that n - r> O.
Hence there is certainly at least one unknown whose value may be chosen to be any real
number. Thus the given set of homogeneous equations has infinitely many solutions, as
claimed. •

The full solution to (Jl.) comprises (because of the c) a sort of 'single infinity' of
particular solutions. On the other hand, the general solution to the 'homogeneous
version' of Exercise 6(a) of Chapter 1 appears to involve two free variables. We
would not really expect the number of arbitrary constants to depend upon which
sequence of elementary operations we use to solve (i.e. convert to echelon form) a
given set of equations. But how can we be sure it does not? Also: can we identify,
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from the matrix of coefficients alone, whether a homogeneous system has a single,
double, etc. infinity of solutions? We have already seen that the number of free
variables is not simply {number of unknowns - number of equations}, i.e. the
number of columns minus the number of rows of the matrix. So, what is the
correct formula? We shall answer this question properly in Chapter 9.

Application
There are less trivial applications of the matrix concept than those relating to solving
equations. Here is one.

Suppose a town council requires four jobs to be undertaken simultaneously. Four firms
tender for each of the jobs as follows.

2 3 4 f- Job

x
y

Z
T
i

Firm

20 22 25 20
32 29 35 33
73 73 76 71
42 38 45 40

Tenders in thousands of pounds
f-

(or dollars, etc.)

Each firm is to be allotted one job. How should the council allocate the jobs in order to

minimise· the total cost?
The following algorithm (which is called the Hungarian algorithm and is equally

applicable to any n x n array) solves the problem for us. [Roughly speaking, an algorithm
is a set of instructions to be followed slavishly without the need for any thought. Of
course the fact that the algorithm does what is claimed needs proof - and to find a proof
may require a very great deal of thought!]

Let [ai) be the 4 x 4 matrix above.
1. For i =1, ..., 4 let Pi be the smallest entry in row i of [ai). Form the matrix [bij]

where bij =aij - Pi. In our case this means

0 2 5 0
3 0 6 4
2 2 5 0
4 0 7 2

(Le. subtract 20 from all row 1 entries)
(i.e. subtract 29 from all row 2 entries)
(i.e. subtract 71 from all row 3 entries)
(Le. subtract 38 from all row 4 entries).

2. For} = 1, ..., 4 let Kj be the smallest entry in column} of [bij]. Form the matrix [cij]

where cij = bij - Kj . In our case this means

0 2 0 0
3 0 1 4
2 2 0 0
4 0 2 2

(Le. subtract 0,0,5,0 from each element
in columns 1,2,3,4 respectively).

3. Find the least number Aof horizontal and vertical lines which cover all zero entries
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in [cij]. If A< 4 go to step 4. Otherwise go to step 5. [In our case A= 3 so we proceed

to step 4.]
4. Let J.L be the least entry not covered by a line in step 3. Form the matrix [dij] where

{

cij - J.L if C is uncovered
dij = cij if C is covered once

cij + J.L if C is covered twice

and then return to step 3. [In our case J.L = 1 and so we get

[dij] =

0 3 0 0
2 0 0 3
2 3 0 0
3 0 1 1

and return to step 3. This time we need four (horizontal and vertical) lines to cover
all the zeros so we pass to step 5.]

5. Find a set dit ,it' ... , di4i 4 of zeros such that no two lie in the same column and no
two lie in the same row of [dli;] . Then the tenders ai J' , ••• , ai J' give the required

'J l' 1 4 4

solution. (It may not be unique.)
[In our example these d can (must?) be chosen to be the starred zeros in

*0 3 0 0
2 0 *0 3
2 3 0 *0
3 *0 1 1

Thus the council minimises cost by allocating jobs 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively to firms X, T, Y,
z.]

PROBLEM 2.5

Find a book in your library which proves that the above algorithm is valid.

Summary
Matrices are (until Chapter 3) merely rectangular arrays of real (or perhaps complex)
numbers. Their introduction here, solely on notational grounds, arose from suppressing
unnecessary symbols (the unknowns) when solving systems of linear equations. The
above application then showed their usefulness in other settings. As with sets of
equations, matrices can be transformed into (row) echelon form - even reduced (row)
echelon form - using elementary (row) operations which are the exact analogues of
those previously applied to systems of equations. Changing to echelon form allows us to
prove easily that a homogeneous system of equations with fewer equations than
unknowns has infinitely many solutions. At this point matrices are still quite lifeless. We
inject life into them in the next chapter.
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EXERCISES ON CHAPTER 2

1. Reduce the following matrices to (row) echelon form using sequences of elementary row
operations:

(a)[+ 2

~6}
-1 3 1 4 0

(C{~ ~}3 -9 2 4 -1
1

1 (b)
2 -6 2 4 0

3
-3

5 -15 5 11 3
6

[-1 1 3 l}
123 4
412 3

(d) ~3 0 5 (e)
341 2·

2 1
234 1

2. Now reduce the matrices of Exercise 1 to reduced (row) echelon form.

3. For each matrix in Exercise 1 find an echelon form different from that you gave in
Exercise 1.

4. Now reduce the matrices you have obtained in Exercise 3 to reduce (row) echelon form.

5. Compare the matrices you obtained in (i) Exercises 2(a) and 4(a); (ii) 2(b) and 4(b); (iii)
2(d) and 4(d). What do you notice? Do you think this sort of equality always holds? [Can
you see why, if the equality did hold, the first and last problems posed in Tutorial
Problem 2.3 above would be answered immediately?]

6. Obtain (or just write down if you can!) the full solution (if any) to the linear systems
whose augmented matrix can be changed into the given echelon matrix.

[
1 2 314]

(a) 0 3 4 5 ; [
1 2 3 4 4]

(b) 0 3 4 5 5;
o 0 0 0 0 [

1 2 3 4 4]
(c) 0 3 4 5 5 .

o 0 0 0 239

7. Give the complete solution - if any - of the linear system corresponding to the
augmented matrix

1 2 -1 3 -1 a

3 4 2 5 -2 b

1 0 4 -1 0 c
3 2 7 1 -1 d

in the cases where (a, b, C, d) is equal to (i) (0, 0, 0, 0); (ii) (1, 3, 1, 3); (iii) (1, 3, 1, 4).

8. Solve, if possible, the linear system given economically by the matrix

all a12 a13 a 14 a 15 a16 417
a 21 a 22 a23 a 24 a 25 a 26 624
a31 a32 a 33 a 34 a35 a36 519
a41 a42 a43 a 44 a45 a46 773

461 357 603 228 315 359
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meaning, for example: ""~ a3j =519 and ""~ a i5 =315.
~J=l ~,=l

(A little thought might save a lot of effort!)

9. What is wrong with the following 'proof' that each m x n matrix can be changed into an
echelon matrix in which each element is O?
'Proof' Use the elementary row operations PI ~ PI + P2' P2 -~ P2 + Pl. This produces
new first and second rows which are equal. Now on these rows use the pair of elementary

operations PI ~ PI - P2' P2 ~ P2 - Pl· This replaces each of the first two (new) rows by
a complete row of zeros. Continue this way with the other rows. QED.

10. Let A be the matrix

Show that, if a + b + c = 0, then A can be changed to an echelon matrix with at most two
non-zero rows.

11. Let A be the matrix

Show that, if a < b < c, then A can be changed to an echelon matrix with three non-zero
rows.

12. Let A be the matrix

[ a~ dbe fCe] and let B be [ ~ b ~ :].
-c -e f

If A can be changed to an echelon matrix with three non-zero rows, must the same be true
of B? [A proof that it can or a counterexam.ple (see the Appendix) showing that it cannot
is required.]

13. Show that, if a square (i.e. n x n) matrix A is in reduced echelon form then either (i) A has
at least one row full of zeros or (ii) aii = 1 for 1 ~ i ~ nand aij = 0 if i"# j. [(ii) defines the
(important) n x n identity matrix In.]

14. Let A be an m Xn matrix (m ~ 2) and let (I) PI ~ PI + 3P2' (II) P2 ~ 2P2 be the two
row operations indicated. Let Bland B2 be the matrices obtained from A by applying
these operations (respectively) in the orders I, II and II, I. Show by means of a specific
example that, in general BI and B2 will be different. Can you, nevertheless, give an

example of a 2 x 2 matrix A (other than [~ ~J> in which B1 and B2 are the same?

15. Let A be the matrix
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[

1 3 4 -2 00
3]-2 1 -2 0

-1 4 2 0

and let B be the matrix obtained from A by applying, successively, the operations

(I) P2 ~ 3P2 ; (II) P3 ~ P3 + 5P2 ; (III) PI ~ PI - P3 ; (IV) P2 ~ PI . Write down the
sequence of operations which 'undoes' this sequence and which, consequently, changes
B back toA.

16. Prove that the 'undoing' of each elementary operation (technically called its inverse) is
again an elementary operation. Deduce what is implied in Definition 4: if A is any m X n
matrix which is row equivalent to B then B is row equivalent to A. (We may then simply
say that A and B are row equivalent).

17. Prove that the two (reduced echelon) matrices

[ ~ ~ ~ ] and [ ~ ~ ~ ]

are not row equivalent.

18. Let (L), as in Chapter 1, be given. Suppose that ('1' '2' ..., 'n) and (2'1,2'2' ..., 2'n) are
solutions of (L). Prove that (L) is a system of homogeneous equations. [Hint: what
system of equations is satisfied by the difference of these two solutions?]

19. Show that a system of m homogeneous equations in n unknowns has either one solution
or infinitely many, no matter whether m < n or not. Explain this for the case n =3, by
geometrical means.

20. Show that each system (L) is equivalent to a homogeneous system of m - 1 equations
together with at most one additional equation.

21. A matrimonial agency has on its books five men and four women seeking marriage
partners. The agency's director is able, for each pair, to determine a happiness factor as in
the table below. Apply the Hungarian method to determine all pairings of four men and
four women whose total happiness factor is as great as possible.

Allan Barry Clint David Errol
Alice 6 7 7 6 8
Betty 7 9 5 7 8
Carol 4 8 5 5 6
Debra 5 8 6 7 8

(Have you noticed how people in mathematical problems always seem to have
alphabetically associated names - and sometimes even have names of the same length?)
[Hints: (1) As our array is not square, introduce a fifth 'fictitious' lady, Ecila, say, whose
happiness factor with all the men is zero! (2) To maximise a given array is to minimise its
negative!]
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COMPUTER PROBLEM (THEORY)

1. Reduce the matrix

[1 2 3 4]o 5 6 7
000 8

by (i) first going to the form

[lOX X] [~
0 X

~}o 1 X X and then to 1 X
o 0 0 8 0 0

(ii) by going first to

[1 2 3 0] [lOX 0]o 5 6 0 and then to o 1 X o.
000 1 o 0 0 1

Count the number of additions/subtractions and multiplications/divisions used in getting to

[
l O X 0]
o 1 X O.
o 0 0 1

What lesson about changing a matrix to reduced echelon form do you learn?

COMPUTER PACKAGE PROBLEMS

1. For n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, find the row echelon and reduced row echelon forms of the n x n
Hilbert matrix H; = [hij] defined by hij = 1/(i + j - 1).

2. Find reduced echelon forms of the matrices:

0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

[~
1

~}
0 1 0 0

8 0 2 0 0
10 0 2 0 0 0

0
6 0 2 0

0 7 0 3 o· 0 9 0 3 0 0
0 5 0 3 '

,
0 0 8 0 4 O'

3
0 0 4 0

0 0 6 0 4
0 0 0 7 0 5

0 0 0 5 0
0 0 0 0 6 0

Do you spot any pattern? Do you think it persists?

3. Are any two of the following matrices row equivalent?

7 -13 17 11 -11 27 -49 61 39 -31 -20 28 -30 31 9
6 -11 14 9 -8 32 -53 64 41 -32 13 -23 27 -28 -9

-13 21 -25 -16 12 14 -28 36 23 -19 ' -21 30 -33 34 12 .

13 -23 27 17 -9 20 -36 44 28 -20 14 -22 24 -25 -5



In this chapter we bring matrices to life by showing how they can be added, subtracted
and multiplied. In particular the addition of matrices reminds us of vector addition and
suggests a natural extension of 2- and 3-dimensional vectors to greater dimensions.
Multiplication of matrices, motivated by the substitution of one linear system in another,
leads to a method of representing linear systems economically as well as to the possibility
of 'mapping' from one dimension into another. We identify the main arithmetical rules
satisfied by matrix addition and multiplication and, as two applications from what is,
essentially, an infinite list(!) we describe (i) a method (the Markov process) of evaluating
long-term trends and (ii) a method for sending secret messages.

In Chapter 2 we introduced the concept of matrix: an m x n matrix is merely a rectangular
array of mn numbers arranged into m rows and n columns and, as such, is a fairly lifeless
object. We will now see how matrices develop a life of their own by showing how they
may (sensibly) be added and multiplied together.

Historically, it was matrix multiplication which appeared first but, as the definition is
not especially easy to assimilate, we prefer to begin with a couple of simpler notions.

The most fundamental question one can ask if one is wishing to develop an arithmetic
of matrices is: when should two matrices be regarded as .equal? The only (?) sensible
answer seems to be given by the following definition.

• Definition I
Matrices A = [aij]mxn and B = [bkl]rxs are equal iff m =rand n =sand auv=»; for all u, v

(1 ~ u ~ m {= r}, 1 ~ v ~ n {= s}). •

That is, two matrices are equal when and only when they 'have the same shape' and
elements in corresponding positions are equal.

Example I
Given matrices

A=[; ~J [
5 13] d [r s t]B= an C=
3 8 u v w

we see that neither A nor B can be equal to C (because C is the 'wrong shape') and that A
and B are equal if, and only if, a =5, b = 13, C =3 and d =8.

How should we define the sum of two matrices? We really ought to admit that, as with
all definitions in mathematics, the precise requirements of a definition are the prerogative
of the person making it!a However, the following has always seemed most appropriate.

"When I use a word,' Humpty Dumpty said, 'it means just what I choose it to mean - neither more nor less.'
(From: Through the Looking Glass.)
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• Definition 2
Let

both be m x n matrices (so that they have the same shape). Their sum A EB B is the m x n
matrix

al
n 7bin ].

«; +bmn

That is, addition is componentwise. •
We use the symbol EB (rather than +) to remind us that, whilst we are not actually adding

numbers, we are doing something very similar - namely, adding arrays of numbers.

Example 2

[2 4 7 -1] [4 1 0

:] =[~1
5 7

:]o -3 1 ~ Ef7 ~1 2 -5 -1 -4
1 2 3 6 -7 8 -4

whereas

[2 1 ~ ]$[ ~ :]1 -3
o 31 -7 -1

is not defined.

PROBlE 3.1
Find numbers a, b, c and d such that

[a b]~[b C]=[3 -2].
c d d 2a 4 9 •

In particular, the sum of the two 1 x 2 matrices" [5 2] and [2 - 3] is the 1 x 2 matrix
[7 -1]. The reader who is familiar with the idea of vectors in the plane will see from
Fig. 3.1 that, in this case, matrix addition coincides with the usual parallelogram law for
vector addition of vectors in the plane. A similar correspondence likewise exists between
1 x 3 matrices and vectors in 3-dimensional space. It then becomes natural to speak of the
1 x n matrix [al a2 ... an] as being a vector in n-dimensional space - even though

bToavoid possible confusion, it is usual to insert commas between the components of a vector or a 1 x n matrix,
thus: [5, 2], [1, 11, 1, 111].
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Fig 3.1 (5,2) + (2,-3) = (7,-1) and It (5,2) = (7t,3)

(7,-1)

few of us can 'picture' n-dimensional space geometrically for n ~ 4. [Thus, for n ~ 4, the
geometry of n-dimensional space seems hard but its corresponding algebraic version is
equally easy for all n.]

Since it is the order in which the components of an n-dimensional vector occur which
is important, we could equally represent such an n-vector by an n x 1 matrix

rather than [at a2 ... an], and on many occasions we shall do just that. Later, we

shall readily swap between the vector notation v =(at, a2' ..., an)and either of the above
matrix forms, as we see fit and, in particular, usually use bold letters to represent n x 1
and 1 x n matrices.

Next we introduce multiplication into matrices. There are two types. To motivate the
first consider the matrix sums A E8 A and A E8 A E8 A where A is the matrix

[: : ~ ~].
x y Z t

Clearly
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[

2a 2b 2c 2d] [3a 3b 3c 3d]
AEeA= 2p 2q 2r 2s whilst AEeAEeA= 3p 3q 3r ~s.

2x 2y 2z 2t 3x 3y 3z 3t

If, as is natural, we write the sum A EB A EB ... EB A of k copies of A briefly as kA, we
see that kA is the matrix each of whose elements is k times the corresponding element of
A. There seems no reason why we should not extend this to any rational or even real
value of k, as in the following definition.

• Definition 3(i) Scalar Multiplication
If a is a number (in this context often called a scalar) and if A is the m x n matrix above
then aA is defined to be the m x n matrix

... aaln ]
: (briefly [aaij ]).

aa mn •
(Thus, multiplying a 1 x n (or n x 1) matrix by a scalar corresponds, for n =2 and 3, to

the usual multiplication of a vector by a scalar. See Fig. 3.1.)

PROBLEM 3.2
Find, if possible, scalars a and f3 such that

[
2 4 ] [-3 5] [-5 133]

a 3 -2 Ee f3 2 8 = 77 71' •
To motivate the definition of the multiplication of two matrices we follow the historical

path. Indeed, suppose that we have two systems of equations:

Zl =allYl + a12Y2 + a 13Y3

Z2 =a21Yl + a22Y2 + a23Y3

YI =b11x I + b12x 2

and Y2 =b21x l + b22x 2

Y3 =b31x l +b32x 2 '

We associate, with these systems, the matrices of coefficients, namely

[
b b]a a a 11 12

A = [11 12 13] and B = b21 b22 .
a2l a22 a 23 b31 b32

Clearly we may substitute the Y from the second system of equations into the first system
and obtain the zs in terms of the xs. If we do this what matrix of coefficients do we get? It
is fairly easy to check that the resulting matrix is the 2 x 2 matrix
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Cij =ailblj + a i2b2j + a i3b 3j where i andj are either of the integers 1 and 2. We call C the
product of the matrices A and B. Notice how, for each i, j, the element cij of C is
determined by the elements ail' a i2, a i3 of the ith row of A and those, bl j , b 2j, b 3j, of the jth
column of B. Notice, too, how this definition requires that the number of columns of A

must be equal to the number of rows of B - and that the number of rows (columns) of C
is the same as the number of rows of A (columns of B).

PgOBLEM 3.3

Given

find expressions for Zl and Z2 in terms of xl and X2' Write down the associated matrices of
coefficients. •

We adopt the above definition for the product of two general matrices in the following
definition .

• Deffnition 3(;;) Multiplication of Two Matrices
Let A be an m X n matrix and B be an n x p matrix. (Note the positions of the two ns.)

Then the product A 0 B is the m x p matrix [cij]mxp where for each i.], we set

Cij =anblj + a i2b2j + ... + ainbnj" •

It might be worth while noting that each 'outside' pair of numbers in each product
ai/Pkj is i.] whereas each 'inside' pair is a pair of equal integers ranging from 1 to n. We
remind the reader that the very definition of cij explains why we insist that the number of
columns of A must be equal to the number of rows of B.

Some examples should make things even clearer.

Example 3
Let

A =[23 _IS 7]4 ; B=[~ ~} c=[t tJ D=[~ ~l

Then A 0 B exists and the result

[
3x+y+7z 3a+{3+7Y]

2x-Sy+4z 2a-S{3+4y

Also B 0 A exists, the result,

[

X3+ a 2 xl+a(-S) X7+a4]
y3 + {32 yl + (3(-5) y7 + (34
z3 + y2 zl + y( -S) z7 + y4

is 2 x 2.

being 3x3.
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Finally observe that D 0 A is the 2 x 3 matrix

[
1.3 + 2.2 1.1+2.(-5) 1.7+2.4] [7 -9 15]
3.3+4.2 3.1+4.(-5) 3.7+4.4 - 17 -17 37

and yet A 0 D does not exist (since A is 2 x J. and D is 2: x 2).
We have seen that D 0 A exists and yet A 0 D does not, and that A 0 Band B 0 A

both exist and yet are (very much!) unequal (since they are not even the same shape!).

PROBLEM 3.4

Show that:
(i) e 0 A, B 0 e,B 0 D all exist: A 0 c. e (0 B, D 0 B do not.

(ii) e 0 D and D 0 e both exist and are both 2 x 2 but they are unequal.
(iii) Neither A 0 A nor B 0 B exists! And yet for each positive integer n, e 0 e 0 ...

o e and D 0 D 0 ... 0 D, where there are n terms in each product, both exist. [Just
as for numbers, we then write e 0 e 0 ... 0 e and D 0 D 0 ... 0 D respectively
as en and D". It can then be shown that the usual 'laws of exponents' hold, namely:
if r, s ~ 0, we have c 0 C =cv and (er)S=C" where, by CJ, we mean the
(appropriate sized) identity matrix. (See Exercise 13 of Chapter 2.) Of course, similar
remarks apply to D.] You will find that Dm =D" only when m =n. We leave the joy
of finding en, for each n, to you!

(iv) For 3 x 3 diagonal matrices

A=[~ o 0] [X
0

~]f3 0 and B= 0 Y
o y 0 0

show that

[ax 0

~]=BAAB= ~ f3y
0 yz

with a similar result for two n X n diagonal matrices. •
We break off to make a connection with the world of geometric vectors.

Suppose that VI =(aI' hI' cI) and v2=(a2' h2, c2) are two vectors in 3-dimensional
space. You might recall that their scalar product (also known as their dot product) VI.V2 is

defined to be the number IvIlIv21cos {} where Iv11 is the length of the vector VI (namely

~ (af + bf + cf) - by Pythagoras' Theorem) and o is the acute angle between the

vectors vI and v2. It turns out that v1.V2 is also equal to ala2 + h1b2 + clc2'
Here is a proof (see Fig. 3.2). By the cosine rule we have

IVI -V2/
2

= IvII

2
+lv21

2
-2Ivll/V2Icos {}

Consequently
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It follows that IVIllv21cos f} =aIa2 + bIb2 + cIc2 , as claimed. In particular VI and V2 are
orthogonal (i.e. they are at right angles) if and only if a Ia2 + bIb2 + c Ic2 =o.

Note that VIeV2 would be the matrix product

if we were prepared to identify each 1 x 1 matrix with its sole element.
There are yet more splendid consequences of Definition 3(ii). First note that it allows

the system of equations (L) of Chapter 1 to be written succinctly as A 0 x =b where A is
the coefficient matrix - see Example l(iii) of Chapter 2 - where

x =[::] and where b = [:~J
We shall build on this shortly.

In fact, merely writing the system of equations (L) in matrix form produces a burst of
ideas - almost faster than one can write them down! For example:
(i) A 0 x = b formally suggests the (unique?) solution x = b/A = A-I 0 b (or should it

be b 0 A-I?) But what, if anything, does this mean?
(ii) Regarding the n x 1 matrix x as a point (or, vector) in n-dimensional space, A

'operates' on x to produce an m X 1 matrix A 0 x which we may regard as a point
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(or, vector) in m-dimensional space. Thus the matrix A is capable of acting like a

function - but giving a vector output for each (suitable) vector input.

As examples of this latter use of matrix multiplication we give the following, where we

use ~n to denote the collection of all points (or vectors) in n-dirrLensional space or the

corresponding collection of matrices. (See Example 6 of Chapter 6 and p. 217.)

Example 4
(i) The matrix

'operates' on the vectors

Geometrically, this operation represents an anticlockwise rotation through 90 degrees

about the origin.

(ii) More generally, the matrix

[

COS it - sin it]
sin it cos it

represents an anticlockwise rotation about the origin through the angle it. (See

Exercise 15 at the end of the chapter.)

PROBLEM 3.5

Let

A be the matrix [~ ~l J B the matrix [~ ~l] and x the vector [~ J
Describe, geometrically, the effect on ~2 of operating by the matrices A and B. Further

determine the effect of letting the matrices A 0 Band B 0 A act:, as functions (see
above), on the vector x. •

Surely we can now say that matrices are beginning to come alive!
Just like ordinary numbers, matrices, when combined under 8:), 0 and scalar

multiplication, satisfy some obvious rules (butfail to satisfy othersl) We summarise some

of these properties in the following theorem.

• Theorem 1--------------------
Let A, B and C be any three m X n matrices and let a and f3 be scalars (i.e. numbers). Then:

We have

(i) A E£) B is an m x n matrix

(ii) (A E£) B) E£) C =A E£) (B E£) C)

And we say that

the set of all m x n matrices is closed
under addition
the associative law ofaddition holds
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(iii) there exists an m x n matrix
denoted by 0mxn such that

A Gj 0mxn =0mxn Gj A =A [
0 ... 0]

omXn = ~ ~ , the so-called zero

m x n matrix, is the additive identity for
the set of m x n matrices.

(Thus 0mxn is the equivalent, for m x n matrices, of the number 0.)

(iv) there exists an m x n matrix denoted
by 8A such that

A Gj (8 A) = 8 A Gj A = 0mxn

8A =(-I)A is the additive inverse or
negative for A

(Thus 8A corresponds to A just as the number -a corresponds to the number a.)

(v) A~B=B~A the commutative law ofaddition holds

(vi) aA. is an m x n matrix the set of all m x n matrices is closed under
scalar multiplication

(vii) a(A e B) =aA ~ aB the first distributive law for scalar
multiplication holds

(viii) (a + (3)A =aA ~ f3A the second distributive law for scalar
multiplication holds

(ix) a(f3A) =(af3)A the associative law for scalar
multiplication holds

(x) lA = A an identity for scalar multiplication
exists •

There is a special reason, revealed in Chapter 6, as to why these 10 rules have been
isolated.

(i) to (v) above deal entirely with properties of matrix addition. It is natural to check
whether or not their analogues hold for matrix multiplication. We shall see that some do 
and some do not! However, before summarising the facts, we invite the reader to try the
following exercise.

PROBLEM 3.6

Let A be the 2 x 3 matrix

[: ~ ;] and set B=[~ ~l

Show that B 0 A =A. Is A 0 B =A? If not, can you find a matrix, C say, such that A 0 C
=A? [Such a C, if it exists at all, must be of size - what?] •

Now we examine the multiplicative analogues (labelled (I) to (V» of properties (i) to (v).

• Theorem I (cont.)---------------
Let A be m x n, B be n x p and C be p x r matrices. Then:

(I) A 0 B is m x p, B 0 C is n x r I
(II) (A 0 B) 0 C =A 0 (B 0 C) the associate law ofmultiplication holds
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Is= [~1 ·..°1]is a left (respectively

right) identity for multiplication of s x n
(respectively m x s) matrices

(IV) There can be no multiplicative analogue to (iv) if A is not square. [Multiplicative
inverses for matrices are considered in the next chapter.]

(V) There is no multiplicative analogue to (v) even if A and B are square and of the
.: same size (as Problem 3.4(ii) shows).

(III) there exists an m X m matrix,
namely- 1m and an n X n matrix,

namely In' such that
Im0 A = A 0 In= A

Finally, three observations. First: you will recall that, for ordinary real numbers a, band
c the distributive laws always hold: that is, (i) a(b + c) =ab + ac and (ii) (a + b)c =ac + be.
There are similar rules for matrices (when their shapes are compatible!). We have

(D) If B1 is n xp and Al is m x n then
A 0 (BE9 B1) = (A 0 B)E9 (A 0 B1);

(A E9 Al) 0 B= (A 0 B)E9 (AI 0 B)

the distributive laws for matrix
multiplication hold

•
PROBLEM 3.7

Given

A=[ll -13]
-2 3 '

B=[-112 74 313] d C=[ 113 -76 -313]
104 -68 53 an -103 68 -52

~~~~0mE9~0q. •
Second: for each scalar a , each m x n matrix A and each n x p matrix B, we have

A 0 (aB)=a(A 0 B)=(aA) 0 B.

Third: suppose real numbers a and b are such that a.b = O. One may deduce
immediately that either a is 0 or b = 0 (or both!). There is no analogous result for
matrices! - as the following exercise will show.

PROBLEM 3.8

Find a (2 x 2) matrix

[a
c

db] (other than

such that

Can you find more than 1000 such matrices? •
"See Exercise 13 at the end of Chapter 2.
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Most of the assertions in Theorem 1 are embarrassingly easy (and also amazingly
tedious) to check, i.e. prove! One which is neither is (II). The proof can be obtained in
several ways. The following is probably the most naive, and hence the clumsiest (from
the point of view of elegance). The proof of this theorem for matrices of specific sizes 
say A2X4' B4X3' C3X5 - is essentially no easier to write down than the general proof.
Nevertheless, any reader who is not yet at ease multiplying matrices of general sizes
m x n, n X r, r X s might care to write out in full the proof of Theorem 2 for the special
case of 2 x 4, 4 x 3 and 3 x 5 matrices and then try to follow the more general proof of
the same theorem.

• Theorem 2-------------------
Matrix multiplication is associative. (From now on we shall, where convenient, replace
A (0 B by AB and A EB B by A + B, etc.)

PROOF
Let matrices Amxn ' Bnx r and Crx s be given. Let the pqth elements of AB and BC be
denoted by dpq and epq respectively. Then the ijth element of (AB)C is, by definition,

d ilClj + d i2C2j + ... + dircrj = (ailb11+ a nb21+ + a inbn1)Cl j

+ (ailb12 + a i2b22 + + a inbn2 )C2j

+ ... + (ai1blr + a i2b2r + ... + ainbnr )crj

=ail ( bllCl j + b l 2C2j + ... + b1rcrj )

+ an ( b2lCl j + b22C2j + ... + b 2rcrj )

+ ... + a in ( bnlclj + bn2C2j + ... + bnrcrj )

=ailel j + a i2e2j + ... + ainenj

which is the ijth element of A(BC).
[For those who are happy using the summation notation I, the above calculations and

the associativity of matrix multiplication are readily expressed by the following
statement. For each i.] (1 ::; i::; m, 1 ::;j::; s) we have

which is often written as

Since elements in all corresponding places in (AB)C and A(BC) are equal we deduce
that (AB)C = A(BC) as claimed. •

As a result of Theorem 2 we can denote the common value of (AB)C and A(BC) quite
unambiguously by ABC. (But see the remark following Theorem 4.)
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A related consequence of Theorem 2 which is too nice to ignore is the following

theorem.

• Theorem 3--------------------
Let A, B, C and D be matrices of shapes k x 1, 1x m, m X n, n X p respectively. Then all

five fourfold products (AB)( CD), ((AB)C)D, (A(BC))D, A((BC)D) and A(B(CD)) exist and

are equal (so that the result may be denoted unambiguously by ABCD).

PROOF
We shall prove that the first two are equal and leave the rest to you. Accordingly, set
X =AB. Then, by Theorem 2, we have X(CD) =(XC)D. Thus, immediately,
{AB}(CD) = ({AB}C)D - where we have used { } to highlight the replacement of Xby

the product AB. •
[In a similar way one can show that Theorem 1 leads to (expected) equalities such as

A(B + C + D) =AB +AC + AD and (A + 2B)(A + 4B + 3C) =A2 + 4AB + 3AC + 2BA +
8B2 + 6BC. (Note that the AB and BA terms cannot, in general, be amalgamated.)]

PROBLEM 3.9

Complete the proof of Theorem 3. •

An intriguing question (asked only for fun) is: in how many ways can the product
of 5, of 6, ... etc. matrices be evaluated (there being five possible products of four
matrices as in Theorem 3)?

In fact, whatever the number, one can prove, using only (II) of Theorem 1, the following

theorem.

An often repeated assertion in the history of matrices is that Cayley founded the
theory of matrices in a paper published in 1858. Hawkins has explained why this
assertion is not acceptable. Certainly Cayley observed that matrices can be added
and multiplied (as described above) but, for one thing, his efforts were almost totally
ignored for 25 years. In any case, others, Gauss, for instance, had already multiplied
pairs of linear substitutions after representing them as square arrays. Later,
Eisenstein, following Gauss in describing such arrays by single letters such as 5 and T,
had warned that 5 x T and T x 5 will, in general, be different. Furthermore,
Eisenstein showed that arrays could be added (though he did nothing with this
idea). In fact Cayley's 1858 paper contains only one result of note - the so-called
Cayley-Hamilton theorem. (See Exercise I I and computer package problem 9 in
Chapter I I.) Cayley proves the result for 2 x 2 and says he has checked it for 3 x 3
matrices but, quite remarkably, sees no need to offer a proof for matrices of larger
size. Hamilton's contribution was to establish the 4 x 4 case. (A proof for n x n
matrices will appear in the follow-up volume to this.)

Ferdinand Gotthold Max Eisenstein was born in Berlin on I6 April I 823. Five
brothers and sisters all died in childhood and he, himself, was continually plagued by
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ill health and depression. His autobiography reveals that, aged six, he could more
easily understand mathematical proof than that meat should be cut with a knife
rather than with a fork! Returning to Berlin in 1843 after meeting Hamilton in
Dublin, Eisenstein produced a mountain of high-class research, mainly in aspects of
number theory. Gauss, who, it seems, did not suffer fools gladly welcomed him to
Gbttingen for an extended visit. Despite his great fame, Eisenstein died in misery of
tuberculosis on I I October 1852 at the tragically early age of 29.

• Theorem 4 (The Generalised Associative Law)------
Given matrices AI' A 2, ... , At (such that, for 1 ~ i ~ t - 1, the number of columns of Ai is
equal to the number of rows of Ai+I ) , then all ways of working out their product, in the
given order, give the same result (which may, therefore, be denoted unambiguously by

A IA2· · .At ) · •

REMARK Note that Theorem 2 must not be regarded as 'obviously true'. Since, for
example, 7 - (2 - 4) ;1:. (7 - 2) - 4, we see that subtraction is not an associative
'operation' on the set of integers. Nor is the vector product operation, on the set of all
3-dimensional vectors. (See Exercise 13(iii).)

Can you dream up a new rule, 0 say, (shall we call it 'sedition'?) on the set of all
integers such that, for all pairs a, b of integers, (i) a 0 b is again an integer,
(ii) a 0 b = b 0 a but (iii) (a 0 b) 0 C;1:. a 0 (b 0 c) for certain integers a, b, c?
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Applications
(i) Markov Chains (or processes)
These were named after Andrei Andreevich Markov, 14 June 1856-20 May 1922. Rather
than give a formal definition of a Markov process we give an example.

In a certain city there are three large supermarkets A, B and C~. Suppose each family in
the city buys its groceries from just one of these stores but the probability that each year a
family changes its allegiance from one store to another is summarised by the matrix

from
A B C

[°0

8
0.15 0005] A

T= 0.2 0.7 0.35 to B
- 0 0.15 0.6 C

where, for example, 80% of all families patronising A remain with store A whilst 20%
change to .store B and (most unlikely?) none changes to 'C'. [Clearly the entries in each
column must add up to 1. Tis called a transition matrix.]

Suppose we make the (rash) assumption that T remains fixed over a long time span,
and that the vector

describes the proportions of the population in classes A, Band C at the beginning of the
survey. Then the proportions in each class after k years is given by

the transition matrix for this period being t'. One may then ask:: 'What proportions of the
population will shop at each store in the long term?'

It turns out that, as k increases, r' approaches a matrix of the form

[ ~ ~ ~] with three identical columns s =[~I
where a, {3, 'Y give the appropriate proportions. (For a proof of this see Chapter 11.)

Here are some sample values of Tk
:

[

0.48... 0.33... 0.28 ] [0.398... 0.372... 0.362 ]
T 5 = 0.40... 0.47... 0.48 , T IO = 0.443.~. 0.454... 0.458 ,

0.11... 0.19... 0.23... 0.158... 0.173... 0.179 .
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[

0.3808... 0.3800 ... 0.3797 ] [0.38029... 0.38027... tl38026...]
T 20 = 0.4504... 0.4508... 0.4509 , T 30 = 0.45069... 0.45010... 0.45071.. ..

0.1691... 0.1691... 0.1693... 0.16900... 0.16901... 0.16902...

Therefore, in the long run, store B will gain almost half of all the city's custom.

(ii) Constructing Secret Codes
There are many ways of constructing codes, the object of which is to pass secret
messages to desired recipients without their being decoded by unauthorised persons. One
of the simplest (and easily breakable) codes replaces each letter Q, b, C •.• , u, v, w, x, y, z
of the alphabet by a 'shifted' version, for exarnplej, g, h, ..., Z, Q, b, C, d, e, etc.
Somewhat harder to crack appear to be the so-called public-key encryption codes which
rely, for security, on the general difficulty of factoring numbers which are products of
large primes. Much nearer to the former in terms of the ease with which they can be
broken are codes formed as follows.

Let A be (say) a 2 x 2 matrix with integer coefficients, for example

A =[~ ~]
and let the letters Q, b, C, ... be replaced by the numbers 1, 2, 3, .... To send the message
BLIACIKPloolLFIORITHIECIUP write the message in number form 2,1211,3111,161 ...

etc. The coded message then comprises the number pairs

A[ 1~ J. A[~ J. A[~~ J. etc.,

that is 92,26125, 71156, 431 etc.
To unscramble the coded message the recipient must find a matrix B, say, which

changes 92,26125,71156,431 ... etc. back to 2,1211,3111,161 ... etc. again. Thus (s)he must
find a 2 x 2 matrix B such that

Certainly any B for which BA =/2' the 2 x 2 identity matrix, would fit the bill. That is, B
should be a (and, as it turns out, the, unique) multiplicative inverse for A. [In particular A

must have such an inverse.] Inverses of matrices are the subject of the next chapter.

It might be nice to encode letter pairs into other letter pairs (rather than into
number pairs). Can you think of a way in which this might be done? (Is there,
then, any problem with the decoding?)
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Summary
Let Amxn and Brxsbe matrices (which we denote briefly by A, B.) A and B are equal if

(and only if) they are of the 'same shape' and elements in corresponding positions are

identical. The sum A EB B is defined when (and only when) m =rand n =s and then A EB
B is given by componentwise addition. The sum of two n x 1 (or 1 x n) matrices is

analogous to their sum when they are regarded as vectors in n-dimensional space.

For each scalar (i.e. number) a the scalar multiple aA of A (== [aij]) is the matrix
whose ijth entry is aaij" The (matrix) product A 0 B is defined when (and only when!)

n =r. The result is the m x s matrix whose ijth entry is 'the product of the ith row of A
with the jth row of B'. Under EB, 0 and scalar multiplication, matrices (of appropriate

shapes) satisfy many of the ordinary laws of arithmetic (see Theorem 1). In particular, if

matrices A, Band C are the correct shape, we have (A 0 B) 0 C = A 0 (B 0 C). Two

notable exceptions are that, in general, it is not true that A 0 B =: B 0 A, nor is it

universally true that, if A 0 B =0mxs (a zero matrix) then at least one of A and B must be
a zero matrix.

The definition of matrix multiplication, motivated by substitution of variables, has the

useful consequence that systems of equations can be expressed succinctly in the form

Ax=b.

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER 3

(Here we will frequently replace EB by + and omit 0.)

1. Solve for a, b, Cand d: lb CJ + la bJ = l4 7 J.
dIe d 0-2

2. Solve, if possible, for a: a[6~5 ~~] = [47~55 ;:~~~l

3. Let

A=[~ ~5 ~] B=[~ ~] c=[t tJ [2 3]
D= 4 5·

Find, if possible, AB, (AB)C, BC, CB, ClOO, A(BC), (AB)(CD), A(B(CD)), (AB)2 and A2B2.

4. (a) Give, if possible, examples of 2 x 2 matrices, A, Band C such that

and AB = AC and yet B "* C.

(b) Find 3 x 3 matrices A and B such that A "* 03x3 and B "* 03X3 and yet AB =03X3.

(c) Find, if possible, a (square) matrix such thatA3 "*°butA4 =: 0.

5. Find a 2 x 2 matrix A, other than
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[+1 0]
o ±1' [

±1 0]
o 0' [t tJ

for which A2 = A (= AI2). Can you find infinitely many different such A? Use this result to
solve Exercise 4(a) again.

6. (a) Find 2 x 2 matrices A and B such that (AB)2 -:t.A2B2.

(b) Find 2 x 2 matrices C and D such that CD -:t. DC and yet (CD)2 is equal to C2D2.

7. Let

[0 1] [0 i]Y = 1 0 and Z = -i 0'

where i = ~-1. Prove that XY =- YX =iZ, YZ =-ZY=iX, ZX=-XZ =iY and
X2 = y2 =Z2 =12.

8. (a) Let

Find (using only pencil and paper) A 16 and A 13. [Hint: A16 = (((A2)2)2)2 and
A 13 =A8.A4.A. It is nice to get A16 with only four multiplications!]

(b) Given that

find G, b, c and d. Prove your claim is correct by mathematical induction. [Hint: to
see what the induction hypothesis should be, evaluate

for n =2, 3, 4.]

9. Let A and B be matrices, B having n columns, such that AB exists. Let the matrix B be
thought of as a matrix [B1 B2 ... Bn] comprising n column vectors B;
(a) Show that the jth column of AB is the matrix ABj" Identify, similarly, the ith row of

AB.
(b) If A has a row full of zeros prove that AB also has such a row. What, if anything, may

be said about BA?
(c) If x is the vector

show that Bx =B1x 1 + B2x2 + ... + B~n.
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10. Let A be a 2 x 2 matrix such that A commutes (multiplicatively) with B (that is, AB = BA)

for every 2 x 2 matrix B. Show that A has the form

[ ~ ~ ] for some scalar A. [Hint: begin by taking B =[~ ~ 1]
11. Let A be the matrix

Noting that (a -x )(d - x) - bc =x2 - (a + d)x + ad - be, calculate the matrix
A2 - (a + d)A + (ad - bc)I2. (This is an instance of the celebrated Cayley-Hamilton
Theorem.)

12. (a) Show v.v is the square of the length of v, that v.v ~ °and that v,v=°when and only
when v=O.

(b) Show that u.v = v.u and that u.(v + w) = D.V + u.w,
(c) If v =(at + ib t , , an + ibn) is a vector with complex number entries, and if

v= (at - ibt ' , an - ibn)' show that the dot product v.v is a real number and that
v. v>°unless v =0, the zero vector.

13. For vectors vt = (at, b t, Ct), V2 = (a2' b2, c2) in ~3 we define their vector product to be
the vector Vt A V2 = (b tc2 - b2Ct, Cta2 - C2at, atb2 - a2bt). Show that
(i) VtAV2=-(V2AVt), (ii) VtA(VtAV2)=V2A(VtAV2)=(O,O,O) {so that v- and v,
are each orthogonal to v t A V2 } and find particular v t and v2 such that
(iii) (v t A V2)A V2 ~ Vt A(V2 A V2).

14. Show that

[ ~ 3 ~8 ~][~] = [ ~ ~ -;][~].
1 3 1 5 -1 -6 5 5

(Can you think of a way to halve the work?)

15. (a) By applying the matrix

[

COS o - sin {}] .
• _Q. _Q. to the point (or vector)

sm 'U cos 'U [rc~s a],
r sm o

show that the given matrix describes an anticlockwise rotation in the plane.
(b) Show that the product of

[
COS 1J - sin 1J] d [cos t/J - sin t/J] . [cos(1J + t/J) - sin( 1J -I- t/J)]
sin {} cos {} an sin t/J cos t/J IS sin({} -I- t/J) cos(1} -I- t/J) .

Describe the transformations of the plane which these three matrices represent.
(c) Show, by induction on t, that for each positive integer t and for each angle 1} we

have
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[
COSfJ -sin fJ]t ::: [cos tfJ -sin tfJ]
sin fJ cos fJ sin tiJ cos tiJ .

[
COS4> sin 4> ]

(d) What is the geometric effect of transformation by the matrix . A.. A.. ?
SIn0/ - cos 0/

16. (1,1), (-1,1), (-1,-1) (1,-1) are the four comers of a square. Find where they are sent
under the action of the matrix

[~ tl
Plot the given points (in blue) and the new points (in red) in the x-y plane to see how the
matrix shears the square. Do the same for the matrix

[-1 3]
2 -1·

17. Find all [: ~ Jif any, for which:

(ii)[: ~][~ ~]=[~ ~}
. [7 10][X y] [0 0]

(IV) 9 13 z t = ° 0·

18.

C)[2 3][X y] =[2 3].
1 4 5 z t 46'

(iii) [~ ~][: ~]=[~ ~}

[6 -9][X y] _[0 0] [x y][ 6 -9] _[0 0] ?
If -8 12 z t - ° °must z t -8 12 - ° °.

19. Find a, b, c and d such that

Are a, b, c and d uniquely determined?

20. Prove that if A is m x n and if a is a scalar, then (alm)A =aA.

21. [We temporarily return to the EB, 0 notation for clarity.]
(a) Let A, Band C be matrices such that A 0 (B EB C) exists. Prove that (A 0 B) EB

(A 0 C) exists and is equal to A 0 (B EB C). [If you cannot deal with general
matrices take A, Band C to be of sizes 2 x 4, 4 x 3 and 4 x 3 respectively.]

(b) Find three different 2 x 2 matrices A, Band C, all of whose entries are non-zero, such
that A EB (B 0 C) = (A EB B) 0 (A EB C). [This example is meant to convince you
that this 'dual' of the distributive law rarely occurs.]

22. Describe the transformations of 3-dimensional space represented by the matrices
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[
COSif - sin if 0] [COS fjJ 0 -sin fjJ]
sin if cos if 0 and 0 1 0 .

o 0 1 sin fjJ 0 cos fjJ

Find their product. This should represent a rotation in 3-dimensional space about the
origin. What is the axis of rotation if if = fjJ = 7T/2? (Cf. Exercise 29 at the end of Chapter
11.)

23. The trace Tr(A) of the (square) n x n matrix A is defined to be the sum of its diagnonal
elements. Prove that, for n x n matrices A and B, we have

Tr(A + B) =Tr(A) + Tr(B) and Tr(AB) =Tr(BA).

Use these results to deduce that there are no n x n matrices A and B such that
AB -BA =In-

24. (a) The transpose of the m x n matrix A is the n x m matrix AT whose ith row is the ith
column of A. Thus, for example,

[1 2 3]T =[1 4]
456 25.

3 6

Prove that if A and B are m x n matrices and if C is an n x r matrix, then (AT)T =A,

(A + B)T=AT+ BTand (AC)T =CTAT. If m =n, deduce, for all positive integers r,
that (Ar)T=(AT)r.

(b) The matrix A is symmetric if and only if AT=A. Show that, for each square matrix
B, both BBTand B + BTare symmetric. Suppose that C and D are symmetric n x n
matrices. Show that CD is symmetric if and only if CD =D(~.

(c) The n x n matrix A is said to be orthogonal if and only if AAT=ATA =In. Regarding
the rows of A as (row) vectors r 1, r2' ..., rn and the columns of A as (column)
vectors c1' c2' ... , en show (i) that A is orthogonal if and only if ri.rj =1 if i =j and
oif i ;/:. j, a similar result being true for columns. Show, also, (ii) that A is orthogonal
if and only if Av.Av = v.v for each" v E ~n, that is, if and only if multiplication by A
preserves 'lengths' of vectors in ~n. [Hint: v.v=vTlnv.] What is the geometric effect
of the mapping v ~ Av if n = 2 or if n = 3?

25. Prove that, if the entries in each column of each of the n x n matrices A and B add up to 1,
then so do the entries in each column ofAB.

COMPUTER PROBLEMS

1. (Theory) Find the total number of additions/subtractions and multiplications/divisions
required to evaluate:
(a) the matrix products A(BC) and (AB)C where A, Band C are, respectively, 3 x 2, 2 x 2

and 2 x 1;

dE means 'belonging to': see Appendix, p. 217.
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(b) the product (performed in the usual way) of two n x n matrices. [When you find the
answer to (b) marvel at the fact that the product can be evaluated in a non-standard
way so that en" operations are required where c is some constant and a (which is
known to be ~ 2) can be assumed <2.5.]

2. Josephine used the matrix [~ 1:] to send to Napoleon a message which he receives as

157,96183,501288,1761203,123144,271129, 791374,229131,191348,2131360,2201257,157

1136,831300,184. He replies using the matrix [7 3] sending the message 143,229
11 5'

1200,3201147,235184,1341116,1881115,1851148,2341136, 2161105,169162,1001197,315

187,1411165,265117,271120,1921147,2351164, 260195,1551226,362. By finding

multiplicative inverses of the two given matrices (see Application (ii) above) decipher
their messages. (And, having done so, explain the need for the 'X'!)

COMPUTER PACKAGE PROBLEMS

1. Families are classified as living in the country (C), the suburbs (5) and the town (T). If
the transition matrix for each five-year period is given by

C 5 T

[

0.70 0.5 0.6] C
0.15 0.45 0.3 5
0.15 0.05 0.1 T

and if the present population is distributed amongst C, 5 and T in proportions 0.2, 0.3,
0.5, after how long (if at all) will there be no more than one-third of the population living
in towns?

2. Investigate the powers of the 'nearly Markov' matrix

[

0.70 0.5 0.6]
0.14 0.44 0.3 .
0.15 0.05 0.09

What do you notice here which does not happen in Problem 1?

3. Find the first power, if any, of the matrix

0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1

which has no zero entries.
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Can you find a 6 x 6 matrix with even fewer Is (all other entries being 0) such that
some power of it has no zero entries?

4. Let A be the matrix

[

51 39 3~3 ]

_li _ 75 -44
2 4 .

3 9 23
4" 4" 4""

Investigate what happens to An as n 'tends to infinity' , i.e. increases without bound? (We
shall look at this again in Chapter 11.)



In Chapter 3 we showed how matrix multiplication arises naturally both in succinctly
describing linear systems and in constructing secret codes. Motivated by a desire to solve
linear systems and to decode secret messages, we investigate the idea of (multiplicative)
inverse of an n x n matrix (A, say). We shall show that inverses do not exist for every A

but, if they do, how they can be found by using a succession of elementary row
operations applied to the identity matrix In. We show that inverses, when they exist, are
unique and, in Theorem 5, give four conditions each of which is equivalent to the
existence of an inverse for A. Inverses (or their known non-existence) are perhaps more
of theoretical than practical value here, but this changes somewhat in Chapter 11 which
deals with so-called eigenvalue problems.

In Chapter 3 the linear system Ax =b suggested the 'solution' x =b/A. What are we to
make of this? Let us look at the simple case where

A=[: ~l x=[~] and b=[~]

so that the linear system under consideration is

ax+by=X
ex+dy =Y.

(4.1)
(4.2)

(We use letters rather than numbers here so as more easily to keep track of what is going
on.) The matrix x is then the solution of (4.1) and (4.2) giving x and y (if possible) in
terms of X and Y. Applying Gaussian elimination to the system (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain,
first,

eax +eby = eX (e x (4.1))
aex+ady=aY (ax(4.2))

and then, taking (4.3) - (4.4),

-e a
y= X+--Y.

ad-be ad-be

(For the moment we ignore the possibility that ad - be might, in particular cases, be
zero.) Then, by substituting for y in (4.3) or (4.4) we find that

d b
x=---X----Y.

ad-be ad-be

(4.3)
(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)
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The solution x is then expressible in matrix terms as x = Bb where B is the matrix

[
d -b]ad-be ad-be
-e a

ad-be ad-be

which we may also write as

1 [d -b]
ad-be -e a'

Notice that the matrix product BA is (if we assume that ad - be *0) the identity matrix
12 - which is not surprising since (see p. 37) BA is the matrix which, on substituting the
expressions for X and Yin (4.1) and (4.2) into equations (4.5) and (4.6), expresses x and y

in terms of ... x and y(!) So, given Ax =b, it appears that we should interpret b/A as Bb

where B is a matrix such that BA =12, [In brief: Ax =b. Hence BAx =Bb. Consequently
12x =Bb. That is x =Bb.]

PROBLEM 4.1

For the above matrices work out the productAB. Are you surprised at the result? •
Let us move up to the 3 x 3 case via a specific numerical example.

Example I
The system of equations

u+2v+4w=0
u+3v+5w = 1

2u+2v+7w =-1
may be written in the form Ax = b where

[
1 2 4]

A= 1 3 5,
227

x=[:] and b=[JJ
According to the above we expect x to be equal to Bb where B is a (the?) 3 x 3 matrix B
such that BA = 13, In fact, setting

[
11 -6 -2]

B= 3 -1 -1,
-4 2 1

we find that BA = 13 so that

X(=BAX)=[131 =~ =~][~ ~ ~][~]=[131 ~ =~][~](=llb)' giving X=[bl<~]'
-4 2 1 2 2 7 w -4 2 1 -1

The solution of the given system of equations is therefore, U =-4, v = 0 and w = 1.
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Of course the big question is: given A can we find B (if it exists!) without (essentially)
solving the system of equations first? (See Problem 4.4 below.)

PROBLEM 4.2

Work out the matrix AB. Are you surprised at the result? •
[Now not all linear systems involve precisely the same number of equations as there

are unknowns. In such cases the corresponding coefficient matrix P. will be m x n where
m 'i:. n. If there were a matrix B with BA =In' then B would be forced to be of shape n x m
(why?). Admittedly the product AB would then exist - it would even be a (square) m x m
matrix. However, we shall not consider this possibility in the main text; the exercises at
the end of the chapter show the limitations of the idea.]

Finally let us look again at the coding application in Chapter 3. There the message
which was encoded using the 2 x 2 matrix A can be decoded by finding a 2 x 2 matrix B
such that BA =12.

The above example and problems give rise quite naturally to the following definition .

• Definition I
Let the n x n matrix A be given. If there exists a matrix B such that AB =BA =In (so that
B, too, is necessarily n x n) we say that B is a multiplicative inverse for A and that A is
invertible or, sometimes, non-singular. (Thus a square matrix is singular if and only if
it has no multiplicative inverse.) •

[Anyone worried by the insistence that both BA and AB must be equal to In should look
for reassurance at Problems 4.1 and 4.2 above and, later, at Exercise 12 at the end of the
chapter.]

Clearly the first question is: do all square matrices have multiplicative inverses?
Equally clearly, the answer is 'no'! For example,

has no such inverse. Of course, this is not too surprising since

is the 2 x 2 matrix equivalent of the number O. Indeed our opening remarks (and Problem
4.1) strongly suggest that

will have an inverse iff ad - be 'i:. O.

PROBLEM 4.3

Find a multiplicative inverse B for the matrix
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=[4 -19]
A 7 11

by using the formula

1 [d -b]
B= ad-be -e a

obtained earlier. Check that AB and BA are both equal to 13. Do you think that this B is the
only one which will work? •

PROBLEM 4.4

(a) Determine whether or not the matrix

[
2 3 5]

Al = 7 11 13
17 19 23

has a multiplicative inverse by setting

[

a b e]
B= d e t.

g h ]

and then trying to solve BA I =130 (Don't forget to check that AlB =I3!)
(b) Do the same for the matrix

[
2 3 5]

Az = 7 11 13.
17 19 43 •

Noting the amount of work involved in completing Problem 4.,4 (and in dealing with
even larger matrices), we raise one obvious question and reiterate another:
(i) Can we tell, in advance, which matrices have inverses - without attempting the

(long?) task of trying to find them?
(ii) If we know a matrix has an inverse, can we find it easily - other than by brute force?

First, a nice result which (answering the question posed in Problem 4.3) tells us that
once we have found one (multiplicative) inverse for a given matrix at least we need not
look for any more!

• Theorem 1-------------------
LetA, B1and B2 be n x n matrices such thatAB l = B1A= In andAB2 = BzA = In" Then B1
=Bzo That is, if A has an inverse, then this inverse is unique.

[Here is a proof which clearly suffers from too much polishing! Proofs in mathematics
are often like that. Furthermore, in presenting a proof in a logically ordered manner - in
order to help the reader - any hint as to how the proof was originally conceived is often
lost!]
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PROOFa

~ =~In (why?)=~(AB2) (why?)=(~A)B2 (why?etc)=lnB2 =B2. •

This unique inverse, when it exists, we shall denote by A-I. [One consequence of this
theorem is that we may return to Definition 1 and replace the expression 'B is a
multiplicative inverse for A' by 'B is the (unique) multiplicative inverse for A.']

We now answer the two questions raised above by showing you a method which
appears to take much of the drudgery out of finding inverses. In order to illuminate the
theory which follows, we show the way by means of a particular example.

Example 2
Find the inverse (if it exists!) of

[
1 2 4]

A= 1 3 5.
227

(i) First write down

[ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~],
227:001

which we write as [A:/3], the colons being just for convenience.
(ii) Now apply (elementary) row operations to this 3 x 6 matrix in order to change the

left-hand 'half' to the matrix 13 (if possible). We get

[~
2 4 1 0

~] (clearing the first columnP2 ~P2 -PI 1 1 -1 1
P3 ~ P3 -2PI -2 -1 -2 0

below the diagonal)

[~
2 4 1 0

~](I) (clearing the second column
P3 ~ P3 +2P2 1 1 -1 1

below the diagonal)
0 1 -4 2

[~
0 2 3 -2

~] (clearing the second column
PI ~ PI -2P2 1 1 -1 1

0 1 -4 2
above the diagonal)

PI ~PI-2P3 [~
0 0 11 -6 -2] (clearing the third column
1 0 3 -1 -1

P2 ~ P2 -P3 0 1 -4 2 1
above the diagonai)

and look what has happened in the right-hand half of this 3 x 6 matrix. W~ have the
unique inverse of A. That is, A-I exists and

a'All theorems can be proved in one line ... if the line is long enough!' (Anon.)
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[

11 -6 -2]
A-I = 3 -1 -1.

-4 2 1

[We have already checked thatA-IA = 13 in Example 1. You should (unless you have
completed Exercise 12) also check that AA-I =13.]

Notice that, if we had started Example 2 with

[
1 2 4]

AI = 1 35
226

line (I) above would have yielded

[

1 2 4 : 1 0 0]
o 1 1 : -1 1 O.
000:-421

This would have told us that we cannot change the left-hand half of (I) to 13 and, hence,
that Al has no multiplicative inverse. (See Theorem 5(i) and (iv).)

PROBLEM 4.5
Repeat Problem 4.4 using the method of Example 2. •

Of course the big question is: why does the algorithm in Example 2 work? To answer
this it is perhaps tidiest (though certainly not necessary, as we shall see later) to introduce
some special types of matrices .

• Definition 2
An elementary n x n matrix is one obtained from Inby applying a single elementary row
operation. •

We have, for instance, the following examples.

Examples 3

[1 0 0]
1 0 0 0 1 0 --'7T 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

(i) 0 1 0, (ii)
0 0 1 0

and (iii)
0 0 1 0o 0 -I~ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

are all elementary matrices, the elementary row operations being (i) multiply row 3 by
-I~ ; (ii) interchange rows 2 and 4 and (iii) add -'7T times row 3 to row 1. On the other

hand, neither
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is elementary as neither can be obtained from /3 by use of a single elementary row
operation.

NOTE I Each elementary matrix has a (multiplicative) inverse which is itself
elementary. Indeed it is the elementary matrix which 'undoes' the original. (Cf. Exercise
16 in Chapter 2.)

Since examples are clearer to understand here than are words, we give the following.

Examples 4
The inverses of Examples 3(i), (ii) and (iii) are:

(i) [~
0

~ } 1 0 0 0 1 0 7T 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

1 (ii)
0 0 1 0

(iii)
0 0 1 O·

0 17
-"3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

(The proof of the first sentence of Note 1 is left to you. See Exercise 18.)
It is very useful to observe that elementary matrices can be used as a replacement for
elementary row operations. For our present purposes we need only consider row
operations on square matrices but, as we have previously discussed row operations on
non-square matrices, we present the following theorem in the general case.

• Theorem 2--------------------
Let A be an m x n matrix and E an elementary m x m matrix. If E is obtained from 1m by a
particular elementary row operation, then EA is obtained from A by applying the same
elementary row operation to A. •

The truth of this theorem is fairly transparent once we have demonstrated what
happens in one case by means of an example. We leave the full proof to Exercise 21.

. Example 5
If

E =[~ ~ ~] and A =[::: ::~
o 0 1 a31 a32

so that E is just /3 changed by adding f3 times the second row to the first, then

a12 + {3a22 a13 + {3a23 a 14 + {3a24 ]

a22 a 23 a24

a 32 a 33 a34

which is just the matrix A changed by adding {3 times the second row to the first.
Theorem 2 is mainly of theoretical interest. It will be used for developing some results

about matrices and linear systems. When actually using a computer it is better to perform
the row operations directly.
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We can now prove, fairly easily, the following nice theorem which answers the 'big'
question raised above .

• Theorem 3---------------------
Suppose successive elementary row operations, performed on a given n x n matrix A,
reduce it to the identity matrix In. Then exactly the same elementary row operations
applied, in the same order, to In change In into A-I. •

In the proof we shall find that we need a result the last bit of which seems somewhat
curious if you have not seen its like before. (Cf. Exercise 24(a) of Chapter 3.)

• Theorem 4--------------------
Let A, B be invertible n x n matrices. Then AB is invertible. Furthermore (AB)-l =B-1A- l.

PROOF

From Theorem 3 of Chapter 3 we can deduce that

Similarly one can check that (B-1A-1)(AB) = In. Hence B-1A- 1 is an (and, hence, by
Theorem 1 above, the unique) inverse for AB. Consequently we may write
B-1A-1=(AB)-l. •

PROBLEM 4.6

Let

A=[~ ~] and B=[~ ~l
Confirm that A, Band AB all have multiplicative inverses and that (AB)-l is equal to
B-1A-1and not equal toA-1B-1. •

NOTE 2 Theorem 4 extends to products of more than two terms. That is: if A, B, ..., K
are invertible n x n matrices thenAB ... Kis invertible and (AB ... K)-l = «' ... B-lA-1.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Let E l , E2, ..., E, be the elementary matrices corresponding to the elementary row
operations described in the theorem and let E denote E~t-l ... E'l. Then E~t-l ...

EIA =EA =In" Since each of E l, E2' ..., E, has an inverse so has E (by Note 2). But then
we have

from which we deduce that A-I =E =El; =E~t-l ... ElIn.

You might compare the brevity (and the clarity) of this proof with that given just
before the Applications, especially when written down for n x n matrices.

In fact our efforts above give us four statements each of which is equivalent to the
invertibility of a given n x n matrix A.
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• Theorem 5-------------------
Let A be an n x n matrix. Then, the following five statements are equivalent (that is, the
truth of anyone of them implies the truth of each - and hence every - other one):

(i) A is invertible;
(ii) For each n x 1 (column) vector b the system of equations Ax =b has a unique

solution for x;
(iii) For the particular n x 1 (column) vector 0 the system of equations Ax =0 has the

unique solution x = 0;
(iv) A is row equivalent to In;
(v) A is a product of elementary n x n matrices.

NOTE ON THE PROOF As each statement above has to be proved on the assumption
of each other, it would seem that we are about to embark on a sequence of 20 (is that
right?) proofs of the form X => Y, X => Z, Y => X, etc. So it should please you that the task
can be reduced to just five! Indeed we prove that (i) => (ii), that (ii) => (iii), that
(iii) => (iv), that (iv) => (v) and, finally, that (v) => (i). We may then deduce, for
instance, that (ii) => (i). For, assuming (ii), we can successively deduce (iii), then (iv),
then (v) and finally (i).

PROOF

(i) => (ii) Suppose A is invertible. Then, given Ax =b, we obtain

x =Inx =(A -IA)x =A-1(Ax) =A -lb.

(ii) => (iii) is immediate.
(iii) => (iv) Consider the system of equations Ax = O. In full, Ax = 0 is the system

al1xI +a12x2 + .
a2lxI +~2x2 + .

+alnxn=0
+a2nxn =0

Reducing these equations to echelon form we find, because (0, 0, ..., 0) is their only
solution, that the matrix to which A is reduced must have no rows full of zeros and,
therefore, must be In. (See Exercise 13 of Chapter 2.) Thus A is indeed row equivalent to

In'
(iv) => (v) and (v) => (i) both follow from Theorem 3. •

We finish by giving an alternative presentation for the justification that the algorithm in
Example 2 is valid. It may seem that this is a fairly convincing proof that that algorithm
always works - indeed it is essentially the same idea dressed in slightly different clothing
- but you must admit that it would be a bit messy to write it out for quite general n x n

matrices.
If asked to solve the system of equations (given in matrix form):

[ ~ ~ : ~],
2 2 7 0
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we could apply elementary row operations to change the (sub)matrix

[~ ~ ~] into [~ ! ~] yielding the solution [~] =[~l
Similarly, starting with

[
124 0] [1 24 0]
1 3 5 1 and with 1 3 5 0,

2 2 7 0 227 1

and applying the very same row operations, we again reduce

[
~ ~ ~] each time to [~ ~ ~],
22700 1

obtaining solutions

respectively. But it is then immediate (see Exercise 9 of Chapter 3) that

[
1 2 4][ 11,1 3 5 3

2 2 7 -4
=~ =~] = [~ ~ ~].
2 1 0 0 1

The concept of matrix inverse first appears in a paper of Cayley's in I855 in which
he recasts a solution, given by Hermite, to a problem considered by Euler in the
18th century in the form of a product

-I
a h g ... a h-v g+JL ... a h+v g-JL ... a h g
h b f ... h+v b f-A h-v b f+A h b f
g f c ... g-JL f+A c g+JL f-A c g f C

1'1 ••••••••• .f ••••••• 1.1

Three years later, helped by the notion of addition, he can write this as
A-I (A - 5)(A + 5)-IA. However, as with the definition of multiplication, the notion of
inverse of a linear substitution had already been raised; Eisenstein had used the
notation 1/5for a linear substitution S- provided the determinant associated with 5
(see Chapter 5) were non-zero.

Arthur Cayley (16 August 1821-26 January 1895) was born in England but,
because of his father's business, spent his early years in Russia. In 1842 he was
elected a fellow of Trinity College Cambridge, but left in 1846 rather than take the
holy orders necessary for remaining there. He turned to the law, pursuing
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mathematics and law simultaneously: Whilst at Lincoln's Inn he became friendly with
Sylvester: These two wrote so many papers on the then popular topic of invariant
theory that they were given the name 'invariant twins'. Cayley wrote 966 papers
covering many areas of mathematics. In particular, in 1854, he introduced the idea
(subsequently long neglected) of abstract group.

Applications
The idea of 'inverse' of a matrix arose, in Chapter 3, in connection with the solving of a
system of equations Ax = b in the form x = A-Ib, Example 2 showing how this can be
done. This method, however, is little used in real-life equation solving - at least one book
on numerical linear algebra recommending that if the inverse of a matrix is not
specifically needed it should not be evaluated since there are better methods of procedure.
Nevertheless, inverses retain a theoretical usefulness: it is convenient to be able to
express the solution to Ax =b in the form x =A-Ib especially if one is more interested in
the existence of a solution than (an approximation to) its actual value.

Later (Chapter 11) we shall be particularly interested in finding, for a given n x n

matrix A, scalars Aand (non-zero) n x 1 matrices (i.e. column vectors) v for which
Av = Av. Such a v will exist exactly when the matrix A - AI is singular. (A criterion for
the (non-) invertibility of a square matrix, especially useful in this context, is given in
Theorem 6 of Chapter 5.)

As a trifling, but amusing, example let

A = [~:~ ~:~ 1~:~].
-1.0 -1.8 -3.2

From computer evidence I might suspect that, as n increases indefinitely, the matrices
An tend towards the 3 x 3 zero matrix. But computers can go only so far, oftentimes
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crediting as zero small numbers which are not. Can we check our suspicion conclusively?
Yes! Simply write A =M"" IDM where

[

1 2 4] [0.9 0
M = 1 3 5 and D = 0 O. 7

22700

o ]o .
0.6

Exercise 7, below, shows you that, for all positive integers n, An := N1 1DnM. But, clearly,
as n increases, tr (which is equal to

[

(0 .9 )n 0 0]
o (0.7)n 0
o 0 (0.6)n

- see Problem 3.4(iv) in Chapter 3) tends towards 03X3 and so An tends towards
N1 10

3X3M(= 03X3) as claimed. (Of course you are asking - are you not? - how I found the
matrix M which so conveniently changed A into D. But that is a story for Chapter II!)

Summary
The n x n matrix A has an inverse B if and only if AB =BA =In. B is then unique and is
usually denoted by A-I. [Non-square matrices do not have such inverses.] A-I can be
found (or shown not to exist!) by applying elementary row operations to the n x 2n
matrix [A:/n] so that A is changed (if possible) into In. The matrix into which In is thereby
changed is the required A-I. This is most easily proved by using elementary matrices.
These are matrices which are obtained from Inby using just one elementary row
operation. If E is an elementary (n x n) matrix then EA is equal to the matrix obtained
from A by applying to A the same row operation used to obtain E from In. One can prove
that A is invertible if and only if A is a product of elementary matrices. [Other equivalent
conditions are in Theorem 5.] In doing so we use the result that, if A, B, , K are
invertible n x n matrices, then so is AB ... K. Furthermore, then, (AB K)-1 =
«' ... B- 1A-I.

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER 4

1. Find the inverse (if it exists) for each of the following matrices:

. [1 0](1) 1 1; ..)[7 2](11 1 6;
...)[12 28]

(111 27 63;
(iv) [c~s 1f) -sin it]

SIn1<t cos it .
Describe (iv) and its inverse geometrically. (See Exercise 15 of Chapter 3.)

2. Find G ~r3. That is, what is G ~r3 if

[
1 0]3[1 0]-3 = [1 0]-3[1 0]3 = ?
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 .
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3. Show that

has a multiplicative inverse if a and b are real numbers but might not have a
multiplicative inverse if a and b are allowed to be complex numbers.

4. (a) FindA-IB-IAB:

(i) if A=r~ 7l and B=r~ ~l

(ii) ifA=[~ ~ ~] and B=[~ ! fl
(b) Let C and D be (real) n x n matrices.

(i) If CD =0 is DC necessarily also the zero matrix?
(ii) Can one have CD :f. 0 but CD + DC = O?

5. (a) Under e,xactly what conditions is (kA)-1 =k- 1A-l (k being a scalar and A an n X n
matrix)?

(b) Let A and B be invertible n x n matrices. Is (A + B)-1 =A-I + B-1. Proof or
counterexample please.

(c) Show that, if A, B and A + B are invertible then A-I + B-1certainly is invertible.
(d) Let C and D be n x n matrices. Show that if C or D is singular then so is CD [What is

wrong with the argument: 'If CD is not singular then (CD)-1 exists. But
(CD)-1 = D-I C- l

. Hence C and D are invertible.'?]

6. Find the inverses, if they exist, of:

(i) [~
1 1] [1 35] [1 0

~} (iv) [~
0

~}-1 1; (ii) 0 7 9; (iii) 0 -5 -5
0 3 0 0 11 0 0 0

(V)[~
1 0] [1 11] [-1 -1 -1]
a 1 (a:f. 0); (vi) 1 2 3; (vii) 1 2 3;
0 a 1 4 9 149

[1 1
:} (ix)

1 1 1 1
1 2 2 2

(viii) 1 2
1 2 3 3·

1 3
1 2 3 4

7. (a) Let A and P be n x n matrices, P being invertible. By writing the product out in full
and then cancelling neighbouring P and r:' show that (P-1AP)3 =P-1A3P. Prove
more generally, by mathematical induction, that, for all positive integers n,
(p-1AP)n= P-1Anp . Given that

r-34 -
63l= r4 7l-

1

r1 °lr4 7l20 37 5 9 0 2 5 9
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find (by hand, not by computer)

[
- 34 _63]10
20 37 .

(b) The matrix B is said to be similar to the matrix A if there exists an invertible matrix
P such that P-lAP = B. Show that, if B is similar to A then A is similar to B. (We may
then simply say that A and B are similar.)

8. Given that [~ ~ !]-l = [~ ~ ~] write down [~ ~ !"]_l.
g h J C F J h g J.

9. Let A, Band C be n x n matrices with A being invertible. Show that:
(i) A-I is invertible and (A-l)-l = A;

(ii) AT is invertible and (AT)-l = (A-l)T (for the definition of AT see Exercise 24(a) of
Chapter 3);

(iii) if AB =AC then B =C;
(iv) if A is symmetric then so is A-I.

10. Solve the following systems of equations using matrix inverses. (The second can be done
quickly once the first has been solved. Can you see why?)

x+y+z=l
(i)x+2y+3z=2

x+4y+9z=3;

x+y+z=l
(ii) x+2y+4z = 2

x+3y+9z =3.

[Hint: Exercise 9(ii) is helpful.]
11. (a) Let A, Band C be n x n matrices such that AB =In=CA. Prove that B =C.

(b) Let A, Band C be n x n matrices with AB = CA and A invertible. Must B = C?

12. (A work saver! Did you, in Problem 4.5, check that A-lA =AA-1 =In? If so, you worked
too hard! - for the following is true. Try to prove it.)

Let A and B be n x n matrices such that AB = In' Then BA = In (so that A is invertible
with inverse B). [Hint: If Bx =0 then x =Inx =ABx =O. Now use Theorem 5.]

13. Let A be an n X n matrix such that: for all pairs of n x n matrices Band C we may deduce,
from the equality AB = AC, that B = C. Prove that A must be invertible. [Hint: show that
if AB =0nxn then B =0nxn' Thus the only solution to Ax =0 is x == 0.]

14. Show that if

[
- 1

A= t 1 1] [1 2]-t 0 and B= ~ :

then AB = 12, Then A is a left inverse for Band B a right inverse for A. Find several more
such inverses. Is A also a right inverse for B? That is, is BA =13?

15. (a) If Amxn is not square show there cannot exist an n X m matrix C such that AC = 1m and
CA = In" [Hint: if m < n choose x;j:. 0 such that Ax = O. Then look at CAx (= Inx). If
n<m .. .J
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(b) Show that if A, B are non-square matrices such that AB = In then there must exist a
matrix C;;/:. B such that AB =AC =In.

16. Prove that a matrix with one row being a multiple of another cannot have .aninverse.

17. Let A, B be n x n matrices. We know that Tr(AB) = Tr(BA). (See Exercise 23 of Chapter
3.) Deduce that, if C is invertible then Tr(C- 1AC) =Tr(A). [Hint: replace A by C- 1A and
B by C.]

18. Show that

1 0 0 0-1

o 10k
o 0 1 0
000 1

1 0 0 0
o 1 0 -k
o 0 1 O·
o 0 0 1

Now complete, for 4 x 4 matrices, the proofs of the statements in Note 1.

19. Let

Apply the following elementary row operations in succession. (i) Subtract 3 times row 3
from row 1; (ii) multiply row 3 by 4; (iii) interchange rows 2 and 1. Write down the new
matrix B. Next write down the corresponding elementary matrices E1, E2, E3• Finally
evaluate E1E2E3A. Do you get B? Explain!

20. B = [~ ~1 ~2] was obtained from the matrix A by first adding 5 times row 2 (of A)

6 -9 11

to row 3 and then dividing row 2 by 2. Write B =E2E1A where E1, E2 are suitable
elementary matrices. Find A (i) by using suitable elementary row operations; (ii) by
finding E1-

1
, E2-

1 and then using A =E1-
1E

2- 1B.

21. Prove Theorem 2 for each type of elementary row operation. [If you cannot do the m x n
case, at least try the 4 x 3 case.]

22. Write the inverses of the matrices in Exercises 6(i) and (vi) as products of elementary
matrices.

23. Show that A and B are row equivalent if and only if there exists an invertible matrix P,
say, such that A = PB.

24. Let E be an elementary n x n matrix and A be an n X n matrix. Describe the relation
between A and AE.

COMPUTING PROBLEM

1. Prove that if the invertible matrix A has rational number entries then so must A-I. Why
must you not necessarily expect a completely accurate answer from your computer when
inverting such a 'rational' matrix?
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COMPUTER PACKAGE PROBLEMS

1. Find the inverses, if they exist, of:

1 0 1 -1
0 1 0 0 0
8 0 2 0 0

[ 7

1
19 ]0 1 -2 1 -16 -"6 48

(i) (ii) 0 7 0 3 O· C··) 1 I 5 .

1 -2 1 0
, 111 "4 3" -]2 '

0 0 6 0 4 5 I

-1 1 0 0 ,16 -"6 48
0 0 0 5 0

-3/5 0 0 0 2/5
0 -7/13 0 6/13 0

(iv) 0 0 1/9 0 0
0 8/13 0 -5/13 0

4/5 0 0 0 -1/5

[If your package can work with fractions you should get interesting answers!]

2. Check to see if all the Hilbert matrices H; (n = 2, ..., 6) of Computer Package Problem 1
of Chapter 2 have inverses. Do you think every H; is invertible? Can you now explain the
peculiar changes in solution obtained in Computer Package Problem 3 in Chapter 1?

3. Find the (formal) inverse of

[
1 2 3]
8 x 4,
765

4. Let A = [aij] be the n x n matrix defined by: aij = 0 if i = j + 1; aU= 1 otherwise. See if
your package will construct this matrix from this formula. In any case find, for as many n
as practical, A-I (if it exists!). If computer evidence suggests a pattern, can you establish
it theoretically for all n?



This chapter shows how, when solving systems of n equations in n unknowns, a number,
the determinant of the coefficient matrix of the system, arises naturally. To evaluate a
determinant directly from its definition can be quite messy so methods to help ease
calculation are developed. Despite the (relative) ease with which the determinants of
small matrices are evaluated by hand, determinants are, nowadays, probably more of
theoretical than practical importance. In particular, Cramer's rule (Exercise 13(b)) is of
little practical value. On the other hand, the criterion given in Theorem 6, for a matrix to
be invertible, is useful in the study of eigenvalues in Chapter 11.

Readers who have previously studied determinants may well find this chapter rather
appealing, because it merely confirms, for n x n matrices, what they probably know quite
well already in the case of 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 matrices. However, whilst determinants may
have played a more central role in readers' earlier studies, their role in algebra nowadays
is mainly of a theoretical nature: many theorems can conveniently be stated using
determinants - but as a computationaltool their usefulness is somewhat limited.

Nevertheless, let us remind ourselves how determinants arise in the solving of systems
of linear equations. As in Chapter 4 we start with the simplest case again working with
letter (rather than actual number) coefficients so that we can better keep track of the
various computations which arise.

Given the simultaneous equations

allxl +a12x2 =bl

a2lxI +a22x2 =b2

(5.1)
(5.2)

we may solve them for xl and x2 (cf. equations ax + by =X and ex + dy =Y in Chapter 4)
to obtain

bl a 22 -b2a 12xl = -"---"'-'~----::..-=-

alla22 - a21 a l2

and

(At this point we do not worry whether or not a lla22 - a 2la l 2 is zero.) Since
a lla22 - a21a l 2 is a number depending on the matrix

we denote it, to remind us where it has come from, by

We call it the determinant of the (2 x 2) matrix
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PROBLEM 5.1

Evaluate:

.. 1187 209
1

(11) 221 247· •
Note that introducing this notation permits us to write xl and X2 above in the form

b
Observe the position of b1

, namely, in the first (respectively second) column of the
2

numerator determinant in the case of xl (respectively x2).
Moving to the case of three equations in three unknowns, that is,

alix i +a12x 2 +a13x3 =bl

a2lxI + a22x2 + a23 x3 =b 2

a3lxI + a 32x2 + a 33x3 =b 3

we find, likewise, that

where

and

T1 = bl a 22a 33 - b la23a32 - a 12b2a33 + al2a23b3 + a13 b2 a32 - a 13a22b3;

T2 =allb2a33 - alla23b3 - b la2l a33 + b l a23 a31 + al3a21 b3 - a 13b2a31;

T3 =alla22b3 - a l 1b2a32 - a12a21b3 + a12 b 2a31 + bla21a32 - b 1a22 a31·

(5.3)

The terms and minus signs in (5.3) are not as chaotically arranged as may, at first sight,
appear. Indeed each term is of the form a1xa2ya3z where x, y, z are the numbers 1, 2, 3 in
some order {hence the six terms in D}. This means that each term is a product involving
exactly one element from each row and exactly one element from each column of the
matrix
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Further, the sign preceding each product alxll2ya3z is +1 or -1 according to whether x, y, z
is what is called an even or odd permutation of 1,2,3. [For a discussion of permutations
see Allenby, R. B. J. T. Rings, Fields and Groups.]

If we agree to denote D economically (but also to remind us of its origins) by

all al2 a l3

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

we see that TI , T2 and T3 may be written, similarly, as

(5.4)

bl al2 al3

TI = b2 a22 a23'

b3 a32 a33

bl al3

b2 a23'

b3 a33

all al2 bl

T3 = a21 a2 2 b2 ·

a31 a32 b3

Now it is easy to check that D may be rewritten as

that is

(5.5)

Comparing this with (5.4) we see that the all' a12' al3 are the elements of the first row
of (5.4) whilst each such alj is multiplied by the determinant of the 2 x 2 (sub)matrix
which is obtained from A by crossing out the elements of both row 1 and columnj of A.

Example I
Use (5.5) above to evaluate the following determinants:

1 -2 3 5 3 2 10 6 4

(i) -4 5 -6; (ii) 3 3 5 ; (iii) 3 3 5.

7 -8 9 1 2 2 1 2 2

SOLUTIONS

1 -2

(i) -4 5

7 -8

3 15 -61 1-4 -61 1-4 51-6 =+(1) - (-2) + (3)
-89 79 7-8

9

=1(45- 48) + 2(-36 + 42) + 3(32 - 35) =0



(5.6)
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532

(ii) 3 3 5 =+(5)1~ ~1-(3)1~ ~1+(2)1~ ~I
122

= 5(6 -10) - 3(6 - 5) + 2(6 - 3) = -17

10 6 4

(iii) 3 3 5 =+(1O)1~ ~1-(6)1~ ~1+(4)1~ ~1=-34
1 2 2

What relationship do you spot between (ii) and (iii)?
We call D, above, the determinant of the matrix A and the method of evaluating D, as

in (5.5), expansion of the determinant of A along its first row. As there seems to be
nothing particularly special about the first row of the matrix A this (and intellectual
curiosity?) raises the obvious question as to whether or not a similar expansion along
other rows - or even columns - of A will lead to the same result, namely D. If we denote
by Aij the 2 x 2 (sub)matrix obtained from A by deleting all the elements of row i

and column) and its determinant by IAij I, we indeed find that

D : +allIAlll- a12IA121 +a13IA13I }
D - -a21\A211+ a221A221-a231A23\
D = +a31IA311- a32IA32I+ a331A33 I·

Note that the (plus/minus) signs attached to each aij can easily be remembered via the
'chess board' pattern

the sign in place ij being (-1 )i+j
.

Furthermore expansion along columns gives

D=+aIIIAlll-a21IA211+a31IA311}
D = -a121A121 + a221A221-a321A321
D = +aI3IAI31- a23IA23I+ a33IA33I·

PROBLEM 5.2

(5.7)

Confirm that the expression for D given in (5.3) can be written in each of the six forms in
(5.6) and (5.7). •

The above analysis shows two ways in which we might define the determinant of a
general n x n matrix - namely by suitably generalising (5.3) or (5.5). We choose (5.5)
because it relates more directly to the given matrix. The definition is made by 'induction',
that is, we define the determinant of an n X n matrix in terms of (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrices.
The 'bottom line', so to speak, then involves 2 x 2 matrices which we evaluate directly.
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• Definition I
Let

A=

The determinant ofA, written Det(A) or IAI, is the number

alllAlll- a121A121 + a13IA131-... + (_I)l+n alnlA1nl

where each A1j is the (n - 1) x (n - 1) (sub)matrix of A obtained by deleting all the
elements of the 1st row and the jth column of A. •

Example 2

2 6 -4 -5 -3 5 7 1 5 7 -3 7 -3 5
1 -3 5 7
o 1 8 4 =+2 1 8 4 - 6 0 8 4 + (-4) 0 1 4 - (-5) 0 1 8
9 5 -7 -8 5 -7 -8 9 -7 -8 9 5 -8 9 5 -7

PROBLEM 5.3

Using Definition 1 evaluate

3 7 0 -6
2 -4 0 8
1 2 0 5·

4 6 0 -9 •
When you have completed Problem 5.3 you might wonder if you could have obtained the
answer by using, instead, a column expansion down column 3, like those given above in
(5.7) for D. The good news is that you may. The bad news is that you may not - at least
not until we have proved that such a calculation is legally valid! First, in order t~ save
ourselves from being overwhelmed by minus signs, we introduce a convenient idea and
notation.

• Definition 2
Let A be an n X n matrix and (for each i and j) let Ai) be the (n - 1) x (n -1) (sub)matrix
obtained from A by deleting all the elements of row i and all the elements of column) of
A. The number (_I)i+ j IAij I is called the cofactor of ai) in A. We denote it by CU· •

Example 3
(i) The cofactor of a23 (= -4) in
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(ii) Definition 1 may be rewritten Det(A) = allCn + a 12C12 + ...> + alnCl n.
Our 'big' theorem is then as follows .

• Theorem 1-------------------
Let A be as in Definition 1. For each row i (1 :::; i :::; n)

and for each columnj (1 :::;j:::; n)

These expressions are called, respectively, the expansion of the determinant ofA
along row i and down columnj. •

We have seen how such expansions might be useful when evaluating the determinant
of a matrix with many zeros together in one row or column. Here is another consequence.

• Corollary 1
Let A be an upper triangular n x n matrix (that is, aij =0 whenever i > j). Then
DetA = a Ua22 ... ann' is the product of the diagonal elements of A. •

We leave a proper proof to you. To show you what is involved consider the following
example.

Example 4
Expanding

2 6 -4 -5
0 -3 5 7
0 0 2 4
0 0 0 -8

down its first column yields

2 6 -4 -5
0 -3 5 7

-3 5 7 6 -4 -5 6 -4 -5 6 -4 -5

0 0 2 4 =+2 0 2 4 -00 2 4 +0 -3 5 7 -0 -3 5 7

0 0 0 -8
0 0 -8 0 0 -8 0 0 -8 0 2 4

(now expanding down the first column of the only
non - zero summand)
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-3 5 7
=2 0 2 4

o 0 -8

= 2{+( -3)1~ ~I- °l~ ~81 + °l~ ~I}
= 2.(-3).2.(-8) = 96.

But this is only a start! The usefulness of Theorem 1 goes much further in often enabling
us to 'simplify' a determinant even before we use Definition 1. Because a proof of
Theorem 1 is a bit messy, we ignore our implied stricture that we should prove it
immediately, deducing from it, instead, some consequences which are useful in effecting
the quick evaluation of certain determinants. We begin with the following theorem.

• Theorem 2-------------------
Let A be as in Definition 1 and let c be any scalar (i.e. number).

(i) Let B be the matrix obtained from A by multiplying each of the elements of the ith
row by c. Then Det B =c. Det A. In particular, a matrix with a row full of Oshas
determinant 0;

(ii) Det(cA) = c", DetA;
(iii) Let C and B be the matrices obtained from A by replacing the rth row of A by crl' Cr2'

..., cm and arl + Crl' ar2 + cr2' •.. , am + cm respectively. Then Det B =Det A + Det C.

PROOF
(i) The ith row expansion of Det(A) is ailCil + ai2Ci2 + ... +ainCin. Likewise the ith row

expansion of Det(B) is (cail)Cil + (cai2)Ci2+ ... + (cain)Cin which is clearly equal to
c times Det(A).

(ii) This follows from (i) on noting that cA is just A with everyone of the n rows of A
multiplied by c.

(iii) We leave this to you after observing that the rth rows of A, C and A + C comprise the

elements ar1, ar2' ..., am; cr1' cr2' ..., cm and arl + crl ' ar2 + Cr2' .•• , am + cm'
respectively. •

Example 5
4 -6 8 -2 2 -3 4 -1

2 7 1 -6 -21 -3
1 -10 14 2 0

= 23 -5 7 1 0
(i) 8 2 8=-- 8 2 8 ; (ii)

-2'3 4 1 2 -2 4 1 2
4 5 9 4 5 9

0 12 12 2 0 6 6 1

1 -6 5 1 -6 5 1 -6 5

(iii) 2 1 -4 +6 -4 4=8 -3 o.
1 -1 9 1 -1 9 1 -1 9

Many questions of a similar nature now raise themselves quite naturally. For example:
what (if any) is the relationship between the determinants of two matrices A and B which
differ only in that two of their rows are interchanged?
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The answer is given in the following theorem

• Theorem 3-------------------
Let the n x n matrix B be obtained from A, above, by interchanging any two rows. Then
Det B =-Det A.

PROOF
We proceed using mathematical induction beginning with the case of 2 x 2 matrices.
Direct calculation easily shows that the result claimed is true in this case. So we may
suppose A and B to be of size n x n where n ~ 3 and that the desired result is true for all
(n - 1) x (n - 1) matrices.

Let us suppose that B is obtained from A by interchanging rows rand s (where r *" s).

We expand Det(A) and Det(B) along (any) row t where t *" rand t *" s. (How do I know
such a row can be chosen?) Thus

Det(A) =atICt I + a t2 Ct2 + ... + atnCtn and Det(B) =atIDtI + a t2 Dt2 + ... + atnDtn

where the rows of the matrix Btk corresponding to D tk are identical to those of the matrix
Atk corresponding to C tk except that two of the rows (those which are part of rows r and s

in A) are interchanged. But each Atk and Btk is an (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix and so, using the
inductive hypothesis, we may assume that D tk =-Ctk. That Det(A) =-Det(B) then follows
immediately. •

Example 6
314 314 159

(i) 1 5 9 = - 2 6 5 = 2 6 5 .
265 159 314

(ii) (Cf Example 2 above)

2 6 -4 -5 5 -7 8 9 -7 -8 9 5 -8 9 5 -7
9 5 -7 -8o 1 8 4 = +2 1 8 4 - 6 0 8 4 + (-4) 0 1 4 - (-5) 0 1 8
1 -3 5 7 -3 5 7 1 5 7 1 -3 7 1 -3 5

-3 5 7 1 5 7 1 -3 7 1 -3 5
=-2 1 8 4 +60 8 4 -(-4)0 1 4 +(-5)0 1 8

5 -7 8 9 -7 -8 9 5 -8 9 5 -7

2 6 -4 -5
1 -3 5 7
o 1 8 4·
9 5 -7 -8

Two immediate consequences of Theorem 3, the second being the key in most
calculations, are given in the next theorem.

• Theorem 4--------------------
Let A be as in Definition 1 and let c be a scalar.
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(i) If A has two identical rows then Det A = O.
(ii) Fix on distinct rows rand s of A. If B is obtained from A by replacing each arj by

arj + casj (1 -5:j -5: n) then Det B = Det A.

PROOF
(i) On switching the identical rows, Theorem 3 shows that Det A =-Det A.

(ii) By Theorem 2(iii) Det B = Det A + Det C where C is identical to A except that its rth
row is casl' cas2' ..., casn" By Theorem 2(i) we see that Det C =c Det D where D is a
matrix with rth and sth rows both being asl' as2' ..., asn. Hence, by part (i) Det D =0
and so Det B =Det A (+ 0), as claimed. •

Example 7
271

(i) 8 2 8 =0;
271

9 3 7 9 3 7
(ii) 5 8 8 = 79 378 230 (on adding ... what to what?)

1 5 3 1 5 3

NOTE I
(i) Theorems 3, 2(i) and 4(ii) show the change in the value of the determinant of an

n x n matrix A after applying an elementary row operation to A. Since elementary
row operations can reduce a matrix to one whose determinant is more easily worked
out, these particular results are of especial importance.

(ii) Theorems 3, 2(i) and 4(ii) apply, in particular, to Inand tell us, at a glance, the
determinant of any elementary matrix. In particular, each elementary matrix has non
zero determinant. In fact, we can deduce something even more useful: let E be any
n x n elementary matrix. Then Det(EA) =Det E DetA. (See Exercise 19(b).) This
fact is central in proving Theorem 7.

Before we can evaluate determinants more efficiently we need another theorem which
follows from the (alleged) equality of the expansions of Det(A) along the first row and the
first column ofA.

• Theorem 5--------------------
Let A be as in Definition 1 and let AT be its transpose. Then Det(AT) = Det A.

PROOF
Expanding Det(A) along its first column gives

where each Cj l comes from the (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix Ajl . On the other hand, expanding
AT along its first row shows that

Det(AT)=allDll +a2l Dl2 + ... +an1D1n
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where each Dtj arises from 4Jt. Since, for eachj, the obvious induction hypothesis
implies that we have D1j= Cj \ . we see that Det(A) = Det(AT

) , as claimed. •

Example 8

3 7
4 -6
1 2

1 3 4 1
5=7 -62.
-3 1 5 -3

(5.8)

Theorem 5 together with Theorems 3, 2(i) and 4(ii) immediately produces the following
corollary.

• Corollary 2
Let A be as in Definition 1 and let c be a scalar.

(i) If B is obtained from A by interchanging two columns then Det B = -Det A.
(ii) If B is obtained from A by multiplying one column by c then Det B = c Det A.

(iii) If B is obtained from A by adding c times column s to column r then
DetB=DetA. •

Example 9
3 1 4 3 4 1 4 3 1

(i) 1 5 9 =-1 9 5=9 1 5 ;
2 6 5 2 5 6 5 2 6

2 7 1 1 2 7 -3 9 3 7 485 3 7
(ii) 8 2 8 =-- 8 2 -24; (iii) 5 8 8= 549 8 8.

4 5 9 3 4 5 -27 1 5 3 205 5 3

Note 1(ii) can be used to obtain yet another criterion for an n x n matrix to have a
multiplicative inverse as follows. (Cf. Theorem 5 of Chapter 4.)

• Theorem 6-------------------
The n x n matrix A is invertible if and only if Det A =t:. O.

PROOF
Since A can be changed to reduced (row) echelon form by a succession of elementary
row operations, there exist elementary matrices Et , E2, ••• , E, and a reduced (row)
echelon matrix R, say, such that R = EeEt-t ... EtA. It follows, from Note 1(ii), that

Det R = Det( Et{ Et-t ... EtA}) = Det e, Det{ Et-1••• E1A}

= ... = Det E, Det Et - 1••• Det E1 Det A.

Since A is n x n, either R must have at least one row full of zeros - in which Det R = 0
and R has no inverse - or R must be the identity matrix In' in which case Det R =t:. 0 and R
has an inverse!!

Since, for each E i , (i) Det E i =t:. 0 (see Note ltii) and (ii) E, is invertible, we see from
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(5.8) that (i) Det A =0 if and only if Det R =0 and (ii) (by Note 2 of Chapter 4) A is
invertible if and only if R is. This does it! •

Example 10
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 2

is invertible since
1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1

1 1 2 3 1 2 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 2 3 4 2 3 4 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

on using Theorem 4(ii) three times to get the second determinant from the first and
Theorem 3 once to get the third determinant from the second. The last determinant is not
oby Corollary 1 and so

111
1 1 2
123
234

is invertible by Theorem 6.
We have certainly not run out of questions which natural inquisitiveness would have us

ask about matrices. To name just a couple: do we have (for appropriately shaped square
matrices) (i) Det(A + B) =Det A + Det B; (ii) Det(AB) =Det A Det B? Exercise 4 below
deals with (i); for (ii) we have the following theorem.

• Theorem 7--------------------
Let A and B be n x n matrices. Then Det(AB) =Det A Det B.

PROOF
If A is invertible then, by Theorem 5(v) of Chapter 4, (or Theorem 6 above) A is
expressible as a product F1F2 ••• F; say, of elementary matrices. Then, as in Theorem 6,
we have

But, likewise,

Det F; DetF2 ••• Det F, = Det(F1F2···Ft ) = DetA.

If A is not invertible then neither is AB (Exercise 5(d) at the end of Chapter 4). But
then by Theorem 6 we know that Det A and Det(AB) are both zero. Hence
Det A Det B = Det(AB) (since both are 0). •

(Exercise 3 below shows that, geometrically, Theorem 7 is not so great a surprise.)

PROBLEM 5.4

(a) Confirm Theorem 7 for the matrices
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A=[~ ~] and B=[~ ~l
(b) Deduce that for all pairs of n x n matrices A and B we have [)et(AB) = Det(BA)-

even though AB :t BA in general. •
Finally we offer a sketch of part of the following proof.

PROOF OF THEOREM I

Once again we take Aij and Cij as in Definition 2. We prove that, for each i, where
1 < i ~ n:

(i) allCll + a12C12 + alnCl n =ailCil + a i2C i2 + + ainCin;

(ii) allCll + a12C12 + alnCl n = allCll + a 2lC2l + + anlCnl" (Why does this
suffice?)

We prove (i) by showing that, for eachj (where 1 ~j ~ n) and for each k (where
1 ~ k ~ n, k:t j) each side of (i) is a sum of identical terms of the form aljau!l. First
suppose thatj < k. Then aik lies in the (i - l)st row and the (k - l)st column of Alj . Thus
in the first expression in (i) we find that aljaik is multiplied by (_I)l+j (coming from the
factor C lj) and by (_I)(i-l)+(k-l)M where M is the determinant obtained fromA lj by
deleting its (i -1)st row and its (k -1)st column [these being parts of row i and columnj,
respectively, of A itself]. In a similar manner, we observe, looking at the second
expression in (i), that alj lies in row 1 and columnj (since j < k) of Aik. Hence, in
ailCil + ai2Ci2 + ... + ainCin, the term ai~lj is multiplied by (_I)i+k {coming from the
factor C ik} and by (-I)l+jN where N is the determinant obtained from A ik by deleting its
first row andjth column. But, deleting the (i - l)st row and the (k - l)st column of A lj

and deleting the 1st row andjth column of A ik, we obtain the same (n - 2) x (n - 2)
submatrix of A. This means that M =N which completes the proof of the case j < k since
(_I)l+j.(_I)(i-l)+(k-l) = (_I)i+k.(_I)l+j. We leave the reader to cover the casej > k and find

a full proof of Theorem 1 in Fraleigh, B. and Beauregard, R. A. Linear Algebra. •

The founder of the theory of determinants is usually regarded as being G. W
Leibniz. Of course there were the usual precursors; Cardano (1545) gave a rule for
solving pairs of equations in two unknowns and the Japanese Takakazu Seki
(1642-1708) used determinant-like quantities in 1683. And, naturally; Leibniz did
not have all the information given in this chapter, nor did he prove the results he did
have. Nevertheless, Leibniz did know about the 24 terms (and their signs) in the
4 x 4 array (see Exercise 9) - callingtheir (signed) sum the 'resultant' and, by 1684,
he knew Cramer's rule (see Exercise 13(b)) for solving linear systems. Cramer's rule
(1750) derived from Cramer's attempt to determine the equation of a curve
P(x, y) = 0 of the nth degree passing through [n(n + 3)]/2 given points. Laplace, in
1772, rejected Cramer's method as impractical and made improvements of his own.
(Theorem I is due to him.) Determinants occur naturally in Gauss's theory of forms.
This led Cauchy (I 8 12) to his systematic development of the general theory in
which he introduced the name 'determinant' to mean what it does today: This work
went unnoticed for 30 years and it was Jacobi (1841) who brought the theory to
the mathematicians' attention. The vertical parallel lines at each side of a determinant
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were introduced by Cayley also in I841; the double suffix notation had been
employed by Leibniz and Vandermonde much earlier.

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz was born in Leipzig on I July I646. He is best known
as the co-inventor; along with Newton, of the calculus. A precocious child from an
academic background, he did not start out as a mathematician. Indeed, aged 15, he
entered the University of Leipzig to study law. In I666 he obtained a doctorate for a
work concerning a universal symbolic method of reasoning by which he hoped all
disputes could be settled by logic rather than by fighting! In I671 he invented a
calculating machine superior to Pascal's. Instead of accepting a professorship (in law)
offered by the University of Altdorf he became an ambassador- (Bell, a writer not
averse to a little embellishment of the facts, prefers the term 'glorifed commercial
traveller') working for the Elector of Mainz. This brought him into contact with many
influential people and prominent scientists, including Huygens, whose researches
awakened his interest in mathematics. Kline lists his fields of expertise as logic,
mechanics, optics, mathematics, hydrostatics, pneumatics, nautical science and
calculating machines! But this 'universal genius' spent much of his life trying. to sort
out the family tree of the Duke of Brunswick The man who, at one stage, was
offered the librarianship of the Vatican died, apparently neglected and forgotten, in
Hanover; on 14 November 171 6.

We now give a selection of examples showing the evaluation of some determinants.

Examples II

(i) I~ ~1=2.7-5.3=-1;
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(ii) ~ ~ ~ =21~ ~1-31~ ~1+71~ ~I
892

= 2.(12 - 45) - 3.(2 - 40) + 7.(9 - 48) = -225,

by expanding along the first row. This can be done a bit more elegantly by noting

2 3 7 1 6 5 1 6 5 1 6 5
1 6 5 =-2 3 7 =-0 -9 -3 =-30 3 1
8 9 2 8 9 2 0 -39 -38 0 39 38

1 6 5
=-30 3 1 = (-3).1.3.25 = -225.

0 0 25

What steps have I used here? I leave it up to you to find out since they are fairly
transpar~nt. In more involved cases it is often helpful to indicate to the reader - and to
remind yourself! - which elementary row (or column) operations you have applied by
making use of the p (or K for column?) notation we employed earlier.

Why did I take those particular steps? The whole point of Theorems 2(i), 4(ii) (and 3)
as far as calculating determinants is concerned, is that they enable determinants to be
evaluated more easily, perhaps by taking out large factors or by introducing many zero
entries. [However, for 'small' matrices it is perhaps not worth spending too long on
trying to find crafty labour-saving row operations. See Exercise 16(G).]

Slightly different kinds of examples are included in the following.

Examples 12
(i) Evaluate

x y z
y z x.
z x y

(Here x, y, z are just 'unknowns' so the result will be ,l polynomial expression in x, y
and z.) Starting by adding rows 2 and 3 to row 1 we get

x y Z x+y+z x+y+z x+y+z 1
y z x = y z x = (x +Y + z) y z x
z x y z x y

=(x +y+Z){I~ ;I-I~ ;1+I~ ~I}
= (x +y +Z){ zY - x2 - y2 +XZ +yx - Z2}.

Alternatively we may write

.Z x y
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1
y z x

z x y
as

1 0
y z-y

z x-z

o
x - y ={(z - y )( y - z) - (x - y )( x - z )}

y-z

by expanding along the first row.
(ii) Evaluate

1 x y z
1 x 2 y2 Z2

1 x 3 y3 Z3

1 x 4 y4 Z4

where, again, x, y, z are unknowns. Here one could proceed by a long-winded
expansion but we can exploit some of the general results obtained above in a rather
nice way as follows. By expanding down the first column we see (cf. the expression
(5.3) given earlier for D) that the value of this determinant will be a sum of terms of
the form xryszt where r + s + t ~ 9. Let us call this expressionf(x, y, z),

If x takes the value 1 we have a determinant with two identical columns. The
determinant would therefore be O. But this implies (cf. the factor theorem in the
Appendix), that (x - 1) is a factor off(x, y, z), Likewise, so are (y - 1) and (z - 1),
and (x - y), (y - z) and (z - x) - since if x and y or if x and z or if y and z are equal the
determinant has two equal columns. Thus

f(x, y, z) = xyz(x -l)(y -l)(z -l)(x - y)(y - z)(z - x)g(x, y, z)

for some suitable g(x, y, z). [The x, y and z factors are obtained immediately from
columns 2,3 and 4.] Sincef(x, y, z) is a polynomial of degree 9, we see that g(x, y, z)

must have degree 0, i.e. g(x, y, z) must be a constant, c, say. To find c, note that the
coefficient of x2y3Z4 infix, y, z) is precisely c. However, the only way of getting the
product x2y3z4 in the determinant expansion is from the main diagonal- hence it
appears +1 times. Consequently,

C = 1 and f(x, y, z) = xyz(x -l)(y -l)(z -l)(x - y)(y - z)(z - x).

To end with, some amusing problems for discussion.

1. Let A be an n X n matrix whose entries are Os and 1s. What is the maximum
possible value of Det(A)? (Of course lots of variants on this theme will occur
to you! See, for example, the computer package problems.)

2. Define the concept of 00 x 00 determinant. (Such things first arose in solving
infinite linear systems in infinitely many unknowns which themselves arose
in the study of series solutions of differential equations.) What problems do
you envisage? Which of the above theorems will also be true for infinite
determinants? For example, what about Theorems 2,3, and 4?
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Finally, a lovely problem due to Gilbert Strang (p. 178 of Linear Algebra
and its Applications, 2nd edition, Academic Press, 1980) reproduced with his
permission.

3. Let A be an n x n matrix with positive determinant. Show that the elements of
A can be changed continuously so that A changes into In without becoming
singular on the way. Note that as t changes continuously from 0 to 1,
A(t) = A + t(In - A) changes continuously from A to In - but Det A(t) might be
ofor some value of t.

Applications
Like matrix inverses, determinants are rather more of a theoretical than a practical tool.
Indeed whilst it is nice to be able to give an exact formula for the solution of a system of
equations by using Cramer's rule (see Exercise 13(b) below), the rule itself is useless in
practice, taking about n times as long as Gaussian elimination. (Actually Cramer's rule
does indicate why, if the determinant of the coefficient matrix of a system of equations is
close to zero and the coefficients themselves are somewhat unreliable, the solution of the
system may be extremely unreliable.) Nevertheless, a practical use of determinants does
arise if, as in the Applications in Chapter 4, we seek A, v, for which Av =AV. For, by
Theorem 6, A - AI is invertible if and only if Det(A - AI) :t- O. This leads to a polynomial
equation seemingly giving all possible such A. (Unfortunately these Amay also be
computationally unreliable, as pointed out in Ciarlet, P. G. Introduction to Numerical
Linear Algebra and Optimization and Hager, W. W. Applied Numerical Linear Algebra.
On the other hand, if A is n x n, it does tell us that there can be no more than n such A, a
fact which is trickier to establish by non-determinantal means (see Theorem 1 of Chapter
11).

Determinants are useful in changing variables in multiple integrals and as a testing
device (via the Wronskian) for the linear independence of functions (see Exercise 23 of
Chapter 8).

As a mildly amusing 'theoretical' application consider the following problem. (If you
believe what follows you'll believe anything!)

The other day I wanted to find a prime number value for x so that the matrix

[
3 5 7]

A = 11 13 17
19 23 x

had an inverse with integer entries. After some huffing and puffing I saw why it could not
have one - in one line! (Can you see why not?)

Summary
With each square matrix
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all al2 aln

A= a21 az2 a2n

anI an2 ann

we can associate a number,

called the determinant of A. In this form we say that the determinant of A is found by
expansion along the first row of A. Det A may also be evaluated for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n (by

expansion along the ith row) as L~=l aijCij' where Cij is the ijth cofactor of A and, by

similar formulae, down each column. Elementary operations, applied to the rows of a
matrix, may change the value of its determinant, but they do not change whether or not
the determinant is zero. (Similar remarks apply to the columns of A since Det A =

Det(AT
) .) This is useful since A is invertible if and only if Det A :f:. 0, a fact proved by

showing that the determinant of each elementary matrix is non-zero.
For all n x n matrices A, B we have Det(AB) = Det A Det B, a proof of which uses the

fact that Det A :f:. 0 if and only if A is invertible.

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER 5

1. Evaluate I~ ~I and I~ ~I·

2. (a) Find x such that (i) I~ ~I = 0; (ii) 11; x 4-:xl = o.

(b) Find all x such that 1
1
- x 1 1=0 if a equals (i) 0; (ii) -1; (iii) -2.
a 3-x

3. (a) Let A be the matrix

Assuming, for simplicity, that each of a, b, c and d are positive real numbers,
determine the points Ax where

x=[~l [~l GJ and [~l
Find the ratio of the area of the square whose vertices are the four given points to the
area of the shape whose vertices are the four values of Ax. Relate this ratio to Det(A).

(b) Let B be the matrix
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where e.], g and h are positive. Find the areas of the shapes determined by (i) the
points ABx; (ii) the points BAx, as x ranges over the points

[~J. [~J. GJ and [~l
What does this tell you about Det(AB) and Det(BA)?

4. Find two n x n matrices A and B - for whatever n (~ 1) you wish - such that Det(A + B) -:;:.

DetA + DetB.

5. Evaluate, using (5.3),

123
(i) 4 5 6;

789

1 2 3
(ii) 1 4 9.

1 8 27

Check your results by easier means when you can.

17 -19 31
6. Using Theorem 1, evaluate 0 0 1 along two different rows.

62 47 -15

7. For which x is
7 x
2 6
4 -7

-1
4 =o?
5

8. Exercise 13 of Chapter 3 defined the vector product BAb of the vectors B = (aI' az, a3) and
b =(bI , bz, b3) . If we define i =(1,0,0), j =(0, 1,0) and k =(0, 0, 1) - so that each
(a, b, c) in (R3 can be written as ai + bj + ck - show that BAb may be represented formally
by

j k

Now find a vector perpendicular to the (plane containing) the two vectors (1, 2, 3) and
(4, 5, 6).

9. (i) Take n =4 in Definition 1. If the determinant is expanded fully (as in equation (5.3)
for the 3 x 3 case) as a sum of products of the form aIaaZ(fl3fl4s, how many terms
are there in the expression for Det A? Can you identify three of these terms whose
associated signs (I) are positive; (II) are negative? How many terms are there in the
full expansion of the determinant of a 5 x 5 matrix?

(ii) One way of remembering the full expansion (5.3) of a 3 X 3 determinant is to draw
the picture
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Explain why this method works here but cannot possibly work for the n x n case if n
~4.

10. Given that
I-x

4

7

2
5-x

8

3
6 =0,

9-x
find x.

11. (i) Arrange the numbers, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 into a 3 x 3 matrix whose determinant
is O.

(ii) Arrange seven Is and two Osto form a 3 x 3 matrix with non-zero determinant.

12. (a) For the matrix

[

- 3 1
A= 4 -2

-5 1
~2]
10

evaluate a l3Cl3 + a23 C23 + a33C33 and al3C l1 + a23 C21 + a 33C31.
(b) For the general n x n matrix show that, for i =F- k,

n

LaijCkj =anCkl +ai2Ck2 + . ..+ainCkn
j=l

(a so-called expansion by wrong cofactors) has value o.
13. (a) Let A be as in Definition 1 and let C be the matrix

Cn C21 C nl

Cl 2 C 22 C n2 ,

C ln C 2n <:
where the Cij are as in Definition 2. Use Theorem 1 to deduce that AC = IAIIn .

Deduce further that, if Det(A) =F- 0 then

Cn C21 C nl

A-I=~ Cl 2 C 22 C n2 (if n ~ 2).
IAI

C ln C 2n c;
(b) Use part (a) to show that if

A[::] =[;:]
1

where Anxn is invertible, then, for each i, xi = jAf{blCli +b2C2i + ... + bnCni}.

[This is Cramer's rule. In brief each xi = Det A(i)/Det A where A(i) is obtained from
A by replacing column i by
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For practical computation the rule is almost useless because of the 'cost' of
evaluating so many determinants. It can, however be convenient theoretically (as in
part (b)) since it gives a specific formula for each xi.]

(c) Suppose A has integer coefficients and that Det(A) =±1. Prove that Ax =b has a
unique solution in which all the Xi are integers.

1 1 x
14. (i) Solve, for x, the equation 1 x 1 =0. [Hint: add the rows.]

x 1 1

1 2 x
(ii) Solve for x (if you can!) 3 x 4 =0.

x 5 6

(Thus relying on easily solving a cubic may indicate too much optimism!)

15. Evaluate

4 3 2 1 a+l b c d

(i) ~ 3 2 1
(ii)

a b+l c d
2 2 1' a b c+l d

1 1 1 1 a b c d+l

16. Find

0 0 0 0 4 1 11 31 0 0
0 -2 0 0 0 17 18 -7 -14 16 17 4 12

(a) 0 0 0 1 0; (b) 0 2 0 0 o· (c) -11 6 4.,
-5 0 0 0 0 0 1 19 0 0 7 9 -5
0 0 -3 0 0 15 11 -14 28 15

17. (a) Let U; denote the n x n matrix with Os down the main diagonal and Is in every other
position. Evaluate Det(Un) for as many n as you can.

(b) Evaluate the n x n determinant

2 -1 0
-1 2 -1

000
000

000
000

-1 2 -1
o -1 2

for n = 3, 4 and 5. Can you find (and prove it correct by mathematical induction) a
formula which gives the value of the determinant for each value of n?

18. Think of the 4 x 4 matrix
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z=[~ ~]
as being 'partitioned' into 2 x 2 submatrices A, B, C and D. Is Det Z =Det A Det D 
Det C Det B?) (Proof or counterexample please!)

19. (a) Prove that the determinant of an elementary matrix is non-zero.
(b) Prove from first principles, for each n x n elementary matrix E and each n x n matrix

A, that Det(EA) =Det E Det A.

20. Let A be a skew symmetric n x n matrix (i.e. for all i, j, aji = -aij). Show that
DetA = (_l)n DetA. What may you deduce if n is odd?

21. (a) The invertible n x n matrix A has integer coefficients and is such that A 10= A 13.

Show that A-I has integer entries.
(b) Given that the matrix

3 141

TI= 5 9 2 6
535 8
979 3

is invertible, how can I tell, immediately, that not all the entries in n-I are integers?

22. Let A, B be n x n matrices with A invertible. Prove that (i) Det(A -1) =(Det A)-I - and
explain why, here, the -1 is not the same as the -1 (!?); (ii) Det(A-IBA) = Det B;

(iii) Det(A-IBA - AIn) =Det(B - AIn) , A being any scalar.

23. Are there 2 x 2 matrices A, B such that A-IB-1AB =[~ ~}
24. The matrix

Cll C2I CnI

CI2 C22 Cn2

in Exercise 13 is called the adjoint of A, Adj(A). Find Det(Adj(A)). Show that A is
singular if and only if Det(Adj(A)) =0 and that, if A is invertible, then
(AdjA)-I=Adj(A-I) = AIIAI.

25. What is wrong with the following proof that ALL determinants are zero?
'Proof' Let aI' a2' ..., an and bI , b2, ... , bn be the first two rows of the n x n matrix A.
Applying, in succession, the row operations PI ~ PI - P2 (= pi, say) and
P2 ~ P2 - PI (= P2' say) we see (very easily) that P2 = -P; . This does it.

26. Write the so-called Vandermonde" determinant

aAlexandre-Theophile Vandermonde, 28 February 1735-1 January 1796.
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as a product of linear factors (i.e. terms of degree 1).

Questions 27-30 show some uses of determinants in geometry.

27. Show that the equation of the straight line drawn through the points (xl' YI)' (X2' Y2) in the
X-Y plane is given by

1 1 1

28. Draw a triangle with all its vertices (xI,YI), (x2'Y2)' (x3'Y3)' in the first quadrant of the X-Y
plane. From each vertex drop a perpendicular onto the x-axis. Use this picture to show
that the area of this triangle is given by the modulus of

If the triangle is 'lowered' partially into the fourth quadrant, what determinantal fact
shows that its area remains unchanged?

29. In a similar way one may show that the equation of the circle through the points (xl' YI)'

(X2' Y2)' (X3' Y3) is given by

x 2 + y2
X Y 1

x; + Y; Xl YI 1 =O.
x~ + y~ x2 Y2 1

x~ + y~ x3 Y3 1

Use this to find the equation of the circle through the points (1, 2); (3, 4) and (5, 7).

30. The volume of the parallelepiped (a figure like a sheared rectangular box but with
parallelograms rather than rectangles for sides) defined by the vectors (au, a12, a I3),
(a21' a22'a23)and (a31' a32' a33) is given by the positive value of ±Det A where

all al2 al3
A = a21 a22 a23·

a31 a32 a33

Find the volume of the parallelepiped three of whose sides join the point (3, 1, -2) to
each of (3, -1, 4), (-1, 5, -9), (2, -6, 5). Can you determine the volume of the
tetrahedron defined by these vertices?

HAND CALCULATOR PROBLEM

1. Find

5.74 6.33 7.92
3.44 2.47 1.50.
6.39 8.26 11.13
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If you read your calculator display upside down you will probably realise immediately if
you have got the correct result!

COMPUTER PACKAGE PROBLEMS

1. Find the values of the determinants of several of the Hilbert matrices H; as defined in
Computer Package Problem 1 of Chapter 2. Do you see any pattern to these answers?

2. For which of x are the following determinants zero? It might be nice to guess before you
find out!

2 3 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5

x x
16 17 18 19 6

(a)
12 13 14 5

(b)
12 x x 5

15 24 20 7.
11 16 15 6' 11 6'

(c) x
x x

14 23 22 21 8
x 9 8 x 10 9 8 7

13 12 11 10 9

3. Is either

11l~ 111
1 11 111

(a)
1111

or (b) 1111 11111 111111
1111111 11111111 111111111

equal to O?
Are you prepared to go to the 'next' two cases? The next twenty? All cases?

4. Find the value of

713
2 8 5.
469

Can the first nine integers be rearranged so that a 3 x 3 matrix with larger determinant
will result? (Actually I have no idea! I have not checked it!)

5. Evaluate

~~~
{4 -{5 {6 and

~~~

~ ~ ~ {4
{5 {6 ~ ~
~{W~{12
~ {l4 05 06

etc. in decimal form. How many places of decimals will your package work to?



In Chapter 3 we showed how to introduce addition and (scalar) multiplication into sets of
matrices and we noted some of the rules that these operations satisfy. In this chapter we
describe many other sets which can be treated similarly and which obey the same rules.
To organise this information into a coherent whole we introduce the notion of (abstract)
vector space. By adding and multiplying 'elements' (rather than specific things such as
matrices, functions, etc.), we obtain an improved (purer?) clarity of view as well as
saving ourselves the work of repeating, for each particular example, identical calculations
to those already carried out in essentially similar situations. (This idea of abstracting the
important - and discarding the peripheral - will be new to most readers but operating at
this somewhat higher intellectual level will prove useful - and exhilarating if you work at
it!)

Often, in mathematics, things which appear different on the surface have an underlying
sameness. This sameness is frequently of a structural kind. We illustrate what we mean
by considering a number of different-looking examples.

Example I
By direct substitution we find that (2, -1, 0, -1) [i.e. w =2, x =-1, y =0, Z =-1] and
(2, 0, -1, 0) are both solutions of the homogeneous linear system

w+3x+2y-z=0
2w+x+4y+3z=0

w+x+2y+z=0
(6.1)

Furthermore, (4, -1, -1, -1), obtained by adding together, component by component, the
two solutions above, is also a solution of (6.1) (since

4 +3(-1) +2(-1) - (-1) = 2(4) +(-1) +4(-1) + 3(-1)

= 4 +(-1) +2(-1) +(-1) = 0).

In fact the sum of any two solutions of (6.1) (where 'sum' means adding together the two
w values, the two x values, etc.) is again a solution of (6.1). We also note that multiplying
each component w, x, y and z of a solution by the same constant again produces a solution
of (6.1). For example, (6, -3,0, -3) {= 3(2, -1,0, -I)} and (2, -~, -~, -~)

{= ~(4, -1, -1, -I)} are also solutions of (6.1) as you may readily check.
It is clear that similar remarks apply to any homogeneous system of linear equations.

PROBLEM 6.1

Given that u =(8, 13, 0, 6) and v = (2, 4, -2,6) are solutions of the system
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4x-2y-3z-t=0
5x-4y+3z+2t = 0

show that (6, 9, 2, 0) is also a solution. Find a solution with each of x, y, z and t > 100. •
Almost identical remarks apply to differential equations.

Example 2
Consider the differential equation

(6.2)

It is not difficult to verify (check it!) that both e-3x and e-x satisfy (6.2) and, consequently,
that for any constants A and B, the functions A e-3x and B e-x and their sum A e-3x + B e-x

satisfy (6.2). Indeed A e-3x + B e-x is called the general solution of the (homogeneous
because of the 0 on the right-hand side) equation of (6.2).

Let us introduce some convenient terminology. Suppose we are given any set S on
which it is possible to define a sum Sl + s2 of any two elements sl and S2' and a scalar
product As of any element s of S by any (real) number A. We say that S is closed under
addition if sl + s2 is always in S and we say that S is closed under multiplication by
scalars if As is always a member of S..

For example, if E denotes the set of all solutions in Example 1 and if D denotes the set
of all solutions in Example 2, we see that both E and D are closed under addition and
scalar multiplication. We employ this terminology repeatedly below.

Here are two somewhat more frivolous (but fascinating!) examples.

• Definition I
An arithmetic progression (AP) is a sequence of numbers in which each term after the
first differs from its predecessor by the same constant. •

Example 3
2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, ...

and

19,15,11,7,3, -1, -5, ...

are APs whereas 1,3,6, 10, 15, 21, 28, ... is not.

PROBLEM 6.2

(6.3)

(6.4)

Write down any two APs of your choice, then add corresponding terms. [Doing this with
(6.3) and (6.4) gives

21, 20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, ... (6.5)

another AP!] We naturally call (6.5) the 'sum' of (6.3) and (6.4). [Is the sum of your
chosen APs also an AP? Try a few more. Can you explain why things work out as they
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do?] As you will have guessed, we can also multiply APs by constants. For example,
from (6.4) we obtain the sequence -57, -45, -33, -21, -9, 3, 15, ..., which is yet another
AP. Can you explain why it is? •

Example 4
You may be familiar with the idea of magic squares. A magic square is just a square
array of numbers in which the numbers in each row, each column and both diagnonals
add up to the same total (the 'magic constant' of the given magic square).

We shall restrict ourselves here to 3 x 3 magic squares:

438 000
9 5 1 is one example; 0 0 0
276 000

is a slightly less interesting(?) one. Multiplying each entry in a magic square by the same
constant again gives us a magic square, as does adding corresponding entries in any two
magic squares. (Example:

2 -5
-3 -1
-2 3

o 4 3 8 6 -2 8
1 '+'9 5 1=6 4 2

-4 2 7 6 0 10 2

is magic. Question: how is the magic constant of the sum related to those of its
summands ?)

We therefore see that the set A, say, of all APs and the set M, say, of all magic squares
share with Examples 1 and 2 the properties of being closed under the (quite naturally
defined) actions of addition and scalar multiplication.

And now for some more examples of sounder mathematical pedigree.

Example 5
In the set (which we denote by Mm,n(~)) of all m x n matrices with real entries, we have
already defined (in Chapter 3) the concept of sum and scalar multiple of matrices, the
result being, in all cases, yet another element of Mm,n(IR ). Thus Mm,n(lR) is closed under
addition and scalar multiplication.

Example 6
Consider the set of all n-tuples (rl' r2' ..., rn) of real numbers. We may denote this set by
IRn since it may be identified as ordinary n-dimensional space by associating with each
point in that space its n-tuple of coordinates. (See p. 41.) Once again we define addition
componentwise:

and multiplication by a constant c by c(rl' ..., rn) = (cr1, ..., ern)' Clearly IRn is closed
under addition and multiplication as just defined.
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Example 7
Let P be the set of all triples (x, y, z) in lR3 for which 2x - 3y + l lz =O. [Geometrically
this is a plane in 3-dimensional space which passes through the origin of coordinates.
Algebraically it is the full set of solutions of a homogeneous linear system comprising a
single equation.]

With addition and scalar multiplication defined as in Examples 1 and 6, we see that
sums and scalar multiples of elements in P are again in P.

, Example 8
Let lR[x] denote the set of all polynomials in the indeterminate x and with real
coefficients. If we add two members of lR[x] or multiply a member of lR[x] by any real
number the result is again a member of lR[x]. [Note that the degree of a sum of two
polynomials cannot be greater than the degrees of each of the polynomials and may be
less. For example, the sum of 3x3

- TTX - 7 and - 3x3 + 7.lx2
- !x + 8.5 is

7.lx2
- (7T + 1)x + 1.5 which has a degree less than the degrees (namely 3) of each of the

summands. Thus lR[x] is closed under the (naturally) defined sum and (scalar) multiple of
polynomials. [Of course the product of two polynomials is again a polynomial - but we
choose to ignore that fact here!]

Example 9
In 2-dimensional (or in 3-dimensional) space we may consider the set G, say, of all
geometrical vectors ('arrows'). The reader will (no doubt many times) have added two
such vectors together and multiplied such vectors by scalars (i.e. numbers) each time
producing another vector. (Notice that, as with polynomials above, we are happy here,
when working in three dimensions, to 'forget' about the possibility of combining two
vectors by the vector product method.) Thus G is closed under vector addition and scalar
multiplication of vectors.

Example 10
Let ~ denote the set of all functions from the real numbers lR to lR and let ~ denote the
subset of all those functions from lR to lR which are differentiable. For functions f and g in
either of these sets we may define their sumf (£) g and for each real scalar a we may
define the scalar multiple afoffby a. (See the Appendix.) Note that, iff, g E ~ then so
dof(£) g and afwhilst iff, g E ~ then so dof(£) g and af(the latter since sums and
multiples of differentiable functions are differentiable).

Example II
Let C denote the set of all complex numbers. If we add any two complex numbers or
multiply any complex number by a real(!) number the result is again a complex number.
(Note - cf. Examples 8 and 9 - that we choose to ignore(!) the fact that the product of
two elements in C is still in C.]

From the above examples we see that instances of entities being combined by a kind of
'addition' and modified by a kind of 'constant multiplication' (the result always being an
entity of the same type) are not uncommon. Now whenever pure mathematicians find a
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plethora of examples all of apparently similar nature, if not actually of the same outward
appearance, they like to abstract their common properties and then work with these
properties rather than with each individual example separately.

This abstracting has several advantages. One is that, working with general 'elements'
rather than with solutions of linear systems or with magic squares etc., we can develop a
single theory which is applicable to all specific instances at once .. Another is that, by
developing the common infrastructure which underlies the surface 'gloss' we expose the
real reason why these examples behave as they do.

Let us now list the more obvious properties of addition and (scalar) multiplication
which the above examples have in common. These properties will be very reminiscent of
many which we listed for matrices. This is scarcely surprising since sets of matrices form
important instances of our theory!

• Axioms ~S.a

Let V be any of the sets in Examples 1 to 11. Let a, b, and c be typical elements of V and
let A and JL be any real scalars. Let a E8 b denote the appropriate 'sum' of a and b and let
A0 a denote the 'scalar multiple' of a by A. Then V satisfies the following rules (also
called axioms). Concerning addition:

Axiom A(i) a Ee b e V [the sum of a and b is in V]

A(ii) (a Ee b) Ee c = a Ee (b Ee c) [the associative law holds for Ee]
A(iii) There exists in V an element, which we denote by z, which is such that

a Ee z =z Ee a =a [V contains a 'zero type' element]
A(iv) Corresponding to each a E V there exists an element it in V such that

a Ee it = aEe a = z [the same z as in A(iii)]. [Each a in Vhas an additive
inverse or negative.]

A(v) a Ee b = bEea [the commutative law holds for ~B]

And concerning scalar multiplication:
M(i) X. 0 a E V [scalar multiples are in V]

M(ii) X. 0 (a Ee b) = X. 0 a Ee X. 0 b [the distributive law holds for 0 over Ee]
M(iii) (X. + JL) 0 a = X. 0 a Ee JL 0 a [the distributive law holds for + over 0]

M(iv) A0 (JL 0 a) = (AJL) 0 a [the associative law holds for 0]

M(v) loa =a [the scalar 1 acts as expected with respect to 0] •

We have claimed that Example 7 satisfies these axioms. Let us check some of them. To
help with this we shall suppose that a =(a], a2' a3) and b =(b], b2, b3) are any two
elements of P. We therefore know that 2a] - 3a2+ 11a3 =0 and that 2b] - 3b2+ I1b3=o.
Now, by definition of Ee, we have a Ee b = (al + b], a2+ b2,a3+ b3).Furthermore

2(a] +b])-3(a2 +b2)+II(a3 +b3)=(2a] -3a2 +lla3)+(2b] -3b2+llb3)
=0+0=0.

This shows that Axiom A(i) holds for P.
Axiom A(iii) holds since, first, (0, 0, 0) clearly belongs to P and, second,

'v.s., vector space. See Definition 2.
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Thus, here, (0, 0, 0) plays the role of the z element.
Axiom A(iv) holds since, if we set a=(-al' -a2' -a3)' we clearly have

a~)a = a~a = (0,0,0) = z.

PROBLEM 6.3
Show that, if a E P, then aE P. •

Finally we check Axiom M(i), leaving the rest to you. So, let a( E P) be as above and
let Abe any real number. Now A 0 a = (Aa l, Aa2, Aa3).Thus we look at 2(Aa l) - 3(Aa2) +
11(Aa3). But this is equal to A(2al - 3a2 + 11a3) =AO =0. Thus A 0 a E P, that is, Axiom
M(i) holds.

PROBLEM 6.4
Check the remaining six axioms hold for Example 7. (Methods introduced in Chapter 7
will reduce this task by about 80%!) •

For further insight let us consider just one axiom, Axiom A(iii), for each of Examples
1-11. It is not too difficult to see that the role of the element z is played, in Example 1, by
the solution (0, 0, 0, 0), that is w = x = y = z = 0. In Example 2 it is played by the zero
function Z [defined by Z(x) = °for each real number x]. The zero type elements in
Examples 3 and 4 are the AP 0, 0, 0, 0, ... and the magic square

° ° °° ° °° ° °
respectively. The remaining zero type elements are: in Example 5, the m x n zero matrix
(see Theorem l(iii) of Chapter 3); in Example 6, the n-tuple (0, 0, ... ,0); in Example 7
the solution (0, 0, 0), as we have just seen; in Example 8 the zero polynomial (0 + Ox +
Ox2 + ...) usually denoted, simply, by 0, in which all coefficients are zero; in Example 9,
the zero vector 0; in Example 10, the zero function (for ~ and for ~); in Example 11, the
zero complex number.

Do you agree that, for polynomials p(x) and q(x) in lR[x], we have
deg(ree) {p(x)q(x)} =deg{p(x)} + deg{q(x) } ? If so, what degree should one
ascribe to the zero polynomial? (Surely deg{O} =deg{any constant polynomial} =
O?Well, ...)

[For those who have seen a little group theory, A(i), ..., A(v) merely state that, under
~, V is an abelian group.

Examples 1-11 are far from being the only examples which satisfy all the rules
A(i)-A(v) and M(i)-M(v): and if you study mathematical physics or mathematical
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analysis to any depth you will come across even more important ones! Instead of calling
all of them 'examples which satisfy rules A(i) to M(v)'(!) we say, in deference to the
basic Example 9, that each is an example of a vector space which we define as follows .

• Definition 2
Let Vbe any non-empty set in which it is possible to define (for each pair of elements) an
'addition' which we denote by $ and (for each element) a 'multiplication', which we
denote by 0, by a real scalar so that all the axioms in the list V.S. hold. Then V is called a
real vector space, or vector space over IR, the elements of V being called (in deference
to the basic Example 9), vectors. •

[Pedants (I believe I am one!) may wish to observe that, technically, it is the triple
(V, $, 0) which is the vector space. V itself is only a set!]

Anyway, Examples 1-11 supply specific examples of real vector spaces.
On occasions it is very convenient to allow the scalars in Definition 2 to be complex

numbers. The definition of complex vector space (or vector space over C) is then
identical to that given above - once the two occurrences of the word 'real' in Definition 2
have been changed to 'complex'. Indeed IR can be replaced by any field, that is, any
system of numbers in which addition, subtraction, multiplication and division (except by
zero) are always possible within the system. (In particular the set Q of rational numbers
forms a field and may replace IR in Definition 1.)

We shall sometimes denote the set of scalars by IF (for 'field') if we do not want to be
specific as to which set of scalars we are using.

Given the number of different specific instances of the concept, later called vector
space, which had occurred in the mathematical literature, the formal (abstract)
definition of vector space, as given above, took a long time to arrive. For example,
Euler's observation, that each of the solutions of a (homogeneous) differential
equation could be expressed as (linear) combinations of only some (finite number)
of them meant that the set of solutions satisfied the vector space axioms. At a more
primitive level it had long been known that forces and velocities could be
represented using directed line segments and that the 'sum' of two such line
segments should be defined by the parallelogram law. In these examples it is not
sensible (or, at best, not obvious how) to multiply two of the objects concerned
together and expect the result to be another one. [In the first the product of two
solutions to Euler's equation is rarely another.] In some spaces, however, the vectors
themselves can be multiplied to produce new vectors. That this is true for the 3
dimensional physical/geometrical vectors emerged from the work of Hamilton and
Grassmann (though the latter's Ausdehnungslehre in 1844 was so impenetrable that
it - and its 1862 successor- were largely ignored). Hamilton's quaternions, resulting
from his attempt to push to three dimensions a successful representation of motion
in the plane using complex numbers (which, eliminating the problematic symbol
~-I, he had equated with number pairs and hence points in the plane) involve
'numbers' 0 + bi+ cj + dk where 0, b, c, d are real numbers and i2 =j2 =k2 =-I are
quantities such that ij = -ji = k, jk = -kj = i and ki = -ik =j. The i, j, k part was
extracted by Maxwell and Gibbs to form the familiar physical/geometrical vectors
we use today: In this context the term 'vector' was coined by Hamilton.
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About the same time the identification of points in the plane and in space with their
coordinate pairs and triples led Cayley to the obvious suggestion that sets of n
tuples of real numbers could be regarded as lying in 'n-dimensional space'. (Some
mathematicians were unable to make this psychological jump because of the
impossibility of geometrical interpretation.) These ideas developed in several
different directions which we have no space to report on here.

Later, in number theory and Galois theory, examples occurred where, although a
product of 'vectors' was readily available, it was ignored! Still the need for a formal
abstract definition of vector space just did not seem worth while. Nevertheless,
Peano, working with differential equations, and always keen to rid mathematics of
the intuitive element, had thought it prudent to give a formal definition - but this
was still a system of n-tuples in which the axes of reference chosen were the
analogues of the usual x-y-z ones. In any casethis work also went unnoticed for
some time. Around this time other problems in differential equations led to interest
in infinite linear systems (as they had earlier interested Fourier when developing his
theory of heat flow in solid bodies) and hence infinite dimensional vector spaces.
Perhaps the subtleties of such systems, together with the processes of abstraction
which were in vogue at the turn of the century, helped persuade mathematicians
that the time was ripe for a formal definition. Such was given, in a work on the
theory of relativity by Weyl in 19I 8. However, the 1924 edition of the very
influential algebra book of Maxime Bocher does not contain a formal definition of
vector space.

Herman Gunther Grassmann was born in Stettin (now Szczecin) on 15 April
I809, the third of 12 children. Following quite closely in the path of his father,
Grassmann first studied theology for six semesters at the University of Berlin.
Returning to Stettin in I 830 he undertook a study of mathematics and physics,
eventually qualifying to enter the teaching profession. As well as mathematics he
taught Latin and German and even wrote schoolbooks on these topics. In I832 he
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began to work on a new geometric calculus out of which came the
Ausdehnungs/ehre. Grassmann tried to popularise the Ausdehnungs/ehre by describing
numerous applications, but to little avail. Greatly disappointed he turned to linguistics
where he did important work. The Ausdehnungs/ehre eventually gained some
belated recognition with Peano's I 888 attempted elaboration and Gibbs's
preference for it over the quaternions of Hamilton. Grassmann died, in Stettin, on
26 September 1877.

At this point it might be quite instructive to give some examples which look as if they
might be vector spaces - but are not! First, one which 'fails' at the outset.

Example 12
It is easy to check that (-1, 1, 0, 6) and (3, -2, 1, 3) are solutions of the system

w+3x+2y-z=-4
2w+x+4y+3z =17

w+x+2y+z=6
(6.6)

However, their sum is not a solution (since, for example, (2, -1, 1, 9) does not satisfy
even the first equation). Further, no multiples (-c, c, 0, 6c), (3d, ·-2d, d, 3d) (except for
c = d =1) are solutions of (6.6). Thus axioms A(i) and M(i) both fail.

PROBLEM 6.5

Is there any solution of the form c(-I, 1,0,6) + d(3, -2,1,3) where neither c nor d is O?
Next, an example which fails at a deeper level. •

Example /3
Let ~2 denote, as usual, the set {(x, y):x, y E ~}. Define addition, as usual (i.e,
componentwise), but define 'scalar multiplication', 0, by: for all AE ~ and (x, y) E ~2,
A 0 (x, y) =(Ay, Ax).

Now it is not too difficult to see that all the axioms A(i)-A(v) are certain to hold for
this example (for each such axiom involves only the addition symbol and here the
definition of addition is the usual one). If anything is to stop our example from being a
vector space it will be that one of the axioms M(i)-M(v) will fail. In fact, if we examine
them each in tum, we find that M(iv) will, in general (meaning 'usually', though, for a
mathematician, just once is enough!) fail. We show this most convincingly by exhibiting
a ... what? ... Answer: a counterexample. Indeed, from our definition of 0, we find:
(Please check I am right - do not just assume I am!)

(why?) (why?) (why?) (why?)
l o{l o(l,o)} = 10(0,1) = (1,0) whereas {1.1}0(1,0) = 10(1,0) = (0,1).

Thus axiom M(iv) fails to hold and our example is barred from joining the vector space
club.

We now demonstrate the efficacy, described above, of 'going abstract' by making a
few deductions (based on rules of logic alone rather than on hearsay, intuition or
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guesswork!) from the Axioms V.S. Because each of Examples 1-11 satisfies all 10 of the
axioms, each will automatically satisfy every logical deduction we make from the
axioms. Thus, even with our restricted list of examples of vector spaces, we get 12
theorems for the price of one!

For each of Examples 1-11 we easily identified an element which satisfies the
requirements imposed on it by Axiom A(iii). You are probably quite certain that in none of

Examples 1-11 does a second such zero element exist. You may even be fairly sure that, in
no vector space yet studied, nor in any still to be invented or discovered, can two 'zero
type' elements satisfying Axiom A(iii) sit side by side. But are you absolutely certain?

Rather than prove the uniqueness of the Z element separately for each of the examples
above (and then again each time a 'new' vector space of interest arises) we show how we
can deduce z's uniqueness from the Axioms V.S. Whilst doing this we also take the
opportunity to prove three other little consequences of the axioms; first, because we shall
need them in Chapter 7 and, second, because we wish to show you something of the spirit
in which the pure mathematician frequently operates. (These 'little consequences' might
strike you as 'obvious' - but on what grounds? There is no shortage in mathematics (or in

real life for that matter!) of 'obviously true' statements which, on closer examination,
turn out to be false! Hence the pure mathematician's caution.)

We prove the following theorem.

• Theorem 1-------------------
The following statements are true in every vector space:

(A) The z element defined in Axiom A(iii) is unique.

(B) If a Ee x = a Ee y then x = y in V.
(C) For all AElR,Aoz=z; for all a e V, Ooa=z.
(D) For all a E V, (-1)0 a = 3.

[Advice to the reader: To begin with just check, slowly but carefully, that each of the
assertions made below is logically acceptable to you. If not, find a colleague or teacher
with whom to argue it out. Also whilst you are reading, try to get a feeling for the style of
presention and the method of attack. But do not despair that you would 'never have
thought of doing it like that' . After all, one of the reasons for your reading this book is to
learn to master things like proofs and their construction.]

PROOF
(A) Suppose, then, that there are two elements, Zl and zz, say, in V which satisfy Axiom

A(iii). Then, because Zl satisfies A(iii), we have, on substituting Zz for a in A(iii),
Zl Ee Zz = zz. But, since Zz also satisfies A(iii), we see that, on substituting Zl for a in

A(iii), Zl Ee Zz = zl. Thus Zl = Zz (since each is equal to zl Ee zz)·
(B) Since we are given that a Ee x = a Ee y we may deduce (from which axiom?) that

3 Ee (a Ee x) = 3 Ee (a Ee y). It then follows (which axiom?) that
(3 Ee a) Ee x = (3 Ee,a)Ee y , that is, ZEe x = ZEe Y (why?). But, then, we may infer

(which axiom?) that x = y, as claimed.
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(C) [Somewhat more quickly.] Directly from A(iii) we deduce that z ED z = z(!)

Multiplying through by A gives

Ao(zEDz)=Aoz (6.7)

But the left-hand side is A0 (z ED z) = A0 z ED A0z (by M(ii)) whilst the right-hand
side may be rewritten A0 z = A0 z ED z (by A(iii)). Substituting these in (6.7) gives
A0z Ef) A0z = A0 z ED z. Then, using (B) on this last equality, we may cancel out the

first A0 z term on each side to deduce that A0z = z, as claimed. {I hope you enjoyed

that! I did!}
We leave the other part of (C) to the exercises.

(0) From 1 + (-1) = 0 in R, we deduced that (1 + (-1)) 03 = 0 0 3. As in (C) we find,

using M(iii) on the left-hand side and the second part of (C) on the right-hand side,
that 1 03 ED (-1) 0 3 = z. Using M(v) to write 1 03= 3, we get 3 E9 (-1) 03= z. But,

according to A(iv) - and Exercise 24 - a is the unique element of V satisfying the
equality 3 Ef) a= z. Consequently (-1) 0 3 must be the unique element a, as

required. •

COMMENT When we chose our list of (desirable?) Axioms V.S., we were aided by a
large slice of hindsight (experience, if you like). We did not, for instance, include, as an
axiom, the requirement A 0 z = z, since we know, from experience, that it can be deduced

from those we have chosen. The reader may justifiably ask if we might reduce our axiom
list still further so that, if nothing else, we shall have less axioms to check if someone

asks us if what (s)he has to hand is a vector space or not. In fact some of the listed axioms
are redundant: they can be deduced from the rest! I leave you to ferret in the exercises

below to find some of these - and to prove, in particular, that axiom M(v) cannot be so
eliminated: it is not a logical consequence of the remaining axioms, (See Exercise 22.)

A NOTATIONAL POINT In the above the symbols z and a were used to represent

elements of V with properties akin to (i) the number 0 and (ii) the additive inverse of the
number a. The symbols 0 and -3 were eschewed in order to help the reader avoid the trap
of attributing to z and a, uncritically, special properties of the numbers 0 and -a.
However, to maintain the use of z and, in particular, a, is somewhat overdoing things
(especially as we are also using bold type) and so, unless it is crucial not to do so, we

shall replace z by 0, a by -3 and, indeed, a ED b by 3 + b and a E9 Ii by 3 - b on the
understanding that the reader will not attribute to these, nor any other symbols used, any

intuitive meaning or property which has not been formally established or listed.

As already implied, it is quite often necessary, in practice, to study vector spaces in
which the real scalars are replaced by complex (or even rational) numbers. For example,

the set of real number {a +b-v2:a,b E Q} can be shown to satisfy Axioms V.S. if we

take, as scalars, the set Q of rational numbers. Likewise the set ~= of complex numbers
can be regarded as a vector space over C with C playing the roles of vectors and scalars
simultaneously! Similarly, the set ~ can be regarded as a vector space over the set of
scalars Q. Examples similar to the first of these are made frequent use of in the theory of
numbers.
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Applications
As Examples 1-11 help to show, there are many different instances of sets of elements
which satisfy all the Axioms V.S. Consequently, a major usefulness of the vector space
concept is that it expresses, succinctly, the qualities of many common mathematical
systems. In brief, the language and notation of vector spaces is the right language in
which to express and investigate many and diverse real-life problems. In particular, the
vector space setting is the most appropriate setting for discussing the theory of
differential equations. Furthermore, the act of abstraction often suggests ideas which
might otherwise have remained dormant, hidden by a mass of superfluous and irrelevant
detail.

Summary
Several diverse examples were given of sets whose elements could (sensibly) be added in
pairs and multiplied by 'scalars' (usually from IR) in such a way that many of the
algebraic properties possessed by m x n matrices were seen to hold. Isolating these
properties led us to the (abstract) concept of vector space. The advantages of making this
abstraction include (i) the illumination of the common underlying algebraic structure of
those examples and (ii) the necessity of deriving logical consequences of the underlying
rules only once rather than for every 'new' vector space.

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER 6

1. For the linear system of Example 1 show that, for each pair of real numbers sand 1,both
(2s, -s, 0, -s) and (21, 0, -1, 0) andtheir sum, namely (2s + 21, -s, -1, -S), are solutions.

2. Are the following sets of integers closed under (ordinary) addition?
(i) The set of all powers of 2;

(ii) The set of all integers of the form 5r + 7S (where rand S range over all the integers.)

3. (a) Find a 3 x 3 magic square with magic constant 1;
(b) Show that the sum of any two 3 x 3 magic squares is again magic;
(c) Is there a magic square with distinct integer coefficients and with (i) magic constant

21; (ii) magic constant 22? [Hint for (c)(ii): by adding entries along various
rows/columns, etc. deduce that the middle entry in a magic square is one-third of the
magic constant.]

4. Are there real numbers A, J.L and u such that A(I, 2, 3) + J.L(4, 5, 6) + v(7, 8, 9) is (i) equal
to (0, 0, 0); (ii) equal to (0, 0, I)?

5. For each of the following write down its additive inverse (see Axioms A(iii) and A(iv)):
(i) (8, -9, 5, -9) in Example 1;

(ii) 2 e-3x - 5 e-x in Example 2;

(iii) [3 -3 -5] in M 2 3 (see Example 5).
-1 2 -2 '

In Exercises 6-16 determine whether or not the given sets are real vector spaces (where
addition and multiplication by scalars will be the usual ones unless otherwise stated). For
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those which are not vector spaces give the first of the 10 axioms in the list V.S. which is
not satisfied. (Later [Theorem 1 of Chapter 7] we shall show - by use of more abstraction
- how the somewhat tedious checking of all 10 axioms - in those cases which are vector
spaces - can frequently be avoided.)

6. The set of all solutions of the system in Example 1. [Hint: let (wL'xl' YI' Zl) and
(w2' x2' Y2' Z2) be any two solutions. Show that their sum and each scalar multiple of
(wI' Xl' YI' Zl) are again solutions etc.]

7. The set of all solutions of the equation in Example 2.

8. (a) The set of all n x n upper triangular matrices. [See Corollary 1 of Chapter 5.];
(b) the set of all skew symmetric matrices in M2(1R). [See Exercise 20 of Chapter 5.]

9. The set C(A) defined as follows. Let A be a fixed n x n matrix in Mn(IR). Then C(A)

denotes the subset of all matrices B in Mn(lR) for which AB =BA.

10. (i) The subset {(x, y, z): 3x - 4y + Z=O} of 1R3
.

(ii) The subset {(x, y, z): 3x - 4y + Z=1} of 1R3
.

(iii) The subset {(x, y, z): 3x - 4y + Z ~ O} of 1R3
.

Describe the sets (i), (ii) and (iii) geometrically.

11. The subset {(u, v, 4v - 3u): u, v E IR} of 1R3
.

12. The subset of 1R3 comprising the single element (0, 0, 0).

13. The set of all polynomials a + bx + cx2 + dx 3 + ex4 + jx 5 in x with real coefficients
which have degree exactly 5 (together with the zero polynomial). [Hint: is the sum of
every pair of polynomials of degree 5 also of degree 5?]

14. The set of all polynomials in x with real coefficients which have degree at most 5
(together with the zero polynomial).

15. <;j is the set of all infinite sequences (xl' x2' ...) of real numbers; the sum of two such
sequences is defined componentwise, that is,

(aI' a2' ...) + (b l , b2, ...) =(al + b., a2+ b2, )

and scalar multiplication is defined by A(al, a2' ) =(Aal' Aa2' ...).

16. The subset of 1R3 comprising all elements of 1R3 of the form a(l, 0, 1) + b(5, 1, 2) where
a, b E IR. Does (7, 7, 7) belong to this set?

17. Let V and W be real vector spaces and let S denote the set {(v, w): v E V, W E W} of all
pairs. For (VI' WI) and (v2, w2) in S and for a E IR define (VI' WI) l±I (V2, W2) =

(VI + V2' WI + w2) and a 8 (VI' WI) =(avl, aWl). Show that, with respect to I±land 8, S
forms a (real) vector space called the direct sum of V and Wand denoted by S = V Ef> W.

18. Show that the difference d =(w2 - wI' x2 - Xl' Y2 - YI' Z2 - Zl) of the two solutions

S2 =(w2' x2' Y2' Z2) and Sl =(wI' Xl' YI' Zl) of the linear system

w+3x+2y-z =-4
2w+x+4y+3z =17

w+x+2y+z =6

is a solution of the system
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w + 3x + 2y - z = 0
2w+ x+4y+3z=0
w + x + 2y + z = O.

[Having done this note that from the equality d =S2 - Sl we get S2 =d + Sl. This shows
that once we know one solution (Sl) of the given system of equations and a full set of
solutions of the corresponding homogeneous system, then we shall know the full set of
solutions of the given (non-homogeneous) linear system. Similar remarks apply to all
linear systems. Since each homogeneous system has either one or infinitely many
solutions we can deduce that each (general) linear system has either (i) 0; (ii) 1 or (iii)
infinitely many solutions. This answers the question in Chapter 1.]

Because the following exercises directly concern Axioms V.S. we return, for the
moment, to our use of the symbols EB and o.

19. In ~2 define a 'new' addition, namely, (Xl' Yl) EB (x2' Y2) = (Xl + Y2'Yl + x2). Does ~2 form
a vector space with respect to this new addition and the usual (scalar) multiplication?

20. Show that one-half of each of Axioms A(iii) and A(iv) follows from the other half
together with A(v).

21. Expand {I + I} 0 (u + v) using (i) M(ii) then M(iii); (ii) M(iii) then M(ii). Then use
Theorem I(B) and its left-handed equivalent to deduce that A(v) is a consequence of the
other nine axioms. [Warning: do not use A(v) in this deduction!]

22. On ~2 define EB as usual but A 0 (x, y) to be (0, 0) for every A E ~. Show that, with this
definition of addition and scalar multiplication, ~2 satisfies all the Axioms V.S. except
M(v). [So we would have to include this silly example in our list of vector spaces if it
were not for Axiom M(v).]

23. On ~2 define EB as usual but A 0 (x, y) to be (x, y) for every A E ~. Show that, with this
definition of addition and scalar multiplication, ~2 satisfies all the Axioms V.S. except
M(iii).

24. Prove, directly from Axioms V.S., that for each a in the vector space V, the element a is
unique. [Hint: if aOalso satisfies A(iv) then a'' $ (a $ a) =(a" $ a) $ a.]

25. Prove, directly from Axioms V.S., that if A and v are such that A 0 v =Z, then either A=0
or v =Z (or both!) [Hint: if A :;t 0 then v =1 0 v =(A-1 A) 0 v =A-I 0 (A 0 v) =A-1 0 Z =z.
(Why?)]

26. Prove, directly from Axioms V.S., that for each A and v we have - (A 0 v) =(-A) 0 v =
A 0 (-v). [Hint: cf. Theorem l(D).]

27. Prove that, for all v E V, 0 0 v =z.

28. Let Vbe a vector space over C. Show the V may be regarded as a vector space over ~.



In any mathematical system M those systems of similar type which are contained in M
(subsystems ofM) usually play an important role. Here we look at the concept of
subspace of a vector space. Many examples are given; each is easily checked using the
simple criteria of Theorem 1. Examples of subspaces may be given by specifying a
spanning (or generating) set of vectors. Of particular importance are those subspaces of
~n and ~m spanned by the rows and columns of a given m x n matrix A, say, as well as
the set of all n x 1 matrices x satisfying the equation Ax =O. The subspace concept has
many applications - one particuarly nice one is concerned with the real-life problem of
finding the 'best solution' to an inconsistent system of linear equations.

Consider, once again, Examples 6 and 7 of Chapter 6. Each was seen to be a vector space
over ~. Furthermore, if we take n = 3 in Example 6, we see that the set P of triples of
Example 7 forms a subset of the set, ~3, of Example 6. (Geometrically we identified .P as
a plane passing through the origin in ~3.) Likewise, the solution set E of Example 1 is a
vector space which sits naturally inside the vector space ~4. (Geometrically it could be
described as a plane - passing through the origin - in 4-dimensional space!) Yet again,
the set of all real 2 x 2 matrices with trace zero (see p. 53) is easily checked to be a real
vector space which is a subset of the vector space M2(~).

This situation, of one vector space lying inside another (it occurs frequently but - for
the moment - we spare you more instances) leads us to introduce the following general
definition which covers all these examples.

• Definition I
Let V be a vector space (over the set of scalarsa IF) and let S be a non-empty subset of V.

Then S is called a subspace of V if and only if S is itself a vector space under the same
definition ofaddition and scalar multiplication as in V. (In particular we use the same
scalars IF for S as for V.) •

We leave comment on the italics to Exercise 9(a) and continue with more examples,
below. But, first, we offer a theorem which will save a great deal of labour when looking
at these examples, so the small amount of effort given to proving the theorem now will be
rewarded many times over.

It seems that, to decide whether or not the (non-empty) subset S of the vector space V
is a vector (sub)space, we must check all 10 vector space axioms. Fortunately this is not
so, for we have the following theorem.

"The reader may continue to let IF stand for IR (or C or Q or any other field of numbers).
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• Theorem 1-------------------
Let S be a non-empty subset of the vector space V. Then S is a subspace of V if and only
if the following conditions (I) and (II) both hold: (I) If s, t E S then- s $ t E S; (II) If
S E S and a E IF then a 0 S E S.

PROOF
(only it) Let S be a subspace of V. Then (I) and (II) necessarily hold since S is given to be
a vector space in its own right with respect to the operations $ and o. Thus, in particular,
S $ t and a 0 S must belong to S.

(it) Here we must prove that, if S satisfies conditions (I) and (II), then S is a vector
space with respect to $ and o. So, on this one occasion, we must indeed check that all 10
vector space axioms V.S. of Chapter 6 hold for S.

Now A(i) and M(i) are given - they are the conditions (I) and (II). What about A(ii)?
Well, since V is a vector space with respect to $ and 0, A(ii) holds for all a, b, c in V and
hence, certainly, for all a, b, C E S. In fact axioms A(v), M(ii), M(iii), M(iv) and M(v) all
hold in S for similar reasons. Thus we only have to check that axioms A(iii) and A(iv)
hold for S.

To prove A(iii) holds, let S be any element of S. (How do we know any such sexists?)
Then, by (II), (-1) 0 s (that is 8s) belongs to S. We then use (I) to deduce that s E8 (8s)
(that is, zv' the zero element of V) belongs to S. And then, of course, for all s E S, we have
s $ Zv = z, $ s = s (because these equalities hold in V itself). We have therefore shown
that: S has an element (namely zv) satisfying axiom A(iii) of Axioms V.S. and, to each
s E S, an element (namely 8s) such that s $ (8s) =(8s) $ s =zv' Consequently, all the
10 vector space axioms hold for S (with respect to $ and 0) thus showing that S is a
vector space in its own right and, hence, a subspace of V. •

If (I) and (II) hold we say, as in Chapter 6, that'S is closed with respect to (i) addition
and (ii) multiplication by scalars'. Thus we may restate Theorem 1 as:

'A non-empty subset S of a vector space V is a subspace of V if and only if S is closed
under addition and under multiplication by scalars.'

Actually Theorem 1 is often useful for checking whether or not a given set S is a vector
space - provided it happens to be contained as a subset of another known vector space V,
say (and involves the same set of scalars). We then only have to check that S is (or is not)
a subspace of V.

We now show Theorem 1 in action.

Examples 1
(i) The subset S = {(x, y, z): 2x + 4y - 3z = O} is a subspace of 1R3

. We prove that
conditions (I) and (II) hold, as follows. (Cf. the check we carried out on Example 7
of Chapter 6 - after listing Axioms V.S.)

For (I): Suppose that u = (UI' u2' u3) and v = (vI' V2' V3) E S. Then, necessarily,
2uI + 4u2 - 3u3= 0 and 2vI + 4v2 - 3v3= O. Adding, we obtain

2(ul + vI) + 4(u2 + v2) - 3(u3 + v3) =o.

bWe retain the Ee, 0 and z notation in preference to +, . and 0 wherever it seems helpful.
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But this implies that u Ef) v {= (ul + vI' U2+ V2' U3 + V3)} E S.
For (II): Suppose that u =(UI' u2' u3) E S and that a E ~. Again 2uI + 4u2 - 3u3=0

and then, trivially a(2uI + 4u2 - 3u3)= 0 so that 2(auI) + 4(au2) - 3(au3) = O. But
this means that (auI' au2, aU3) {= a 0 u} E S. Thus (provided S is non-empty - is it?)
S has been shown to be a subspace of ~3 - and, consequently, a vector space in its
own right, over IR. (Geometrically S is a plane passing through the origin in 1R3

.)

(ii) The subset S = {(x, y, z): 2x + 4y - 3z = I} is not a subspace of 1R3
.

Recall that, when wishing to assert that some (mathematical) statement is false,
one needs only give a single instance of failure. In this case, taking u = (0, 1, 1) and
v = (1, 2, 3), say, we see that u and v do belong to S (since

2.0 + 4.1 - 3.1 =2.1 + 4.2 - 3.3 =1)

and yet u Ef) v (= (1, 3,4» does not (since 2.1 + 4.3 - 3.4 ':F- 1). Consequently,
condition (I) in Theorem 1 does not hold. Hence S cannot be a subspace of ~3. (Note
that it is now irrelevant as to whether or not condition (II) holds for S. [As it happens,
it does not!])

QUESTION Geometrically this S also represents a plane in ~3. Thus not all planes
in 1R3 correspond to subspaces of 1R3

- indeed only those through the origin do.
Nevertheless S is parallel to a (unique) plane which corresponds to a subspace of 1R3

.

Which?

(iii) Is S= {(x, y, z): xy + yz + zx= O} a subspace of [J~??
[It is perhaps a little early for you to have an intuitive feeling about this, but the
presence of the nonlinear terms xy, yz and zxmight make you suspect that S will not
be a subspace. In any case we still have to confirm our suspicions, so let us try for a
counterexample.] Choosing u, v almost at random - but with an eye on simple
arithmetic - we note that u =(1, 0, 0) and v =(0, 1, 0) lie in S (since
1.0 + 0.0 + 0.1 =0 and 0.1 + 1.0 + 0.0 =0). However, u Ef) v =(1, 1,0) e S. (Am I
right?) Thus S fails to satisfy condition (I) of Theorem 1 and so cannot be a subspace
of 1R3

.

(iv) Let S = {(x, y, z, t): y E Z} [where Z denotes the set {..., -2, -1, 0, 1,2,3, ... } of
whole numbers or integers]. Then S is not a subspace of R4

,. Here condition (I) is
satisfied (essentially because the sum of two integers is again an integer). However
condition (II) fails. Surely you can offer an instance of this failure, i.e. a
counterexample? (Exercise 7(a).)

(v) The set Moof all 3 x 3 magic squares with centre component zero is a vector space.
For, clearly: (a) Mo is a non-empty subset of the set (vector space) M of Example 4 of
Chapter 6

[example ?:
000
o 0 0 (!)]

000

and (b) conditions (I) and (II) of Theorem 1 hold. [As an example of (I) holding, but
not, of course, a full proof that it holds universally, we offer
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4 -2 -2 -5 2 3 -1 0 1
-6 0 6 ~ 8 0 -8= 2 0 -2.]
2 2 -4 -3 -2 5 -1 0 1

Since Mois a subspace of a known vector space it is a vector space in its own right.
(vi) Let

[13 1]
A= 2 1 l' c=[~J

Then the full set of solutions of Ax = b {respectively of Ax = c} is not {respectively
is} a subspace of ~3. Much more generally, if A is any m x n matrix, the set S, say, of
all solutions x (in ~n) of the linear system Ax = 0 is a vector space. For, if x and
yES then Ax = Ay = O. Consequently A(x E9 y) =0 E9 0 = 0 and, for all real numbers
a, A(ax) = aA(x) = aO=O. Hence x Ee yES and ax E S, showing that S (which is
clearly non-empty) is a subspace of ~n and, hence, a vector space in its own right. S
is called the null space or kernel of A, denoted by ker(A). As a particular example,
suppose

A = [2~ ~ ~1 :].
5 -7 12

Then.

-9 4
5 -4

kerA= C 1 +d 0 :C,dE~

o 1

since the general solution of the system of equations

[
12 -1 4] x 0
3528 Y=O

2 5 -7 12 z 0
t 0

PROBLEM 7.1

Find the null space of the matrix

[13 1]
2 1 1·

is

-9c+4d
5c-4d

:c,d E IR
C

d

•
Example I (cont.)

(vii) For each positive integer d let ~d[x] denote the set of polynomials of degree at most
d in the indeterminate x and with real coefficients, together with the zero
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polynomial. Then, for each d, lRd[x] is a vector space and for each pair of positive

integers m and n with m ~ n, lRm[x] is a subspace of ~n[x].

(viii) The set lY in Example 10 of Chapter 6 is a vector space. Furthermore ~ is a
subspace of lY. (Why is it?) .

(ix) Two (somewhat degenerate) examples of subspaces to be found in every vector
space V are: (a) the whole set V itself; (b) the subset {Ov} co:mprising the zero vector
of Valone. [This latter is called the zero or trivial subspace of V. Indeed every
subspace S of a vector space V must contain the vector 0v of V - for if s E S then
o 0 s (= 0v) E S.]

PROBLEM 7.2
(i) What geometrical shape corresponds to the subset S = {(x, y, z): z = x2+ y2}? Is S a

subspace of lR3?

(ii) Show that each straight line through the origin in lR3 corresponds to a subspace of
lR3

. What about straight lines which do not pass through the origin? Apart from the
infinitely many straight lines and planes through the origin ~3 has just two other
subspaces. What are they? •

PROBLEM 7.3
(i) Let M, denote the set of magic squares with centre component equal to the real

number t. Given that M, is a subspace of M (the vector space of all real 3 x 3 magic
squares) is it necessarily the case that t = O?

(ii) Let M X3 denote the subset of M in which the centre component is some multiple of 3.
Is MX3 a vector space? (i.e. is it a subspace of M?) •

It is easy to see geometrically that, in lR3
, any two distinct non-parallel planes which

pass through the origin meet in a straight line which again passes through the origin (and
hence is a subspace of lR3

) . In higher dimensions the above geometric conclusion is not
so clear: if we define aflat in lRn to be a subspace of lRn (necessarily passing through the
origin) of lRn is it true that the set-theoretic intersection of two flats F1 and F2 (that is, the
set F 1 n F2 of all points common to F 1 and F2) is again a flat? The (positive) answer is a
consequence of the following very general result.

• Theorem 2---------------------
Let SI and S2 be any two subspaces of the vector space V. Then their set-theoretic
intersection, SI n S2 (= S, say), is also a subspace of V.

PROOF
First note that S is not the empty set. (For, by Example 1(ix), the vector ...? belongs to
both SI and S2.) We now check that conditions (I) and (II) of Theorem 1 hold. To that end,
let SI' S2 E S and let a E lR. Then SI' S2 E SI. Hence SI EB S2 E SI and a 0 SI E SI (since SI

is a subspace of V.) Likewise SI EB S2 E S2 and a 0 SI E S2 (since 82 is a ...?) Consequently
Sl EB S2 E SI n S2 and a 0 SI E SI n S2' showing that S is indeed a subspace of V. •

(Incidentally, there is nothing special here about there being two intersecting subspaces.
The same result holds for any number of given subspaces - see Exercise 33(a).)
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Having just seen how to produce a 'new' subspace from the set-theoretical intersection
of given ones it is quite natural to enquire if the same is true for unions. In general it is not!
Let us consider an example. (For effect we do not choose the simplest example possible!)

Example 2
Let SI and S2denote the subsets {(A, 2A, -3A): A.E IR}, {(4p" -2p" 5p,): p, E IR} oflR3.

Thus SI and S2correspond to lines II and 12 through the origin passing, respectively,
through the points (1, 2, -3) and (4, -2, 5). Let S denote the set-theoretic union SI U S2.
Now it is easy to check that any scalar multiple of any triple in S is again in S. However,
the sum of two elements in S is not, in general, in S. For example, (1, 2, -3) + (4, -2, 5)
{= (5, 0, 2)} is neither in SI nor S2. (Geometrically the point (5, 0,2) lies in neither the
line II nor 12.) In fact, if Tis any subspace of 1R3 containing all the elements of SI and of
S2then, by Theorem 1, T must also contain the set w, say, of all elements of the form
A(I, 2, -3) + p,(4, -2, 5) where A, p, E IR. But w corresponds precisely to the set of points
lying on the (unique) plane P, say, determined by the lines II and 12, and so is a subspace
of 1R3. It is the smallest subspace of 1R3containing SI and S2 as subsets.

This example suggests a way of generating subspaces in any vector space. First we
need the following definition.

• Definition 2
Let vI' V2' . . ., Vr be elements of a vector space V. Each element v of the forme
v =alvl + a2v2 + ... + arvr (the a j being scalars) is called a linear combination of the
VI' V2' ..., Yr· The set of all such linear combinations is called the span of VI' V2' ..., vr'

written sp{vI, v2' ..., v.}, •
(Below we shall confirm the suggestion made above, namely that sP{vi, V2' ..., vr } is a

subspace of V.)
First some examples.

Example 3
(i) v =(-1, 0, ~, 1) is a linear combination of VI =(2, I,!, 0), V2 =(i, ~, ~, 1) and

V3 = (~, i,-1, 1). In fact v = -~VI + 2V2 - 1V3. On the other hand, (~, 1, 3J-, 1) is not
such a linear combination. How can I prove these assertions? Well,

sp{vI, V2'V3} ={alvl + a2v2 + a3v3:al ,a2,a3 E IR}

= {al (2,1,!,O) +a2(t,!,i,l)+a3( t, t,-I,I):al ,a2,a3 E IR}

={(2a} +t a 2 +t a 3' al + t a2 +t a 3' tal +t a 2 - a3,a2 +a3):
a l,a2,a3 EIR}.

So, all I need to do is to check that the systems of equations

eWe resort, once again, to writing u + v and au instead of u tB v and a 0 u.
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are, respectively, consistent (with solution (aI' a2' a3) = (~, 2, -1)) and inconsistent.
(In particular the subspace sp{vI' V2' V3} of ~4 is not the whole of ~4.)

(ii) Let A be an m X n matrix. If we regard the rows, r l , r 2, ..., rm (respectively, columns
cl ' c2' ... , cn) of A as vectors in ~n (respectively ~m) then sp[r., r2, ... , rm}

(respectively sp{CI' c2' ... , cn } ) , is a subspace of ~n (respectively ~m) called the row
space (respectively column space) of A.

PROBLEM 7.4
By using linear systems, as in Example 3(i), you may readily check that (8,21,7,9) does
belong whereas (3, 2, 0, 2) does not belong to the row space of

[

1 1 -1 2]
A = 2 1 1 -1.

-1 2 1 1

[A somewhat quicker way to check these statements will follow from Theorem 2 of
Chapter 8.] •

A slightly more interesting point is that (using the same matrix A) the system of
equations Ax =b (where x = [Xl X2 X3 X4]T and b = [b l b2 b3]T) has a solution x if and only
if

lx1 + lx2 -lx3+ 2x4 =bl
2x1 + lx2 + 1x3-lx4 =b2 ,

-lxI +2x2 +1x3+1x4 =b3

that is, if and only if b belongs to the column space of A. (For x is such a solution if and
only if

See Exercise 9(c) of Chapter 3.) In particular, the column space of A can be identified as
the set {Ax: x E ~4}. Consequently, regarding A as a function from ~4 to ~3, the column
space is seen to coincide with the image or range of A (see the Appendix) .

. PROBLEM 7.5
(a) Show that the magic square

513
135
351

is a linear combination of
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111
1 1 1 and

111

-1 1 0 4 3 8
1 0 -1 whilst 9 5 1 is not.
o -1 1 2 7 6

(b) Show that the AP (-4,5, 14,23, ...) is a linear combination of the APs
(0, 1, 2, 3, ...) and (1, 1, 1, ...). Indeed ... (see Exercise 13).

Let us now return to the claim we made following Definition 2.

• Theorem 3-------------------
Let VI' V2' ..., v, be vectors of the vector space V over the scalars IF. Then sP{VI' V2' ...,
v.} (= S, say) is a subspace of V.

PROOF
We must check that conditions (I) and (II) of Theorem 1 hold. So let u = alvl + a2v2 +
· .. + arvrand w = {3lv1 + {32v2 + ... + {3rvr be any two elements of S. Then

whilst, for each I' E IF, we have

Clearly u + w and 'YO belong to S and so S (being non-empty - why?) is a subspace of V.•
Following Theorem 3 it is quite convenient to introduce the next definition.

• Definition 3
If V is a vector space and VI' V2' ... , Vr are vectors in the subspace S of V such that

sP{VI' v2' ..., vr} =S we say that {VI' V2' ..., v.} spans (or generates) S or that S is
spanned (or generated) by {VI' V2' ..., v.} or that {VI' V2' ... , v.} is a spanning (or
generating) set for S. •

On many occasions we shall take S to be the whole space V. Here are some examples.

Examples 4
(i) ~4 is (the subspace of ~4) spanned by {(I, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0),

, (0, 0, o, I)}. It is also spanned by infinitely many other sets including, as just one

example, {(1,~, 3,4), (5, 6, 7,8), (9,10,11,12), (5,1,4, -3), (4, 9, -4, 9)}. (Am I

right")
(ii) The subspace S = {(x, y, z):2x + 4y - 3z =O} of ~3 is spanned by (1, 0, 1) and

(0, 1, ~), since, if (a, b, c) E S, then 2a + 4b - 3c =°so that c =(2a + 4b)/3 and
hence (a, b, c) =(a, b, (2a + 4b)/3) =a(l, 0, 1) + b(O, 1, 3).

(iii) The set of all solutions of the system of (homogeneous) equations

x+2y+3z+4t =°
5x+6y+7z+8t=0,

namely {(a + 2b, -2a - 3b, a, b): a, b E IR}, is spanned by the two vectors
(1, -2, 1,0) and (2, -3, 0, 1). Notice (I) how describing the infinitely many solutions
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in terms of only two of them gives a clearer idea of the nature of this set of solutions;
(II) that this set is equally well described as the null space of the matrix

[
1 2 3 4]
5 6 7 8']

(iv) Although Definition 3 deals with finite (spanning) sets it seems reasonable to say that
the space of all polynomials, lR[x], is spanned by the infinite set {I, x, 2-, x3

••• } of
polynomials. [Frequently in problems in mathematics or mathematical physics it is
desirable to find other spanning sets {Po(X), PI (X), ... } of lR[x] perhaps with the
property that

II {O if i"# j
Pi (x)Pj (x)dx = 1 if i ..J
-Ill =]

o PROBLEM 7.6

Show that the set {(I, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 2), (1, 2, 3)} spans (R3. •

PROBLEM 7.7

Find polynomials Po(x) = ao,Pl(x) = bo+ b.x, P2(x) =co+ c1x + C2~ such that the
property of Example 4(iv) holds. •

No finite set of polynomials can span lR[x]. Discuss.

Example 4 (cont.)
(v) C is spanned, as a vector space over ~, by {I ,i} - also by {e + i11', e - i 11'}, for

example, and by infinitely many other pairs of complex numbers.
(vi) The set (space) of all solutions of d2yld.J + 4dyldx + 3y = °is spanned by the

functions e-3x and e-x• (This is 'because m2 + 4m + 3 has roots -3 and -1'. See
Example 2 of Chapter 6.)

(vii) M2x2(1R) is spanned by

Example 4 (i)-(iii) and (v)-(vii) exhibit finite spanning sets - (iv) shows an infinite
spanning set (where no finite spanning set is possible, as you should have discovered in
answering Tutorial Problem 7.1.)

(a) Do you think that 1R4 could be spanned by just three (carefully chosen) vectors?
(b) What set spans the trivial subspace {(O,0, 0, O)} of 1R4?
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The above comments lead, naturally, to the following definition.

• Definition 4
If a vector space V is spanned by a finite set of vectors we say that V is finite
dimensional. •

[Many important vector spaces are not finite dimensional; see, for example, Exercise 35
below.]

Examples 5
(i) Each IRn is finite dimensional (since the n n-vectors (1, 0, 0, ..., 0), (0, 1,0, ..., 0),

... (0,0,0, ..., 1) surely span IRn? We leave the verification to you.)
(ii) Let A be an m x n matrix. The space of all solutions to Ax = 0 is finite dimensional.

(This generalises Example 4(iii).)
(iii) The space of all solutions of the differential equation

is finite dimensional. (Once again this is a fact: you are not supposed to be able to
see why! For example, the space of all solutions of the differential equation

is spanned by the functions e", e-2x and e-3x 'because' m3 + 4m2 + m - 6 =

(m - 1)(m + 2)(m + 3) - cf. Example 4(vi). [If there were repeated factors here.this
approach would need modification.]

(iv) The space lR[x] of all polynomials with real coefficients is not finite dimensional.
(For, if it were spanned by polynomials PI (x), P2(x), ..., Pk(x), and if the greatest
degree of these p/x) were, say, t, then all polynomials in lR[x] would have to be of
degree at most t, a blatant impossibility!)

Is the trivial subspace {(O, 0, ..., O)} of IRn finite dimensional?

One final remark. We have not yet defined the dimension of a finite dimensional vector
space! What should the dimension of, say, 1R3 be? And, surely, subspaces of finite
dimensional vector spaces are again finite dimensional? We shall answer these questions
in Chapter 9.

In many circumstances in mathematics it is natural to consider what amount to
linear combinations. As a first example, note that if 51 (x, y) = 0 and 52(x, y) = 0 are
two curves in the x-y plane then A

I
5

1
(x, y) + A252(x, y) = 0 is another curve passing

through their points of intersection.
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As a second example, recall that any linear combination of solutions of a given
homogeneous linear differential equation is again a solution. Somewhat deeper is
the following sort of 'converse' statement.

In 1739, in a letter to John Bernoulli, Leonhard Euler explained his method for
solving equations of the form of Example 5(iii). This- method gave him, in the caseof
equations of order n, n particular functions. Euler then asserted that, since the most
general solution of the given equation must contain n arbitrary constants, each
solution is a sum of these n functions, each multiplied by a constant. This would
seem to be the first published instance of linear combinations of functions being
used, although Bernoulli replied that he had obtained similar results in 1700!

Later ( I822) Fourier had occasion to represent certain functions by means of
infinte linear combinations when researching into heat flow in solid bodies. [Such
infinite sums require discussions of convergence and so are not dealt with in detail
here.]

The application presented below began a heated disputel" In 1806 Adrien-Marie
Lengendre gave the statement and the first published application of the method of
least squares. At once Gauss declared that he had been using this method since
1795.This outraged Legendre who did not see why Gauss, the 'Prince of
Mathematicians', should (also) want the glory due to others. [As usual the cause was
one of communication or, rather, Gauss's lack of it! His motto 'Few, but ripe'
summed up his attitude to publishing his work.]

Adrien-Marie Legendre (I 8 September 1752-9 January 1833) was born in Paris,
and in his early life was sufficiently well off financially that he did not need to work.
Nevertheless he taught mathematics at the Ecole Militaire from 1775 to 1780.
Whilst there he wrote an essay on ballisticswhich won the 1782 prize offered by
the Berlin Academy. His research fell into three areas: celestial mechanics, elliptic
functions and number theory. In the study of elliptic functions he was, for 40 years,
the sole important researcher; in number theory his attitude to proof again brought
him into conflict with Gauss. Briefly Gauss claimed for himself the first proof of the
famous law of quadratic reciprocity, asserting that all earlier proofs were incomplete.
Legendre claimed it on the grounds that he had indicated, in detail, how it could be
proved. Legendre was co-opted onto many committees, one being charged with
standardising the metre. His Elements of Geometry (1184), later copies of which
contained a proof of the irrationality of T?- (and, hence, of 17") remained a standard
substitute for Euclid for 100 years. Age~ 40, and with his 'small fortune' gone, he
married a 19-year-old girl who, he later stated, helped him put his affairs in order
and brought a tranquillity to his life which greatly helped him in his research. (I am
tempted to add Ill')

Application
There is a very nice application of the ideas of this chapter - in particular the concept of
column space of a matrix - to a problem of obvious practical importance.

"Sorry! Accidental pun!
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An experiment is carried out to determine the relationship, assumed linear, between

two measurable quantities x and y. Suppose that measurements (Xi' Yi) are as obtained
below and that we are seeking constants a and b such that y =ax + b is satisfied by all

pairs Xi' v;

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Xi 3.2 4.1 5.3 6.7 7.1 8.3 9.1

s. 7.2 8.4 9.9 11.3 12.1 13.3 14.2

Plotting the points (Xi' y) shows that no such a, b can exist! But, as the x, y are

themselves measured only approximately, we can try to find a straight line which 'most

nearly' passes through these points. How does one find such a line and, more important,

what criterion does one use to measure 'nearness'? [Before reading on try to find this
'best' line by eye. Then compare your choice with that determined below.]

For each i let us write Yi =aXi + b + r i so that r i measures the error in assuming that

Yi=aXi + b exactly. In matrix notation we can write this as Y =xu + R where

YI Xl r l

Y= Y2 x= X2 u=[:] and R= r2

: '

Y7 X7 r7

Our aim is to choose the vector R (= Y - XU) as small as possible. Note that

Xl· 1

x[:]=a ~2 +b ~ ,

x7

so that, if we let a, b range, over all of IR, we generate a (plane) subspace (S, say) of ~ 7
. It

is clear from Fig. 7.1 that R is as small as possible when it is perpendicular to S, that is, to
each vector .

This implies that

the zero scalar. Since this holds for each

the zero (2 xl) matrix. It follows that
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y

"""""""

v '~~""'"
-, XU

~------~w

Fig 7.1 v = []~ ] and w = [;]. R is shortest (Ro) when Uo is such that Ro is perpendicular

to the plane

In the present case we find that

T _ [3.02.14 43.8] d T )-1 T _ [1.1801 ]
X X - 43.8 7 an (X -X X Y - 3.5301 .

Thus, to place the most 'accurate' line through the points (xi' y) we should take
a= 1.18 ... andb=3.53 ....

In the above problem we needed the matrix XTX to be invertible. Have we any
right to expect it will always be?

Since, above, we have minimised the length -V (r~ + ri + ... + ri) of the vector R, the
above method is called the method of least squares. Looking at Fig. 7.1, one could argue
that other methods of minimising error might be employed, for example why not
minimise Irll + Ir2 /+ ... + Ir?l? The answer is merely one of ease of calculation.

The method can easily be adapted to finding best fitting planes, etc. and even to best
fitting curves like y = x2 by plotting log y against log x.

Another nice application of subspaces is concerned with coding theory aspects of data
communications but we can fairly leave our short discussion until Chapter 9.
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Summary
A subspace of a vector space V is just a non-empty subset S of V which forms a vector
space in its own right (with respect to the same set IF of scalars and the same E8 and °as
in V). By Theorem 1, S will be a subspace of V if and only if S is closed under E8 and o. V

itself and {Ov} are the two extreme examples in V. If VI' V2' ..., Vr are vectors in V the set
L of all linear combinations aiv i + a2v2 + ... + arvr (where the ai E IF) is a subspace of
V - in fact the smallest subspace of V containing all of VI' V2' ..., Yr. We then say that L is
spanned by VI' V2' ..., vr and write L = sp{v I , v2' ..., v.}, The row space (column
space) of the m x n matrix A is the subspace of ~n (~m) spanned by the rows (columns)
of A regarded as vectors in ~n (~m). The column space of A may also be thought of as the
image or range {Ax:x E ~n} of A. Likewise, the set {Ax:x E ~n and Ax =O} is a
subspace of ~n called the null space or kernel of A.

If V is itself spanned by a finite set of vectors from V we say that V is finite
dimensional. Most vector spaces considered in this book are finite dimensional. ~[x] is
just one example of many which is not finite dimensional.

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER 7

1. (a) Which of the following subsets of ~3 are subspaces of ~3?

(i) {(x, y, z): x + 2y + 3z =O}; (ii) {(x, y, z): x + 2y + 3z = I};

(iii) {(x, y, z): x2 + y2 =Z2}; (iv) {(x, y, 1): x, y E ~}; (v) {(x, y, z): x + 2y E Q};
(vi) {(x, x, x): 0 ~ x ~ I}; (vii) all of ~3 except for the single point (1, 1, 1).

(b) Is {(x, y, Z, t): x, y, Z, t E ~ and x =2y, x + y =Z+ t} a subspace of ~4?

2. Which of the following sets of polynomials is a subspace of ~[x]? (Include the zero
polynomial in each case.)
(i) The set of polynomials of degree ~ 10; (ii) the set of polynomials of degree ~ 10;
(iii) {a + bx + cx2 + dx':« + b + c + d = O}; (iv) {p(x): p(l) = p(5)};

(v) {p(x): p(l) = dp/dx(5)} [Note: dp/dx (s) is the value of dp/dx when x = s.];

(vi) {p(x): p(n) =0 for each n E 7L}. (Can you say which polynomials belong to this set");

(vii) {p(x):p(x) = -p(x) for all -1 < x < I}; (viii) {p(x): fo~(x)dx = OJ;

(ix) {p(x): the only real root of p(x) is I}.

3. (a) Which of the following subsets of the vector space M3(~) of 3 x 3 matrices with real
entries are subspaces of M3(~)?

(i) {A: detA =O}; (ii) {A: detA is an integer}; (iii) {A: A is invertible};
(iv) {A: A is upper triangular}; (v) {A: A is symmetric};
(vi) {A: A is skew symmetric}.

(b) Let Band C be fixed matrices in M3(~). Let S be the set of all those 3 x 3 matrices A
for which BAC = 03X3. Is S a subspace of M3(~)?

4. (a) Which of the following subsets are subspaces of the given spaces?
(i) The first quadrant in the x-y plane; (ii) the line y = 2x in the x-y plane; (iii) the
line y = 2x + 1 in the x-y plane; (iv) the plane 23x + 42y - 633z = 0 in x-y-z space;
(v) the plane 23x + 42y - 633z =0.000002 in x-y-z space.

(b) Is ~2 a subspace of ~3? [See Chapter 10.]
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5. Let ~ denote, as usual, the vector space of all functions j': IR~IR. Let 81 and 82 be,
respectively, the sets of solutions of the differential equations

Which, if either, of 81 and 82 is a subspace of~?

6. Show, generalising Example 1(vi), that the solution space of a set of non-homogeneous
equations is not a subspace of the appropriate IRn

.

7. (a) Confirm that Example l(iv) is not a subspace ofR4
•

(b) Show that the subset {(x, y): xy = O} of 1R2 is not a subspace of 1R2
•

(c) Is the set of all vectors in 1R3 which are orthogonal to (1, 2, 3) a subspace of 1R3?

[Hint: first get a picture in your mind.]
(d) Let 8 be a (non-empty) subset of the vector space V. Show that 8 is a subspace of V if

and only if, for all u, v E 8 and for all scalars a, f3 we have au + f3v E 8. Must 8
necessarily be a subspace of V if we are only told that, for all u, v E 8 and scalars a,
we have au + v E 8?

8. Generalise the column space part of Example 3(ii) as follows. Let 8 be a subspace of IRn

and A be an m X n matrix. Prove that the subset T = {Ax: x E 8} of IRm is a subspace of

IRm
• [Hint: let Y1 and Y2 E T. Then there are x1 and x2 E 8 such that Y1 = Ax1 and

Y2 = AX2' But then Yl E9 Y2 =A(x1 E9 x2)· Now xl E9 x2 E 8 (why?) Hence Yl E9 Y2 E T.
A similar argument shows that ax E Tfor each real number a.]

9. (a) Let 8 be the subset {(x, 0): x E IR and x> O} of 1R2
. Define III and D on 8 by:

(u, 0) ffi (v, 0) =(uv, 0) and a 8 (u, 0) =(ua
, 0) for a E IR. Show that 8 is a vector

space with respect to III and 8.
[Note, however, that we cannot accept 8 as a subspace of ~~2 since, for example,

the 'sum' (uv, 0) of (u, 0) and (v, 0) regarded as elements of S is not the same as their
sum, (u + v, 0), when they are regarded as elements of 1R2

. [Similar objections apply
to the two distinct scalar multiplications.]

(b) lR[x], the (real) vector space of polynomials in x with real coefficients, is quite
naturally regarded as a subset of C[x], the vector space of polynomials in x with
complex coefficients. But we may not think of lR[x] as a subspace of C[x] - unless
C[x] is being thought of (unnaturally?) as a vector space over IR rather than over C.
Why not?

10. Is [~ ~1 -i] a linear combination of

[ ~ ~ ~] and [~ ~ ~]?
1 1 0 0 1 1

11. Is either of (i) 9x3
- x2

- 6 or (ii) -4x + 6x3 a linear combination of 1 + x, 1 + 3x2 and
1+ x2 + x3?
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12. Complete Example 3(i).

13. Show that the vector space of arithmetic progressions is spanned by the two APs
(0, 1, 2,3, ) and (1, 1, 1, ...). Is it also spanned by the pair (1,2,3,4, ...) and
(0, 1,2,3, )?

14. (a) Let VI and V2 be vectors in 3-dimensional space. Describe geometrically the
conditions under which VI and V2 (i) span a plane, (ii) span just a line.

(b) Explain geometrically why one needs at least three vectors to span ~3.

15. Which of the following sets span (i) [R3; (ii) a plane in [R3? If the former, find as small a
subset as possible which spans 1R3; if the latter write the equation of the plane in the form
ax + by + cz = O.
(i) {(I, 2,3), (4, 5, 6), (7,8, 9)}; (ii) {(I, 2, 3), (4, 5, 6), (7,8, 10)}; (iii) {(I, 1,4),
(2,1,5), (0,1,3), (3, 2, 9), (1,1, I)}; (iv) {(I, 2,1), (8, 7, -1), (2,1, -1), (7, 8, I)}.

16. Do the vectors (1, -1,0,0), (0,1, -1, 0), (0,0,1, -1), (-1,0,0,1) span [R4?

17. Leta,b,cE IR. When does (a,b, c) E sp{(b,c,a),(c,a,b)}?

18. (a) Describe in the form {(x, y, z): ax + by + c: =O} the subspace of 1R3 spanned by
(1, -2,3) and (4, -5,6).

(b) Describe in similar form the subspace of 1R3 which is the intersection of the planes
determined by the equations (i) x + 2y + 3z= 0; (ii) 2x + 3y + z = o.

19. Exhibit a spanning set for 1R3 which contains 20 vectors.

20. Find a set of vectors in 1R4 which span the solution space of

-Xl -X2 +x3 + 2x4 =0
2xl + x2 + x3 - x4 = O.

Does the pair {(-16, 33, 5, 6), (-17,33,6, 5)} also span it?

21. Find a system of homogeneous linear equations in four variables for which the solution
space is spanned by the set {(I, 2,1,3), (1, 3, 2, 4)}.

22. Let A be the matrix

1 2 -1 1
1 1 2 -1
3 4 3 -1 :
1 4 -7 5
2 3 1 1

(i) find a spanning set for ker(A); (ii) find as small a set of (row) vectors as possible which
spans the row space of A. Repeat (ii) for the column space of A. Compare the sizes of
these spanning sets.

23. Show that [~] is in the column space of A = [~ ~1 ~ ~~] if and only if
c 1 2 2 1

7c - 5a - b = O. Deduce that the column space of A is spanned by
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24. For m x nand n x p matrices A and B show that column space (AB) ~ column space A.

25. Show that sp{ 1 + x, 2 + 2x + x2
, x2 + x3, 1 - x3} = ~3[x].

26. If u., u 2, u 3, U4E ~3 are such that (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0, 0,1) E sp(u., u 2, u3' u4} does
this mean that SP{Ul,u 2, u 3, u4} = ~3?

27. (a) Can you find four invertible matrices which together span M2(~)?

(b) Let A be a 2 x 2 matrix. Given that no set of three (2 x 2) matrices can span M2(lR),
explain why the set {A, A2, A3

, A4
} cannot span M2(~). [Hint: Cayley - ...]

28. Do 8= {(3, 2, 0, 2), (7, 2, -2,0), (4, 5, -2, 6)} and

T = {(1,2,1,3),(2,0,-1,-1),(-1,1,0,2),(5,4,3,5),(1,5, 7,9)}

span the same subspace of ~4? [Hint if each element of 8 lies in sp{T} then
sp{8} ~ sp{T}.]

29. Show that sp{(I, 2,4), (2, 5,8), (-1, 5, -4), (3,7, I)} = ~3. Find all subsets of three of
these vectors which also span 1R3

.

30. Given that u, v, w span a certain subspace 8 of the vector space V, show that
sp{u, u + v, u + v + w} =8.

31. (a) Let u, v, w be vectors in a vector space V. Show that sp{u, v, w} is the (unique)
smallest subspace of V containing u, v and w. [The corresponding result holds, of
course, for any number of given vectors.]

(b) Show that, if 81 and 82 are subspaces of the vector space V, then the set
{SI + S2:S1 E 81 and S2 E 82} - which we naturally denote by 81 + 82 - is a subspace
of V and is, in fact, the smallest subspace of V which contains both 81 and 82.

32. Find two vectors in ~4 which span 81 n 82 where 8 1 = {(x, y, z, t): x + y + z + t = O} and
82 = {(x, y, z, t): x + 2y + 3z + 4t =O}.

33. (a) Let 81, 82, ... , S; be a finite collection of subspaces of the vector space V. Prove that
their set-theoretic intersection n7=1 S, is a subspace of V.

(b) Show that if 81= {(x, 0): x E lR} and 52= {(O, y):y E lR} then 51 u 52is not a
subspace of ~2. [This set has been mentioned in an earlier question. Which?]

34. Prove the result in Example 5(ii).

35. Show that the space of Exercise 15 of Chapter 6 is not finite dimensional.
2

36. Find two functions which span the solution space of d .; - 6 dy + 5y =O.
dx dx

COMPUTER PACKAGE PROBLEMS

1. (a) Let VI = (535, -294,237,167), V2 = (628, -362,258, -135), v3 = (-357,177, -163,
-462), v4 = (-445,242,487,774). Determine whether or not v4 is a linear
combination of v I' v 2 and v3. [As an alternative to solving, if possible, the equation
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V4 =aVI + (3v2 + f'V3' the Maple command 'basis' throws out, from a given list, all
those vectors which are linear combinations of their predecessors.]

(b) Which of (267, -333,368,299, -213), (270, -177,277,379, -113), (235,101,100,
469,80),(-205,-392,449,-4,224),(230,50, 108,429,41),(259,-290,-417,483,
-37) are linear combinations of their predecessors?

(c) Show that (1009,1013,1019,1021), (2003,2011,2017,2027), (3001, 3011, 3019,
3023), (4001, 4003, 4007, 4013) span ~4. This can be done in 'Maple' by applying
the 'basis' option to the above set augmented by the four vectors (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0,
0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1) - and by more straightforward ways later!

-162 117 1266 142 100 920 105
214 410 1137 -931 400 -589 433?

(d) Is 311 in the range of the matrix 314 615 -805 310 -781 337 .

405 220 303 -709 220 -531 237

2. Let VI =(21, -41, -103, -164) and V2 =(93,79,65,316). Which pairs of vectors from
the set {(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, I)}, together with vIand v2' form a
spanning set for ~4?

3. Use your computer package to generate several 4 x 6 matrices. The 'basis' option
referred to above gives a spanning set of smallest possible size. Find the number of
elements in such a (minimal) spanning set for the row space and likewise for the column
space of each matrix. Do the results surprise you?

4. Let A be the matrix

[
535 -294 237 167]
628 -362 258 -135

and x be the vector (x, y, z, t)T. Find a pair of vectors in ~4 which span the solution space
ofAx=O.

5. Do the sets of vectors (i) {(499, 937, -246,1107), (452,1053, -373,1054), (365, 82,
179,729), (477, -1520,465, -821)} and (ii) {(134, 855, -425,378), (87, 971, -512,
325), (318,198,92,676), (564, -549, -47, -496), (231, -773, 604, 351)} span the same
subspace of ~4? [Use the 'basis' option on 'Maple' - see Problem 1 above - or its
equivalent. Enter the nine vectors first by entering set (i) before set (ii) and then set (ii)
before set (i).]

6. The Fibonacci sequence is the sequence 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, ... where each
term from the third onwards is the sum of the preceding two. Plot the points (1, 1), (2, 3),
(5, 8), (13, 21), ... etc. on a graph. Then use the 'least squares' option to find the straight
line which 'best fits': (i) these four points; (ii) the first n such points where n =5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10. What about the 'best plane' fitting the points (1, 1, 2), (3, 5, 8), (13, 21, 34), ...
etc.?



Chapter 7 showed the usefulness of being able to express each of an infinite set of 'vectors'
linearly in terms of a finite number of them. Here we aim to eliminate duplication of
expression via the concept of independence. (We simultaneously introduce the 'dual'
notion of dependence.) We then tie this up to Chapter 7 by showing (Theorem 1(a)) that,
in every linearly dependent set of vectors there exists at least one which is a linear
combination of the others. An easy test for linear (in)dependence follows from Theorem 2
which shows that elementary row operations performed on the rows of a matrix may change
the set of vectors but does not change their (in)dependence. Theorem 4, which shows that
any set of vectors may be replaced by a linearly independent subset spanning the same
subspace, prepares the way for the introduction of 'basis' in Chapter 9. A nice application
concerns the deciphering of (partly) garbled messages received from outer space.

In order to put the idea of dimension (see Chapter 9) on a firm footing - in particular to
help us understand how many 'really different' solutions there are to the system of
equations Ax = 0 or to a linear differential equation - we need to introduce the concepts
of linear dependence and linear independence of vectors.

In the particular case of vectors in 3-dimensional space these concepts arise as follows.
Suppose the vectors vI' V2' v3 in [R3 are such that vI and v2 span a plane (necessarily
through the origin). If V3 lies in this plane then v3 is expressible as a linear combination of
VI and v2: v3= a1v1+ a2v2' for suitable reals al and a2. (In the terminology of Chapter 7
v3 lies in sp{v l, v2}, the span of vI and v2.) If not, then no such expression is possible. In
the former case v3 is, in some sense, dependent on VI and v2 and we may write
a1v1+ a2~2 + (-1)v3= O. In the latter case the equality a1v1+ a2v2 + a3v3 = 0 is seen to
be possible only if al = a2 = a3 =0 (and then VI' v2 and v3 are, in the same sense,
independent).

PROBLEM 8.1

Justify the assertion just made, namely that if VI' v2 and v3 are not coplanar and

a1v1+ a2v2 + a3v3=0, then al = a2 = a3 =o. •
As a particular example we have the following.

Example I
(i) In [R3: if vJ = (1, 3,2), v2=(2, 0, -2) and v3=(5, 6, 1) then v3 lies in the plane

x - y + z =0 spanned by VI and v2 (so that v3 is, in the above sense, dependent on the
vectors VI and V2). On the other hand, v, =(5,6,2) e sptv., v2}· In fact VI' v2 and v3
satisfy the equality 4v1+ 3V2 - 2v3=0 (so that v3=2VI +1V2 E sp[v., V2})' whereas
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the equation alvI + azvz + a4v4 = 0 is satisfied only by choosing al = az = a4 = O.
[This can be checked by setting

from which we obtain

1aI + 2a2 + 5a3 0
3aI + 6a3 = 0
2aI 2a2 + 2a3 0

the only solution of which is al =a2 = a3 =O. Other methods will emerge later.]
(ii) The 'vector' (i.e. polynomial) 1 + x + x2 + x3 is dependent upon the 'vectors' (i.e.

polynomials) 1, 2 + 3x + 4x2+ 5x3, 3 - 4x - txz+ 2x3and x + x3 in lR[x] because, for
example,

16(1) + 3(2 + 3x + 4x2+ 5x3)- 1(3 - 4x - 7x2+ 2x3)+ 6(x + x3)
19(1 +x+x2+x3) = Z

(the zero polynomial).

PROBLEM 8.2

Let VI =(3,1,2), V2 = (4,2,3), v3= (0, -2, -1), v4= (1,1,3) E 1R3. Show that
v3 E sp{v I, V2' v4} but that v4 ~ sp{v I, v2' V3}' Describe this situation geometrically. •

From the above ideas we formulate a general definition.

• Definition I
Let Vbe a vector space over a given set of scalars IF. A non-empty set {VI' V2' ..., vs } of
vectors of V is said to be linearly dependent (over IF) if (and only if) there are, in IF, scalars

aI' a2' ..., as' not all zero, such that atvI + a2v2 + ... + asvs= O. Otherwise (that is, if
the equation alvI + a 2v2+ ... + asvs =0 has, as its only solution, al =a2 =... =as = 0)
the set {vI' V2' ... Vs} is said to be linearly independent (over IF). •

For convenience we shall write LI and LD as abbreviations for these two conditions.
Let us look immediately at some more examples.

Examples 2
(i) In 1R4 let u t =(-1,1,1,1), u2=(1, -1,1,1), U3 =(1,1, -1,1) and U4 =(1,1,1, -1).

Then {u., U2' U3' u4} is an LI set in 1R4 since, as you can easily check, from
atu 1 + a2u2+ a3u3 + a4u4= (0, 0, 0, 0) we are forced to conclude that
a 1 = a2 = a 3 = a4 =O. On the other hand, if VI =(-1, -1,1,1), v2 = (1, -1, -1,1),
V3 = (1, 1, -1, -1) and v4= (-1, 1, 1, -1) then {Vt, v2' V3' V4} is an LD set since, for
example, l v, + OV2+ Iv3+ OV4 = O.

(ii) The matrices
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[-11] [1 -1] [1 1] [1 1]1 ir 1 i r -1 ir 1-1
form an LI subset of Mz(~). On the other hand

[1 -1] [1 1][-1 1] [-1 -1]-1 l' -1 -1' 1 -1' 1 1
form an LD set. (Am I right? You should be able to check almost immediately!)

(iii) The general solution of the linear system

x+2y-z+4t = 0
3x+Sy+2z+8t =0

2x+Sy-7z+12t = 0

is of the form (-9a + 4b, Sa - 4b, a, b). Consequently the (vector) space of all

solutions is spanned by VI =(-9, S, 1,0) and Vz =(4, -4, 0,1). Clearly {VI' Vz} is an
LI subset of 1R4

. (Clearly? Well, from alVI + azVz = 0 {= (0, 0, 0, O)} you should be

able to deduce that al =az =0.)
(iv) In the real vector space C of complex numbers (see Example 11 of Chapter 6), the

set (of 'vectors') {I, i} is an LI set over ~, since the equation rl l + rzi = 0 (where

r l, rz E ~) forces rl = rz = O.
(v) The solution pair {e-x, e-3x} of the differential equation

forms an LI set. For, if al and az are real numbers such that ale-x + aze-
3x =Z, the

zero function (so that Z(~) =0 for all x), then, on putting, say, x =0 and then x =1,
we obtain all + a zl = 0 and ale-l + a ze-

3 = 0, from which al :::::: az = 0 immediately.
Similarly (I) the pair {e-X

, 2 e-x + 71 e-3x
} of functions forms an LI set but (II) the

triple {e-X
, e-3x , 2 e-x + 71 e-3x } of functions does not. [(I) is most easily checked

using Theorem 2 below; (II) is immediate.]

PROBLEM 8.3
Show, similarly, that the set of functions {eX, eZX, e3x

} is an LI set. •
Examples 2 (cont.)

(iv) (a) The single element subset {V} of the vector space V is LI if and only if v is not

the zero vector of V; (b) the set {VI' Vz} comprising two non-zero vectors is LI iff
neither VI nor Vz is a scalar multiple of the other. (See Exercise 18(a) and (b).)

As above, we may always determine the dependence or independence of a given set of
vectors by applying Definition 1 directly. For example, the coefficients used in Example
1(ii) can be obtained by rewriting

a(l) + b(2 + 3x + 4xz + 5x 3
) + c(3 - 4x -7x Z + 2x3

) +d(x + x3
) + e(1+ x + x Z + x 3

) = Z
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as

(a +2b +3c +e) + (3b - 4c +d +e)x + ... + (5b +2c +d +e)x3 =Z

so that

a +2b +3c +e =3b - 4c +d +e =... =5b + 2c +d +e =0,

and finding a particular solution for the resulting system of equations.
A useful variation of Definition 1 (cf. our opening paragraph) is given by the following

theorem.

• Theorem 1--------------------
(a) The set {VI' V2' ... , v s} of vectors in the vector space Vis LD if and only if some

vector Vi' say, is a linear combination f3I vI + f32v2 + ... + f3i-Ivi-I of its predecessors
(and then sp{v., ..., Vi' ... , Vs} =sp[v., ... , Vi' ... , Vs}).

[A is the standard symbol used to indicate that what is placed below it has been
removed from the list.]

(b) The set {VI' V2' ... , v s} of vectors is LI if and only if each vector in sp[v., v2' ... , v s}

is expressible in a unique way as a linear combination of VI' V2' ... , VS • •

PROBLEM 8.4

Let VI =(1,3,5), v 2 =(2, 4,6) and v 3 =(9,9,9). Show that (1, 1, 1) E splv., v 2} and
deduce that the set {VI' V2' v 3} is LD. •

We offer you a 'proof' of part (a) of Theorem 1 to show you how such an (obvious?)
assertion might formally be confirmed - and also to test your critical faculties. The
'proof' is incomplete. Why?

'PROOF'

(a) (if) Assume Vi = f3I vI + ... + f3i-Ivi-I. Then

Thus, since -1 -:t 0, {vI' V2' ... , Vs} is, by definition, an LD set.
(only if) Assume lYIVI + ... + lYsVs =0 with not all lYi =O. Let lYk be the 'last' non
zero lY (i.e. let k be the largest integer such that lYk -:t 0). Then

(b) We leave this to the reader (Exercise 25(a)).

The statement in (a), whilst easy to remember as written, is not quite good
enough. Can you see why not? [The answer is given in the exercises.]

•
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We make the following immediate observations, all sets mentioned being finite and
non-empty:

(i) any set S containing the zero vector is necessarily LD;
(ii) any subset T of an LI set S is LI;

(iii) if a subset T of a set S is LD then so is S.

PROOF
(i) Suppose S = {O, VI' .. ., vs } ' Let a be your favourite (non-zero) number. Then aO +

OV1 + ... + OVs = O. So, immediately, we see that S is an LD set.
We leave the proofs of (ii) and (iii) to the exercises.

Ought we to regard the empty set of vectors as LI, LD, both or neither?

A different way of checking some of Examples 1 and 2, without directly introducing
systems of equations, is via the following lovely theorem. The theorem shows that linear
dependence/independence of a collection of vectors is preserved if (i) the vectors are
given in a different order or if (ii) one (and hence any number of the vectors) is modified
by multiplication by a non-zero scalar or if (iii) any given vector is modified by adding to
it any multiple of any other of the given vectors.

• Theorem 2--------------------
Let So= {vI' ... , Vi' ... , Vj , ..., Vs} be a set of vectors in the vector space V. Let

Sl ={VI"'" v j , ... , Vi"'" Vs }

S2={vl,···,,8v i , · · · , v j , ... , Vs } (,8 ~ 0, a scalar)
S3 = {VI"'" Vi + 'YVj"'" vj ,... ,vs } (y any scalar).

Then
(i) each of the (four) Sk spans the same subspace of Vas any other;
(ii) either all the Sk are LI sets or all are LD sets.

QUESTION Do the changes made in passing from the set So to the sets Sl' S2 and S3
above remind you of anything? Answer: Elementary, my dear Watson."

PROOF
(For So and S3) If V=a1v 1+ ... + aiv i + ... +ajvj + + asvs E sp(So) then

V= a1v1+ ... +ai(vi + 'YVj)+'" + (a j -aiy)vj + +asvs E sP(S3)'

Hence sp(So) c sP(S3)'
Conversely, if w = k l VI + + k/vi + 'YVj) + ... + kjvj + ... + ksvs E sP(S3) then

w = k l VI + ... + kiVi + + (ki'Y+ kj)vj + ... + ksvs E sp(So)'

"Yes, I know, ... Sherlock Holmes never uttered this particular sequence of words!
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Hence sP(S3) ~ sp(So). We therefore have sp(So) = sP(S3)' as claimed.
To prove (ii) is somewhat easier. Suppose that So is an LI set. If

CIVI + ... + clvi + 1'Vj) + ... + CjVj + ... csvs= 0

then

(8.1)

CIVI + ... + ciVi + ... + (ciY+ cj)vj + ... + csvs=O.

We deduce that

cl = ... = ci = ... = (ciY + cj ) = ... = Cs= 0 (why?)

and hence that cj = 0 (how?). Therefore, from (8.1), S3 is an LI set. We leave the other
half of (ii) for you to prove. •

This theorem is quite helpful in practice.

Example 3
(i) Test the set {vI' V2' V3} for linear independence in ~5 where

v] = (2,0,-2,4,-6), V2 =(1,3,2,-3,4) and V3 =(5,6,1,0,-1).

Form successively, by elementary row operations, the matrices

[2 0-2 4 -6] [1 3 2 -3 4r2-tP2-2PI[1 3 2 -3

-~4]1 3 2 -:-3 4 PI ~P2 2 o -2 4 -6 ~ 0 -6 -6 10
5 6 1 o -1 ~ 5 6 1 0 -1 P3~P3-5PI 0 -9 -9 15 -21

I [1 3 2 -3 4] [1 32 -3 4]P2 ~-6P2 0 1 1 5 t P3-t P3+9P2 0 1 1 5 7-3 -3 3·
~ 0 -9 -9 15 -21 ~ 0 0 0 o 0

But {(I, 3,2, -3, 4), (0,1,1, -i, ~), (0,0,0,0, O)} is clearly an LO set in ~5 (why?).
Hence the original three vectors form an LO set in ~5. [Note that the equality
3v1 + 4V2 - 2v3=0 is not so immediate by this method.]

(ii) Test" {(-I, 1, 1, 1), (1, -1,1,1), (1,1, -1,1), (1,1,1, -I)} for linear independence.
Here, elementary row operations reduce the given matrix to

-1 1 1 1
o 1 1 0
o 0 -1 1·
000 1

(Remember that echelon form is not (usually) unique so you may obtain a different
echelon form from that given here. You should, of course reach the same conclusion
regarding LIlLO as I have.)

The claim now is that these vectors form an LI set. Indeed I can 'see' immediately
that they do since it is clearly impossible for any row of the matrix to be a linear

bef. the first four matrices in Example 2(ii) - it is essentially the same example.
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combination of any of the rows below 'it. Theorem l(a) is then immediately
applicable. Alternatively suppose that

a(-1,1,1,1) + (3(0,1,1,0) + ')'(0,0, -1, 1)+ 8(0,'0,0,1) == (0,0,0.,0). (8.2)

By comparing first components on each side of the equality we see that
a(-1) + f30 + ')to + 80 =0. Thus a =O. Feeding this information into (8.2) and
looking at second components in (8.2) gives 0(1) + f31 + )<)+ 80=0. Thus {3 =0.
Continuing in this way we next find 'Y = °and then 8:= o.

And finally:

(iii) Do {(2, 10, 1), (1, 7, 6), (1, 3, 0), (2, 3, -I)} span ~3? Here we first swap the first
two vectors, merely for convenience, and then reduce the resulting matrix

1 7 6 1 7 6
2 10 1

to echelon form obtaining
0 -4 -"11

1 3 0 0 ° 5
2 3 ---1 0 0 vQ

But the first three rows of this matrix already span ~3 (Exercise 14(a))./Consequently
so do the given vectors.

PROBLEM 8.5
Test, by the method of (ii) above, the set {(I, 1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 2, 2), (1, 2, 3, 3), (1,~2, 3, 4)}
forLIILD. •

We isolate here the property displayed in Examples 3(ii) and make a nice deduction
from it.

• Theorem 3-------------....--.-------
(a) Let B be any m x n matrix in echelon form. Then the non-zero rows'of B form an LI set.
(b) The n x n matrix A is invertible if and only if its rows, regarded as vectors in IRn

,

form an LI set.

We ask you to prove Theorem 3 as Exercise 27. '.
Examples 3 show how, given any set of vectors in 1R3 (or, moire generally, IRn

) one may
find a linearly independent set of vectors which span the same subspace: 'we form a
matrix with the given vectors as its rows, and then reduce this matrix to echelon form. By
Theorem 2(i), the non-zero rows of the reduced matrix have the same span as the given
set of vectors. And the echelon form itself ensures, as in Theorem 3(a), that the non-zero
rows are LI. Notice, however, that, in general, most of the original vectors are replaced by
new ones. For instance, in Example 3(ii) the given vectors (-1, 1, 1, 1), (-1, -'I, 1, 1),
(1,1, -1,1), (1,1,1, -1) are replaced by the Vectors (-1,1,1,1), (0,1,1,0) (0,0, -1,1)
and (0, 0, 0, 1). In fact we can do better than this as the next result shows.

• Theorem 4-----.......----.....-----------
Given vectors {VI' V2' ... , vs } in a vector space V, there exists an LI subset of them which
spans the same subspace of V.



•
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[Informally the proof says: go through the given list of vectors and kick out (i) every
zero vector and then (ii) every one which is a linear combination of its predecessors.

What is left over is what is required!]

PROOF
If {v I} is an LD subset [in other words if v I = 0] throw vI away. Otherwise keep it. In

general: suppose we already know that sp [v., ..., v.) =SP{Vil, ..., v ik } where

{Vi!, ..., v ik } is an LI subset of {VI' , v.}. Then:

(i) ifvt+l E sp[v., , v.} = sP{vil' , v ik } throwaway vt+l;
(ii) ifvt+l ~ SP{VI' , v.} = SP{Vil' , v ik } retain vt+l.
In case (ii) sp [v., v2' v t ' vt+l} = SP{Vil, Vi2' ..., Vik' Vt+l} and the set {ViI' Vi2' ..., Vik'

Vt+l} is LI. [For, if it were not, then, by Theorem l(a), one of the ViI' Vi2' ..., Vik' vt+l
would be a linear combination of its predecessors. But none of the vir (1 ~ r ~ k) is such a

linear combination (why not?) and nor, by choice, is Vt+l a linear combination of the

ViI' Vi2' ... , V ik·]

If all the Vi =0 it appears, from Theorem 4, that the zero subspace is spanned by
... the empty set! Is this reasonable?

The following example shows how Theorem 4 works in practice.

Example 4
Find a subset of the vectors (1, -2,3,1), (2,2, -2,1), (5, 2, -1,3), (11, 2,1,7),
(2, 8, 2, 3) which is LI and spans the same subspace of[R4.

Starting with

1 -2 3
2 2 -2
5 2 -1 3 ,
11 2 1 7
2 8 2 3

use row operations to obtain successively

1 -2 3 1 1 -2 3 1
0 6 -8 -1 0 -6 -8 -1
0 12 -16 -2 and 0 0 0 o .
0 24 -32 -4 0 0 0 0
0 12 -4 1 0 0 12 3

Clearly rows 1, 2 and 5 are LI here. Thus the same is true of the original vectors. That is,
{(I, -2, 3, 1), (2, 2, -2, 1), (2, 8, 2, 3)} is an LI subset of the original set of vectors.

[Note that, for this method to succeed, each row operation of type S3 (in Theorem 2)

must only modify a row by adding a multiple of an earlier one. Can you see why?]
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An alternative procedure to that given above is as follows:
(i) write the given vectors as the columns of a matrix:

125
-2 2 2
3 -2 -1
113

11 2
2 8
12'
7 3

(ii) apply row operations to (row) echelon this matrix, to get

1 2 5 11 2
o 6 12 24 12
o 0 0 0 12'
o 0 0 0 0

(iii) observe that the non-zero rows 'begin' in columns 1, 2 and 5. 'Therefore', of the
original vectors, those required are the first, second and fifth!

Why does this work? (The answer is in Exercise 31.)

It is not particularly easyto separate comments on (in)dependence from remarks
on spanning (Chapter 7), especiallywhen one knows that a minimal spanning set
must also be linearly independent (see Exercise 25(b)) so perhaps it is no surprise
that when Euler gave his general solution to a homogeneous linear differential
equation of order n as a linear combination of n particular functions, he forgot to
require explicitly that the n particular functions be linearly independent.

Early writers on the theory of linear systems often considered (n x n) systems
where there are equal numbers of equations and unknowns. Because they had no
notion of the (in)dependence of equations they were often reduced to saying, in
cases where no unique solution existed, that 'the problem set is ill-posed'!

The concept of linear independence is so clear in Hamilton's quatemions (see pp. 50,
101: surely no non-trivial linear combination of I, i, j and k can be zero?) that the
concept does not need emphasising. The notion is, however, present in Grassmann's
( I862) Ausdehnungs/ehre and explicitly defined in Peano's work of 1888.The idea of
linear (in)dependence is also very much present or explicitly defined in the number
theoretic works of Weierstrass and Dedekind towards the end of the 19th century.

An intriguing problem, clearly concerned in some way with linear dependence, is
what is called Cramer's paradox. (It was known earlier to Euler.) In general, two
plane curves 5I(x, y) = 0 and S2(x, y) = 0 each of the degree n will meet in n2 points.
But we noted in Chapter 5 that an nth degree curve can be specified by any
[n(n + 3)J/2 points on it. Now, for n > 3, n2 > [n(n + 3)J/2 so there will be 'too
many' equations to be satisfied if we try to find other curves passing through the n2

points of intersection.
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Application:'
Coded messages sent back from space probes are conveniently transmitted as sequences
or 'words' of Os and Is, for example 0100 1110 .... In transmission, 'noise' may
interfere with the signal so that an 'incorrect' codeword is received. To counter this one
may send each" codeword in triplicate (so that, if ot'OOO1100100 is received, one might
reasonably infer that 0100 was sent). But multiple repeating is expensive and one wishes
to find a better way of detecting (and" correcting) errors than by mere brute force.

One way to do this is to use a generator matrix, for example

G=[~l
where, say, A is the 3 x 4 matrix

[
1 1 0 1]
f 0 1 1.
o 1 1 1

We send the message, say, m = [0 1 1 O]T as the codeword
Got =[0 1- 1 0 1 1 O]T (the matrix product of G and m) where we treat 0 and 1
as ordinary integers except that we define 1 + 1 to be o. [That is, we are using the integers
'mod 2' ,Just-like the 24-hour clock uses the integers mod 24.] Thus the last entry in Gm
is'

'0.0+ 1.1 + 1.1 + 1.0=0+ 1 +1 +0=0.

In fact, for each n, the set of all such n-tuples of Os and 1s turns out to be a vector
space using the integers mod 2 as scalars. Thus the whole of vector space theory is
available to us.

Suppose we let Rm be the 7-tuple received when Gm above is sent. If Rm = Gm
(though, of course, we cannot know if it is or not!) then the first four symbols of Rm are
m itself. If Rm 'I:. Gm we have to try and recover m from the garbled received word Rm.

We do this using the parity check matrix P = [A 13] . If Rm =Gm we see that

o
o

P(Rm) = P(Gm) = (PG)m = (A + A)m = 03X4 m = 0 .

o

Thus the parity check,matrix tells us whether or not the received word Rm is a legitimate
codeword. If it is - and if the entries in every two distinct codewords differ in at least k
places (so that every two Got are distance at least k apart) - we may reasonably infer, if k
is large, that the receivedword Rm is identical to the codeword sent, namely Gm. If
P(Rm) =f.0 we know that Rm is not an official codeword. Nevertheless, by studying the
(so-called syndrome) vector P(Rm) we may - if k is large enough·- conclude which
codeword Gm is the most likely to have been sent.

Unfortunately there is no room to develop this here except to say that of all possible
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codes these linear (or group) codes in which the n-symbol codewords form a subspace
of the vector space of all n-tuples of Os and 1s are very agreeable to work with.
Nevertheless there is, even here, an unsolved problem. It can be shown that the minimum
distance k "between codewords in a linear code is equal to the least number of columns of
the parity check matrix which can form an LD set of vectors. Apparently no uniform way
is known of determining this number efficiently in all cases.

Incidentally the code determined by G above is the Hamming (7,4) code. It is single
error correcting and considerably more efficient than the triply repeated code of the first
paragraph.

Summary
A non-empty set C = {VI' V2' ••. , v s } of vectors in a vector space V is linearly
independent (LI) if and only if the only scalars {Xi for which {XlVI + (X2v2 + ... + {Xsvs =0
are all O. C is linearly dependent (LD) if and only if C is not LI. -Onecan show that Cis
LD if and only if either C contains the zero vector 0vor (at least) one of its members is a
linear combination of its predecessors.

The set R, say, of row vectors of the m x n matrix A can be tested for linear
(in)dependence by reducing the matrix to echelon form. If one (and hence all- see
Chapter 9) of the echelon forms of A has (at least) one row of zeros then R is LD.
Otherwise it is LI. Even if R is LD one can extract from R an LI subset of R which spans
the same subspace of ~n. [This result is provable just as easily for any vector space.]

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER 8

1. Are the following sets of vectors LD or are they LI?
In ~3 : (a) {(0, -1, 1), (1, 0, -1), (-1, 1, O)} ; (b) {(0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0)};
(c) {(I, 2, 3), (4, 5, 6), (7,8, 9)}; (d) {(-I, 2, -3), (4, -5,6), (-7,8, -9)};
(e) {(I, 2, 3), (4, 5, 6), (9, 8, 7)}; (f) {(~1, ~2, ~3), (~4, ~5, ~6), C~7, ~8, ~9)}.
In ~5: (g) {(I, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1,1,1, 1,0), (1,1,1,0,0), (1,1,0,0,0), (1,0,0,0, O)}.

2. (a) For which scalars k is {(I, -1, 2), (2, -3, k), (4, 2, I)} an LI set?
(b) For which scalars k is {(k, 1,0), (1, 0, k), (0, k, I)} an LI set?

3. Are the following sets of vectors (polynomials) in ~[x] LD or are they LI?
(a) {-x + x2

, 1 - x2
, -1 + x}; (b) {x + x2

, 1 + x2
, 1 +x}; (c) {x};

(d) {3 + 8x + 2x2 + 2x3
, 1+ 2x - 2x2 + 2x3

, 1 - 2x + 3x2 + x3
} .

4. Is the subset {[i i ~J[~ i iJ[: : ~J[~ : :J[~ ! ~]} of M3(R) LI?

5. Write all solutions of

2x- y+2z-6t =0
7x+4y-2z-9t=0

x+2y-2z+t = 0

as a linear combination of two solutions VI' V2 where {vI' V2} is an LI set.
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6. (a) Show that the vectors VI =(2, 3, 1, 4), v2 =(1, -2, 0, 2) and v3 =(3, 0, 1, 5) form an
LI set in [R4. Find, if possible, a fourth vector V4=(a, b, c, d) in [R4 such that

{VI' v2' v3' v4} is an LI set in 1R4 and such that (i) three of a, b, c, d are zero; (ii) none
of a, b, c, d is zero; (iii) a =C =°and b =d.

(b) Can you find vectors v4 and Vs in [R4 which, together with VI' V2 and v3 from part (a),
form an LI set in [R4?

7. Let VI =(1, -2, 4, 1), v2=(-2, 1, -3, -1) and v3=(6,3, -1, 1). Show that each pair of

these vectors forms an LI set in 1R4 but that the set {v I' V2' V3} is an LO set. Find two

vectors V4 and Vs such that {VI' V2' V4' vs} is an LI set. Will either of {VI' v3' V4' vs} and
{v2, v3' V4' vs} then also be an LI set? [Hint: think geometrically of sp{v., v2}, sp{v l, v3}
and SP{V2' v3}.]

8. (a) Show that the set of vectors {(a, (3, 'Y), (a, b, c), (A, B, C)} in 1R3 are LI if and only if

the determinant : ~ :::/:. o. Deduce that [: ~ :] is invertible if and only if
ABC ABC

{(a, (3, 'Y), (a, b, c), (A, B, C)} is an LI set.

(b) Let A =[~ ~1 ~1]. Are the rows of AS8 independent (in [R3)?

-1 1 1

9. Test, by the methods of the preceding example, the subset {(1, -2, 4,3), (-2,1,2, -1),
(-4, -2,10, -4), (-1,1,14, Oj} for linear (in)dependence.

10. In Exercise 8 above show that the set {(a, (3, 'Y), (a, b, c), (A, B, C)} of vectors is LI if
and only if the set {(a, a, A), ({3, b, B), ('Y, c, C)} is LI.

11. Show that the set {(I, a, a2
) , (1, b, b2

) , (1, C, c2
) } is LI if and only if a, b and C are all distinct.

12. Test for LOlLI by the methods of Example 2, the sets:
(i) {(-1,2, 1,2), (2, -3, 2,3), (3,4, -3, 4), (4, 5,4, -5)};

(ii) {(-I, 2, -1, 2, 1), (2, -3,2, -3, 2), (3, 4, -3, 4, -3)}.

13. Repeat Exercise 12 on the sets:

(i) {1 + 2x + 2x2 + 3x3
, 3 + 3x + 4x2 + 4x3

, 4 + 4x + 5x2 + 5x3
, 5 + 5x + 5x2 + 6x3

} ;

(ii) {[~1 ~J.[~ ~3J.[!3 :J.[: ~5 ]}.
14. (a) Complete the proof of Example 3(iii);

(b) apply the method of Example 3(iii) to determine whether or not the following set
spans [R3: {(1, 3, -3), (4, 9, -3), (5, 8, 6), (3, 4, 6), (5, 7, 9)}.

15. Let VI' V2' V3 be a set of non-zero vectors in a vector space V such that VI.V2=0,
V2.V3 = 0, V3.VI = 0. Prove that the set {VI' V2' v3} is LI. [Hint: assuming that

alvI + a2v2+ a3v3=0 look at vl.(alv i + a2v2 + a 3v3)=VI.O =°= alvl.vl.]

16. Give a geometric argument to show that any set of three vectors in [R2 (any set of four
vectors in [R3) is LD.

17. Show, by converting the problem into one of solving a system of m homogeneous
equations in n unknowns, that, if m < n, then any set of n vectors in [Rm must be LD.
Deduce that if, in IRt

, one can find a set of s linearly independent vectors, then t;;::: s.
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18. (a) Prove that any set {V} containing one non-zero vector is LI. [Hint: use Exercise 25 of
Chapter 6.]

(b) Prove that a set containing precisely two non-zero vectors is LD if and only if each
vector is a scalar multiple of the other.

(c) Show that Theorem l(a) fails if s =2, VI =0 and V2 ":1- O. And what if s = I? Rewrite
Theorem l(a) and its 'proof' to incorporate these extra cases.

19. (a) Let {VI' V2' V3} be an LI set of vectors in the vector space V. Are the following
subsets of V also necessarily linearly independent? (i) {VI+ "2' V2 + V3' V3 + VI};
(ii) {VI- v2' V2 - V3' V3 - VI}' [Hint for (i): does al(vi + v2) + a2(v2+ v3) +
a3(v3 + VI)=0 necessarily imply al =a2 =a3 =O?]

(b) Let {VI' v2' V3' v4 } be an LI subset in the vector space V. Are the following subsets of
V also necessarily linearly independent? (i) {v I + V2' V2+ V3' V3+ V4' V4 + VI};
(ii) {VI- v2' v2- v3' v3 - v4' v4 - VI}·

20. Give proofs of the following two statements, made earlier (p. 131), concerning non
empty subsets Sand T of a vector space V:

(i) any subset T of an LI set S is LI;
(ii) if a subset T of a set S is LD then so is S.

[Hint for (i): if T= {VI' V2' , v.} ~ {VI' V2' ..., V t• • . , Vs } = S and if aIvl + a2v2 + ...
+ atvt = 0 then atvi + a2v2 + + atvt + ... + OVs = O. But S is LI. ...]

21. Explain why it is not sensible to talk - as one sometimes might be tempted to - of 'a set
of linearly (in)dependent vectors' .

22. To prove a set of functions {fi,/2' .. .,Ir} (in the vector space jj, say) is LI we must show
that, if aliI + a2/2 + ... + a.f'; =Z (the zero function) then al = l~2 =... =a r =O. By
taking, as in Example 2(v), several specific values for x, show that the following sets of
vectors in ~ are LI: (i) {sin x, sin 2x, sin 3x}; (ii) {sin x, cos x, sin 2x, cos 2x};

(iii) {x, cos x}; (iv) {e",xe",x2ex
} [Notes: (i), (ii) extend to any number of sines - and

cosines - (iv) exhibits independent solutions to

23. Let each off, g, h be twice differentiable functions from ~ to IR and letI' andI" (etc.)
denote the first and second derivatives of'j'(etc.). It can be shown that if the determinant

h
h' ":I- Z (the zero function)

I g
w = I' g'

I" g" h"

then if, g, h} is an LI set. This determinant is the Wronskianc
of,f, g and h. Now show

that the sets of functions in Exercise 22(i), (iii) and (iv) are LI.

24. LetA be an n X n matrix and Van n-vector such that A'v =0 whilst Ak-1V ":I- O. Show that
{v, Av, A2v, ..., Ak-1V} is an LI set. [Hint: from

"Josef Maria Hoene-Wronski, 23 August 1776-8 August 1853.
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deduce Ak- 1U == aotik-IV = 0.]

2S~ (a) Let VI' V2' ..., v, be vectors in the vector space V. Show that {VI' V2' ..., v.} is
an LI set if and only if each element v in sp{vI, V2' ..., vr } is expressible

uniquely as a linear combination of VI' V2' . . 0.' Vr: [Hint: the difference of two
linearcombinations for v gives a linear combination for 0.]

(b) Prove that if S,= sP{vI' V2' .... , vs} and if no proper subset of {VI' V2' ... , Vs} also
spans S, then {VI' V2' ... , vs } is an LI set. [Hint: assume {VI' V2' ..., vs } is LD. and
obtain a contradiction.]

26. Prove that if SI and 82 are two subspaces of a vector space V such that SI (1 S2 = {O}, and

if {OI, ~, · .. , or} and {VI' V2' ..• , vsl are LI sets in 81 and S2 respectively, then

{Ill' U2_' ..., u., VI.' V2' · · ., vs } is,an LI set in V.

27. Prove Theorem 3. [For (b} see Exercise 8 above.]

28. (a) Let S be the subspace of 1R4 spanned by the set T ={(1, 1, 2, 1), (2, -1, 1, 2),
(4, -5, -1, 4), (5,_ -1, 4, 5) and (8, -7, 1, 7)}. Find an 1.J subset of T spanning the
same subspace. Is S = 1R4?

(b) Do the following polynomials span 1R3[xl=2 + x + 3x3
, 3 - x + 2x2 + 5x3

, 3 - 4x +
4~ + 8x3

, 3 + ~ + 6x3
, 4 - x + 2x2?

29. Let A be an m x n matrix in echelon form with k non-zero rows where k is the minimum
of m and n. Show that (i) if m ~ n then the rows of A form an LI set; (ii) if n ~ m then the
rows. ofA span (Rn..

30. find an LI subset of the following set of vectors which spans the same subspace of 1R4
:

{(-I, 2,1,2), (2, -3,2,1), (4, -3,16,17), (2, -1,10,11), (-1, 3,5, 5)}.

31. (a) Let Cit' Ci2, ••• , cik be columns of the m x n matrix A. Show that if row operations are
applied toA thereby producing new columns d iI , d i2, ••• , d ik then {C iI' ci2' •.. , Cik} is
an LD set if and only if {diI , d iZ' •.• , dik } is an LD set. [Hint: this is part of Theorem
3 of Chapter 9.]

(b) Use (a).to explain the alternative method which was given for dealing with Example 4.

COMPUTER PACKAGE PROBLEMS

1. (a) Show that the ser' of vectors

E =(364, 336., 333, 325, 310),
W =(375, 365, 302, 291, 270),

A = (334,311,307,304,299),
P = (337,280,274,271,260)

form an LI subset of IRs.
(b) Show that the set {(103, 117,255,500,123), (-212, 235, 212, -600,345),

(-420,436,-146,-105,999),(-65, 177,233,-101,234),(123,231,312,588, 153)}
of vectors is an LD subset of IRs.

(c) Find an LI subset of this set which contains the final three vectors.

dThe components of these vectors will be recognised instantly by followers of English, Australian, West Indian
and Pakistani test match cricket!
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2. Is Da[~ 1:J.[}7 :1J.[6: ;:6] an LI subset of M2(~)?
3. Can you find nine successive primes Pt' P2' . · .,P9 such that (PI' J'2'P3)' (P4' P5'P6),

(P7' Ps, P9) is an LD subset of (R3?

4. Determine whether or not there are positive integers (primes if possible) a, b such that
{(2, 3,5,7,11), (13,17,19,23,29), (31, 37,41,43,47), (53, 59, 61, 67, 71),
(a, 79, 83, 89, b)} is an LD set of vectors in (R5.

5. Find integers a, {3, 1', 0 (all positive, if possible) such that

a(123+312x +231x2)+{3(132 +213x+321x2) =1'(231+123x+312x2)+
0(321+132x+213x2)

in (R2[x].

6. Repeat Problem 7.4 of Chapter 7 by finding t~~ reduced (row) echelon form of the
appropriate matrices. Is the ordinary (row) echelon form of any use here?



This chapter combines the ideas of spanning and independence introduced in Chapters 7
and 8 by defining the concept of 'basis'. By means of a basis B each vector in a vector
space V can be expressed - and uniquely so - as a (finite) linear combination of the
elements of B. Because of Theorem 2, the basis concept also permits us to give a clear
definition of 'dimension'. This allows us to define both the row rank and the column rank
of any given m x n matrix A, say. These ranks tum out to be equal and intimately
connected with the number of 'really different' solutions of the linear system Ax =0, as
described in the famous formula in Corollary 1.

The concept of (finite) basis is important in linear programming problems (which are
often concerned with maximising production and minimising cost).

All vector spaces can be shown to have a basis. We shall deal mainly with finite bases
but many infinite dimensional vector spaces are of fundamental importance in
mathematics and mathematical physics.

When studying problems involving points lying or moving in a plane or in space it is
useful to be able to identify such points by coordinates. In the plane we may choose
coordinates in several ways, the most familiar being cartesian coordinates x, y and polar
coordinates r, {} as in Figs 9.1 and 9.2. Sometimes it is convenient to use oblique
coordinates, as in Fig. 9.3. There are occasions when each is to be preferred to the others,
but the key thing to note is that, in each system, we need exactly two measurements
(namely a and b or rand {} or (a - b/2) and b/2) to determine a point precisely.

Similar remarks apply to problems in 3-dimensional space where it may be convenient
to specify the position of a point by giving its cartesian coordinates (a, b, c), it cylindrical
polar coordinates (r, {}, z) or its spherical polar coordinates (r, {}, 4». Here we need
precisely three measurements to tie down exactly the position of a point.

How many 'measurements' does it take to determine uniquely an AP (arithmetic

bf--------------e (a, b)

(0, 1)

-(1,0) a

Fig 9.1 (Q, b) =Q (I, 0) + b (0, I)
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(a, b) = (r, {))

Fig 9.2

(1,2)

(1,0)

-----------------, (a, b) = [a - ~, ~]
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

Fig 9.3 (a, b) = (a - b/2)( 1,0) + b/2(I, 2) = [a - b/2, b/2]

progression)? The answer is 'two'. For let A =(a, a + d, a + 2d, a + 3d, ...) be any AP. It
is clear that A is completely determined by the two numbers a and d.

And now for a harder problem! How many of the numbers a, b, c, ..., h,j must one
specify in order to determine (uniquely) the magic square

abc
d e f?
g h j

Clearly the answer is not 9. (Why not?) Is it 2? (!?) [After all we must have

a+b+c=d+e+ I> ...=c+!+ j=a+e+ j=c+e+g

which seems to be equivalent to seven homogeneous equations in nine unknowns.] So,
what is the answer? We shall see later.

We can explain why the number of 'measurements' are 2,3 and 2 in the examples
given above in another way. Consider, in Fig. 9.1, the point (a, b). If we identify (a, b)

with the vector v which joins (0, 0) to (a, b) and if we let x denote the vector joining
(0, 0) to (1, 0) and y the vector joining (0, 0) to (0, 1), then we may write v = ax + by.

Likewise, in Fig. 9.3, it seems that, if we let sand t denote the vectors joining (0, 0) to
(1,0) and (0,0) to (1, 2) respectively, then v = (a, b) = (a - b/2)s + b/2t. Thus, if we think
of x and y (in the first case) and sand t (in the second case) as 'basic measuring units' ,
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we see that the pairs of measurements required to specify v, namely a, b and (a - b/2),
b/2 respectively, describe the amounts of basic units we need to add together to obtain v.
It then seems reasonable to describe the pairs (a, b) and [(a - b/2), b/2] as the
'coordinates' of v with respect to the pairs of basic units x, y and s, t respectively.

What basic measuring units can we take in the case of the vector space of all APs?
Since

A =(a,a+d,a+2d,a+3d, ... ) =a(I,I,I,I, ... )+d(0,1,2,3, ... )

we see that (1, 1, 1, 1, ...) and (0, 1, 2, 3, ...) may be taken as basic units, the
'coordinates' of A being, then, a and d.

PROBLEM 9.1

Show that (-17, -13, -9, -5, ...) and (-~,~, 1,~, 1, ...)are APs which may be taken as a
pair of basic measuring units. Find the coordinates of (a, a + d, a + 2d, a + 3d, ...) with
respect to these units. •

PROBLEM 9.2

Write (1, 1, 1, ...) in at least three ways as a linear combination of the APs (0, 1, 2, ...),
(1,2,3, ...) and (101,201,301, ...). •

What the above examples, namely 2-dimensional space and the vector space of APs,
appear to suggest is that in any vector space V it might be possible to express each
element uniquely in terms of the members of a basic set and that each such basic set for V

contains the same number of vectors.
We shall show that this is indeed the case. We begin with an appropriate definition .

• Definition I
Let B = {VI' V2' ... , vs } be a set of vectors in the vector space V. B is called a basis of Vif
and only if both of the following conditions hold:
(i) sp{B} =V (i.e. every vector can be expressed as a linear combination of vectors from

{VI' V2' ... , vs } ) and
(ii) the set B is a linearly independent set. •

Note that this definition does exactly what we want because (i) says that all elements of
V are expressible in terms of VI' V2' ... , Vs and (ii) tells us that such an expression is
unique (by Theorem 1(b) of Chapter 8). [If v E V is expressible as v = a IVI + 'a2v2 + ...
+ asvs then the aI' a2' ..., as which are uniquely determined by V are called the
coordinates of V with respect to the basis B. Of course the coordinates of v can be
expected to change from one basis to another. (See Problem 9.1 and Exercise 9.) Let us
give some examples.

Examples I
(i) In ~3 the set {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, I)} constitutes a basis. So do {(3, -1, 6),

(2, 7, 0), (1, 2, I)}, {(e, 1T, 1), (1T, 1, e), (1, e, 1T)} (are you sure?), and {(-~, -t;, ~),

(Jf-, fl, ~), (-~, i4, ...:.-M)} (surely?) [Furthermore I am prepared to believe (though I
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have not checked it!) that any three of these last nine vectors forms a basis for ~3.]
How might one prove these assertions? We resort to Theorem 2 of Chapter 8. For

example, for the set {(3, -1, 6), (2, 7, 0), (1, 2, I)} we could form the matrix

[~ ~1 ~]
and obtain (by devious means - to preserve integer entries!) the echelon form

[ ~ ~1 -~4].
o 0 -5

One sees immediately, as in Example 3(i) and (iii) of Chapter 8, that these three row
vectors (a) form an LI set and (b) span ~3. Hence, by Theorem 2 of Chapter 8, the
given set of vectors is both LI and spans ~3. That is, the set {(3, .; 1, 6), (2, 7, 0),
(1, 2, I)} is a basis for ~3.

(ii) Likewise {(I, 0, 0, ..., 0), (0, 1, 0, ..., 0), ..., (0, 0, 0, ..., I)} where the ith vector
in this list is an n-tuple with a '1' in the ith position and Oseverywhere else, forms a
basis for ~n. It is called the standard basis for ~n.

(iii) The set {e-X
, e- 3x

} containing two functions is a basis for the solution space of the
second-order differential equation

And so is {e-X + e-3x
, 2 e-x

- 3 e-3x
} - and (infinitely) many others! (Cf. Example

2(v) of Chapter 8.)
(iv) The subspace S == {(x, y, z): 3x + y + 5z =O} of 1R3 has basis {(I, -3, 0), (0, -5, I)}

since (x, y, z) E S if and only if

(x,y,z) = (x, -3x - Sz, z) = x(I,-3,0) + z(O, -5, 1)

where x and z can take any values in IR. Thus B = {(I, -3, 0), (0, -5, I)} certainly
spans S. And since, from a(l, -3, 0) + (3(0, -5, 1) = (0, 0, 0), we are forced to
conclude that a = {3 = 0, we see that B is also an LI set, hence a basis.

(v) The subspace T=, {(x, y, z, t): x + 2y + 3z =y + 2z + 3t =O} likewise has basis
{(I, -2, 1, 0), (6, -3, 0, I)} since the equations x + 2y + 3z == y + 2z + 3t = 0 imply
that y = -2z - 3t and x = z + 6t so that (x, y, z, t) = (z + 6t, -2z - 3t, Z, t). Of course
(of course?) {(I, -2, 1, 0), (6, -3, 0, I)} is an LI set.

(vi) The subspace U of 1R3[x] comprising polynomials p for which p( -1) =0 has basis
{I +x3

, x _x3
, Xl +x3

} since, ifp(x) =a + bx + cX2 + dx3
, then p(-I) =a - b + c - d= O.

Consequently p E U if and only if
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Thus 1 + X3, X - X
3, :l- + x3 certainly span U. We leave it to you to prove that if

a(l + x3) + b(x - x3
) + c(:l-+ x3) = Z (the zero polynomial) then a = b = c = 0; that

is {(I + x3
) , (x - x3

) , (x2 + x3
) } is an LI set. Consequently these three polynomials

together form a basis for U.
(vii) {(I, 2, 3), (1, 3, 5), (2,4,8), (11,11, 100)} is not a basis for 1R3

. (Do you have any

feeling why it cannot be? In due course, see Corollary 2.) Nor (for a totally different
reason, namely ...? - but see the same corollary!) is {(I, 2, 3), (2,4, 8)}.

(viii) {I, i} is a basis for the set C of complex numbers when it is regarded as a vector
space over the field of real numbers IR - since (I) each c E C is expressible in the

form c = a 1 + {3i and (II) c = 0 implies that a = {3 = O. {7T - 2fi, e - fb} is also a basis
for C. (Prove it!) Indeed {a + bi, c + di} is a basis for Cover IR if and only if ...?

(See Exercise 6.)

PROBLEM 9.3

Find the coordinates of 1 + Oiand 0 + 1i in terms of the basis {7T- 2fi, e - foi}. •

Examples I (cont.)
(ix) Theorem 4 of Chapter 8 implies that each finite dimensional vector space V must

have a (finite) basis. [For, since V is finite dimensional, it has, by Definition 4 of
Chapter 7, a finite spanning set G, say. But then Theorem 4 tells us that we can find a
finite subset of G which both spans V and is L1.]

Of course, lR[x] cannot have a finite basis. Why not? (See Exercise 8.) On the other
hand, if anything deserves to be called a basis for lR[x] it is surely the set {I, x,:l-, x3

, .•• }.

[But then what about {I, 1 + x, x +:l-,:l- + x3
, x3 + x4

, ...}?
In fact every vector space V has a basis - that is, a subset ~ of elements such that (a)

each element of V is a linear combination of (finitely many - why?) elements from ~ and
({3) each (finite - why?) subset of ~ is LI. (See, for example, Grossmann, S. 1. Elementary
Linear Algebra.)

For each real number r define a functionj.: IR~IR by: f/x) = 1 if x = r andfr(x) = 0
if x "# r. The set ~ = {fr: r E IR} looks like an infinite analogue of the standard
bases for IRn

. Is it a basis for the vector space ~ of all functions from IR to IR?

(Very tricky) What might constitute a basis for the vector space of infinite
sequences in Exercise 15 of Chapter 6? And what about a basis for IR, thought of
as a vector space over the rational numbers Q?

To establish the truth of the suggestion about 'fixed basis number' we call upon a
result which, together with Example l(ii), confirms the easily believed fact that, in IRn

, no
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set of n + 1 (or more) distinct vectors can be LI nor can any set of n - 1 (or fewer) vectors
span ~n •

• Theorem 1-------------------
Let Vbe a vector space. Suppose that {VI' V2' ... , Vs} spans V and {WI' W2' ... , Wt} is LI
in V. Then s ~ t.

PROOF
Clearly (are you sure it is clear?) we may assume that none of VI' V2' ..., Vs is the zero
vector. First note that

Now {WI' VI' V2' , vs } is LD (since WI is a linear combination of VI' V2' ... , vs -

because VI' V2' , Vs span all of V). Hence, by Theorem l(a) of Chapter 8, there exists a
Vi which is a linear combination of its predecessors. (Or maybe W I is O?Oh, no, it cannot
be. Why not?) But this means that {WI' VI' , Vi' ..., vs } spans V. Consequently,
adjoining W2 to this list, {W2' WI' VI' ... , Vi' , vs } is LD. (Why?) Using Theorem l(a)
of Chapter 8 again, there exists some vector vj , say, which is a linear combination of its
predecessors and so can be omitted. (Why cannot it be WI which is omitted this time?
Answer: {W2, WI} is a ... ? ... set.)

Thus we have SP{W2' WI' VI' ... , Vi' ..., Vj, ..., Vs} = V. Continuing in this manner
(note the neat sidestepping of a formal proof using mathematical induction), we may, at
each step, introduce a wk and kick out a vz- and preserve the spanning property. Now, if
s < t, then, at step s, we would find that {ws' Ws-I' ... , WI} spans V, so that Ws+I is a linear
combination of ws' ws-I' ... , WI. But this is a blatant contradiction (to what?). Hence s
cannot be less than t, so that s ~ t follows. •

Why are we entitled to say 'clearly' at the start of Theorem 1?

Example 2
The set {(I, 2, 1, 1,5), (-2, 3, 1,2, -4), (3, 3, 0,3,4), (2,6,0,0,3)} cannot possibly span
~5; the set {(I, 0, 6, 6), (1,4,9,2), (1,7,2,9), (1, 8,1,5), (1,9,4, 2)} cannot possibly be
an LI subset of ~4.

And now for a beautiful" theorem.

• Theorem 2-------------------
Let Vbe a finite dimensional vector space. Then every two bases have the same number
of elements.

"Because it is clearly an important statement with a compact and easily understood proof.
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PROOF
Let U = {u I , u2' ... , us} and W = {WI' W2' ... , w.} be bases for V. Since U spans V and W
is LI we deduce, from Theorem 1, that s ~ t. But ... (can you see how we are going to
argue?) ... since W spans V and U is LI we also know (Theorem 1) that t ~ s.
Consequently, s = t, as claimed. •

Applying this result to Examples l(i) and (ii) we see that every basis of 1R3 (IRn
) must

have exactly three (exactly n) elements. As we naturally think of 1R3 (IRn
) as being

3-dimensional (n-dimensional) it seems natural to make the following definition.

• Definition 2
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space. The (fixed) number of elements in each basis
of V is called the dimension of V. We denote this number by dim V. •

Examples 3
(i) IRn has dimension n - according to Definition 2.

(ii) The subspace S = sp{(1, -2, 3, 1), (2, 2, ~2, 1), (5, 2, -1, 3), (11, 2, 1, 7), (2, 8, 2, 3)}
of 1R4

- see Example 4 of Chapter 8 - has dimension 3.
[Please, please, note a common misunderstanding: S comprises 4-tuples but this does
NOT mean that S necessarily has dimension 4. (!) Dimension is not necessarily equal
to the number of coordinates! However, the fact that S is a subspace of 1R4

DOES'

imply that the dimension of S CANNOT EXCEED 4 (see Theorem 5', below).] .
(iii) The solution space of d2y/dx2 + 4dy/dx + 3y =0 has dimension 2, {e-X

, e-3x
} being

one basis for it. (See Example 1(iii).) Likewise, the solution space of each third-order

differential equation with constant coefficients has dimension 3.
(iv) The vector space of 3 x 3 magic squares actually has dimension 3.

PROBLEM 9.4

(i) Prove the statement just made by showing that

1 1 1 -1 0 0 1 -1

VI =1 1 1, v2 =-1 0 1 and v3 =-1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 -1 1 -1 0

form an LI set in the space of 3 x 3 magic squares and that the magic square

abc
d e f
g h j

is eVI + (a - e)v2 + (g - e)v3•

[Perhaps you might even try to show how these particular magic squares arise by
solving the system of equations a + b + c =d + e +f =... = c + e + g mentioned
earlier.]

(ii) What is the dimension of the subspace (is it one") of magic squares with centre
component O? •
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Examples 3 (cant.)
(v) LetA be an m X n matrix and let Ech(A) be an echelon form of A. Now although

Ech(A) is not (for most matrices) uniquely determined by A (see Exercise 3 of
Chapter 2; that is why we say 'an' rather than 'the') the number of rows in each
Ech(A) is the same. For the rows of each Ech(A) (regarded as vectors in ~n) span the
same subspace of ~n as the rows of A itself (by Theorem 2 of Chapter 8). But the
non-zero rows of each Ech(A) form an LI set (see Theorem 3(a) of Chapter 8)
spanning the row space of A. Hence each Ech(A) contains the same number of non
zero rows. This number is called the row rank of A.

We can, of course, define the column rank of A in an analogous manner.

PROBLEM 9.5

Find the row rank and the column rank of each of the following matrices:

[3 30 1] 3 7 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 3 0 0 -6
0 4 2 1 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 -1 0 0 2

2 1 -1 -3,
1 -3 -1 ' 1 2 3 3 3 ' 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

5 7 2 9
2 4 3 1 2 3 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Do the results you obtained surprise you? In fact they will not once you have seen the
following theorem. •
• Theorem 3--------------------
Let A be any m X n matrix. Then the row rank of A is equal to the column rank of A.

PROOF
We have just observed that any echelon matrix obtained from A will have the same row
space and hence the same row rank as A. Now elementary row operations applied to A
will yield a matrix C, say, whose column space will, in general, be different from that of
A. Nevertheless the column rank of C can be shown to equal that of A. For suppose
C = EA where E is an elementary matrix and assume that columns iI' i2, ..., i, of A give
rise to an LD set of vectors Ci1' Ci2' ... , cir so that a 1cil + a2ci2,+ ... + arcir = 0 for
suitable scalars (Xk. Immediately, we deduce that

that is, the vectors Eci), ECi2, ..., ECir (in columns iI' i2, ..., ir) of C (= EA, see Exercise
9(a) of Chapter 3) also form an LD set. Conversely, since we can write A =tr'c, we may
equally well deduce that if the vectors in columnsjl,j2' .. .,jsof C form an LD set then
so do the vectors in the corresponding columns of A. We have therefore shown that if a
set of columns of A is LD then the corresponding set of columns of C is LD and vice
versa. Finally choose as large an LI set as possible from the set of columns of A and take
the corresponding set of columns for C. By Exercise 17(b), these sets are bases for their
respective column spaces. Thus C (= EA) and A have the same column rank. Likewise, if
B =E, ... E2E1A where E; ..., E2,E) is any succession of (m x m) elementary matrices,
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we find column rank B =column rank A and, of course, row rank B =row rank A. Now,
by correct choice of E; ..., E2, E 1 we may take B to be the (unique") reduced (row)
echelon form of A. But, just as in the final matrix of Problem 5, if B has k non-zero rows
it is fairly easy to see that the row rank and column rank of B are both equal to k. Hence
row rank A and column rank A are equal (to k). This completes the proof. •

PROBLEM 9.6

Change the matrix

of Problem 9.5 to a reduced (row) echelon matrix B and verify that the row and column
ranks of B are identical. •

This common value of the row and column ranks of A is termed simply the rank of A.

Because of the uniqueness of the number of the non-zero rows in any echelon form of
A we see (answering a question posed at the end of Chapter 2) that:

the dimension of the solution space for the system of equations Ax =0
is the number of arbitrary constants needed in the full solution of Ax =0

=(number of unknowns)- (number of non - zero rows in any echelon form for A)

{= (number of unknowns)- (maximum number of 'independent' equations in Ax =O)}
=(number of cols of A) - (row rank of A)

=(number of cols of A) - (column rank of A).

[Notice that we get this without calling on the uniqueness of the reduced (row) echelon
form of A.]

By defining the nullity of A to be the dimension of the null space of A (see Examples
l(vi) of Chapter 7) we obtain a result for matrices which we rederive later in a more
general setting. [See Theorem 2 of Chapter 10.]

• Corollary I
Let A be an m x n matrix. Then nullity A = n - rank A, in brief: rank + nullity = n. •

PROBLEM 9.7

Check this result on the matrices of Problem 9.5. •
From Theorem 1 we can immediately deduce two simple criteria which generalise

results we have already noted for IRn (just prior to Theorem 1).

• Corollary 2
Let V be a vector space of finite dimension n. Then:
(i) each set C of more than n vectors in V must be LD.

bWe now admit that this result is too long to prove here. See, for example, Finkbeiner, D. T. Matrices and
Linear Transformations.
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(ii) no set D of fewer than n vectors in V can span V.
(In particular neither type of set can be a basis for V.)

PROOF
Let Bbe a basis for V. If C were LI Theorem 1 would give Ici ~ IBI (since Bspans V),

a contradiction. If D were to span V then Theorem 1 would show IDI ~ IBI (since Bis
an LI set). •

Examples 4
(i) {(-43, -26, -9,8,25, ...), (71, 61, 51,41, ...), (4, 3, 2,1,0, --I, -2, ...)} is not an

LI subset of the vector space of arithmetic progressions. (In brief: there are too many
vectors to be independent.)

(ii) 3 + x + 4x2 + x3,5 + 9x + 2x2 + 6x3, 5 + 3x + 5x2 + 8x3cannot span ~3[x]. (In brief:
there are too few vectors to span.)

Surely each proper subspace S of a finite dimensional vector space V (i.e. S c V) is
also finite dimensional (as a vector space in its own right) and with smaller dimension? Is
this not obvious? Well, not without proof! For the simple proof we need the following
theorem.

• Theorem 4---------------------
Any LI set of vectors in the finite dimensional vector space V can be extended to a basis
ofV.

PROOF
Suppose that Wk = {VI' V2, ... , vk } is an LI subset of V. If sp{Wk } C V then there exists

Vk+1 which is not a linear combination of VI' V2' ... , Vk' Thus Wk+1 = {VI' V2' ... , Vk' vk+l}

is LI. (It could not be LD. Why not?) If sp{Wk+1 } C V repeat this step. Assuming V has
(finite) dimension n this process must stop (after n - k steps! - exactly?) at which point
we shall have sp{Wn } = V. •

An easy example is the following.

Example 5
{(3, 1, 2), (0, 2, 4)} is an LI set in ~3. Then {(3, 1, 2), (0, 2, 4), (0, 0, I)} is a basis for ~3.

(Is it? And could we not take (1, 0, 0) or (0, 1,0) or (617, _e2
, 1212) as the 'third'

element instead? Please check!)
So now for the result mentioned above concerning proper subspaces.

• Theorem 5---------------------
Let S be a subspace of the finite dimensional vector space V. Then dim S ~ dim V.

PROOF
Let {VI' V2' ... , vk} be a basis for S. This LI set of elements of V can, by Theorem 4, be
extended to a basis of V. Hence, immediately, dim S ~ dim V. •

Did you like that proof? You shouldn't have done! It's invalid'! Why? (Read the first
sentence again . . . and again. . . .)
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Here is a better proof - and a better stated theorem!

• Theorem 5'--------------------
Let S be a subspace of the finite dimensional vector space V. Then S is also finite
dimensional and dim S ~ dim V.

PROOF
Let dim V =n and let T ={u., u2' .•. , Uk} be any LI set of vectors of V all lying in S.
Then k ~ n (by Theorem 1 or Corollary 2(i)). If sp{ T} = S then T is a finite basis for S.
Extending this set to a basis of V (by Theorem 4) we see that the desired result holds. If T

does not span S choose Uk+l E S \ sp{T}. Then {u., u2' ... , uk' Uk+l} is an LI subset of S
(and of V (?)) as in Theorem 4. Note that, then, k + 1 ~ n by Theorem 1 (or Corollary
2(i)). When this process stops (after ~ n - k steps) we have an LI spanning set (i.e, a
basis) Bs' say, for S. [In particular we have proved that S is finite dimensional. We have
not assumed it.] Since Bs is an LI subset of V we may extend it (by Theorem 4) to a basis
of V. If S =V no actual extension takes place; if S c V then dim S < dim V. •

Theorem 4 also leads quickly to Grassmann's theorem, which follows .

• Theorem 6-------------------
Let Sand T be subspaces of the finite dimensional vector space V. Then

dim S + dim T = dim(S + T) + dim(S n T).

[Recall: S + T ={s + t: S E S, t E T} is the smallest subspace of V which contains both S
and T as subspaces. See Exercise 31(b) of Chapter 7.)

PROOF
Select a basis L ={u., u2' ... , uj} of S n T. Using Theorem 4, extend it to a basis

of S and to a basis

of T. We claim that

is then a basis of S + T.
Since each element of S (respectively, of T) is a linear combination of the u, and the Sj

(respectively the ui and the tk) K certainly spans the subspace S + T. (All right?) To show
K is an LI set assume

Then a1u 1 + a2u2 + ... + aAuA+ {31s1 + {32s2 + ... + {3f.Lsf.L = -( 'Ylt 1 + 'Y2t2 + ... + 'Yvtv)
which is therefore an element of S n T (why?). This implies that there exist scalars 8;,
say, such that

'Ylt1 + 'Y2t2 + ... + 'Yvtv =81u 1 + 82u 2 + ... + 8AllA (why?)
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and this tells us that

We deduce, immediately, that

'Y1 = 'Y2 = ... = 'Yv = 01 = 02 = ... = 0A = 0 (why?).

In a similar manner we can show that 131 = 132 = ... = 13
M

= 0 and then, from (9.1), that
a 1 = a2 = ... = aA = O. This shows that K is a basis for S + T. Now, counting the number
of u, sand t finishes the proof. (Isn't that wonderful?) •

PROBLEM 9.8

Let S =sp{(1,0,0,0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, O)} and

T= sp{(I, 2, 3,4), (5, 6, 7,8), (9,10,11, 12)} ~ ~4.

Work out dim S and dim T and show that S + T = ~4. Deduce the dimension of S n T. •
Theorem 4 also generates the following labour-saving corollary.

• Corollary 3
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space with dim V =n and let {VI' V2' ..., Vn} be a set
of n vectors in V. Then:

(i) If {VI' V2' ..., vn } is an LI set then sp{v1,v2' ..., vn } =V. Hence {vI' V2' ..., Vn } is a
basis for V.

(ii) If SP{V1' v2' ..., vn } = V then {VI' V2' ..., vn } is an LI set. Hence {VI' V2' ..., Vn } is a
basis for V.

PROOF

(i) Set U =sp[v], V2' ..., vn } . Then dim U = n (= dim V). Hence U = V.
(ii) If {VI' V2' ..., vn } is LD then (by Theorem 4 of Chapter 8) some LI subset also spans

V. Thus V (of dimension n) has a basis of < n elements - a contradiction. •

Example 6
Do (1, 2, 3,1), (1, 2, -1, 4), (-1, 0, 3, -3), (2, 2, -1,5) form a basis for ~4?

SOLUTION

1 2 3 1 1 2 3 1
1 2 -1 4 0 2 6 -2

-1 0 3 -3
~ (echelon)

0 0 -4 3
2 2 -1 5 0 0 0 1

These four row vectors clearly form an LI set (Theorem 3(a) of Chapter 8). Hence, by
Corollary 3 they form a basis for ~4. (Of course, from their form, you can see also
immediately (cf. Exercise 29(ii) of Chapter 8) that these final four vectors span ~4.
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Applications
There are many applications of the concept of basis. The one we have chosen concerns
linear programming, mainly because of its close association with systems of linear
equations. We shall give you an example of a special case; for more details see, for
example, Gass, S. I. Linear Programming; Methods and Applications.

Consider the problem of minimising the quantity x + y given that x - 2y :::; 2, 3x - y ~ 4,
2x + y ~ 6 and that x ~ 0 and y ~ O. [I leave you to imagine real-life settings in which
x + y might be the cost of manufacturing some item, the inequalities being constraints on
the size of an order and the capacity of a factory to produce the goods, etc.] This
2-dimensional problem (it involves only x and y) can be solved graphically by identifying
the region of the x-y plane in which the five inequalities hold simultaneously and by
finding the value of c for which the line x + y =c just meets this region at a 'comer'
point. [Of course real-life problems can come with thousands of variables and constraints
and we need a method which works equally well in multidimensional space.]

The above problem can be rewritten: minimise x + y subject to x - 2y :::; 2, - 3x + Y :::; -4,
-2x - y :::; -6; x ~ 0, y ~ 0; and then as: minimise x + y subject to

x-2y+u = 2
-3x+ y +v =-4
-2x- y +w=-6

with x, y, u, v, w ~ 0 which we may again rewrite as

(9.2)

By inspection, one solution is x = 2, y = 2, u = 4, v = w = O. [Note that, for example,
u = 2, v = -4, W = -6, x = y = 0 is not!] x, y, u are then called basic variables, with v and
w being non-basic.

For these x, y, u, v, w we have x + y (= z, say) = 4. Is this the required minimum? Note

that

form a basis for ~3. Hence we can solve (9.2) for x, y, u. We obtain

x --!-v--!-w=2
y +~v-~w=2

u+ v- w=4
(9.3)

from which we find that z (= x + y) = 4 - ~v + ~w. Again we see that z = 4 corresponds to
taking v = w = O. The theory now tells us to reduce the value of z further by increasing the
value of v (from 0) whilst letting one of x, y, u decrease to O. Which one? Certainly not x
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since, in (9.3), increasing v increases x. In the other equalities of (9.3) v may be increased
to 5 before y has to become negative whereas v can only be increased to 4 before u is
forced to become negative. Thus we are limited to increasing v up to 4 and this
determines that it is u which becomes a non-basic variable. That is we solve for x, y, v in
terms of u and w. Doing so we obtain

x +!u -tw= It
y-tu -!w= t

u+v- w= 4

and then z =1f +!u + ~w.
Since u, v ~ 0, it is clear that the minimum value of z is.If corresponding to u = w = 0,

that is, to the basis

of 1R3
. [If we had wished to maximise x + y we could have minimised -x - y and taken

the negative of the result obtained.]
This demonstration raises many more questions than it answers. Our hopes are that you

will be convinced of the non-trivial use of the basis concept in a very important
application and that you will be encouraged to read up more on the topic.

Summary
A basis for the (finite dimensional) vector space Vis a subset B = {VI' V2' •.• , vs } of V
which (i) spans V and (ii) is LI. Given B, each element V of V can be expressed as a linear
combination (XlVI + (X2v2 + ... + (Xsvs of the Vi and the (Xi are uniquely determined by Vi.

[We may therefore think of the (Xi as the 'coordinates' of V with respect to the particular
basis B.]

Most of our examples of vector spaces, being finite dimensional, necessarily have a
finite basis: one proves that any two bases of a given finite dimensional vector space have
the same number of elements. This unique number is the dimension of V. All subspaces
of V, other than V itself, have smaller dimension than that of V. Furthermore IRn does
indeed have dimension n. More important, the space of all solutions of the differential
equation

also has dimension n.
For the m x n matrix A the row rank (column rank) of A is the dimension of the row

space (column space) of A. These two ranks are equal so we call each the rank of A. The
dimension of the subspace {x: x E IRn and Ax = O} (the so-called null space) of IRn is
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called the nullity of A. We then have: rank A + nullity A = n. In particular, the dimension
of the solution space of the system of equations Ax =0 is the number of columns of A 
the rank of A (the rank - rather than merely the number of rows of A - reflecting the
number of 'independent' equations in the system Ax =0).

In any n-dimensional vector space V any (sub)set of more than n vectors must be LD
whilst no set of fewer than n vectors can span V. On the other hand, a set of exactly n

vectors in V is LI if and only if it spans V. Thus to confirm that a set C, say, of n vectors
in an n-dimensional vector space is a basis, one only needs to check either of the two
conditions given in Definition 1.

The key result on bases is, of course, that, in any particular vector space, they are all
of the same size, thus allowing the idea of dimension to be defined unambiguously
As we have noted, Cayley and Grassmann had no conceptual difficulty in passing
beyond three dimensions, though Cayley's ideas were rooted in straightforward n
tuples whereas Grassmann's were more geometrical. Grassmann's 1862
Ausdehnungslehre contains the ideas of basis, dimension and subspace and it is here
for the first time that the formula

dim 5 + dim T=dim (5 + 1) + dim (5 n 1)

appears. It is only with the result that a matrix has a well-defined rank (the idea is
due to Sylvester (1850), the name to Frobenius (1879)) that a proper treatment of
the solution spaces of linear systems can be given. The corresponding notion of
nullity (for square matrices only) was introduced by Sylvester in 1884. Four years
later Peano explicitly defined the concept of dimension and remarks that
polynomials form an infinite dimensional space.

Giuseppe Peano (27 August 1858-20 April 1932) was born in Cuneo, ttaly one
of four brothers and a sister. For educational reasons he moved to Turin in his early
teens. He was a successful student, winning prizes and honours at school, college
and at the University of Turin. In 1880 he joined the staff at the university, becoming
a professor in 1890. Peano's name is inextricably linked with symbolic logic and
axiomatics, in particular with his list of postulates for the positive integers, but his
real concern seems to have been in encouraging a more critical attitude in
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mathematical discussion. He himself supplied several examples showing that
commonly held beliefs were simply wrong. The most famous, wholly counter to
everyone's intuition, was the 'space filling' curve whose coordinates (x(t), y(t))
change continuously with t (0 ~ t ~ I) and yet passes through every point of the
square with corners at (0, 0), (I, 0), (I, I) and (0, I). Peano was, for 24 years,
president of the academy set up to promote the international language Interlingua.

The application given above has a much more recent history; Maximising
resources available becomes especially critical in wartime. The rnathematical
formulation of such problems was developed by George Dantzig who proposed the
above simplex method of solution in 1947.

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER 9

1. Determine whether or not the following sets are bases for the vector spaces indicated;
(i) For ~3 (a) {(I, 2, 3), (4, 5, 6), (7, 8, 9)}; (b) {(I, 2, ~), (6, 5,4), (7, 8, 9)};

(c) {(I, 0,3), (0, 5, 0), (7, 0, 9), (11,13, 15)}; (d) {(13, 12, 11), (10, 9, 8)};

(e) {("I, "2, "3), ("4, "5, "6), ("7, "8, "9)}.
[(c) and (d) can be done much more easily after you have read Corollary 2.]

(ii) For ~4: (a) {(2, 1,7,7), (-5, -3,53,48), (-1,0,2,3), (1, 2,10, 15)};
(b) {(1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, O)};
(c) {(3, 1,4,1), (5, 9, 2, 6), (5, 3, 5, 8), (9,7,9, 3)};
(d) {(I, 1, -1, 2), (2,1,1, -1,), (-1, 2,1,1), (1, -1, 2, I)};
(e) {(2, -3, 4), (-5, 6, -7), (1,1, I)}.

2. (a) Is {I + 2x, 3 + 4x, 1 + x + 2x2 + 2x3, 1 - x2
- x3} a basis for ~3[x]?

(b) What about {3 +x + 4x2 +x3,5 + 9x + 2x2 + 6x3, 5 + 3x + 5x2 + 8x3
, 9 + 7x +

9x2 + 3x3}?

3. (a) Show that {r~ ~Jr~ ~ l{~ ~Jr~ ~l} is a basis of M2(~)'

(b) Is {r~ ar~ ~lr~ ~lr: :~]} a basis of M2(~)?

(c) And what about {r~ a[~ :l[~ n[: ~]}?

(d) Is {I, X, Y, Z}, as in Exercise 7 of Chapter 3, a basis for M2(C ) over C?
What do you notice about Exercises l(ii)(c), 2(b) and 3(c)?

4. Find bases for the vector spaces in Exercises 3(a)(iv), (v) and (vi) at the end of Chapter 7.
Show that any n x n matrix can be expressed as a sum of a symmetric matrix and a skew
symmetric matrix. [Hint: A +AT (A _AT) is symmetric (skew-symmetric).] Hence find a
basis for M3(1R) comprising only symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices.

5. Can you find a basis for ~3[x] which contains 1 + x, -1 + x2
, 1 + x3and whose fourth

element is a polynomial with all coefficients equal?

6. Show that {a + ib, c + id} form a basis for C over ~ if and only if det [: : ] "#O.
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7. Exhibit 10 different bases for 1R3
.

8. Show that lR[x] cannot have a finite basis. (See Examples 5(iv) in Chapter 7.)

9. Determine the coordinates of (4, 7, 2, -5) with respect to each of the following bases of
1R4

:

(i) {(I, 0, 0, 0), (0,1,0,0), (0,0,1,0), (0, 0, 0, 2)};
(ii) {(4, 0, 0, 0), (0, 7, 0, 0), (0, 0, 2, 0), (1, 1, 1, I)}.

10. Find a basis for each of the following subspaces:
(i) {(x, y, z): 4x + 5y - z =O} in 1R3

; (ii) {(x, y, Z, t): x + 3y =5z + 7t} in ~4;
(iii) {(x, y, Z, W, t): 3x + y + 4z + W + 5t =9x + 2y + 6z + 5w + 3t =3x - 2z + 3w -7t =O}

in 1R5
; (iv) {p(x): p(3) =O} in 1R4 [x] ; (v) {p(x): p(3) = p(l) = O} in 1R6[x] .

11. (a) Find a basis for the solution space of the system of equations:

5x-3y-3z-t =0
4x+6y-3z+2t=0

7x+ y-3z-t = 0
3x-3y+3z-5t =0

(b) Let A be the matrix

[ ~ 1 ~ ~l]
1 -1 2

and let W be the subspace {v: Av =2v} of ~3. Find a basis for W.

12. Find a basis for the subspace {ao +aIx + a2x2 + a3x
3: ao+aI + a2 + a3 =O} of 1R3[x] .

13. Write down a basis for {(x, y, Z, t): ax + by + cz + dt =0 (a, b, c, d are all fixed and all are
non-zero)} which contains the vector (-b - c - d, a, a, a).

14. (a) Let VI =(1,2, 1, -1) and V2 =(2, -1, 1, 1). Show that VI.V 2 =O. Find further vectors

v3' V4 such that vi.vj = 0 for all i -:tj ( 1 ~ i ~j s 4). ({VI' V2' V3' v4} is then called an
orthogonal basis for 1R4

.) [Hint: set v3 = (a, b, c, d) and determine a, b, c, d from the
orthogonality conditions. Repeat for v4']

(b) Find an (orthogonal) basis {Po(x), PI(x), P2(x)} for 1R2[x] such that, for 0 ~ i.] ~ 2,

we have S>i(X)P/X)dx =1 (if i =j) and 0 (if i *j). [Hint: take Po(x) =ao,Pl(x) =

al + b.x, etc. and determine ao, aI' b I , ... etc. successively.]

15. Let {VI' V2' •.. , v.} be a set of vectors in the vector space V. Show that, if each element of
V is expressible uniquely as a linear combination of elements of {vI' V2' ..., V.} then
{VI' V2' ... , v.} is a basis for V. [Hint: you are given that each V E Vis expressible as a
linear combination and that each such expression is unique.]

16. Let {vI' V2' ... , vk} span the vector space V and {WI' W2' ..., Wk} (same k) be LI in V.
Show that each is a basis for V. [Hint: if {v I' V2' ... , Vk} is LD a proper subset of it will
also span V. This contradicts Theorem 1. Now use Corollary 3.]

17. (a) Suppose that {VI' v2' •.. , Vk} spans the vector space V but that no proper subset does.
Prove that {vI' V2' ..., vk} is a basis for V.
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(b) Suppose that {VI' V2' ..., Vk} spans the vector space V and that the subset

{ViI' Vi2' ..., Vit} is an LI set. Prove that, if no larger subset of {VI' V2' ... , Vk} is LI

then {ViI' Vi2' · .., Vit} is a basis for V.

18. Show that there are, in 1R4
, infinitely many different subspaces of dimension 1. Are there,

likewise, infinitely many of dimension (a) 2; (b) 3; (c) 4; (d) O?

19. What is the dimension of the subspace of Mn(lR) comprising: (i) all upper triangular
matrices; (ii) all skew-symmetric matrices?

20. For which a, if any, is sp {(I, 1, 1, a), (1,1, a, a), (1, a, a, a), (o, a, a, a)} a
(i) 2-dimensional; (ii) 3-dimensional subspace of 1R4?

21. Let AP(4,3) be the set of 4 x 3 matrices of the form

a a+b a+2b
a+c a+c+b a+c+2b

a+2c a+2c+b a+2c+2b'
a + 3c a +3c +b a + 3c + 2b

where a, b, c E IR. Prove that AP(4,3) is a vector space and find a basis for it.

22. (a) For the matrix

1 1
-1 1
1 -1
1 1

1 1 6
1 1 1
1 1 2

-1 -1 3

find its rank and nullity. Is their sum what you would expect it to be?
(b) Let A be any matrix. Show that the equation Ax = b has a solution if and only if rank

A = rank[A I b].
(c) Show that the n x n matrix A is non-singular if and only if rank A =n. [Thus yet

another equivalent condition can be added to Theorem 5 of Chapter 4.]
(d) Find a basis for M2x3(1R) comprising matrices all of rank 2.

23. Let A be an m x n matrix and B an n X p matrix. Prove:
(a) rank(AB) ~ min{rankA, rank B} [Hint: use Exercise 24 of Chapter 7 and row

rank = column rank.] This is part of Sylvester's law of nullity (1884), the other part
being:

((3) rank(AB) ~ rank A + rank B - n. Why nullity? Well, the two results quoted are
equivalent (for n x n matrices) to:

(1') nullity(AB) ~ max{nullity A, nullity B};
(5) nullity(AB) s nullity A + nullity B.
Can you prove these equivalences?

24. Prove that, for any matrix A, rank(ATA) =rank A. [Hint: (i) Ax =0 => ATAx =0;
(ii) ATAx =0 => xTATAx =0 => (why?) Ax =0.] How does this help answer Tutorial
Problem 7.4 of Chapter 7?

25. If V is n-dimensional as a vector space over C what is its dimension when regarded as a
vector space over IR?
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26. Extend T= {(I, 2,3,0), (2, 3,4,1), (3,4,5, 3)} to a basis of ~4 ..Now find another
extension of T not using any multiple of the vector just chosen.

27. Find a basis in ~4 for the intersection of the subspace {(x, y, z, t): x + y + Z + t =O} with
that of Exercise IO(ii). State the dimension of the sum of these two subspaces.

28. Find the dimension of the subspace S = sp{(I, 3,1,4), (1,1,0,1), (4,6,1, 7)}. Does
either of the subspaces sp{(I, 5, 3, 8), (1, 9, -2, 5), (2,4,3, 7)} or sp{(3, 5,1,6),
(5, 7, 1, 8), (-1, 1, 1, 2)} intersect S in more than {(O, 0, 0, O)}?

29. By writing down two bases, exhibit two subspaces Sl and S2of RIO such that each has
dimension 7 and their intersection has dimension 4. What can you say about the subspace

s,+ S2?

30. Show that if Sl' S2are subspaces of a vector space V such that Sl n S2={OJ, then
dim(Sl + S2) =dim Sl + dim S2. Show that, if S2={OJ, then, for the last formula to
remain valid, we must define dim{O} to be O. Deduce also that, if dim Sl + dim S2> dim V

then s, n S2> {OJ.

31. Let Sl =sp{c l, c2' c3 } and S2=sp{d 1, d2,d3 } where c1 =(2,3,5,4,7), c2=(1,2,4,4,6),
c3 =(1,0, -2, -4, -4), d l =(3,4,7,5,5), d2=(2, 4,6,4,5), d3 =(1,2,2,0, -I)}. Find a
basis {x., ..., Xk' 01' ..., 0z, VI' ..., vm } for ~5 such that {x., ..., Xk}, {x., ..., Xk,

01' ..., 0Z}, {x., ..., Xk' VI' ..., Vm} are bases for Sl n S2' Sl and S2respectively.

COMPUTER PACKAGE PROBLEMS

1. Find bases for the row space and the column space of the matrix

88 85 45 71 61 -43
99 89 -62 -97 79 79
110 97 -30 -45 80 40 .
99 93 77 123 62 -82

-165 87 128 90 101 53

2. Find all x, if any, for which {(x, 5,7, x), (13, 17, 19,23), (29, 31,37,41), (x, 47,53, x)} is
not a basis for ~4.

3. Find a basis B, say, for the solution space of the linear system

47x + 57y - 94z + 36t - 36w = 0
28x +47y- 56z + 53t + 18w = 0
37x + 84y -74z +66t- 8Iw =o.

Which triples of vectors from the standard basis {(1, 0, 0, 0, 0), ..., (0, 0, 0, 0, I)} of ~5

can be used to extend B to a basis of ~5?

4. Is {(O, 1, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1, O)} a basis for ~4? Consider the same
question for ~5 (i.e. use (0, 1, 1, 1, 1), ... , (1, 1, 1, 1,0)). Do you see any pattern? Either:
find an example where the pattern breaks down or give a proof that the pattern always
persists.
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5. By taking the vectors (117, 220, 314,410), (105,237,337,433), (1266, 303,615,1137),
(142, -709, -805, -931), (920, -531, -781, -589), (100,220, 310,400) as the columns

of a 4 x 6 matrix and by applying row reduction, find a subset of the given set of vectors
which is a basis for the space they span.

6. Let 51'82 be the subspaces of (R6 spanned by (i) the first three rows; (ii) the last three
rows, of the matrix in Problem 1. Find a basis for the subspace SI fl S2 of (R6. Do the
same for the first two and the last two columns of that matrix.

7. Find, by obtaining the general solution of the appropriate homogeneous system of
simultaneous linear equations, the dimension of the vector space of 4 x 4 magic squares.
Try to guess the dimension before finding it.

8. rr is (approximately) 3.1415926535 89793 2384626433 832795028841971 69399
37510....Look at sets of vectors such as {(3, 1,4), (1,5,9), (2,6, 5)}, {(2, 6, 5),
(3, 5, 8), (9, 7, 9)}, {(3, 1, 4, 1), (5, 9, 2, 6), (5, 3, 5, 8), (9, 7, 9, 3)} to see if you can find
any instances where the sets are not bases of [R3, [R4, etc. as appropriate.

9. Let VI' V2' V3, V4 be as in Problem 1 of Chapter 7 and let b I , b2 be, respectively, the
vectors (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0). {Using the MAPLE commands 'intbasis' and 'sumbasis'
or their equivalents} find a basis for: (i) the subspace which is the intersection of the
subspaces sp[v., V2' V3} and SP{V4' b I , b2} and (ii) the smallest subspace of [R4

containing both of the subspaces sp{v1, V2} and sp[b., b2}.

10. Repeat Problem 9 given the subspaces S1 = {(x, y, Z, t): x + 2y + 3z+ 4t =O} and
S2 = {(x, y, Z, t): x + y + Z + t = x - y + 2z - 3t =O] of (R4.



Mathematics is much concerned with functions which map one set into another. When
these sets are both vector spaces, the natural maps to consider are those which respect the
structure, that is send linear combinations to linear combinations. Such maps, called
linear transformations, are studied here. In the exercises we shall confirm that, in finite
dimensional vector spaces, linear transformations are nothing more than matrices in
disguise and calculations involving linear maps are often carried out using matrices.
Nevertheless it is often more useful to deal with transformations rather than with matrix
representations. In particular, the matrix versions of a transformation are of little use in
Definition 2 which enables us to express precisely what is meant by two vector spaces
being 'essentially the same'.

When studying particular instances of vector spaces, certain types of function mapping
one vector space to another keep on arising.

We begin with some examples.

Examples I
(i) Consider the function T, mapping the vector space ~2 to itself, given by

T(x, y) = (x, -y). Geometrically Treflects each point of the plane in the x-axis. Note
that, if we replace each point (x, y) by the vector (matrix)

then we can equally well describe T by matrix multiplication:

(see Problem 3.5 of Chapter 3).
(ii) Let R be the function from ~2 to ~2 which rotates each point of ~2 (except (0, O)!)

through an angle {} anticlockwise about the origin (0, 0). Then the effect of R can
also be described by matrix multiplication:

R[X] =[x c~s {} - y sin {}]= [c~s o - sin {}][x]
y x sm {}+ ycos d SIn {} cos{} y

(see Exercise 15 in Chapter 3).
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PROBLEM 10.1

(i) Find the matrix which corresponds to the function E:1R2 --7 (R2given by

E(x, y) = (x, 2y).

(ii) Is there a matrix corresponding to the function S:1R2 --7(R2 given by S(x, y) =(x3, y3)?
(iii) Plot several points in (R2 (including (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 3), (2, 5), (3, 7), (1, 1) and

(1, 0)) and also their images Fix, y) where

Do the same for the functions E and S in parts (i) and (ii). •
You should find that Problems 10.1(i) and (iii)(a) - as well as Examples l(i) and (ii)

map 1R2 onto (R2(that is, each (u, v) in 1R2 is the image of some point (x, y) in (R2) whereas
all the points

in Problem 10.1(iii)(J3)lie on a straight line in (R2.

Of course there is no reason why we should restrict ourselves to maps from (R2to (R2;

given (Rnand IRm, each m x n matrix A yields a function M mapping the vector space (Rn

to the vector space IRm defined by M(u) = Au (where u is a n X 1 column matrix or
vector).

Now all of the above examples (except Problem 10.1(ii)) have the property that they
map straight lines in (Rnto straight lines (or, maybe, single points) in (Rm. (This follows
from the fact that for each m x n matrix A, for all n x 1 matrices u and v and for all
a E IR, we haveA(u + v) =Au +Av andA(au) =aAv. See Exercise 15.) They are therefore
examples of what are called linear maps (or transformations) - see Definition 1 below.

PROBLEM 10.2

Let P:1R3 --7IR2 given by P(x, y, z) =(x + y, Y+2z).Show that the line {a(2, -2, 1); a E IR}
in (R3 is mapped by P to a single point in 1R2 and that the plane {(x, y, z): 4x + 3y - 2z= O}
in (R3is mapped to a line in (R2. What is the equation of this line? •

Before we give Definition 1, here is a different type of example - even more familiar,
and very important in the theory of differential equations - which cannot be described by
(finite sized) matrices.

Example 2
Let :!) be the vector space of all those functions of a real variable which are differentiable
for all x E lR and ~ be the vector space of all functions from lR to lR. Let D = dldx denote
the operation of differentiation (so that D is a mapping from the vector space Sf> to the
vector space ~). Then, for all 'vectors' (i.e. functions)fand g in Sf> and for all real
numbers a, we have D(f+ g) = Df+ Dg and D(af) = aD! (These are just the well
known results that the derivative of a sum of functions is the sum of their derivatives 
and the corresponding result for scalar multiples of functions.)
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Very many similar examples could be given (see the exercises). They all suggest the
introduction of the following definition.

• Definition I
Let V, W be any two vector spaces in which addition and scalar multiplication are
denoted by $, 0 and +, e respectively. A function T:V ~ W is called a linear
transformation iff, for all u, v E V and for all scalars a, (i) and (ii) both hold where

(i)a T(u$v)=Tu+Tv and (ii)b T(aou)=aeTu.

Note that the summations and scalar multiplications on the two sides of the equalities
in (i) and (ii) are taking place inside (possibly) different vector spaces. Hence the
(temporary) use of different summation and product signs (to help us avoid possible
confusion and the making of unwarranted assumptions at the beginning of our
investigations).

Talking of unwarranted assumptions, what about the following?

PROBLEM 10.3

•

'The map f~ ~ ~ given by f(x) =x2 is clearly not a linear transformation (since, for
example,f(2 + 3) = f(5) = 25 butf(2) + f(3) = 4 + 9 (;t: 25»: the map g:~ ~ ~ given by
g(x) =2x + 1 just as clearly is.' Am I right? (See Exercise 17 below.) •

We have seen that matrix multiplication and also ordinary differentiation provide us

with linear maps. Let us try to get a better feel for what kind of functions define linear
transformations by considering some more examples.

Examples 3

QUESTION Which of the following are linear transformations?
(i) Let TI:~3 ~ ~2 be given bye TI(x, y, z) =(x - 2y, y - 3z).

(ii) Let T2:~3 ~ ~2 be given by T2(x, y, z) = (x + y + z, {xYZ}1/3).

[Here {XYZ}1I3 denotes the (unique) real cube root of xyz.]

(iii) Let T3:~3 ~ ~2 be given by T3(x , y, z) = (x + y, 1).

(iv) Let ~ be the vector space of all functions from ~ to ~. Define T4 : ~ ~ ~ by
T4(j) =f(2). That is, with each functionfin ts we associate the value offat x =2.

(v) Let j be the vector subspace of ts comprising those functions which can be

integrated between 0 and 1. Define T:!J -? R by T5(g) = S;g(x)dx.

ANSWERSd

(i) We use Definition 1 directly to show that TI is a linear transformation. To do this we

take u =(x, y, z) and v =(Xl' YI' ZI) E ~3. Then

"The map of the sum is the sum of the maps!
"The map of the product ...
CNotethat we sometimes write Tu or T(x, y, z) rather than T(u) or Tit»; y, z).
dIn(i) only we use EEl and 0 to help us distinguish vector addition and scalar multiplication from (ordinary)
addition and multiplication in ~.
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T1(uEE> v) = T1(x + x1,Y + Yl'Z + Zl)

= ({x + xl}- 2{y + Yl}'{Y + Yl}- 3{z + Zl})

=({x-2Y}+{Xl-2Yl},{y-3z}+{Yl-3z1})
=(x-2y,y-3z)E9(xl-2YI'YI-3zl)
= T1uEaTlv.

Consequently the first part of Definition 1 is satisfied by the function TI . What about

the second part?
To check that, let a be any scalar. Then

TI(a °u) =T1(ax, ay, cez)

=({ax - 2ay}, {ay - 3az})

= (a{x - 2y}, a{y - 3z})

=ao (x - 2y, Y- 3z) = ao (TIu).

Thus TI satisfies both parts of Definition 1 and so is a linear transformation.
Alternatively, we could have proved T1 to be linear by showing (cf. Examples 1)

that T is equally well described by matrix multiplication and by using the (proven)

linear properties A(u + v) = Au + Av and A(au) = aAu of matrix multiplication.

PROBLEM 10.4

Give this alternate proof. (That is, find the matrix describing TI . Cf. Example l(i) and

Example 5.) •

Examples 3 (cont.)
(ii) This time there appears to be no matrix capable of describing T2 and so one might

speculate that T2 is not a linear transformation. Recall that to confirm this, it suffices

to give one single instance of the breakdown of the requirernents of Definition 1.

Take a couple of vectors, say u =(1, 2, 3) and v = (4, 5, 6), essentially at random.
Then u + v = (5,7,9). Hence T2(u + v) = (5 + 7 + 9, {5.7.9}1/3). On the other hand

T2 (u ) + T2 (v ) =(1+ 2 + 3, {1.2.3}1/3)+ (4 + 5 + 6, {4.5.6}1/3)

and I can see readily that T2(u ) + T2(v) *T2(u + v) since they have different second
components (i.e. {5.7.9}l/3 * {1.2.3}1/3 + {4.5.6}l/3). Thus :r2 is proved not to be a

linear transformation.

[Observe that the first components of T2(u ) + T2(v ) and 12(u + v) are equal- and,

furthermore, T2( au) =a(T2u) for all (real) scalars a and for all vectors u in 1R3
• But

this is all irrelevant and need not even be mentioned: the fact that T2 does not fully

satisfy the first condition of Definition 1 is sufficient to disqualify T2 from being a
linear transformation.]

QUESTION Did the actual definition of T2 lead you to suspect that T2 would tum out

not to be linear? Perhaps it is a bit soon to expect you to 'smell a rat'. But the product

term xyz in T2(x , Y, z) might just have inclined you to conjecture nonlinearity here.

Furthermore, when, later, you find it easier to speculate that a given mapping might not
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be a linear transformation, you might try to think of using u and v where the checking
that Tu + Tv =1:- T(u + v) (or T(au) =1:- aTu) involves less arithmetic. For example, try
u = v = (1, 1, 1). [Why will the even 'simpler' u = (1, 0, 0), v = (0, 1,0) not do?]

(iii) Is T3 linear? What is your gut feeling? Here I notice that T3(0, 0, 0) =(0, 0, 1).
Consequently

T3«0,0,0)+ (0,0,0» = T3(0,0,0) = (0,0,1)

whereas

T3(0, 0, 0) +T3(0, 0, 0) =(0,0,1) + (0,0,1) =(0,0,2) =1:- (0,0,1).

Hence T3 is not a linear transformation. [Theorem 1(II) below will allow us to check
the nonlinearity here in a different way.]

(iv) Here, although I cannot see a suitable matrix interpretation to help me, I feel that T4

is a linear transformation. Expecting to have to check both parts of Definition 1, lett:
g be two functions from g; and let a be any scalar. We then have

T4 (f G)g) =[why?] (f G)g)(2) =[why?] f(2) + g(2) =T4(f) + T4 (g)
T4 (af) = (af)(2) =[why?] a{f(2)} = a{T4(f)}·

(v) Here J~{f(X)E9g(x)}dx= J>(x)dx+ Jo~(X)dx and J~{af(x)}dx=aJ:f(x)dx for

all functions [, g E j and for all a E IR. Thus Ts is seen to be linear.

NOTE I We saw above that each m x n matrix gives rise, by multiplication, to a linear
transformation from a vector space of n-tuples to one of m-tuples and we used this as a
guide in speculating that the mapping T2 above is not linear. Was this a good ploy? In fact
we shall see (cf. Example 5 below and, especially, Exercise 22) that each linear
transformation between any two finite dimensional vector spaces (FDVSs) is so
expressible.

Now, following the spirit of Chapter 6, we deduce, from Definition 1, some properties
which all linear transformations (even those which nobody has yet had occasion to
define!) must possess. Since matrix multiplication and linear transformations are closely
related, it is no real surprise to find the following theorem .

• Theorem I-------------------
Let T:V ~ W be a linear transformation. Then:

(I) For any vectors VI' v2' ..., vn E V and for any real number aI' a2' ..., an:

(II) T(Ov) =Ow; [Here 0v and Ow are, respectively, the zero elements of V and W.]
(III) (Cf. Example l(vi) of Chapter 7) Denoting {v: v E V and T(v) =Ow} by Nr<V) we

have: Nr<V) is a subspace of V.
(IV) (Cf. Example 3(ii) and Exercise 8 of Chapter 7) If VI is a subspace of V, then

{T(v 1) : VI E VJ } is a subspace of W. [We often denote the set {T(v l ) : VI E VI} by the
rather appropriate symbol T(VI ) .]
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Following the matrix lead (cf, Examples l(vi) and 3(ii) of Chapter 7) we call the
subspace N~V) (also written ker(n) of V the kernel (or null space) of Tand the
subspace T(V) of W the image (or range) of T, usually written im(1).

We can represent what is going on here rather nicely by a picture (Fig. 10.1).

--

v

-------------------------------
T(V)

w

-===::=:::::==----
... _-----------

--------~-------------------

N~V)

------------------------------
Fig 10.1

PROOF
(I) We leave this to Exercise 14(a).

(II) Let us observe that Ov= Ov+ 0v (cf. the proof of Theorem I(C) of Chapter 6). Then
T(Ov) = T(Ov + 0v) = T(Ov) + T(Ov). But T(Ov) = T(Ov) + Ow. (Why?) Hence, using
Theorem l(B) of Chapter 6, we deduce that T(Ov) = Ow.

(III) Let u, v E N~V) and let a E IR. Then

(i) T(u + v) =To + Tv (why?) =Ow + Ow (why?) =Ow. Thus u + v E N~V).

(ii) T(au) = a(Tu) (why?) = aOw(why?) = Ow (why?). Thus au E NI..-V). Thus
NI..V) is a subspace of V. Is it non-empty? Oh yes! Of course! Why?)

(IV) This is proved by a virtual repeat of the argument of Exercise 8 of Chapter 7. We
leave it to you (with hints once again) in Exercise 16. •

As examples involving parts of Theorem 1 we offer the following example.

Example 4
(i) The linear transformation T:lR3

---t [R4 is defined by T(l, 1, 2) =(1, 1, 1, 0),
T(2, 1, 1) = (0, 1, 1, 1), T(l, 2, 1) = (1, 0, 1, 1). What is T(l, 0, O)?

Since {(I, 1, 2), (2, 1, 1), (1, 2, I)} is a basis of [R3 (is it?) we know
(1, 0, 0) = a(l, 1, 2) + (3(2, 1, 1) + ')'(1, 2, 1) for suitable scalars a, (3, 1'. Indeed we
find a = l' = --l and b =~. Hence, by (I),

T(I,O,O) =aT(I,1,2) + ~T(2,1,1) + l'T(I,2,1) = (-t,t, t,t).

(ii) Part (II) confirms easily that Example 3(iii) is not a linear transformation.
(iii) In the case where V = IRn and Tx= Ax, A being an m x n matrix, (III) reconfirms that

the solution space of the system of equations Ax =0 is a subspace of (Rn. (Cf.
Example l(vi) of Chapter 7.)
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NOTES 2
(i) Theorem 1(I) explains clearly why linear transformations are the most important

maps between vector spaces: vector spaces comprise elements which are linear
combinations (of basis elements) and (somewhat loosely stated) linear
transformations are precisely the maps which send linear combinations to linear
combinations. Theorem 1(I) also tells us that the action of T on the infinitely many
elements of Vis totally determined by how it behaves on the (frequently) finitely
many elements of some basis of V.

(ii) It also follows from Theorem 1(I) that, given a vector space V of dimension n, a

basis vI' v 2' ..., vn of V and any n elements WI' W2' ..., wn of W (including Ow
and/or repeats, if you like) we can define a linear transformation T:V ~ W with the
property that T(v) = w,for each i. Indeed, each element v of V can be expressed
uniquely (why?) as a linear combination v =atvI + a2v2 + ... + anvn, and, then,
Theorem 1(I) tells us we must define T(v) to be

if we wish to make T into a linear transformation. (In particular T is, thereby,
uniquely determined.)

PROBLEM 10.5

Show that there exists a linear transformation T:1R3 ~ 1R2 in which T(l, 2,3) =(1, 1),
T(l, 2, 2) =(2, -1) and T(l, 1, 1) = (1, 2), by finding a 3 x 2 matrix A such that Tx =Ax
for all x E 1R3

. [You will need to determine T(l, 0, 0), T(O, 1, 0) and T(O, 0, 1) first.] •

NOTES 2 (cont.)
(iii) Continuing our extension of the terminology from the matrix case, we call the

dimension, dim T(V), of T(V), the rank of T and dim Nf..-V) the nullity of T.

(iv) Let T:lRn ~ IRm be a linear transformation. As we have already asserted, it can be
shown (see Exercise 22) that Tcan be realised by multiplication of the n-tuples by a
suitable (uniquely determined) matrix A, say (as in Example l(i». We have seen
(Examples 3(ii) and 1(vi) of Chapter 7) that im(D is precisely the column space of A
whilst the kernel of T is the set of solutions of the system of equations Ax =O. Thus,
for such T:lRn ~ IRm

, the rank and nullity of T coincide with the rank and nullity of
the corresponding matrix.

Let us look at an example.

Example 5
Let T:1R3 ~ 1R2 be defined by

Then
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Thus

im(T) ={[3~: ~ + 2Z}X'Y'Z E ~} ={x[~ J+ y[~J+ z[~}x,y, Z E ~}

which is clearly the column space of A.

{G1GJ}
is one possible basis for im(1) which therefore has dimension 2. Likewise

ker(T) ={x:Ax =O} ={[~ Ix + y =0, 3x + y +2z =o}

={[~~IXE~}={X[ ~~IXE~}'
Thus

constitutes a basis for ker(1). Consequently, ker(1) has dimension 1.
Note, as one would expect from Corollary 1 of Chapter 9, that rank T + nullity T (= 2 +

1 =3) =dim [R3.

Because of the connection between matrices and linear transformations on (finite
dimensional) vector spaces, you may feel you already believe the following theorem to be
true. But, because of the theorem's importance, we take the opportunity to offer you a
proof in a more abstract setting. It's really beautiful! So - on first reading - just sit back
and enjoy it!

• Theorem 2--------------------
Let T: V ~ W be a linear transformation from the FDVS (see p. 1(6) V to the FDVS W.
Then dim{im(1)} + dim{ker(1)} = dim V, i.e. rank(1) + nullity(1) = dim V.

[Once again a picture (Fig. 10.2) might help keep in your mind exactly where the
elements and subspaces mentioned lie.]

PROOF
Choose a basis u 1' U2' .•• , Us of ker(1) and (using Theorem 4 of Chapter 9) extend it to a
basis u 1' .•. , us' us+1' ••• , un of V. We show that Tus+1' ••• , TUn is a basis for im(1).
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Fig 10.2

(i) Spanning Let a E im(1). Then a = Tv where v = a 1U 1 + ... + anUn. But

Tv =al (Tu1)+ + as(Tus) + a s+l (Tus+1)+ ... + an (Tun)

Ow + + Ow +as+l(Tus+l)+···+an(Tun)

SO {Tus+1' ... , TUn} do span im(1).
(ii) Independence Suppose that

f3s+1(Tus+1)+ ... + f3n (Tun) =Ow·

Then T(f3s+1us+l + ... + f3nun) =Ow· But this just says that

Hence we may write

for suitable 1'1' ..., 'Ys E ~ (why?). Rewriting this we have

(10.1)

Since {u l' ... , u.} forms a basis for V this equality implies that each
f3i =0 (s + 1 ~ i ~ n). Hence, from (10.1) above, we see that {Tus+1' ••• , Tun} is a
linearly independent set and hence, by part (i), a basis for im(1).

It follows that dim{im(1)} + dim{ker(1)} = (n - s) + s =n =dim V, as claimed. •

Discuss this proof in the cases s =0 and s =n. Do you see any problems with the
proof?
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We now tum to an important theoretical use of the concept of linear transformation.
A question which is very important in many areas of mathematics, including all of

algebra, is: 'When are two mathematical objects essentially indistinguishable?' In linear
algebra one such question of obvious important is: When are two finite dimensional
vector spaces 'essentially the same'? [One can be fairly confident that the answer will
either delight you - or disappoint you dreadfully! But, first, we must explain what we
mean by the phrase 'essentially the same'.]

Thinking aloud (or, whatever is the written equivalent!), let us suppose that we are
presented with two vector spaces V and V, say. Suppose the elem.ents of V are
{u, v, w, . . .} and the elements of V are {u', v', w', ... } so that the pairing of u with u', v
with v', w with w', etc. matches all the elements of V with all those of V in a 1-1 manner.
Under this pairing it may (or may not!) be the case that, for all u, v E V and all a E [R, we
have both
(i) u + v pairs with u' + v' (i.e. (u + v)' =u' + v') and

(ii) au pairs with au' (i.e, (au)' =a(u'».
If so, then the two vector spaces, though comprising distinct elements, are surely
'structurally identical' in the sense that any relationship existing between the u, v, w, ...
of Vis reflected faithfully by an identical relationship between the u', v', w', ... of V
obtained from the former relationship by 'dashing'. [For example, if 3u + 2v - 17w=0v'
we could surely conclude that 3u' + 2v' - 17w' =0v.] This idea seems to convey the
correct idea of 'sameness' so let us formalise it and use the formalisation as a definition
of this 'sameness'.

Before we do, let us consider the vector spaces [R2 and [R3. Having continually thought
of them as (representations of) 2- and 3-dimensional space respectively, it is perhaps a bit
of a surprise (Exercise 4(b) of Chapter 7) to find that [R2 is not a subspace of [R3. Indeed
[R2 is not even a subset of [R3! (For [R2 comprises pairs (a, b) and none of these is a triple
in [R3!) However, Definition 2 saves us: it shows that [R2 is 'essentially' a subspace of [R3.
(We leave this to Exercise 26.)

• Definition 2
Let V and W be vector spaces over the same set (field) of scalars IF. Suppose that T is a
1-1 mapping from V onto W such that for all u, v E V and for all a E IF:

(i) T(u+'v)=T(u)+T(v) and (ii) T(au)=aT(u)

(i.e. Tis a linear transformation which is 1-1 and onto). Then Tis called an isomorphism
between V and Wand V and W are said to be isomorphic. We write V == W. •

[The word 'isomorphism' comes from the Greek and means 'same form' .]
Using Definition 2 we can establish the remarkable fact that each (real) FDVS is

nothing more than one of the [Rn in disguise! This means that all (real) FDVSs - of any
given dimension - are algebraically indistinguishable; in other words the only real
difference is in the nature of their elements.

• Theorem 3-------------------
Let Vbe any (real) vector space of dimension n. Then V == [Rn.
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PROOF
Let B ={VI' V2' ... , vn } be a basis of V. Define the map T: V ~lRn as follows. If

V=alvl +a2v2 + ... +anvn is a typical element of V (10.2)

then T(v) =(aI' a2' ... , an) E (Rn. Since, in (10.2), V determines the a i (the coordinates of
V with respect to the basis B) uniquely (why?), each V unambiguously determines the
n-tuple T(v) in (Rn. Conversely, each n-tuple in (Rn arises in this way. The map Tis,
therefore, 1-1 and onto. We check property (i) of Definition 2, leaving part (ii) to you.

So, let u = {3lvI + {32v2 + ... + (3nvn and v = alvl + a2v2 + ... + anvn- Then

T(u+v) = T{(f3t+al)vI +(!3l +(2)v2 + ... +({3n +an)vn}
=(f3t + al,!3l + a2' ... (3n + an)
=(f3t,!3l, ... ,(3n)+(al,a2'··· ,an)
=T(u)+T(v).

This completes part (i). Proving that (ii) holds will show that T is an isomorphism-
hence V == (Rn. •

As an example we give the following.

Example 6
(R2[X] == (R3via the (most obvious?) map S defined by

S(ao + alx + a2x2)=(ao, aI' a2),

but also via the map given by

T(ao + alx + a2x2)=(2ao + 4al' ao + 4al +2a2' 3ao + 2al + 3a2).

[Can you see why?)
Theorem 3 generalises, by an almost identical 'component comparing' proof, to show

that any two vector spaces of the same dimension n are isomorphic. (See Exercise 28.)
And, of course, each is then isomorphic to (Rn. As in Example 6 there will, in general, be
many maps which will establish an isomorphism, although, often, one of them stands out
as being more 'natural' than the rest.

PROBLEM I0.6

To which (Rnis the vector space of arithmetic progressions (see Definition 1 of Chapter 6)
isomorphic? Confirm your assertion by finding an appropriate isomorphism. •

Finally, two problems the first of which stands out like a sore thumb.

(Finite dimensional) vector spaces of the same dimension are isomorphic, but are
isomorphic vector spaces necessarily of the same dimension? (You have enough
information in previous chapters to answer this!)
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Can you find two infinite dimensional vector spaces which are not isomorphic?

POSTSCRI PT The essential interchangeability of the concepts of matrix and linear
transformation suggests that, just as m x n matrices can be added and multiplied by
scalars and then turned into a vector space (of dimension mn), so too ought we be able to
add and scalarly multiply the set of all linear transformations from an n-dimensional
vector space V say, to one of dimension m, W say, and tum the result into a vector space!
(Indeed sums and scalar multiples of functions are discussed in the Appendix - and, in
fact, the above programme can be carried out.)

If V and W coincide then m =n and, since two n x n matrices can also be multiplied,
one might expect that, on the set (vector space) of all linear transformations from V to
itself, products of linear transformations could be defined. Indeed they can! That will be
in the follow-up book to this one - we just note that the idea is closely connected with the
concept of 'change of basis' in vector spaces which lies behind much of the goings-on in
Chapter 11.

Applications
Various examples have shown that multiplication by a suitable matrix produces a linear
transformation from IRn to IRm and, conversely (we claim), all such transformations can be
so obtained (Exercise 22). Thus the applications here include all those listed in Chapter 3.
Replacing the matrix by a single symbolic letter leads, oftentimes, to more succinct
proofs (e.g. Theorem 2) of theorems and also encourages us to consider mappings on
infinite dimensional spaces - cf. Examples 2 and 3(iv) and (v).

Summary
Amongst all the functions T which can be defined from one vector space, V, to another,
W, the most natural to consider are those which 'preserve' the structure: that is, those
which (roughtly speaking) map linear combinations to linear combinations. In particular,
we have T(au + f3v) = aT(u) + f3T(v). One consequence of this is that the action of Ton

V is fully determined once its action on a basis of V is known. Another is that subspaces
(of V) are mapped by Tto subspaces (of W). In particular T(V) is a subspace of W - the
image (or range) of T. The other important subspace associated with T is its kernel (or
null space) - the set of elements of V which T maps to Ow. These subspaces and T are
connected by the equality

rank T + nullity T (= dim (imf) + dim (ker D) = dim V.

Finally linear transformations which are 1-1 and onto were used to define the concept of
isomorphic vector spaces and it was found that each (real) n-dimensional vector space is
isomorphic to the (real) vector space IRn of n-tuples of (real) numbers.
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Linear transformations (under the name linear substitutions) have been around a
long time. They make an appearance in the 17th and 18th centuries in the process
of change of coordinates which allowed classification of curves and surfaces
according to their degree. They also appear later in the work of Lagrangeand Gauss
conceming the set of all values that can be taken by a quadratic form (for example
(x, y) =2x2 + 5xy + 41) when x, yare restricted to being integers. (Provided
a, f3, 1', 8 E 7L and a8 - f31' = ±I the totality of values taken by (x, y) and
( ax + f3y, 1'x+ 8y) coincide so that (x, y) and (ax + f3y, 1'X + 8y) can be regarded
as equivalent.) Yet another is in projective geometry Introduced by Desargues in the
17th century it was resurrected after a period of stagnation using both purely
geometric and purely algebraic methods. In the latter case 'projective
transformations' and linear substitutions become linked, different substitutions
representing the same transformation when their coefficients are in proportion.
And, of course, we must not forget the linear vector functions such as curl and V
introduced by Maxwell and others in the late 19th century

A formal definition of linear transformation Gust like the above) was given by
Peano in 1888 and by Weyl in his Space, Time and Matter of 1918.

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER 10

1. Let A be an n x m matrix. Regarding the elements of IRn and IRm as row vectors define a
map S: IRn ~ IRm as follows. For U E IRn set S(u)= uA. Show that S is a linear
transformation of IRn into IRm

•

2. (a) Describe geometrically the linear transformations of 1R2 which the following matrices
represent:

(1' ) [0 1] .. [0 1] (...)[2 0] (iv) [1 t]10; (11) -10; 111 0-1; IV 01;
[ ! - ~ !] (vi) [1 0] ( ..) [0 1] ( ... ) [cos1i sin 1i J

(v) ...; t 1- ; VI 0 r; Vll r 0; Vlll sin 1'} - cos 1'} ;

. [ cos 1i sin 1iJ. () [sino- cos 1iJ
( IX ) . _Q. _Q.' x _Q.' _Q. •- SIn'U cos 'U cos 'U SIn'U

(In (vi) and (vii) you may need to consider ranges 0 < r < 1, r < -1, etc. separately.)
(b) Which, if any, of (ii), (iv) and (vi) map the circle x2 + y2 = 1 to a circle?

3. Write down matrices which in 1R2 describe:
(i) reflection in the y-axis;

(ii) reflection in the line y =2x;

(iii) perpendicular projection onto the line y = x;
and which, in 1R3

, describe:
(iv) reflection in the x-y-plane;
(v) rotation in a right-hand screw direction through an angle 1i about the y-axis.

4. Let Det be the determinant map and let Tr be the trace map from M 2(1R) to IR given by
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net[; ~]=ad-bC and T{; ~]=a+d.

Determine (!) whether or not Det and Tr are linear maps.

5. (a) Let Do be the 'second derivative' map given by Do(f) =d2f/dx? On what space of
'vectors' can Do most naturally be defined? Show that Do is then a linear map.

(b) Let g be a fixed differentiable function. Define the maps D1 and D2 from the space
S£) of differentiable functions to the space ~ of all functions by: D1(f) = fg' + gf';
D2(f ) =ff' (f' denoting, as usual, the derivative of f). Decide which, if either, of D 1

and D2 is/are linear.

6. Let T{3 be the mapping of ~3 to itself under which each plane 3x + 2y - 17z= a is moved
to the plane 3x + 2y - 17z = a + f3. Describe this movement geometrically and show that
T(3 is not a linear transformation unless f3 = 0.

7. Let T: ~5 ~ ~4 be the map defined by:

T(x, y, z, W, t) = (x + y + Zz,x + 2y + 4z + 2w + t, 2z + 2w + t, 2x + 2y - 4w - 2t).

Do you believe that T is linear? Give the reasons for your belief. Now, verify your belief
by means of a proof or a counterexample.

8. (a) Let T:~2 ~ ~2 be defined by T(x, y) = (2x + 3y + 4, 5x - y). Show that T is not linear.
(b) Let p(x) be a fixed polynomial in ~[x]. Define T:~[x] ~ ~[x] by: for each

polynomial q(x) E ~[x], T(q(x)) = p(x)q(x). Is T a linear map?

9. Intuitively is there a 'degree changing' linear map T:~3[x] ~ ~3[x] satisfying:
T(I) = 1 + x, T(x) = 1 + x2,T(x2) = 1 + x3 and T(x3)= I? Explain why not - or prove that
there is.

10. (i) Let T:~3 ~ ~3 be a linear transformation such that T(5, 8, 8) = (1, 5, 3),
T(3, 3, 5) = (1, 2, 2) and T(a, b, c) = (9, 9, 9). Find T(I, 2, 3), given that a = b = c = 9.

(ii) In (i) what values must one take for a, b, c in order that T(I, 2,3) = (-1, -2, -3)?
Write down the matrices corresponding to T (cf. Example 5) in each case.

11. Is there a linear transformation T:~3 ~ ~4 such that T(I, 2, 3) = (0, 1, 0, 1),
T(2, 3,4) = (2, -3,1,7) and T(3, 4,5) = (4, -7,2, 14)? If not, why not?

12. Let C be a fixed invertible matrix from M2(~). Define the map l':M2(~) ~ M2(~) by
T(A) = C-1AC for all A E M2(~). Is T linear?

13. Let V, W be vector spaces. Define the map Z: V ~ W by Z(v) = Owfor every v E V. Show
that Z is a linear transformation (the zero transformation). Do the same for the map
Id:V ~ V given by Id(v) = v for all v E V. (Id is the identity transformation.)

14. (a) Show that the map T: V ~ W is a linear transformation if and only if, for all u, v E V
and for all a E ~, we have T(au + f3v) = aT(u) + f3T(v). [Thus this one requirement
can replace the two of Definition 1.] Now use the method of induction to extend this
result to that of Theorem 1(1).

(b) Let T:V ~ W be a linear map. Prove, formally, that, for v E V, we have
T(-v) = -T(v). Deduce that, for all u, v E V and all a, f3 E ~~, we have
T(au - f3v) = aT(u) - f3T(v).
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15. (a) Show that the line in fR3 which passes through a = (a, b, c) and is parallel to the line
joining 0 = (0, 0, 0) to u =(u, v, w) comprises all points of the form a + au where
a E fR. Hence show that any linear transformation from (R3 to any (Rn maps this line
to a line - or just a point.

(b) If 1is the line given by the intersection of the planes x + 2y + 3z= 0 and
3x + Y + 2z=0 and if T: (R3 ~ fR2 is the linear transformation given by
Ttx, Y, z) = (x + Y, Y + z), find the equation of the line to which T maps 1.

16. Prove Theorem I(IV). [Method: let WI' W2 E T(VI). Then WI =T(VI)' W2 =T(v2) for
suitable VI' V2' E VI· Hence WI + W2 =T(VI + V2) E T(V I ) (why?)]

17. Show that each linear transformation T: fR ~ (R takes the form T(r) = ar where a is a
suitable real number. Can you identify geometrically the different types of linear
transformations T:(R2 ~ (R2 (e.g. rotation, shear, etc.)? [This might be easier after
studying Chapter 11.]

18. (See Exercise 15 of Chapter 6.) Let Tbe the map c;j ~ c;j given by T({xi}) ={Yi}' where

{Xi} == (Xl' X2' . · .) and Yi=xi+l. Show that T is linear. What is its kernel?

19. Repeat Exercise 18 in the cases where T is given by:

(i) T({xi}) = {Yi} where YI =0 and Yi=Xi-I;
(ii) T({Xi}) = {Yi} where Yi=Xi + 2xi+l·

20. Let T:(R3[X] ~M2«(R) be given by

Check that Tis linear. What is its kernel? Determine a basis for its image.

21. Let D3 be the linear map defined on the set of all twice differentiable functions by:
D3(f) =f" + 4f' + 3f. What is the kernel of this map? (Cf. equation 6.2.)

22. (a) Let T:(Rn ~ (Rm be given by T(Vi) ={3liWI + {32iW2 + ... + {3miwm where, for each
i.] (1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~j ~ m), Vi (Wj ) is the n x 1 (m x 1) column vector with a '1' in its ith
place (jth place) and Oselsewhere. (That is, the V and W constitute the usual standard
basis - see Example l(ii) of Chapter 9.) Write down the matrix determined by T and

the Vb Wj"

(b) [Generalising part (a)] Let Tbe a linear transformation from the vector space V with
selected basis Bv = {VI' V2' ... , Vn } to the vector space Wwith selected basis
Bw={WI' W2'···' Wm } · Suppose that, for each i (1 ~ i ~ n), T(Vi) ={3liWI + {32iw2 +
... + {3miwm and let M be the matrix [(3ij]. Suppose further that V =alVI + a2V2 + ...
+ anvn, that W =I'IWl + 1'2W2 + ... + I'mwm and that T(v) =W (so that

may be regarded as the 'coordinate vectors' (see the start of Chapter 9) for V and W

with respect to the given bases Bv and Bw.) Show that
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[Hint: express each T(v) in terms of the T(v j) and then T(v j) in terms of the wj"]

23. Find bases for the kernel and for the image and, hence, find the rank and nullity of the
map of Exercise 7.

24. Find a basis for the kernel and for the image of the linear transformation

T:M3x3(1R) ~M3X3(1R) given by

[
1 2 1]

T(M)= 2 13M.
1 -1 2

Confirm the result of Theorem 2 on this example.

25. Find the rank and nullity of the maps f, g given by:
(i) fix, y, z) = (x + y, Y + z, Z + x);

(ii) g(x, y, z, t) =(x - y, y - z,z- t, t - x). [x, y, Z, t E IR, of course.]

26. Show that the vector space 1R2 is isomorphic to the subspace {(x, y, 0): x, y E IR} of 1R3.

Show that it is also isomorphic to each of the subspaces:
(i) {(x,y,z):x+y+z=O};

(ii) {(x + y, Y + Z, Z -x): x, y, Z E IR}.
[Hint: choose a basis in each.]

Although it is unnecessary to give more than one, give two isomorphisms in each case.

27. Extend the first part of Exercise 26 by showing that, for n > m > 0, IRn has a subspace
(indeed infinitely many subspaces) isomorphic to IRm

•

28. Prove directly that any two vector spaces of the same dimension (and over the same
scalars IF) are isomorphic. [Hint: choose a basis for each, then pair off a1v1+ ... + anvn
with a1w1+ ... + anwn.]

29. Are the vector spaces {(x, y, z): x + y + z =O} and {(u, v, w): u -1- 2v+ 3w =O}
isomorphic? If so, try to find a specific isomorphism which establishes this.

30. Is there an isomorphism T:M2(1R)~ 1R3[x] in which

T[1 0] -1 3?o 0 - +x+x .

Either prove there is not or define T completely by writing down

31. (a) Show that if m -:;:. n then IRm ¢ IRn
• [How can you be sure that there is not a rather

peculiarly defined isomorphism? Indeed there do exist 1-1 onto maps pairing off the
elements of IRn and IRm

- see the historical remarks in Chapter 9. Hint: isomorphisms
send bases to ...?]
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(b) Let A be an m x n matrix with m :t:. n. Is the row space of (n-tuples of) A isomorphic
to the column space of (m-tuples of) A?

32. Place the following vector spaces into distinct categories so that two spaces are in the
same category if and only if they are isomorphic:

(i) M2(~);

(ii) the space of arithmetic progressions;
(iii) the subspace of skew-symmetric matrices in M3(~);

(iv) the subspace of symmetric matrices in M2(~);

(v) the solution space of the system of equations

x-2y-2z+10t =0
x- y-z+2t =0

2x+y+z=0.

(vi) ~3[x];

(vii) the space of 3 x 3 magic squares.

33. Show that, over ~, ([2 is isomorphic to ~4. Is ([2 (as a vector space over ([) isomorphic to
~2 as a vector space over ~? (Surely each has dimension 2?)

COMPUTER PACKAGE PROBLEMS

1. Are the following subspaces of ~5 isomorphic?

(i) sp{(24, -89, -112, -268, -67), (25, -13, -24, -229,6), (-62, -26, -4,58, -20),
(64,72,56,40,56),(-55,27,56,-69,46),(-47,19,41, 178, 10)}

(ii) sp{(72, -176, -240,360,8), (-100, 95,158, -414,3), (81, 216, 216,135, -27),
(22,66,67,63, -11), (48,224,240,96, -32)}.

2. Are the following subspaces of ~2 isomorphic?

(i) {(x,y, z.t,w):159x - 372y + 423z - 9t -120w =0
and 369x -1125y + 720z + 36t + 279w = 0
and 261x-1134y+171z+99t+918w =O};

(ii) {(x,y,z,t,w):x+4y+9z+16t+25w =0
and x+8y+27z+64t+125w =O}.

3. Is either subspace from Problem 1 actually equal to one of the subspaces of Problem 2?



In this chapter we see how problems which are simple versions of those of interest in real
life lead us, necessarily, to the introduction of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a
(square) matrix A. (The eigenvalues of A are the roots of the characteristic polynomial of
A which is the value of a certain determinant derived from A.)

Many problems lead naturally to the desire to diagonalise A. Examples (and theory)
reveal that, if an n x n matrix A has an LI set of n eigenvectors or if A is symmetric, then
diagonalisation is possible. Where diagonalisation is not possible the best that can be
achieved is to convert A to Jordan form.

Applications of the diagonalising process abound. We end the chapter with two more:
(i) to recognising conics and (ii) to finding maximum and minimum values of functions
of several variables.

We now come to what many mathematicians would see as one of the most important
topics in linear algebra - the notions of eigenvalue and eigenvector. There are many ways
to motivate their introduction. One way is to return to the first Application at the end of
Chapter 3. (For alternative motivation see Examples 3 and 9 and the Applications.)

Recall our most surprising assertion: if T is the matrix

[

0.8 0.15 0.05]
0.2 0.7 0.35

° 0.15 0.6

then, as k is made larger and larger, each colum of t' approximates to

[

0.380 ]
0.451 .
0.169 .

How might we confirm this? Put another way, we are asking how we might show (for
large k) the result of multiplying r with each of

[~ J [!]and [ ~]
is (approximately) the above vector.

These queries raise the fundamental question as to how we can possibly have the
remotest idea how to calculate rv when a 3 x 3 matrix T, a (large) positive integer k and
a vector v(E ~3) are given.
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Of course there is one case in which rv is easy to calculate: namely if, for some
number A, Tv =Av. For then,

T2v{= T(T(v»} =T(Av) =A(Tv) =A2v

and, more generally, rv = Akv for all positive integers k - as is easily proved by
mathematical induction. But surely such v are rare? In a sense, yes! (Certainly there can
be no more than n such Acorresponding to any given n x n matrix - as we shall see
below.)

However suppose, by chance, that we can find a basis {VI' v2' v3 } for ~3 and numbers
AI' A2and A3such that Tv, =Aivi for i = 1, 2 and 3. Then each u E ~3 can be expressed in
the form u =aivi + a2v2 +a3v3for suitable numbers aI' a2 and a3 and so

Tku=aIA~vI +a2A~v2 +a3A~v3

(using the linearity of Ti.
We shall return to this example after Corollary 1. But one thing is already clear. It

certainly seems appropriate, given a (square) matrix T, to investigate the problem of
finding (non-zero) vectors v (and associated numbers A) for which Tv =Av. We give such
numbers and vectors special names .

• Definition I
Let T be an n x n matrix. If Ais a scalar" and if V is a (non-zero) vector" such that Tv =
Av, we say that v is an eigenvector for T corresponding to the eigenvalue A. •

[The reason for not accepting the zero vector as an eigenvector is that it would be an
eigenvector corresponding to every scalar and we surely do not want every scalar to be an
eigenvalue! Note also that, for each scalar a (:t: 0), av is also an eigenvector for T - since
T(av) =a(Tv) =a(Av) =A(av).]

There are many significant problems queueing up to be solved by the
eigenvalue/eigenvector method but to see how, given a (square) matrix T, we can actually
find Aand v such that Tv =Av - and to see that there are associated geometrical
interpretations - we begin with a simple example.

Example I
Let T be the matrix

=[-4 -2]T 3 3·

Suppose the vector

v=[;]
and the number Aare such that

"Real or complex? Wait and see!
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Then, since

(/2 being the 2 x 2 identity matrix), we may write

This we may rewrite as

But this is nothing other than the pair of simultaneous (homogeneous) linear equations

(-4- A)x-2y =0
3x+(3-A)y=0

(11.1)

and (by Theorem 6 of Chapter 5) these will have a non-zero solution if and only if

[-4-A-2]
Det 3 3-A =0,

i.e. (-4 - A)(3 - A) - (-6) = O. Consequently A2 + A - 6 = 0, which implies that A = 2 or
A= -3. These are the eigenvalues of T. To find corresponding eigenvectors we now solve
equations (11.1) taking, first, A= 2 and then A= -3.
(i) A= 2: Here equations (11.1) are equivalent to the single equation 3x + y = O. Thus,

for A=2, equations (11.1) have solution

and a is any non-zero number (non-zero since we want

(ii) A= -3: Here equations (11.1) are each equivalent to the single equation x + 2y = O.
Thus, for A= -3, equations (11.1) have solution

and f3 is any (non-zero) number.
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Summarising: the given matrix Thas two eigenvalues, A=2 and A=-3, with
associated sets of eigenvectors {av2: a E ~ and a*' O} and {{3v-3: {3 E ~ and {3 *' O}
respectively where

The geometrical interpretation of the above is as follows. Regarding T as the linear
transformation of ~2 which sends

we see that, since

[ -4 -2][ a ] =2[ a ]
3 3 -3a -3a '

each point (a, -3a) on the line 3x + y =0 is 'stretched out', by the action of T, to a point
on the same line but twice as far away from (but on the same side of) the origin.
Likewise, since

each point (-2{3, {3) on the line x + 2y =0 is 'stretched out', by the action of T, to a point
on the same line but three times as far away from (and, because of the minus sign, on the
opposite side of) the origin. (Likewise, the eigenvectors of an n X n matrix T correspond
exactly to lines in n-dimensional space which T maps to themselves - that is, lines which
are invariant under T.)

This interpretation helps us to 'see' the overall effect that

has on the whole plane.
Expressing each vector u in ~2 in the form u = aV2 + bV_3' we see that

Tu =2av2 - 3bv_3• That is, the point whose 'coordinates', with respect to the basis
{v2' v-3} of ~2 and <a, b», is mapped to the point whose 'coordinates' (with respect to
the same basis {v2' V-3} ) are «Ia, - 3b> - see Fig. 11.1. (You might care to plot other
points - and the lines joining them, for example.)

PROBLEM 11.1
Consider the (linear) transformation of ~2 given by sending the point
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T(u) = 2av 2 - 3bv_3

Fig I 1.1 With respect to axes v2' v-3' the point u = <a, b» is mapped by T to <2a, - 3b>

say. This mapping reflects the plane ~2 in the x-axis: in particular it maps the line y = 0 to
itself. Can you 'see' geometrically any other line which Tmaps to itself? If you can then
check you are right (and if you can't then find it) by obtaining the eigenvalues and
corresponding eigenvectors of

by the method of Example 1.

PROBLEM 11.2

Show that the map

•

sends every point of ~2 to the line x = 2y. (Consequently T certainly maps the line x = 2y
to itself. In other words

[2] . .1 IS an eigenvector of
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Is any 'stretching' factor involved? That is, what is the corresponding eijenvalue") Are
there any other lines which map to themselves under the action of T? First think it out
geometrically - then use the method of Example 1 to find any other eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of

(You might be surprised!)

PROBLEM 11.3

The map ~2 ~ ~2 given, in Problem 10.1(iii)(a), by

has a shearing effect on the plane. Can you see, geometrically, any line(s) which are left
unchanged by the action of T? Again check your answer (or find it) by obtaining
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for

•

•
Must a linear transformation from ~2 to ~2 always fix at least one line? By no means.

This can be seen most easily geometrically via the following example.

Example 2
Consider the (linear) transformation of the plane determined by the matrix

= [cos if - sin if]R . _Q. _Q. •sm u cos o

This rotates everything in ~2 anticlockwise through an angle if about the origin.
Consequently no non-zero vector (and hence no line) can be left fixed by R (unless
if is ... what?)

Let us check the algebra. If, for certain

v=[~]
and Awe have Rv = Av then

This requires
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Det[cos.it - A - sin it ] = 0,
SInit cosit- A

So that A=cos it ± ~(-sin2it) [agreed?] and so Ais a real number only when sin it =0,

that is it =n7T, where n is an integer.
In particular, the matrix

(corresponding to an anticlockwise rotation through 7T/2) leaves no line in 1R2 fixed.
However, if we are prepared to allow complex numbers we can find (complex)
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for S. To find these eigenvalues we (still) only have to solve

the quadratic equation

[-A-1]
Det 1 -A =0.

Thus A2 + 1 =0, giving A= i or -i. Then, solving the equations

-Ax-ly =0
lx-Ay=O

for A= i, we find

whilst if A=-i we find

(Geometrically the matrix maps the imaginary lines x = iy and x == -iy to themselves 
using an imaginary scaling factor!)

Complex eigenvalues can be a bit of a nuisance. The problem is this: if we refuse to
accept them then we have to admit that some matrices have no eigenvalues at all - and
hence no eigenvectors. If we do accept them then, even for real matrices, we may be
forced to accept eigenvectors with complex components. Now if

[~] is an eigenvector, so is c[~]

for all non-zero scalars c. Should we allow c to range over all non-zero complex numbers
or shall we (especially in the case of a real matrix) restrict it to being real? If the latter
then, whereas I took
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as the eigenvectors in Example 2 you might have decided to take

and, if only real scalars a, {3, '}', 8 are used, my set of eigenvectors would be different
from yours. So it seems that we must accept c being complex throughout. But then we
ask: do you really want to consider vectors such as

as eigenvectors in Example 1? Put another way: do we really want to accept

[X] [-2i] [ 3+ 4i ]= and etc.
y i -9-12i

as solutions to the system of equations (11.1) above?
The resolution of this problem seems to be: either (i) always accept complex numbers

under all circumstances or (ii) accept complex eigenvalues, eigenvectors and scalars only
when forced to (as, for instance, in Example 8 below). We have tended to adopt this latter
approach.

As a second (entirely different type of) motivating example let us look at a problem
which, you might imagine, describes a chemical or physical system involving two
variable quantities which are interrelated - and see how it forces on us the study of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

Example 3
Consider the system of simultaneous differential equations

dx 5 1dt =3 x(t) - 3y(t)

dy 2 4
dt=-3 X(t)+3y(t)

(11.2)

where x(t) and y(t) are functions of the time t. [Notice how the rate of increase of each
function is lessened if the other function is able to increase in size. An intriguing
question, therefore, is what will happen to x(t) and y(t) in the long run. For example, will
either die out - that is, will x(t) or y(t) eventually become O?]

If only this system had been of the form

dx
- = px(t)
dt

dy =qy(t)
dt
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the solution would have been easy! Indeed Idxlx =Ip dr; Idyly =Iq dt giving x =G rtt
,

Y= H eqt (where G and H are constants which are determined by the initial conditions of
the problem). What we do with the given problem is to reduce it to one of this kind, as
follows.

Let us assume that X(t) and Y(t) are functions of t which are such that

X(t) =PIx(t) + P2y(t)

Y(t) =qIx(t) + q2y(t),

PI' P2' ql and q2 being constants which are to be determined. We may write this in matrix
form as

[
X ( t ) ] =[PI P2][X(t)] =M[X(t)],
Y(t) ql q2 y(t) y(t)

say. If we write

[
dx / dt ] .
dy/dt bneflyas

and use similar notation for X(t) and Y(t), so that

we find we can write equations (11.2) first as

say, and then (assuming M to be invertible!) as

Now, if only we could (also) assume MT~I to be a diagonal matrix

D=[~ ~l
say, then we would have

X(t) =pX

Y(t) = qY

which would imply X =U rtt and Y =Veqt (for suitable constants U and V). Then, from

[
X (t )] =M[X(t)]
Y(t) y(t)

we could deduce that
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[X(t)]=M-1[X(t)]
y(t) Y(t)

and hence solve for x(t) and y(t).

So, the question is: given a (square) matrix T can one find an invertible matrix M such
that MT~l = D, a diagonal matrix? If so, we say that Tis diagonalisable. Let us
investigate this possibility.

For tidyness, we set N =u:' and then rewrite lflTN =D as TN =ND. Now, if

N=[:~ :~] and D=[~ Zl
it follows from TN = ND, that

That is, the columns of the matrix N which we hope will diagonalise T are forced to be
eigenvectors of T. Furthermore, the diagonal entries of D are the corresponding
eigenvalues.

We summarise the above: given the (2 x 2) matrix

we first find its eigenvalues by solving

net[a-A b] =la -A b I=0
c d-A c d-A

for A. Then, for each eigenvalue AI' A2 of T, we solve the resulting system of equations

It follows that if

[:] and [~]

are (non-zero) solutions for Al and A2 respectively (and if Al ;j::. A2)b then the sets

are the sets of eigenvectors corresponding to Al and A2 respectively. Furthermore we then
have

"And if AI' A2 are equal? See Examples 5-8.
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Let us now complete the solution of the system (11.2).
We first put

[
.i- A _.1]

Det 3_t t-\ =0.

We find that Al= 1 and A2 =2 are the eigenvalues. Corresponding to Al = 1 we obtain the
equations

(.i -l)r _.1s=0 [r] [1]23 (4 3) _ with solutions = a 2 (a *" 0),
-}"r+ }"-1 s-O s

whilst, for A2 =2, we have

(i -2)r- t s=0 [r] [1]with solutions - f3 (f3 *" 0)- t r + (t - 2 )s = 0 s - -1 .

If we now set

we find that !VITN =D. In particular, this working tells us to put

[X]= .1[1 1 ][x]
Y 3 2 -1 v!

That is, we should set X = (x + y)/3 and Y = (2x - y)/3 or, equivalently, x = X + Yand
y = 2X - Y. Doing this we find that

d.X = .1{dx + dY} = .l{x(t) + y(t)} =X(t)
dt 3 dt dt 3

dY I { dx dY } I { }-= 3 2--- =3 4x(t)-2y(t) =2Y(t),
dt . dt dt

(11.3)

as expected. It follows that X(t) = K et and Y(t) = L e2t (where K and L are constants) and
hence that

x(t) = K et + L e2t and y(t) = 2K et
- L e2t (11.4)

[The change from functions x(t), y(t) to new functions might be thought of as a sort of
'change of coordinates' technique.]

If, in particular, we are told that at time t =0, x = 1001 and y == 1999 then, from (11.4)
we obtain 1001 =K + Land 1999 =2K - L. This implies that K:= 1000 and L = 1. Since,
f~om (11.4), y(t) =0 when et =2K/L, we see that there is none of y left when et =2000,
i.e. when t = loge2000 = 7.601 (years?) approximately.
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PROBLEM 11.4

(a) In Example 3, what eventually happens to x(t) and yet) given that x(O) = 1000 and
yeO) = 20oo?

(b) Given that, on 1 January 1995, x = 1005 and y =1995 determine whether or not the
'population' y will survive to 1 January 2001. c

Free oscillations of connected systems of particles give rise to similar problems except
that the vector

[dx/dt] . [d2X/dt2
]

dy/dt IS replaced by d2y/dt2 ' •
Clearly, then, it is most useful to be able to diagonalise a matrix. Unfortunately not all

2 x 2 matrices are diagonalisable.

PROBLEM 11.5

(i) Show that the matrix

cannot be diagonalised.
(ii) Show that the matrix

is diagonalisable - but only if one allows the use of matrices with complex entries.
(iii) For the matrix T of Example 1 write down an invertible matrix N and a diagonal

matrix D such that Jr1TN =D. •
Of course, calculations of the above kind can be attempted for a (square) matrix T of

any size. But note that, if Tis n x n, then Det(T - AI) is a polynomial peA), say, (called the
characteristic polynomial of T) of degree n in A. And, whilst there are (quite tricky)
formulae for solving cubic and quartic equations in terms of the coefficients appearing in
the equations (the formula in the quadratic case being well known), a very famous
theorem of algebra, due to Evariste Galois (1811-1832), says that there can exist no such
general formula in cases ofhigher degree. [Thus, for equations of higher degree,
numerical methods (with all the attendant hazards of approximation, rounding errors and
calculating computer running time) suggest themselves.] On the other hand, admitting
complex roots gives the advantage that peA)will factorise into a product ot n linear
factors. (This assertion is the so-called fundamental theorem of algebra - see the
Appendix.) That is, counting roots according to their multiplicities, peA) will have n
roots. (Cf. Example 8.)

Here, then, are some further examples. However, you should realise (see Exercise 13)

"That is, the start of the next millennium!
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that those chosen have been specially 'cooked' so that the characteristic equation"
Det(T - AI)= 0 is fairly readily solved."

Example 4
Find the eigenvalues and, to each eigenvalue, all the corresponding eigenvectors for the
matrix

A=[:
11 -11]3 -2 .
5 -4

First we solve

3-A 11 -11
1 3-A -2 =0.
1 5 -4-A

Now

3-A 11 -11 3-A 11 0 3-A 11 0
1 3-A -2 = 1 3-A I-A = (I-A) 1 3-A 1
1 5 -4-A 1 5 I-A 1 5 1

3-A 11 0
= (I-A) 0 3-A 1 = (1- A)[(3- A)(3- A- 5)].

0 5 1

Hence

3-A 11 -11
1 3-A -2 =0
1 5 -4-A

if and only if A= 1, 3 or -2.
To find corresponding eigenvectors we solve the system of equations

for A= 1,3 and -2 in tum.
For A=1 we obtain

dEigenvalues and eigenvectors are sometimes called characteristic roots and characteristic vectors
"Inpractice the coefficients of the characteristic equation will not be integers. Even worse, because of various
errors which can arise (and swiftly multiply) in solving equations, iteratively, by computer, eigenvalues are
usually not found by solving the characteristic equation!
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2x+lly-Ilz=0
x+2y-2z =0
x+5y-5z=0

from which x = 0 and y = z = a, say, where a (':f. 0) is arbitrary. Thus the eigenvectors
corresponding to A= 1 are precisely the vectors

where a (':f. 0) is arbitrary. In a similar manner we obtain, for A=-2, the system of
equations

5x + Ily -lIz = 0 [X] [33]
x+5y-2z=0 fromwhich y =f3 -1,
x+5y-2z=0 z 14

f3 ("# 0) being arbitrary. Finally, for A=3 we have

Ily -lIz = 0 [X] [2]
X - 2z =0 giving y =AI,

x+5y-7z=0 z 1

'Y ("# 0) being arbitrary.
Geometrically the linear transformation of ~3 given by sending

leaves three lines in ~3 invariant, namely those through the origin which contain the
points (0, 1, 1), (33, -1, 14) and (2, 1, 1) respectively.

PROBLEM 11.6

Identify three planes which are left invariant (i.e. mapped to themselves) .by the action of
A. •

Following the same methods as in the 2 x 2 case we can now diagonalise the matrix A
immediately. We have

~~1][~ ~~ ~] = [~ ~2 ~].
-4 1 14 1 0 0 3

Example 5
Find the eigenvalues and, to each eigenvalue, all the corresponding eigenvectors for the
matrix
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[

1 -1 -1]
B= -1 1 -1.

-1 -1 1

Here the eigenvalues are given by solving

I-A
-1
-1

-1
I-A
-1

-1
-1 =0.

I-A

It is readily seen that A = 2 is an eigenvalue (since then all rows are -1 -1 -1.) Also,
adding rows 2 and 3 to the first row of the determinant shows (-1 -A) is a factor. In fact
we obtain

I-A
-1
-1

-1
I-A
-1

-1
-1 =(-I-A)(2-A)(2-A)

I-A

so that one eigenvalue is repeated. We find the corresponding eigenvectors as above.
For A = -1 we solve

2x - y - z =0 [X] [1]
-x+2y-z=O giving yz =a 11 '
-x- y+2z =0

a being arbitrary (and non-zero!)
For A=2 we solve

-x-y-z=O
-x-y-z=O
-x-y-z=O

giving X =-y - z so that

Taking y = f3 and z = y arbitrarily (and, of course, not both zero) we have

Thus, as distinct from previous cases, we have here a (repeated) eigenvalue with a 'double
infinity' of corresponding eigenvectors - since f3 and y may be chosen arbitrarily.
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PROBLEM 11.7

Are there three invariant planes for this matrix B?
Can we diagonalise the matrix B? Indeed we can:

[

1 -1 _1]-1[ 1 -1 -llf1 -1 -1] [-1 0 0]
1 1 0 -1 1 -1 1 1 0 = 0 2 O.
1 0 1 -1 -1 1 Jll 0 1 0 0 2

•

Note, also, that, on taking eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors in a different
order, we could equally well have written

[

- 1 1 _1]-1[ 1 -1 -1][-1 1 -1] [2 0 0]o 1 1 -1 1 -1 0 1 1 = 0 -1 O.
1 1 0 -1 -1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2

The 'double infinity' of eigenvectors referred to above can be described more precisely
by reintroducing the zero vector via the following definition .

• Definition 2
For each eigenvalue Aof a given n x n matrix T, say, let EA ={x: Tx =Ax}. (Thus EA

comprises all eigenvectors of T corresponding to Atogether with the zero vector.) Then
EA is a subspace of IRn called the eigenspace of T corresponding to A.

We leave you to check (Exercise 30) that E). is a subspace of IRn
. In particular the

invariant lines (and planes) which we have considered are not arbitrary lines and planes
but lines (planes) through the origin. That is, they are subspaces.

In the above example the 'double infinity' of eigenvectors corresponding to the
eigenvalue 2, is more neatly described by saying that E2 has dimension 2 (whilst E_1 has
dimension 1).

Example 6
Find the eigenvalues and, to each eigenvalue, all the corresponding eigenvectors for the
matrix

c=[~
6

:8}-3
0 -4

Here

3-A 6 2
0 -3-A -8 =0
1 0 -4-A

yields the characteristic equation _A3
- 4A2 + l l A- 6 =0 (so that A=1, 1 and -6 are the

eigenvalues of C). We leave you to check that the eigenvectors corresponding to A=-6
are
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To find those correspondingto A= 1 we solve

2x+6y+2z =0
-4y-8z =0

x-5z =O.

We find

{3 (* 0) being arbitrary. Here we have a new development: a repeated eigenvalue with
only a 'single infinity' of corresponding eigenvectors, that is, the eigenspace £1 has
dimension 1.

PROBLEM 11.8

How many invariant planes can you find for C?

PROBLEM 11.9

Is C diagonalisable? (Certainly we cannot find scalars (3, 'Y such that

Why not?)

Example 7
Find the eigenvalues and, to each eigenvalue, all the corresponding eigenvectors for the
matrix

The characteristic equation is found to be (1 - A)3 = 0 so that A= 1 is a triply occurring
root. The equations

4x-17y+9z=O [X] [2]
2x-7y+3z=O havesolution y =a 1.
2x-7y+3z=0 z 1

•

•
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Thus we have a triply repeated eigenvalue with a corresponding eigenspace of dimension
1.

Here there is clearly no invertible matrix N such that

[

1 0 0]
N-1EN= 0 1 O!

001

PROBLEM 11.10

Is there any invariant plane here? •
Certainly, a (real) 3 x 3 matrix always gives rise to at least one invariant line in ~3 - as
Exercise 23 below indicates. (As in Problem 11.2 above we allow the case where all the
points on a line are mapped to the same (one) point on it.)

PROBLEM 11.11

Does each 3 x 3 matrix give rise to at least one invariant plane? (Thus we require every
point of such a plane to be mapped to some point in it.) •

Finally we look at just one example of a 4 x 4 matrix.

Example 8
Let

3 5 -7 2

A=
8 -5 8 7
6 -6 9 5 .

0 -6 8 1

It is not difficult to check that the characteristic polynomial for A is
(A- {2 + i})2(A -{2 - i})2 and that the corresponding eigenspaces, each of dimension 2,
are:

1
4+4i

for A= 2 - i a + {3
3+3i

o

-1-i
1
1

l+i

1
4-4i

forA=2+i: 'Y 3-3i +8

o

-1+i
1
1

l-i

where a, {3, 'Y, 8 E C. (We leave you to find N and diagonal D such that !V1AN = D.)
From all the above examples it appears that what makes the n x n matrix T

diagonalisable is the existence of an LI set of n vectors all of which are eigenvectors for
T. See Exercise 32(a). (Whether or not an eigenvalue is repeated is, to some extent,
irrelevant - though see Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.)

There are two cases in which such an LI set of n eigenvectors is guaranteed! To obtain
the first we prove the following theorem.
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• Theorem I-------------------
Let Tbe an n X n matrix and let AI' A2, ... , Am be distinct eigenvalues of T. To each
Ai (1 ~ i ~ m) let Vi be a corresponding eigenvector. Then {VI' V2' ... , v m } is a linearly
independent set of vectors in IRn

.

PROOF
(This is another pretty proof, so once again we invite you to sit back and enjoy it!)

For each k (1 ~ k ~ m) we show that {VI' V2' ... , vk} is an LI set. We prove this by
induction on k. If k = 1 we have to show that the set {vI} is a linearly independent set.
But this is immediate since VI is, by definition, not the zero vector. (See Exercise 18(a) of
Chapter 8.)

Now suppose the desired result is known to be valid if k = t where 1 ~ t < m. We show
it to be true for k = t + 1. To do this consider the equation

(11.5)

We deduce that

T(aIv I + a2v2 + ... + atvt + at+lvt+I) = 0,

that is

aI(TvI) + a2(Tv2) + ... + alTvt) + at+I(Tvt+I) =0,

in other words

(11.6)

(11.7)

Subtracting At+I times equation (11.5) from (11.6) we obtain

aI(A I - At+1)VI + a2(A2 - At+I)V2 + ... + alAt - At+I)Vt =O.

But, since VI' V2' ... , V t are (by assumption) linearly independent, we deduce that

aI(A I -- At+I) =a2(A2 - At+I) =... =alAt - At+I) =O.

However, for 1 ~ i ~ t, none of the (Ai - At+I) is zero (since the Ai are distinct). Hence
each of the a i (1 ~ i ~ t) is zero. Thus, from (11.5) we deduce that a t+IVt+I = O. But this
implies that at+I =0 (since vt+I ~. 0). Therefore, in (11.5), all the ai are zero. This proves
that {VI' V2' ... , V t' v t+I } is a linearly indpendent set, as claimed.

Mathematical induction then does the rest. •

Surely mathematical induction can only be applied to infinite sets?

From Theorem 1 there follows immediately the corollary below.

• Corollary I
Let T be an n x n matrix. If the characteristic polynomial of T has n distinct (possibly
complex) roots then Tis diagonalisable. (Of course, even if Tis a real matrix, the
diagonalised version may have complex entries.) •
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Examples 3 and 4 above show this corollary in action.
Whilst we could have completed, earlier, the explanation of the behaviour of the

particular matrix T which introduced the chapter, it is easier to give this explanation by
making use of Theorem 1. We begin by observing that the matrix

_[0.8 0.15 0.05]
T - 0.2 0.7 0.35

o 0.15 0.6

has eigenvalues given by solving the equation

[

0.8 - A 0.15 0.05]
Det 0.2 0.7-A 0.35 =0.

o 0.15 0.6-A

Adding rows 2 and 3 to row 1 changes the determinant to

Det[~~A ~~~A ~~~ ]=(1-A)Det[~.2 ~.7-A ~.35 ]=0
o 0.15 0.6-A 0 0.15 0.6-A

giving A= 1, A= !{1.1 ±"(1.21 - 1.11)}. Calling these eigenvalues AI(= 1), A2 and A3 we
find corresponding eigenvectors

[

6.75]
VI =a 8.0 ,

3.0

V2 and V3. Since AI' A2 and A3are distinct Theorem 1 tells us that {VI' V2' v3} is an LI set
and, hence, a basis of ~3. Consequently for every element u = alVI +a2V2 + a3V3of ~3
and for every positive integer k,

Since Al = 1, whilst 0 < A2, A3< 1, we see that, as k increases, t'« approaches the value
alv1. (Are the conditions on A2 and A3just flukes? See Exercise 34.) Since the entries in
each of the columns of the matrices T,

[~l [!] and [~]
add up to 1, so, for each k, do the entries in each of
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(by Exercise 25 of Chapter 3). Thus, for large k, each of these three vectors is
(approximately) that scalar multiple of VI whose entries add up to 1. That is, each is
(almost) equal to

1 [6.75]_ 1 [27]_[0.3802817 ]
-- 8.0 -- 32 - 0.4507042 .
17.75 3.0 71 12 0.1690141. ..

A second case of diagonalisability (not needing n distinct eigenvalues) is given by the
following theorem.

• Theorem 2--------------------
Let T be a real symmetric matrix. Then Tis diagonalisable. Furthermore the
diagonalising matrix N can be chosen so that }TI =NT. •

(That is, N may be chosen orthogonal (see Exercise 24(c) of Chapter 3). That this can
be helpful is outlined in Example 9 below. Incidentally, the diagonalising matrix for the
matrix B of Example 5 above is not orthogonal. It could be replaced by an orthogonal
diagonalising matrix - if we wished - by the method described in Example 10 below.)

Before indicating how to prove Theorem 2 we give the promised example.

Example 9
Consider the equation -2x2- 2y2+ 5z2- 12xy + 2yz - 2xz - 4 =0. This equation defines
a (so-called quadric) surface in 3-dimensional space. The question is: what does this
surface look like? Let us first note that, provided we are prepared to identify a 1 x 1
matrix with its only entry, we may write -2x2- 2y2 + 5z2- 12xy -+- 2yz - 2xz as

[
- 2 -6 -1][X][x y z] -6 -2 1 y.
-1 1 5 z

Suppose we choose new coordinates X, Y, Z by setting

M being some (invertible) 3 x 3 matrix still to be determined. Then

Now since

[ = ~ =~ ~1]
-1 1 5
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(= S, say) is symmetric, Theorem 2 tells us that there is an orthogonal matrix M such that

is diagonal. Thus

can be rewritten as

a form from which the type of the surface (hyperbolic paraboloid, ellipsoid, parabolic
cylinder, etc.) can be determined from a well-documented list. (See, for example,
Fraleigh J. B. and Beauregard R. A. Linear Algebra.)

PROBLEM 11.12

Find the eigenvalues a, {3 and v above and hence determine the type of surface the given
equation represents. Then find the corresponding orthogonal diagonalising matrix M. (See
Example 10 below if you need help with this.) •

Why does the change of coordinates need to be orthogonal here? After all we did
not find it necessary in Example 3.

To indicate why Theorem 2 is true we first prove the following theorem.

• Theorem 3--------------------
All the eigenvalues of the real symmetric matrix T are themselves real.

PROOF
Suppose that Tv = Av. Then TY (= Tv, why?) = AY (the bar signifying that all entries are
replaced by their complex conjugates). From the first equality we obtain yTTv =AyTV,

from the second vTTv =AvTy. Taking transposes in this last equality gives yTTv =AyTV .

We then see that AyTV = yTTv = AyTV so that (A - A)yTV = O. But yTV -:t 0 (Exercise 12(c)

of Chapter 3), hence we must deduce that A == A. That is, Ais real.
Thus the (real) characteristic polynomial of T factors as a product of n real (though

maybe not distinct) linear factors. •
In the case of distinct linear factors we have the following theorem.
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• Theorem 4-------------------
In a real symmetric matrix eigenvectors corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are
orthogonal [and hence form an LI set - cf. Exercise 15 of Chapter 8].

PROOF
Suppose T is an n x n symmetric matrix with distinct eigenvalues Aand J.L and
corresponding eigenvectors u and v. Regarding u and v as column matrices we may write
Tu =Au and Tv =J.Lv. From the first of these we deduce that uTTT=AUT - and hence that
uTTv =AuTv - and from the second uTTv =J.LUTV, directly. It follows that
AuTv =uTTv = J,LUTV, so that (A - J.L)uTv =0 (the zero 1 x 1 matrix!). Since A"# J.L, we see
that uTv = 0; that is, u and v are orthogonal. •

We readily deduce the 'diagonalisability' part of Theorem 2 if the n real eigenvalues of
T are distinct.

What can we do if the symmetric matrix T of Theorem 2 has a repeated eigenvalue?
We show you by means of a particular example.

Example 10
The symmetric matrix

has eigenvalues 6, -3 and -3. For A=6 the corresponding eigenvectors are the

To find the eigenvectors corresponding to A= -3 we must solve

where {3, 'Y are not both zero. Now

are not orthogonal since
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However

will be orthogonal if -1.(-1 + ,,)+ 2.(2 + 0,,) =0, i.e. if ,,= 5. We therefore choose

as 'basic' vectors corresponding to A= -3. Of course

[ ~1 J [i]~d [ ~ ] must all be orthogonalto [+] (why?)

We thus have

However

is still not orthogonal" However this is easily arranged. We simply 'normalise' each
column vector by dividing it by its length. That is, we replace each

[_
2

12

-1 4] [2/3 -1/-V5 4/3 -V 5]
o 5 by -2/3 0 5/3-V5.
2 2 1/3 2/-V5 2/3-V5

Determine the lengths of the row vectors of this matrix. Do the results surprise
you? Explain.

NOTE I The above procedure can be extended to repeated eigenvalues (no matter how
often repeated) of real n x n symmetric matrices, a full set of (real) linearly independent

fit is unfortunate that a matrix is called orthogonal when and only when its rows (columns), when regarded as
vectors, are pairwise orthogonal and each of length 1.
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mutually orthogonal eigenvectors being obtainable via the so-called Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalisation process. In this way we can establish Theorem 2.

We end with some comments on topics which will be dealt with fully in the follow-up
volume to this but whose introduction here ties up one.or two loose ends.

In Exercise 22(b) of Chapter lOwe saw that each linear transformation T: V ~ W from
one finite dimensional vector space to another could be represented by matrix
multiplication acting on appropriate coordinate vectors. Suppose that V =W (so that each
may, by Theorem 3 of Chapter 10, be assumed to be IRn for some integer n). Choosing
Bv = Bw as the standard basis in IRn we may find the corresponding matrix A, say, as in
Exercise 22(a) of Chapter 10. Now let us assume that A has an LI set E, say, of n
eigenvectors. Taking E as a basis for V we find (from Exercise 22(b)) that T can now be
represented by a diagonal matrix. The message is that, given a linear transformation
T:V ~ V, we may, by picking a suitable basis for V, be able to obtain a very simple
matrix representation of T. We give just one example.

Example II
Let T:1R3 ~ .1R3 be given by

[
X] [X- y-z ]

T y = -x+y-z .
Z -x-y+z

Then, with respect to the (standard) basis

[~ J[!J[~]
the matrix representing Tis

[

1 -1 -1]
A = -1 1 -1.

-1 -1 1

However, with respect to the basis

of 1R3 comprising eigenvectors of A (see Example 15 above), the matrix representing T
changes to diagonal form with diagonal entries -1, 2 and 2 (in some order).

Of course we have seen that not all n x n matrices are diagonalisable. The best that can
be obtained, in general, is given by the following definition.
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• Definition 3
Any (square) matrix of the form

Ai 0 0
0 Ai 1 0

J;=
1

O. 0 0 Ai

with a fixed scalar Aialong the diagonal, 1s lying directly above these As and Osin every
other position, is called a Jordan matrix. •

The following can then be proved.

• Theorem 5-------------------
Let T be any n X n matrix. Then T is similar to a (so-called block diagonal) matrix of the
form

where the Ji, each a Jordan matrix of the above kind, lie with their Aialong the diagonal
of D and where the Osindicate that all other matrix entries are zero. The As occurring in
the Jordan matrices in D are clearly the eigenvalues of D (and hence of T). •

These concepts of Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation and Jordan form of a matrix
(along with the intimately related discussion of change of basis in a vector space), you
will meet in a second linear algebra course (see, for example, Hirst, A. E. Vectors in Two
and Three Dimensions).

Applications
Above we indicated how surfaces in 1R3 can be identified by diagonalisation. Here we
show how a similar approach can be used to distinguish conics in the plane.

The equation ax2 + 2bxy + cy2 + dx + ey +f = 0 defines a conic section in the x-y
plane. [To avoid trivialities we assume that at least one of a, b, c, is not zero.] How can
we tell what type of conic it is (e.g. ellipse, hyperbola, circle)? We concentrate first on the
quadratic form ax2 + 2bxy + cy". According to Theorem 2 we can find a real orthogonal
matrix N such that

N-1[ab bc]N . d' I .IS a iagona matnx

say. Writing
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changes ax2+ 2bxy + cy2 + dx + ey +f = 0 to the form

A1X
2 +A2 y 2 +8X +eY +c/J = 0

for suitable real numbers 8, e, c/J. It is then easy to 'complete the square' (see Exercise 36

below) on the parts A1X
2 + 8X and A2y2+ eY so that A1X

2 + A2y2+ 8X + eY+ c/J is

rewritten in the form AlU2 + A2V2 + V = O. [If, say, Al = 0, we may have to accept the

form A2V2 + 8U + u = 0 where U = X.] Since N is orthogonal, the change of coordinates

from x, y to X, Y represents a rotation of the plane (fixing the origin) or a reflection in a

line through the origin; the change from X, Y to U, V represents a translation. The original

figure is now placed centrally and symmetrically with respect to the new (U-V) axes and

its form read off immediately from the equation AlU2+ A2V2+ V = 0 [or A2V
2+ 8U + u = 0].

Note, incidentally, that

[
a b] 2AlA2 = Det b c = ac - b .

Indeed if A1A2 = 0 (with, say, Al = 0, A2 :f:. 0: why can we not have Al = A2 = O?) we find

that the conic is either a parabola (e.g. U ± V2 (± 1) =0), a pair of parallel straight lines

(e.g. V2 - 1 = 0), a single straight line (e.g. V2 = 0) or the empty set (e.g. V2+ 1 = 0). If

A1A2 > 0 we may obtain an ellipse, a single point or the empty set [We leave you to find

examples.] If A1A2 < 0 we obtain either a pair of (distinct) straight lines (e.g. U2
- V2 = 0)

or a hyperbola (e.g. 2U2
- 3V2

- 5 =0).

For a second application consider the function

The question might arise as to whether or notf(x, y) has a (local) maximum or minimum

at the origin (0, 0). [To answer a similar question at the point (a, b) one simply 'changes

the origin' by making the substitution X = x - a, Y = y - b.] Very near to the origin the

dominant term inf(x, y) is, 'of course, the constant 10, but, the term most dominant in

determining how f(x, y) changes when the point (x, y) is near the origin is the linear term

5x - 7y. Now, clearly, if x = 0 thenf(x, y) < 10 if y is small and positive, whilstf(x, y) > 0

if y is small and negative (since the terms in the higher powers of yare negligible in

comparison with -7y). In this way one sees that f(x, y) can have neither a (local)

maximum nor minimum value at (0, 0). But suppose now that

Here the dominant term, near (0, 0) is 4x2 - 6xy + 3y2. How does it behave for points

(x, y) near (0, O)? Since the eigenvalues AI' A2 of

[4 -3]
-3 3

are both positive, we see that 4x2 - 6xy + 3y2 (= AIX
2 + A2y

2 for suitably chosen X, Y) is

non-negative for all x, y. Thus g(x, y) does indeed have a (local) minimum at (0, 0).
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Summary
Given the n x n matrix T, the scalar A is an eigenvalue and the (non-zero) vector x is an
eigenvector of T if Tx =Ax. All such A can (in theory) be found by solving the
characteristic equation Det(T - AI) = 0 of T. If we allow complex number solutions the
characteristic polynomial Det(T - AI) will have n roots (counting multiple roots
according to their multiplicities). A root Arepeated r times will supply an LI set
{VI' V2' ... , vs} (1 :::; s :::; r) of eigenvectors each corresponding to A. The set
EA = {x: Tx = Ax} - which includes the zero vector - is a subspace of [Rn (or en) called
the eigenspace corresponding to A. The dimension of EA is less than or equal to r. If T
has an LI set of n eigenvectors then T can be diagonalised, i.e. there exist an invertible
matrix N and a diagonal matrix D, say, such that ~lTN = D. The diagonal entries of D
are the eigenvalues of T in some order and the columns of N must be corresponding
eigenvectors (i.e. taken in the same order.).

Not all matrices can be diagonalised. Those which cannot may be reduced to Jordan
canonical form. Amongst those which can are those whose eigenvalues are all distinct
and the real symmetric matrices - these may even be diagonalised using an orthogonal
matrix. The use of orthogonal matrices is relevant when simplifying the equations of
conics and quadrics by changing from one set of (orthogonal) axes to another.

Other applications in which eigenvalues play an important role include (i) the solving
of systems of simultaneous linear differential equations (where, again, a sort of 'change
of basis' from x(t), y(t) to X(t), Y(t) was found helpful), (ii) determination of invariant
lines in geometry and invariant vectors in population distribution problems and (iii) in
calculating large powers of matrices in general.

The eigenvalue concept was introduced by Euler in his search for solutions of
certain differential equations. In 1743 he solved the equation

dny dn-1y
-+an-I--I + ... +aoy=°
dx" dxn-

by assumingy = eAx so that An + an-I An-I + ... + a IA + ao = 0, thus restricting the
choice of A, a technique he had also used earlier. Later Lagrange and Laplace came
across what is essentiallythe characteristic equation of a matrix when investigating
systems of linear differential equations associated with questions in mechanics.
'Knowing' by physical reasoning that the 'eigenvalues' were real, Laplace later
recognised that the reality followed from the symmetry of the coefficients of the
equations, but it was not until 1829 that Theorem 3 (and Theorem 2) was first
proved rigorously by Cauchy whose interest lay in quadratic forms arising in
geometry Gradually quadratic forms gave way to (symmetric) matrices representing
them, with Weierstrass, an important figure in this development, using a canonical
form very like that introduced later by Jordan.

Leonhard Euler; the greatest mathematician of the I8th century was born in
Basel, the son of a preacher; on 15 April 1707. At I8 he produced his first research
paper; aged 19, winning his first of many prizes from the French Academy of
Sciences, John Bernoulli addressed him as 'a most gifted and learned man of science'.
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~uler's research output was phenomenally great and wide ranging; Kline lists his
mathematical interests under I I separate categories. Even total blindness in the last
12 years of his life could not stem the flow, 1000 pages of research being produced
in 1776. Perhaps, here, he was helped by his prodigious memory; it is said he knew
Virgil's Aeneid by heart. On I8 September he suffered a brain haemorrhage, uttered
the words 'I am dying', and did so the very same day

EXERCISES ON CHAPTER II

1. (a) Check that [~] is an eigenvector for the matrix [1~ :1]. What is the

corresponding eigenvalue?

(b) Check that [ ~21 [~~] and [ -:] are eigenvectors for [-; -~181 Is [~2] +[~~]

also an eigenvector for [-; -~18]? What about [ ~ 2
] +[ -:]?

2. Find a matrix A whose eigenvalues are 1 and 3 and whose corresponding eigenvectors are

[~] and [~~l IsA unique?

3. To each eigenvalue correspond infinitely many eigenvectors. Show that, to each
eigenvector corresponds only one eigenvalue. (That is, each eigenvector is determined by
a unique eigenvalue.)

4. (i) Let A and B be n x n matrices. Give examples to show that if A, J.L are eigenvalues of
A and B respectively then A+ J.L need not be an eigenvalue of A + Band AJ.L need not
be an eigenvalue of AB.
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(ii) Show that, if x is an eigenvector of both A and B, then x is an eigenvector of AB.
(iii) If A and B are row equivalent do A, B necessarily have the same eigenvalues or

eigenvectors?

5. Find eigenvalues and all corresponding eigenvectors for the matrices:

[5 39] [1 1] [0 0] [-27 98]
(a) 3 9; (b) 1 1; (c) 0 0; (d) -8 29'

Where possible exhibit an invertible matrix N and a diagonal matrix D such that the given
matrix is expressible as ND~I.

6. Let A be a diagonalisable matrix so that c-1AC =D for suitable C and diagonal D. Show
that for each such D there are infinitely many such C.

7. Under what conditions on a, b, c, dis [: :] diagonalisable?

8. Draw the rectangle with comers at (-1,0), (1,0), (1, 2), (-1, 2) and the 'squashed then

sheared rectangle' with vertices at (- t '0 ), (1-,0 ), (! 't), (-! 't). Can you identify,

visually, an eigenvector (other than (1, 0» of the linear transformation producing this

change? In any case find, algebraically, the eigenvectors of the matrix representing the

transformation.

9. Given the simultaneous equations

dx
-=-x+2y
dt
dy 1
-=-x-y
dt 2

and given that x =600 and y = 1300 when t =0 determine what happens to the sizes of
x(t) and y(t) as t increases. (This is a so-called symbiotic (cooperative) system. If x and y
represent the populations of two species at time t it will be found that the species can live

side by side with neither species dying out.)

10. At the end of year n the number of rats and cats in a certain area is given, in terms of the

numbers in the year n-l, by the matrix formula

[rn ] =[5 -2][rn- I ] .
cn 1 2 cn- l

By diagonalising [~ ~2] determine a formula for r, and cn in terms of ro and co. Given

that r0 =1000 and Co =300 determine whether or not the rat population is killed off. (This
kind of equation is a difference equation of the predator-prey type.)

11. Find eigenvalues and all corresponding eigenvectors for the matrices:
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(d) [~ ~~ :~]; (e) [~~ =~ ~].
-6 -14 -29 12 -6 -5

Where possible exhibit an invertible matrix N and a diagonal matrix D such that the given
matrix is expressible as NDff1

• (Note: a fairly common error in an exercise like (b) is to

deduce that the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue A=1, is [~]. You should,

of course never obtain the zero vector as an eigenvalue. Why not? The proper answer is

not 'Because [~] cannot be an eigenvector - by definition.' It's a deeper reason than

that.)

12. Find eigenvalues and to each eigenvalue a corresponding eigenvector of length 1 for the
matrices:

(a) [4~ =~ ~]; (b) [~~ ~~ ~]; (c) [~~ ~173 =~]; (d) [~2 ~ =~].
-4 2 0 0 2 -2 1 3 6 -3 -3

Show that (a) and (b) have infinitely many eigenvectors of unit length. What about (d)?

13. Find, if you can, the eigenvalues of the matrix

(See Exercise 14(ii) of Chapter 5.)

14. Let A be the matrix

[
-! 0 5 ]
3 t -3.
-lOt

Is it true that as n increases all the entries in An eventually tend towards zero? [Hint:
diagonalise.] Do the same for the matrix in Computer Package Problem 4 in Chapter 3.

15. Write down two 3 x 3 matrices A, B whose entries differ in only one place and yet A is
diagonalisable whilst B is not. (Cf. Problem II.5(i).)

16. Find eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors for the matrices:

(a) [~ ~ ~]; (b) [~ ~ ~]; (c) [~ ~ ~]; (d) [~ ~ ~I];
001 001 001 00
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1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

(e)
1 1 1 1

(f)
1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 0 1 .

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

17. LetA, B and Cbe diagonalisable 3 x 3 matrices.
(i) Let A have triply repeated eigenvalue A. Describe A (as best you can).

(ii) Let a be any scalar. Is aB diagonalisable?
(iii) Is CT diagonalisable? (Please give proofs - or counterexamples - for (ii) and (iii).)

18. (i) Show that A=0 is an eigenvalue for the n x n matrix A if and only if A is singular.
[Hint: use the A - AIdefinition.]

(ii) Show that if Det(A - AI) =t- 0 then Ais definitely not an eigenvalue of A.

19. Show (i) that if Ax = Ax then, for all positive integers s, ASx = ASx and (ii) that, if A is
invertible then A=t- 0 and A-I is an eigenvalue for A-I with corresponding eigenvector x.
Deduce from (i) that, if At = 0, the zero matrix, for some integer t, then A= 0 is the only
eigenvalue of A. Deduce from Exercise 18(i) that, if AI' A2, ••. , An are (all) the
eigenvalues (possibly complex) of the n x n matrix A, then A-I exists if and only if

AIA2 • • • An =t-O.

20. The eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix A are

Find A and A'".

21. Show that if A has Aas an eigenvalue then A + J-L/ has A+ J-L as an eigenvalue.

22. Show that each polynomial ao - alA + a2A2 - ... + (_I)nAn (n ~ 1) is the characteristic
polynomial of some suitable matrix. [Hint: what is the characteristic polynomial of

[
0 1 0]o 0 1 ?]
c b a

23. Use the fact (deducible from the fundamental theorem of algebra) that the complex roots
of a real polynomial occur in pairs of complex conjugates, to prove that each 3 x 3 matrix
(indeed each n x n matrix for odd n) with real entries has at least one real eigenvalue and
hence at least one eigenvector with all entries real.

24. Let A be a real 3 x 3 matrix with just one real eigenvalue. Show that:
(i) the two other eigenvalues must be complex conjugate numbers;

(ii) A can always be diagonalised;
(iii) the eigenvectors corresponding to the complex eigenvalues (a) cannot be real; (b)

occur in conjugate pairs.

25. Find the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix
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o 1 -3 0
-7 0 0 -3
-2 0 0 -1·
o -2 7 0

(This is fairly easy even though it is 4 x 4.)

26. (a) Let Ai (1 ~ i ~ 3) be the eigenvalues of the 3 x 3 matrix A. Show that It:=1 A; is the

trace ofA and that IT=1 A; is Det A. [Hint: write Det(A - AI) out as a cubic and

compare its coefficients with those of -(A - A1)(A - .A2)(A - A.3) .] (These equalities
hold for all square matrices - of course some of the Aimay be complex numbers.)

(b) Given that

2 12 -1 2
1 1 -1 0
o 6 1 2
-3 9 0 4

has eigenvalues -1 and !(5 + iY15), find the others.

27. Let A and B be n x n matrices. Show that if either (I) B =ATor (II) B is similar to A,
then A and B have the same characteristic polynomial and hence (a) the same
eigenvalues, (13) the same determinant and ('Y) the same trace. [Hint: see Exercise 22(iii)
of Chapter 5.]

28. (a) LetA be the matrix

Show

[
- 2 -12 -2][X]

[x y z] ~ ~2 ~ ~

is the equation in Example 9. Is A similar to a diagonal matrix D, say? [Hint: the
eigenvalues of A and D would be the same.] Now explain why, in Example 9, the
symmetric matrix M is a better choice than A.

(b) Let A and B be n x n matrices with exactly the same set of eigenvalues. Must A and
B necessarily be similar? (Proof or counterexample please!)

29. Write down the 3 x 3 matrices A and B corresponding to rotations of ~3 about the x and
y-axes each through an (anticlockwise) angle of 'TT/2 (when looking along the positive
axes to the origin). By finding the eigenvectors of their product find the resulting axis of
rotation when A and B are applied in succession.
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30. Let Abe an eigenvalue of the n x n matrix A. Show that the eigenspace EA ={x:Ax=Ax}
is a subspace of ~n.

31. Show that the eigenvalues of a skew symmetric matrix are pure imaginary. (That is, are

of the form a + ib with a =0.)

32. (a) Show that the n x n matrix A is diagonalisable if - and only if - it has an LI set of n
eigenvectors.

(b) Show that the (real) matrix A is orthogonally diagonalisable if - and only if - A is

symmetric. [Hint: Corollary 1 does one half of (a); for (b) see Note 1.]

33. Show that the column vectors and the row vectors of an n X n orthogonal matrix have unit

length. Replace the matrix

in Example 5 above by an orthogonal matrix.

34. A real stochastic (or Markov) matrix is a square matrix in which (i) all the entries are

non-negative and (ii) the entries in each column add up to 1. (See the Applications in

Chapter 3.) Prove that (I) the product of two such matrices is again stochastic, that (II)

each stochastic matrix has 1 as an eigenvalue and that (III) each of its eigenvalues A
satisfies IAI::;; 1. [Hint: use ASx = ASx.]

35. When the Laboratory Party came to power 42% ofthe population were 'poor', 36% were

'middle income' and 22% classified as 'rich'. The party claimed the number of poor

would decrease if all future governments followed its policies based on the 5-year

transition matrix

p m r

0.8 0.2 0.1 P
0.1 0.7 0.2 m

0.1 0.1 0.7 r

which indicates, for example, of the p(oor), to will, in 5 years, become m(iddle income)

and 10 become r(ich). Is this transition matrix compatible with the party's claims?

36. In Example 9 we saw that Q =-2x2- 2y2 + 5z2- 12xy + 2yz - 2xz can-be expressed in

the form 3X2+ 6y2 - 8Z2. We might have proceeded more directly by writing Q as

-2(x + 3y + (Z/2))2 + {terms in y, z only}. Repeat this procedure (called completing the
square) on the y, z-only terms to obtain Q in the form -2U2+ aV2+ {3W2. [This is

Lagrange's reduction.] This seems to give a different sum- and difference-of-squares

expression for Q, and hence a different quadric surface for Example 9. Am I right? [You

should find that both a and {3 are positive. The fact that 3X2+ 6 y2 - 8Z2 also has two

positive coefficients and one negative is an instance of Sylvester s law of inertia which

says that such a result always holds.]

37. (a) Is 17x2+ 50y2 + Z2 + 60xy + 14yz + 8zx ~ 0 for all (real) x, y, z?
(b) Express xy and xy + yz + zt + tx as sums and differences of squares.
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38. Let T:1R3 ~ 1R3 be given by

[
X] [-17X-6Y+12 Z

]
T Y = -35x-8y+22z .

Z -40x-12y+27z

Find the matrix A, say, corresponding to T with respect to the standard basis for 1R3 and
with respect to a basis of 1R3 comprising three eigenvectors of T.

COMPUTER PROBLEMS (THEORY)

1. (a) Let A be the matrix

0 0 0 h
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

where h = ~. Show that

h 0 0 0

A4 =
0 h 0 0
0 0 h O'
0 0 0 h

Deduce that 1is an eigenvalue for A.
(b) Find all the eigenvalues of the 100 x 100 matrices [ai) and [bij] where

au= 1 if 2 ~ i ~ 100 and an =1 + (1/2)100; bi+1,i =1 and b1,100 =(1/2)100 and all other
entries are zero. [The point of this example is to show that the eigenvalues of a
matrix may - or may not - change quite substantially even when one entry in a
matrix is altered by an amount which the computer would interpret as 0.]

2. Let {VI' V2' ... , vn } be a basis of eigenvectors for the n x n matrix A. For any vector
V E IRn express V = a 1v 1 + a2v2 + ... + anvn. Deduce that, for all positive integers s,

[If IA11> IAil for 2 ~ i ~ n, one sees that, for large s, ASvapproximates to al~V1. Since one
knows A and V one can hope to compute VI - and then Al - since v1 and ASvwill be
almost parallel. Variations permit the evaluation of the other eigenvalues.

COMPUTER PACKAGE PROBLEMS

1. Find the characteristic polynomial of the matrix

[
12 3]

A= 8 9 4.
765
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Hence find the eigenvalues of A by solving the characteristic equation. Alternatively, find
these eigenvalues directly by using (with MAPLE) 'eigenvals(A)'. [The point of this is
that (in MAPLE) the eigenvalues are given here in two completely different formats.]

2. Find the characteristic polynomial of the matrix

1 0 0 0 2
0 3 0 4 0

A= 0 0 5 0 O.
0 6 0 7 0
8 0 0 0 9

See if you can spot its roots. [You should be able to see one!] If not, use your computer
package to solve the characteristic equation. [I got answers involving square roots rather
than in decimal form.]

3. Find the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the following matrices:

1 2 3 4 5 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5

A= 3 2 1 2 3 and 'Pascal's matrix' B= 1 3 6 10 15 .
4 3 2 1 2 1 4 10 20 35
5 4 3 2 1 1 5 15 35 70

4. Find the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix

-121 384 92 -32 -100
156 -1085 -508 236 180

A= -48 -840 -613 312 48
234 -3900 -2286 1115 462
738 -4212 -1918 868 745

Is A diagonalisable?

5. Check that the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix

3 5
8 -5
6 -6
o -6

-7 2
8 7
9 5.
8 1

of Example 8 are as claimed.

6. Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix

1 000 1
o 1 010
00 1 0 O.
o 1 010
1 000 1
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Hence find a matrix P which diagonalises the given matrix orthogonally.

7. (a) Show that it is possible to change the x-y-z axes to new rectangular axes X-Y-Z so

that the equation

859x2 + 769 y2 + 1163/ 2z 2 - 656xy + 4~4yz - 202zx = 1

can be expressed in the form X2/a? + y2/ f32+ Z2/y = c. (The equation therefore
represents a ... what?)

(b) Do the same for the equation

0.521x2+0.271y2 + 0.568z2+ 0.458xy + 0.272yz +0. 728zx = 50.

8. Find the Jordan forms of the matrices

-7 -16 13 -5 -10 33 -15 -13
2 -5 -2 0

and
11 -43 19 17

A=
-13 7 18 -4

B=
40 -121 56 48

-25 67 26 0 -12 7 -6 --3

9. Write down some 3 x 3 matrix (A, say) - with integer coefficients for convenience, Find
Det(A - AI) in the form C3A3+ c2A2 + CtA + co. Now evaluate the (3 x 3) matrix
c3A3 + c2A?+ ctA + col3. Do the same for several more 3 x 3 - and 4 x 4 (and 5 x 5 ...
etc.) matrices. The results you should get should allow you to conjecture the result known
as the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. (Cf. Exercise 11 of Chapter 3.)

10. (a) Find the eigenvalues of the 'nearly equal' matrices

-5.1 21.6 15.2 -6.4

A = 0.5 2.2 1.5 -0.5
17.9 -73.3 -51.4 21.7
48.9 -185.3 -130.1 55.4

and

-5.0 21.7 15.3 -6.3 1
0.6 2.3 1.6 -0.4 1

B= =A+(O.l)F whereF= 1
18.0 -73.2 -51.3 21.8
49.0 -185.2 -130.0 55.5 1

1 1
1 1
1 i r
1 1

(b) Now find, for each t. 1 < t < 10, the eigenvalues of A + (O.Ol)tF in order to see how
the eigenvalues change in passing from A to B.

[The eigenvalues of a matrix change continuously with the elements of the matrix.]

11. (a) Write the quadratic form

f(x,y,z,t) =211x 2 + 172y2 + 90z2 + 175t2 + 4xy + 204xz - 224xt +
48yz -148yt + 228zt

in the form XAXT where X = [x, y, Z, t] and A is a symmetric 4 x 4 matrix. Find the
eigenvalues of A and writef(x, y, Z, t) in the form aX2 + f3 y2 + YZ2+ 8Tfor suitable
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functions X, Y, Z, T of x, y, Z, t. Determine whether or not/ex, y, z, t) can take
negative values for suitable values of x, y, Z, t.

(b) Do the same for the quadratic form

4.728x2 + 2.665 y2 + 2.590z2 +4.177t2 + O. 796xy + 3.748xz - 3.546xt +
O.326yz - 3.240yt +3.586zt.



One of the most important concepts in mathematics is that offunction. Because of this
importance and because, two centuries ago there was some disagreement as to exactly
what constituted a function, it was subsequently shown how the concept could be defined
entirely in terms of the basic mathematical concept of 'set'. There is no need for us to be
quite so pedantic here and we shall adopt a sort of 'half way house' definition which still
employs the 'set' notion and is essentially that which was good enough for Dirichlet in
the 1820s. So we begin with a paraphrase of Cantor's definition (1895) of set.

• Sets
By a set we understand any collection M (say) of definite distinct objects (the objects
being called the elements or members of the set) gathered together into a single entity.•

Thus examples of sets include the sets of whole numbers (also called integers), rational
numbers, real numbers and complex numbers. These sets are denoted, respectively, by the
symbols 7L, Q, ~ and C.

To indicate that the object m is (is not) an element of the set M we write
mE M (m e M). Thus ~ e 7L, ~ E Q, ~2 e Q, ~6 E ~,-2.81T+ 3.17i E C.

If a set is defined as a collection - what is a collection?

Some sets can be described by listing all their elements between brackets {also called
braces}. For example S = {I, 9, 25} is the set of all squares, which are less than 41, of
odd integers. Of course 7L, Q, ~ and C cannot be so listed. However some infinite sets
can be defined by the properties their elements possess. For example T = {x:x E 7L &
x

3 > 4441} - which we read as 'the set of (all those) x such that x belongs to 7L and x

cubed is greater than 4441' - is just a silly way of describing the set of all integers greater
than 16. Hence T = {x:x E 7L & x > 16} = {x:x E 7L & x ~ 17} etc. This example suggests
we define two sets A and B to be equal when and only when they contain exactly the same
elements. Note that S, above, may also be described by S = {x:x E 7L & [x =1 or x =9 or
x =25]}. In this book we are much concerned with the set ~3 = {(x, y, z): x, y, Z E ~} of all
triples of real numbers and similar sets of n-tuples where n = 2,4,5, ... etc. (Note that, in
~3 for example, the six triples (1, -1,5), (5, 1, -1) ... (1, 5, -1) are distinct since, as with
coordinates of a point, the ordering of the numbers 1, -1, 5 is relevant.) We shall also
come across the set with no elements - for example: the set of all (living) human beings
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who are more than 1000 years old or the set of all negatives integers which are squares of
real numbers. We denote this set, the empty set, by the symbol 0.

We shall occasionally need to operate with pairs of sets. Let sets A and B be given. We
say A is contained in B (written A ~ B or B :2 A) if each element of A is also an element
of B. If, in addition, there are elements in B which are not in A we may write, instead,

A c B or B ::::> A, if we wish to draw attention to the fact. We then describe A as a subset
(proper subset) of A (respectively). The set of all elements of A which are not members
of B is denoted by A \ B. The intersection A n B of A and B is (by definition) the set
{x:x E A & x E B} of all elements belonging to both A and B, their union, A u B, is the
set {x:x E A or x E B} comprising the elements which are in A or in B (or, perhaps, in
both)."

As examples: (i) lL ~ Q, Q c ~, ~ ~ C (or, more pedantically, lL c Q c ~ c C);
(ii) lL n {x:x E ~ & -2.1 <x < 3.07} = {-2, -1, 0,1,2, 3} (= {x:x E lL & -2:S;x:S; 3});

(iii) {x:x =a2 + b2 + c2 & a, b, cElL} u {x:x =4m(8n + 7) & m, nElL & m, n, ~ O} =
{x:x E lL & x .~ O} (since each integer x ~ 0 is either a sum of three integer squares or of

the form 4m(8n + 7»; (iv) For all sets A, B; A \ B =A \ (A n B).
One may equally well consider the intersection and union of more than two sets - even

of infinitely many.

• Functions
A definition of function can be given solely in terms of the set concept. We give a

somewhat less precise definition.
Given sets A and B a function (also called map(ping) or transformation)f, say, from

A to B is any rule which associates, with each element a of A some (uniquely determined)
element, denoted by fia), of B. To express this association we may writefA~B. •

Some examples are:
(I) A = ~,B = ~:f(a) = la I(the modulus or absolute value of a). [Thus, for example,

f(-3.21) =f(3.21) but there is no a E ~ for whichf(a) =-1.]

(II) A =Q, B = ~:f(a) =a3 [Here, iff(a) =feb) then a =b. Note that there is no a (in Q)

for whichf(a) = 2.]
(III) bA = {so, la}, B = {365, 375}:f(so) =365,f(la) =375.
(IV) A = ~,B = lL:f(x) = [x] (meaning the greatest integer not exceeding x). Then

f( 1T) = 3 whilstf(-1T) =-4.

If a function is defined as a rule - what is a rule?

GivenfA~B, we shall call the subset {f(a):a E A} of B the image or range off,
denoting it by im(f). If the equality f(a) = feb) always implies that a = b we say thatfis

"ln mathematics 'or' includes the possibility of both conditions being satisfied. (Host: 'Would you like white
wine or red?' Mathematician: 'Yes, please' [Thinks: 'If the host is a mathematician I might just get a glass of
each!']

bIpresume no cricket buffs need any explanation of the set A??!
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one to one (1 - 1). If im(f) is the whole of B we say fis onto B. Thus, above, (I) is
neither 1-1 nor onto, (II) is 1-1 but not onto, (III) is both 1-1 and onto, (IV) is onto but
not 1-1. {Note that an onto functionj:A~B may cease to remain onto if B is changed.}

Iff:A~B is 1-1 and onto it is possible to define an inverse function g of'j'which
'undoes' f. In fact g:B~A is given by: g(b) =a if and only iff(a) =b.

Let S be any set and suppose that T is a set whose elements can (i) be added together
and (ii) be multiplied by real (or complex) numbers. (For example T might be IR or Cor,
maybe, a real (or complex) vector space.) Then for any two functionsj:S--:'T. and g:S~T.

and for any real (or complex) number a we can define the sum functionfEB g and the
scalar multiple function afby: for all s E S, (fEB g)(s) = f(s) + g(s) and (af)(s) = a!(s).

Thus the set of all functions from S to T is now a set whose elernents can be added in
pairs and multiplied by scalars.

Finally, in this section, a remark about polynomials. Suppose that p(x) = ao + alx +
a~ + ... + an XZ is a polynomial of degree n with real coefficients ai • The factor
theorem states that if t is a number such that p(t) = 0 then (x - t) is a factor ofp(x),

i.e. p(x) =(x - t)q(x) where q(x) is a polynomial of degree n - 1. Such a t is called a root
(or zero) ofp(x). Note that the real polynomial ~ + 1 {= (x - i)(x + i) where i = ~ -1}
needs the complex numbers if it is to be factorised. So it is remarkable that, if we replace
the real ai in p(x) by complex numbers, we still only need complex numbers (and not any
kind of super-complex numbers) to factorise it. This is the famous Fundamental
theorem of Algebra (Gauss). Letp(x) be as above but with complex coefficients ai. Then
p(x) =an(x - cl)(x - c2) ... (x - cn) factorises completely into a product of n linear factors
where the cj E C.

One immediate consequence of this is: If, in p(x), the ai E IR then the complex roots of
p(x) occur in pairs u + iv, U - iv of complex conjugates.

PROOFS
Consider the following statements concerning numbers:

(i) Every positive integer is expressible as a sum of no more than 8 cubes of positive
integers;

(ii) for every positive integer n,

n(n +1)(n +2)
1.2+2.3+ ... +n.(n+l)= ;

3

(iii) ~2 is not a rational number.
Do you believe any of these statements to be true? In fact (i) is false! To show that a

general statement is false one only needs to give a single instance of its failure. Thus I
can show (i) is false by saying '(i) is false because 23 is a counterexample' (Le. 23 is not
expressible as a sum of only 8 cubes of positive integers - as you may check quickly by
hand. Curiously enough only one other integer fails to satisfy (i). You could get your
computer to help you search - if I tell you it is less than 1000.) So, all integers ~1000

do satisfy statement (i). This is not easy to prove. But some statements concerning
infinitely many integers can be proved fairly readily (and not by examining each of the
infinitely many integers in turn!!!!) Of course checking the validity of a statement for the
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first 50 million integers is also of no use here. The first integer for which the statement
fails may be lurking just round the corner!! (See Exercise 2.) We use instead the method
of mathematical induction which is stated as follows.

The principle of mathematic induction Suppose S(n) is, for each positive integer n, a
statement involving the number n. (For example we might have S(n): 1 + ! +1+ ~ + ... +
~ < 10.) IF (i) S(l) is a true statement and IF (ii) for each integer k, the truth of S(k + 1)
can be deduced from the assumption of the truth of S(k) THEN S(n) is true for all
integers n.

We won't explain here why this works. Rather we'll prove (ii) above is true by this
means. So, we claim: For each positive integer n, the statement S(n):

n(n + l)(n + 2)
1.2+2.3+ ... +n.(n+1)= ,

3

is true.

Proof of claim. For n = 1 the claim would read

1.2 = 1(1+ 1)(1+ 2) .
3

Since this is indeed true we see that the statement S(1) is true.
Now suppose the claim has been verified for n = k. That is, we assume S(k) is true. In

other words we are supposing

1.2+2.3+ ... +k.(k+ 1)=k(k+ 1)(k+2).
3

To prove S(k + 1) is true we must look at 1.2 + 2.3 + ... + k.(k + 1) + (k + l)(k + 2). By
our assumption about S(k) this sum is

k(k+l)(k+2) +(k+l)(k+2)
3

which is equal to

(k+1)(k+2){~+1}= (k+1)(k+2)(k+3) ={k+1}({k+1}+1)({k+1}+2),
3 3 3

which is the right hand side of S(k + 1). We have, then, by assuming S(k) is true shown
that S(k + 1) is true. The principle of mathematical induction tells us that the statement
S(n) is true for every integer n. [If you feel that a proof by induction can only succeed if
you 'know the answer in advance' or that 'any formula can be proved by induction' see
Exercise 2 below and Exercise 11 of Chapter 1.]

Now consider statement (iii) above. It is true. How do I convince you? One ploy is
this. We assume "./2 is a rational number. If, then, logical reasoning throws up a blatant
contradiction we shall be forced to conclude that our assumption is wrong and hence
accept that "./2 is not a rational number.
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[The following proof is not to be taken as a model of argument. It is extra verbose in an
attempt to help you through it. Perhaps, as an exercise, you can rewrite it retaining the
mathematics and omitting the extraneous waffle.]

Claim: ~2 e Q. Proof. Assume ~2 E Q. This means that there exist integers a, b such
that ~2 = alb. Now if a, b have any common divisor greater than 1 let us cancel it now
and write alb in 'lowest terms' rls (= ~2). Squaring up gives 2 = r21s2, that is 2s2= r2.

This equality implies that r2 is even - and hence that r itself is even (since, if r were odd
so would r2be). Consequently r is of the form 2m for some integer m. It follows that
2s2= r2= (2m)2 and, on cancelling a factor 2, that s2 = 2m2. But this means that s2, and
then s itself, is even. But this is absurd - we (quite legitimately) took rand s to have no
common divisor greater than 1 and we've arrived at the conclusion that each is even!!!
This blatant contradiction tells us something is wrong! If you examine the logic of our
argument you should see that the only possible problem is with our assumption, namely
that ~2 E Q. Hence this assumption must be wrong and it must be the case that ~2 e Q

as claimed. This method of proof is called reductio ad absurdum (I wonder why?!!)
Finally we comment on the expression 'if and only if' which you will find occasionally

in the book. Suppose that from a statement A you can deduce a statement B (Example":
A is: 'Tom is a university student'; B is: 'Tom is more than two years old') We write this
briefly as A ==) B (or, even, B ¢= A) and we say 'If A [holds] then B [holds], or 'B [holds]
if A [holds]'. We also use the curious expression 'A [holds] only if B [holds]'. Thus 'C if
and only if D' means that C ¢= D and C ==) D - in brief C ¢::> D - meaning that each of C
and D implies the other. In other words C and D are equivalent st.atements. Being
longwinded 'if and only if' is abbreviated to iff. (In the days when secretaries did all a
mathematician's typing 'iff' would often be returned corrected to 'if' with, presumably,
some doubt in the secretary's mind concerning the general intelligence of unworldly
mathematicians' . . .)

EXERCISES

1. Prove, by mathematical induction:

(a) Ik=k(k+l);
k=l 2

k(k +1)(2k +1)

6

2 E I n(n-1)(n2-Sn+18) ~ 1 2 3 4 S U . .. ak .• va uate lor n = , , , , . se intuitton to mea conjecture
24

involving 2n
-

1
• Try to prove the conjecture by induction.

3. Follow the proof that ~2 e Q as closely as you can to try to prove ~3 e Q. Identify
where the proof breaks down if you try to prove, similarly, that ~4 e Q.

CAs things are going in mathematics, the 'two' in statement B might soon need reducing! !
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Method of least squares 121
Multiplicative inverse of a matrix definition 58

Null spaces
of linear transformations 167
of matrices 112

Nullity of a matrixllinear transformation 150, 168
law of 21, 159

Nullity + rank = dimension 169

Orthogonal
basis 158
matrix 53
vector 40

Parity check matrix 136

Peano,Giuseppe(1858-1932) 102,135,156-7,174
Pivot, definition 23
Polynomial

characteristic 190
vector space of 98
zero 100

Powers of a matrix 39, 50
Principle of mathematical induction 220
Product, of matrices 38
Proofs,conceptof 219-21
Proper subspace 151

Quadratic form 204
Quaternions 101,135

Rank of a matrix 149,150
of a linear transformation 168

Rank + nullity = dimension 169
Rational numbers, set of 101
Real numbers, set of 97
Real stochastic matrices 212
Real symmetric matrix, eigenvalues/eigenvectors of

200,201
Reduced echelon form 23, 150
Reductio ad absurdum, method 221
Root (= zero) of a polynomial 219
Row ranks 149
Row spaces 115

Scalars 37
and vector spaces 99
set of 101

Seidel, Philipp Ludwig von (1821-96) 14
Seki, Takakazu 83
Serret, Joseph Alfred (1819-85)
Sets

closure of 96
spanning 116

Sigma (I) notation 9, 16, 17,44
Simplex method 157
Simultaneous linear equations

consistent 7
inconsistent 6
solutions 2, 10, 108

general 8, 108
particular 8

Spanning set, definition 116
Span of a set of vectors 114
Square matrices 20

determinant of 72, 75, 76
Standard basis 145
Subsets 218
Subspaces

closure of 110
definition 109
intersection of 113
proper 151
spanning sets for, definition 116
sum of 125
theorems 110, 113, 116, 151-2
trivial (= zero) 113

Sylvester, James Joseph (1814-97) 21, 156
Symmetric matrices 53

theorems 199, 200-1



Trace of a matrix 53
Transition matrices 47
Trivial solutions 26
Trivial subspaces 113

Unions, in set theory 218

Vandermonde determinant 92
Vector products 51
Vector spaces

axioms 99-100
complex 101
definition 101
isomorphic 171
theorems 104-5, 147
see also Finite dimensional vector spaces (FDVSs)

Vectors 101

Index 227

and matrices 35-6
origin of word 101
orthogonal 40

Weierstrass, Karl Theodor Wilhelm (1815-97) 206
Weyl, Hermann (1885-1955) 102,174
Wronskian, and linear independence 139

Zero
function 100
linear transformation 175
matrix 42
polynomial 100
o- root) of a polynomial 219
subspace 113
vector is unique, proved 104
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